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Abstract

Salmonella enterica serovars Typhi and Paratyphi A are bacterial pathogens

that cause typhoid fever in humans. Typhi and Paratyphi A are unusual

among S. enterica serovars, as they are restricted to systemic infection of

humans while most serovars cause gastroenteritis in a broad range of ani-

mal hosts. Despite their similarities, Typhi and Paratyphi A are thought

to have evolved independently, adapting to the human systemic niche via

mechanisms which are still poorly understood. There is little genetic varia-

tion within each population, making it difficult to study their evolution or

population dynamics.

In this thesis, comparative genomic analysis was used to detect variation

within the Typhi and Paratyphi A populations, and to compare the evo-

lution of these two pathogens. A total of 19 complete Typhi genome se-

quences were compared in order to identify genetic variants, including single

nucleotide mutations (SNPs), deletions and insertions of novel DNA. A dif-

ferent approach was taken to study the Paratyphi A population, including

the comparison of seven complete genome sequences and development of a

novel technique to screen for SNPs in a collection of 160 genomes sequenced

in pools. Little evidence was found of selection upon Typhi genes, but there

was evidence of diversifying selection in genes coding for the biosynthesis

of O-antigen in Paratyphi A. There was evidence in both populations of

ongoing accumulation of inactivating mutations which result in loss of gene

function. Detailed comparison of this functional gene loss in Typhi and

Paratyphi A revealed that many of the same genes were inactivated in both

serovars, but the mutations occurred independently and were not the result

of horizontal transfer of DNA between their genomes. Comparative anal-

ysis of variation in the Typhi and Paratyphi A populations suggested that



Paratyphi A is the younger pathogen, with a most recent common ancestor

roughly a third as old as that of Typhi.

Bacteria can harbour plasmids (additional strands of circular DNA) that

carry genes encoding resistance to drugs. The plasmids are able to spread

between bacterial cells, thereby spreading drug resistance within or between

pathogen populations. In this thesis, comparative analysis of plasmid se-

quences from Typhi and Paratyphi A found that the same type of plasmid

was present in both serovars, carrying identical DNA sequences encoding re-

sistance to the drugs used to treat typhoid fever. This demonstrates that the

evolution of drug resistance in both serovars is tightly linked. Very closely

related sequences were also found in other human bacterial pathogens, high-

lighting how easily drug resistance can spread.

Single nucleotide variants (SNPs) identified in Typhi and in the drug resis-

tance plasmids were used to develop a high-throughput SNP typing assay

with which to study Typhi populations. The SNP typing assay was used

to interrogate a global collection of Typhi, as well as local Typhi popula-

tions from areas where typhoid is endemic, including regions of Vietnam,

Nepal, India and Kenya. The analysis linked strain type with plasmid type

for the first time, and demonstrated multiple independent acquisitions of

distinct drug resistance plasmids over the past 40 years, culminating in the

current dominance of a single plasmid type. Analysis of recent Typhi popu-

lations circulating in endemic areas showed that the same Typhi clone now

dominates all of these regions, although local diversification has resulted in

subtle differences between the populations. Importantly, the dominant Ty-

phi clone was closely associated with the dominant plasmid type, suggesting

that the success of the clone and plasmid may have been intimately linked.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Salmonella enterica serovars Typhi and Paratyphi A are closely related bacteria that

cause typhoid and paratyphoid fever. They were first described in the late 19th century,

although they have probably been causing disease in humans for thousands of years

(1, 2). Transmitted by fecal contamination of water or food, these bacteria have been

responsible for epidemics all over the world. In addition to causing typhoid fever,

infection occasionally results in long-term carriage of the bacteria in the human gall

bladder (3). These carriers remain healthy themselves, but can unwittingly spread

typhoid to those around them, some famous examples being ‘Typhoid Mary’, who

infected at least 50 people (4), and ‘Mr N The Milker’, who spread typhoid to more

than 200 people over 16 years (5). Tracing the sources of typhoid outbreaks - usually

human carriers or contaminated water sources - is a sleuthing exercise that has kept

doctors and scientists busy from the 19th century (5) to the present day (6, 7). However

direct transmission is hard to prove, as epidemiologically unrelated Typhi isolates are

often so similar as to look identical using most typing techniques (2, 6, 8). The incidence

of typhoid fever decreased dramatically in the developed world during the twentieth

century as sanitation improved (9), but remains high in developing countries where

access to clean water is poor (10). Still, thousands of typhoid cases are reported in

developed countries each year, often associated with travel to areas where the disease

is more common, including India, South Asia, South America and parts of Africa

(11, 12). Vaccines against typhoid were developed by the British army in the late 19th

century and remained in use until the 1980s (13). Safer and more effective vaccines

were developed in the 1980s and currently two are licensed for use (14), however they
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1.1 The organisms: Salmonella enterica serovars Typhi and Paratyphi A

are almost exclusively used by travellers (15) and are not appropriate for immunising

small children (14). The introduction of antibiotics proved effective in the treatment

of typhoid fever and is the mainstay of disease control in areas where the disease is

endemic (3). However, over the past 40 years, an increasing number of typhoid cases

have become resistant to an increasing number of drugs (16, 17). The evolution of

resistance to new drugs can be rapid, and poses a major problem for disease control

(17). Recent advances in sequence analysis provide new opportunities to study the

evolution of Typhi and Paratyphi A at the DNA level - the finest resolution possible -

and it is this opportunity that will be explored in this thesis.

1.1 The organisms: Salmonella enterica serovars Typhi

and Paratyphi A

1.1.1 The genus Salmonella

1.1.1.1 Classification and taxonomy

Salmonella is a genus of bacteria belonging to the family Enterobacteriaceae, and in-

cludes many pathogens responsible for disease in humans and other animals. The genus

Salmonella is divided into two species, bongori and enterica (18, 19). Salmonella en-

terica is further divided into six subspecies enterica, salamae, arizonae, diarizonae,

houtenae and indica, which contain over 2,500 serovars or serotypes (see Table 1.1)

(18, 19, 20). Subspecies divisions were initially based on biochemical properties and

nucleotide similarity (18, 21, 22) and are supported by more recent sequence data

(23). Serovars are defined by their O (somatic) antigen and H (flagellar) antigens, with

antigenic formulae written as: O antigens; H antigens (phase 1, phase 2) (18). The

official list of serovars, known as the Kauffmann-White scheme (19), is maintained and

regularly updated by the WHO Collaborating Centre for Reference and Research on

Salmonella. The majority of disease-associated salmonellae are serovars of S. enterica

subspecies enterica (19). Most serovars have been given names, usually referring to

the geographic location from which they were first isolated, which are correctly written

unitalicised and beginning with a capital letter (18). While their formal names are of

the form S. enterica subspecies enterica serovar Typhi, they are often shortened to the

form S. enterica serovar Typhi, S. Typhi or simply referred to by the serovar name,
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e.g. Typhi. For brevity in this thesis, serovars of S. enterica subspecies enterica will be

introduced as serovars of S. enterica and thereafter referred to using only the serovar

name.

Species Subspecies Serovars
S. enterica

subsp. enterica 1504
subsp. salamae 502
subsp. arizonae 95
subsp. diarizonae 333
subsp. houtenae 72
subsp. indica 13

S. bongori 22
Total 2541

Table 1.1: Salmonella species, subspecies and serovars - Serovars defined under
each of seven subspecies of Salmonella, taken from the last update to the Kauffman-White
scheme in 2002 (19, 20).

1.1.1.2 Host range and pathogenicity

Although over 1,500 serovars of S. enterica subspecies enterica have been defined (Ta-

ble 1.1, (19)), the pathogenicity of most remains uncharacterised. The majority of

Salmonella-associated disease in humans and domestic animals is caused by a rela-

tively small number of serovars (19, 24), which vary in their host ranges and disease

syndromes. Some serovars cause gastroenteritis in a broad range of host species, for ex-

ample Typhimurium and Enteritidis are responsible for 40-90% of foodborne salmonel-

losis in humans in many parts of the world (24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30), as well as

the majority of infections in domestic animals (25). Other serovars are host-adapted,

primarily associated with systemic disease in a small range of host species but also

associated with relatively infrequent disease in other animals. For example, serovars

Dublin and Choleraesuis are generally associated with systemic disease in cattle and

pigs respectively, but can also cause infections in humans and other animals (24, 31, 32).

Similarly Typhimurium, a frequent cause of gastroenteritis in humans (25), can cause

systemic infection in mice. Finally, serovars can be host-restricted, causing systemic

disease in a narrow range of closely related species. Serovars Typhi and Paratyphi A
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are restricted to humans and and other simians (higher primates) (33), causing sys-

temic disease in the form of enteric fever (detailed in 1.2). Occasionally, host-generalist

serovars or those adapted to non-human hosts are also able to cause invasive or sys-

temic disease in humans (known collectively as invasive non-typhoidal Salmonella or

invasive NTS) (24, 34). This may be attributed to bacterial virulence traits, immune

deficiencies in the human host, or a combination of such factors (35, 36, 37) and can

vary between geographic locations (24, 34). For example Typhimurium and Enteritidis

are associated with high rates of invasive NTS in children and HIV-infected adults in

parts of Africa (35, 38, 39), while Choleraesuis is a major cause of invasive NTS in

Taiwan (40).

1.1.2 Salmonella genetics and evolution

Salmonella diverged from Escherichia coli approximately 100 million years ago (41,

42, 43, 44, 45). The circular chromosomes of Salmonella and E. coli are generally

4.5-5 Mbp in size, encode ∼4,500 genes (46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51) and are genetically

very similar, sharing ∼70% of their genes with 80% identity at the nucleotide level

and 90% identity at the amino acid level (46, 50, 52), see Table 1.2. The acquisition

of genomic islands, known as Salmonella Pathogenicity Islands (SPIs), are considered

to be key steps in the evolution of Salmonella (53) (see Figure 1.1). SPI1 is present

in both species of Salmonella (S. bongori and S. enterica) but is absent from E. coli,

consistent with a single acquisition by the common ancestor of all extant Salmonella

(54). SPI2 is present in S. enterica but is absent from S. bongori (55), consistent with

acquisition by the common ancestor of S. enterica after divergence from S. bongori

(see Figure 1.1). Variation in genes required for antigen biosynthesis has led to the

differentiation of at least 1,500 serovars (19). Each serovar has accumulated additional

chromosomal diversity via point mutations as well as gain and loss of genes (on average,

serovars share ∼90% of their genes at >98% nucleotide identity, see Table 1.2 (46, 47,

48, 49, 50, 52, 56, 57), leading to diversity in host range and pathogenicity. Horizontal

transfer between serovars and even subspecies, via homologous recombination, phage

integration and plasmid transfer (detailed in 1.1.2.3) blurs the lines between serovars

(determined by variation in the antigen synthesis genes), pathogenicity (determined

by gene content and allelic variation) and taxonomy (intended to represent vertical

patterns of descent).
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Homologs of Median DNA Median amino
Organism Data source Typhimurium* similarity acid similarity
S. enterica serovar
- Typhimurium LT2 Sequence 100% 100% 100%
- Typhi CT18 Sequence 89% 98% 99%
- Paratyphi A Sequencea,b 87-89% 98% 99%
- Paratyphi B Microarray 92% - -
S. arizonae Microarray 83% - -
S. bongori Microarray 85% - -
E. coli K-12 Sequence 71% 80% 90%
E. coli O157:H7 Sequence 73% 80% 90%
K. pneumoniae Sequencea 73% 76% 88%

Table 1.2: Genetic similarity within Salmonella and among closely related
genera - Reproduced from (50). Original legend: “*For sequenced genomes, reciprocal best
hits, excluding unsampled regions; for microarrays, signal ratio of Typhimurium LT2 with
genome is 3:1 or greater and based on roughly 4,330 Typhimurium LT2 coding sequences.”
a97% complete sequence. bMicroarray.

Salmonella enterica
subspecies I

Salmonella enterica
subspecies II, IIIa, IIIb,
IV, VI, VII

Salmonella bongori

Escherichia coli

Phase III
expansion in host
range to include 
warm-blooded

vertebrates

Phase II
acquisition of genes

necessary for
colonization of
deeper tissues

Phase I
acquisition of genes

required for the intestinal
phase of infection

SPI1

SPI2

Figure 1.1: Model for the evolution of virulence in the genus Salmonella -
Reproduced from (53), with SPI1 and SPI2 insertion points added. Original legend: “The
three phases in which virulence evolved in the genus Salmonella since its divergence from
the E. coli lineage have been proposed previously (58). The phylogenetic tree is not drawn
to scale.” Note Salmonella enterica subspecies I is an alternative designation for S. enterica
subspecies enterica
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1.1 The organisms: Salmonella enterica serovars Typhi and Paratyphi A

1.1.2.1 Surface structures and antigens

Salmonella, like all bacteria, synthesise a variety of surface structures (see Figure 1.2).

These protect the cell, have roles in transport, adhesion, chemotaxis and motility, act

as receptors, are important for host immune responses and form the basis for identifi-

cation by serotyping in the laboratory.

Surface lipopolysaccharide (LPS) or O-antigen forms the outer leaflet of the outer mem-

brane. It comprises a membrane-embedded lipid component, an oligosaccharide core

and a long chain polysaccharide consisting of 10-30 repeats of polysaccharide units

comprising 2-6 sugars (O-units), see Figure 1.2c (59). Biosynthesis of the O-antigen is

encoded in a cluster of genes known as the wba cluster (previously known as the rfb

cluster) (60, 61). The wba cluster includes genes for the biosynthesis of sugars (wba

genes), glycosyl transferases which add sugars sequentially to generate the O-unit (wba

genes) and O-antigen processing genes which translocate the O-units across the in-

ner membrane and polymerise them into a long chain O-antigen (wzx, wzy, wzz genes)

(59, 62). Additional modifications of the O-unit can be made by acetyl transferases and

glycosyl transferases encoded outside the wba cluster (62). Over 50 O-antigens have

been identified in Salmonella (19), which vary in the nature of the sugars that make up

the O-unit, their order and linkages (62). These variations in structure reflect genetic

variation in the wba cluster (59, 61, 63, 64), which has a mosaic structure indicative

of evolution by horizontal transfer between bacterial species (65). The oligosaccharide

core is encoded in another cluster known as the waa locus, variation in which is asso-

ciated with structural variation in the oligosaccharide core (66).

Salmonella also express an O-antigen exopolysaccharide (extracellular polysaccharide),

made up of O-units similar to those present in O-antigen LPS (67). Biosynthesis of

the O-antigen capsule is dependent on genes outside the wba cluster (yihU -yshA and

yihV -yihW ), which are required for the formation of biofilm on gallstones (important

for establishing long-term asymptomatic carriage in mammalian hosts) (68) and for

attachment to plants (associated with foodborne transmission) (69).
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Enlarged section
Capsule

Fimbriae

Flagella

Chromosome
Plasmid

Porin
Lipopoly-

saccharides

OUTER
MEMBRANE

INNER
MEMBRANE

CYTOSOL

PERIPLASMIC
SPACE

OmpALipoprotein
Peptidoglycan

O-antigen
   polysaccharide
      chain

Core
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(a) (b)

Membrane
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L-ring
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Type III
secretion system
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(c)

Figure 1.2: Structure of a Salmonella cell, flagellum and cell wall. - (a) Structure
of a cell, section is enlarged in (c). (b) Structure of a flagellum. (c) Structure of the
Salmonella cell wall. Reproduced from drawings by Jeff Dahl (a,c) and Mariana Ruiz
Villarreal (b).
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1.1 The organisms: Salmonella enterica serovars Typhi and Paratyphi A

Flagella are expressed on the surface of Salmonella cells. They consist of a basal body

embedded in the cell membrane, a central rod attached to a hook which in turn attaches

to a helical filament made up of polymerised units of flagellin protein, see Figure 1.2b

(70, 71). Rotation of the basal body ‘motor’ results in movement of the filament which

facilitates cell motility. Movement is regulated by sensory networks including chemo-

taxis proteins embedded in the cell surface, which recognise specific attractant and

repellant molecules and signal via the CheA-CheW transmitter complex (70). Over

50 genes are required for flagella assembly (72). Most Salmonella have two distinct

flagellin genes fliC and fljB, but express only one at a time, switching between them

at a rate of 10−3-10−5 (73, 74, 75). This process, known as phase variation, is present

in four subspecies of S. enterica (including subspecies enterica serovars) and is absent

from S. bongori (76). Phase variation may be a mechanism of avoiding cellular immu-

nity, since FliC has been shown to be a target antigen for Salmonella-specific T-cells in

a murine model (77). While the ends of the flagellin proteins are conserved, variation

within the center of flagellin genes generates distinct flagellar antigens (76, 78). These

are used in the Kauffmann-White serotyping scheme for Salmonella, which currently

lists 70 H (flagellar) antigens (19). Sequence analysis of flagellin genes suggests that

recombination between strains and between fliC and fljB within strains contributes to

flagellin variation and the generation of new serovars (76, 79, 80).

A handful of S. enterica serovars, including Typhi but not Paratyphi A, express a

Vi polysaccharide capsule (81, 82, 83). Vi is also expressed by some strains of Cit-

robacter freundii (84, 85) but has not been detected in any other species. Vi expres-

sion is regulated by two loci viaA and viaB which are separated on the chromosome

(84, 86, 87, 88, 89, 90). ViaA is present in non-Vi strains, but viaB is specific to

strains capable of expressing Vi (86, 91). The viaB locus includes genes for biosyn-

thesis (tviA-tviE ) and export (vexA-vexE ) of the Vi antigen (90), and is part of the

genomic island SPI7 as outlined below (46, 92, 93). The two-component regulatory

system ompR-envZ is also involved in regulation of Vi (94). Vi expression is important

for virulence in humans (95). Vi-expressing Typhi strains are more resistant to innate

immune defenses (complement-mediated killing and phagocytosis) (96, 97) and Vi can

inhibit inflammatory responses in human intestinal epithelial cell lines upon infection

with Typhi (98).
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1.1 The organisms: Salmonella enterica serovars Typhi and Paratyphi A

Fimbriae are thread-like surface structures expressed in up to 500 copies per cell, which

are involved in adhesion to non-phagocytic host cells. They are encoded in fimbrial

operons of 3-10 genes (99) and are important for virulence in Salmonella (100, 101, 102).

Each S. enterica serovar studied to date has a different set of fimbrial operons (103).

The operons themselves are not unique to one serovar, rather each serovar encodes a dis-

tinct combination of fimbriae which contribute to its pathogenicity (101). For example,

Typhi contains 13 fimbriae, eight of which are present in Typhimurium, although all are

present in at least one other serovar (104). The majority of fimbriae in Salmonella are

of the chaperone/usher family (99) (including 12 of the 13 fimbrial operons in Typhi).

Their biosynthesis requires a periplasmic chaperone, which binds fimbrial subunits as

they enter the periplasm (the space between inner and outer membranes) (105, 106)

and an outer membrane usher which translocates the chaperone-bound subunits across

the outer membrane (107, 108, 109, 110, 111, 112). The other types of fimbriae are type

IV pili (113) (including one encoded in the Typhi genome (104, 114)) and nucleator-

dependent curli fimbriae (115). Fimbriae contain adhesins that bind to receptors or

sugars on host cells. Variation in fimbrial genes, including those encoding adhesins,

determines the specificity and affinity of bacterial binding to host cells (116). This

binding specificity has roles in bacterial colonisation of specific tissues and cell types

and therefore host specificity, pathogenicity and niche adaptation (117, 118, 119, 120).

1.1.2.2 Salmonella Pathogenicity Islands

SPIs are clusters of virulence-associated genes that have been horizontally acquired

by the Salmonella genome and can generally be identified by a base composition that

differs from that of the rest of the chromosome (e.g. 42% GC content in SPI1 com-

pared to 52% in the rest of the chromosome) (121). While they generally encode genes

associated with virulence traits, the functions of many SPIs are not well understood.

SPI1 and SPI2 were identified in 1995 and 1996 respectively and are present in all S.

enterica (54, 55). They each encode a distinct type III secretion system (TTSS), a

needle-like structure that enables bacterial proteins (“secreted effector proteins”) to be

secreted into the cytosol of host cells (122, 123, 124). In addition to the TTSS aparatus,

the SPIs encode regulators and secreted effector proteins (125, 126), although effectors

encoded elsewhere in the genome (including in prophage sequences) are also secreted
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via the SPI-encoded TTSSs (127, 128, 129). For a recent review of effectors and their

functions, see (124). The TTSS encoded in SPI1 and SPI2 are genetically distinct, are

expressed at different times and perform different functions (121).

SPI1 is 40 kbp in size and contains more than 25 genes including TTSS apparatus,

regulators and effectors (54, 125). Distributed throughout Salmonella (130, 131) (see

Figure 1.1), SPI1 is involved in colonisation of the gastrointestinal tract and can be

induced in vitro by a shift in pH from acidic to mildly alkaline conditions, consistent

with in vivo induction upon arrival in the mildly alkaline small intestine after passing

through the acidic environment of the stomach (132). The expression of the TTSS

is regulated via a complex circuit involving hilA, hilC, hilD and other genes to inte-

grate environmental signals (133, 134). SPI1 is thought to be required for invasion of

non-phagocytic cells of the intestinal epithelium (135), via a process that involves ruf-

fling of the host cell membrane and rearrangements of the host cell actin cytoskeleton

(136, 137, 138, 139). However a recent study identified S. enterica serovar Senftenberg

isolates associated with human gastroenteritis that lacked SPI1, demonstrating that it

is not essential for intestinal invasion in humans (140).

SPI2 contains two segments that were likely acquired consecutively - the first is 14.5

kbp, present in S. bongori as well as S. enterica and is not associated with systemic

infection (126). The second is 25.3 kbp in size, is restricted to S. enterica (130, 131)

(see Figure 1.1) and encodes a second TTSS apparatus, regulators, chaperones and

secreted effectors (126). This part of SPI2 is required to maintain bacterial growth and

replication inside host cells (141). It is associated with survival in macrophages, which

facilitates systemic spread and colonisation of host organs (141). Expression of the

SPI2 TTSS and effectors is regulated by a network of genes including global regulators

phoP-phoQ and ompR-envZ as well as the SPI1-encoded hilD, allowing its induction

in response to a variety of different environmental signals (142, 143, 144).

SPI3 contains 10 protein-coding sequences (CDS), and is involved in intramacrophage

survival and virulence of Typhimurium in mice (145). It has a mosaic structure and

different segments have distinct distributions among S. bongori and subspecies of S.

enterica (145, 146). SPI4 also has a mosaic structure and encodes a type I secretion
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system (a protein channel (147)) that secretes an adhesin encoded by siiE (148, 149),

which has been associated with invasion of the intestinal epithelium (149, 150, 151).

SPI5 is associated with enteritis but not systemic infections (152). SPI4 and SPI5 are

conserved within S. enterica subspecies enterica (146, 151, 152).

An additional 12 SPIs have been characterised in S. enterica (46, 153, 154, 155). SPIs

6-10 were first identified by analysis of the Typhi genome sequence (46). SPI6 and

SPI10 encode fimbrial operons, while SPI9 encodes a type I secretion system (46).

SPI8 encodes two bacteriocins (proteins toxic to other bacteria). These SPIs are much

less conserved among S. enterica serovars than SPIs 1-5 (153, 154, 156). SPI7 is a

134 kbp region in the Typhi chromosome encoding genes for biosynthesis of Vi, the

virulence-associated sopE -prophage and a type IV pilus operon (46, 92, 114). Part of

SPI7, including the Vi biosynthesis genes, is also present in S. enterica serovar Paraty-

phi C, Citrobacter freundii and some S. enterica serovar Dublin strains, but to date has

not been reported in any other Salmonella (82, 83, 85, 92, 93). SPIs 11-12 were first

identified in the genome sequence of S. enterica serovar Choleraesuis, but are present

in many other serovars (153). SPIs 13-14 were identified in S. enterica serovar Galli-

narum in a screen for genes involved in infection of chickens and are present in many

other serovars (154). SPIs 15-17 were identified in the Typhi chromosome via analysis

of variation in base composition across the genome (155). SPI15 has so far only been

reported in Typhi, but SPIs 16-17 are present in other serovars (155).

1.1.2.3 Horizontal gene transfer:

Horizontal gene transfer plays an important role in the evolution and adaptation of bac-

teria, including Salmonella (58, 157, 158). DNA can be transferred between bacterial

cells via three mechanisms: conjugation, transduction and transformation, see Figure

1.3 (157). Although these mechanisms were once thought of as laboratory peculiarities

(159), they have now been shown to occur in nature at high enough frequency to be a

major force in bacterial evolution (157, 160, 161, 162, 163, 164).

Conjugation depends on the construction of a conjugative pilus, which is encoded by

genes in conjugative plasmids or conjugative transposons (166, 167, 168). Plasmids
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(a) DNA transfer by transduction

(b) DNA transfer by conjugation

(c) DNA transfer by transformation

Dead donor Competent recipient

Donor Recipient

Donor Recipient

Phage-infected
donor

Recipient

Common

Rare

Figure 1.3: Methods of DNA transfer - Reproduced from (165). Original legend:
“(a) Transduction is the phage-mediated transfer of host genetic information. In a phage-
infected bacterial cell, fragments of the host DNA are occasionally packaged into phage
particles and can then be transferred to a recipient cell. (b) Conjugation is the transfer of
DNA from a donor cell to a recipient that requires cell-to-cell contact. Genes on conjugative
plasmids, such as the F plasmid, encode products that are necessary for this contact, and
replication and transfer of the plasmid to the recipient. When, on rare occasions, the F
plasmid becomes integrated into the host chromosome (Hfr), conjugation results in a partial
transfer of the donor chromosome. (c) Cells that are competent can take up free DNA from
their environment. For all three methods of DNA transfer, the donor chromosomal DNA
will only be permanently maintained and expressed in the recipient cell if it is integrated
into the recipient genome by physical recombination.”
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and transposons encoding their own conjugative machinery are referred to as “self-

transmissible”, while those that are simply transferred via the conjugative machinery

of others are referred to as “mobilisable”. Once inside the recipient cell, transposons

are integrated into the host chromosome or resident plasmids; plasmids themselves can

be integrated into the chromosome or remain as independent DNA molecules. Plasmids

that use the same mode of replication and maintenance are said to be “incompatible”:

they are unable to transfer to or reside in the same host and are said to be of the same

incompatibility (inc) group (169, 170, 171).

Very few conjugative transposons have been reported in Salmonella, although SPI7

(see above) encodes a type IV pilus and may be a conjugative transposon (92, 172).

Conjugal transfer of SPI7 has not been demonstrated, however SPI7-mediated conju-

gal transfer of a small plasmid has been shown, and was dependent on the activity of

SPI7-encoded transfer (tra) genes but not pilus genes (173). The Salmonella Genomic

Island 1 (SGI1), first identified in multidrug resistant strains of serovar Typhimurium

DT104 (174), includes genes involved in conjugal transfer (175). SGI1 also encodes

resistance genes (174, 175), is associated with virulence in some animal models (176)

and is mobilisable by conjugation (177). However current evidence suggests it is not

self-transmissible, but requires the presence of a conjugative plasmid for transfer (177).

A variety of self-transmissible and mobilisable plasmids, ranging in size from 2-200

kbp and of different incompatibility groups, have been identified in Salmonella (178,

179, 180). The most well known are large plasmids encoding virulence or resistance

genes, although small plasmids with different or unknown functions are also found.

Many S. enterica serovars, including some of the most frequently isolated human and

farm animal pathogens such as Enteritidis, Typhimurium, Dublin, Choleraesuis and

Gallinarum, contain virulence plasmids of 50-100 kbp (179, 181, 182, 183). The plas-

mids are serovar-specific (179), and some are self-transmissible (184) while some rely on

other plasmids for transfer (183, 185). The virulence plasmids encode the spv operon

which is involved in intramacrophage survival and is required for full virulence in host

organisms (185, 186, 187, 188). Plasmid-free isolates of these serovars are rarely found

(189).
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Resistance plasmids are also well known in Salmonella and other bacteria (190, 191,

192). These are usually large, self-transmissible plasmids carrying transposons and

other mobile genetic elements that encode resistance to antibiotics (192, 193). Resis-

tance to detergents and heavy metals are also found on plasmids (46, 194, 195, 196). Re-

sistance plasmids in Salmonlla can be of different incompatibility groups (197, 198, 199),

and are believed to have evolved from plasmids that were circulating in Salmonella prior

to the use of antibiotics (180). In vivo transfer of MDR plasmids into Typhi has been

documented (160). Recently, the acquisition of resistance genes by S. enterica virulence

plasmids has been noted (198, 200, 201, 202, 203). Other small plasmids are found in

∼10% of S. enterica isolates (178), although their functions are generally unknown

(204, 205). Some are capable of phage conversion (altering an isolate’s phage suscep-

tibility profile or “phage type”) and are used for strain typing in serovar Enteritidis

(206, 207, 208, 209, 210, 211).

Transduction depends on bacterial viruses known as bacteriophage. Bacteriophage

are transported between hosts in the form of virions or phage particles, made up of

a protein coat (capsid) carrying phage DNA (161, 212). The phage DNA includes

genes required for synthesis and assembly of the phage particles, but depends on the

metabolic machinery of the bacterial host for reproduction. Bacteriophage have two

lifestyle modes: productive, whereby new virus particles are produced and released

from the cell, usually via cell lysis or bursting (lytic phage); and reductive, whereby

the phage genome is not expressed, but becomes integrated into the host chromosome

(temperate phage) (213). Generalised transduction occurs during the productive cycle,

when bacterial DNA is packaged into the phage capsid by mistake (161). When the

transducing phage (carrying bacterial DNA) infect a new bacterial cell, the bacterial

DNA is released into the new host cell and may be integrated into the host chromosome

or resident plasmids via homologous recombination. Temperate phage, also referred to

as prophage, can be activated into the lytic cycle by environmental stresses (213). As

they are excised from the chromosome, non-homologous recombination can occur be-

tween phage DNA and neighbouring bacterial DNA, leading to the packaging of some

host genes (“cargo” genes) along with phage genes into the capsid in a process referred

to as specialised transduction (161, 214). Non-phage genes may also be integrated into

the phage sequence by transposition (transposase-mediated integration) (215).
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Phage cargo genes can contribute to virulence of bacterial pathogens (216), the best

known examples being genes encoding toxins including diphtheria toxin (217), Shiga

toxin (215, 218) and cholera toxin (219). Phage transduction can also contribute to

the spread of antibiotic resistance (220). In Salmonella, some effectors secreted by the

SPI-encoded type III secretion systems (see above) are phage cargo genes (128). A

well-characterised example is sopE, which is carried by a phage that can infect serovar

Typhimurium isolates in vitro (221, 222) and is present in the genomes of Typhi,

Paratyphi A, systemic pathovars of Paratyphi B and epidemic strains of Typhimurium

and other serovars (46, 47, 49, 50, 221, 222, 223, 224, 225). Two other prophage iden-

tified in the Typhimurium genome have been associated with the ability of the serovar

to cause systemic infection in mice (226).

Prophage content varies extensively between and within serovars (46, 47, 49, 50, 93,

153, 224, 227). One reason for this is the specificity of phage, which bind specific

molecules on the bacterial cell surface (228, 229, 230) and integrate into specific sites

in the chromosome, often tRNA sequences (231, 232, 233, 234). For example phage

that bind to Vi are only able to infect Typhi and other serovars expressing Vi (235).

There are also more complex systems of phage immunity, as the expression of resident

prophages is repressed by specific repressor proteins, which also repress expression of

incoming phages of a similar type (236, 237). Because of this variation, phage can be

used to discriminate among isolates of a given serovar, either by PCR targetting known

integration sites (238, 239) or phage typing which involves infecting isolates with a

panel of bacteriophage to determine their profile of phage susceptibility (6, 240, 241).

Horizontal DNA transfer can also occur via transformation, involving the active up-

take of double-stranded DNA by transformation-competent bacterial cells followed by

integration into the genome by homologous recombination. Homologous recombination

between S. enterica serovars has been documented (23, 56, 242, 243, 244, 245) and

probably occurs via a combination of transduction, conjugation and transformation.
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1.1.3 Serovar Typhi

S. enterica subspecies enterica serovar Typhi (referred to as Typhi hereafter) is the

causative agent of typhoid fever in humans. Typhi was first cultured in 1884 and be-

fore the advent of modern Salmonella nomenclature (18) has been known as Bacillus

typhosus, Erbethella typhosa, Salmonella typhosa and Salmonella typhi (246). Typhi is

the only S. enterica serovar known to characteristically express high levels of Vi antigen

(expression is low in serovar Paratyphi C (83) and observed in a single clonal lineage of

serovar Dublin (82)). As outlined above (1.1.2.2), Vi expression is encoded in the viaB

locus of SPI7, which is unique to these serovars. Typhi is generally monophasic, har-

bouring the fliC gene but not fljB, and expresses the H:d antigen. Thus identification in

the laboratory is confirmed by serotyping as O9,12:Hd and Vi antigen (19) (although

occasional Typhi isolates may be Vi-negative (247)). Typhi isolates from Indonesia

sometimes express unique flagella types H:j and H:z66 (248, 249, 250, 251, 252, 253),

which led to the formulation of a hypothesis that Typhi evolved in Indonesia as a bipha-

sic organism before a monomorphic variant arose and became globally disseminated

(252). However the discovery that the H:z66 antigen is encoded by a fljB gene (254)

located on a unique 27 kbp linear plasmid restricted to a specific (and non-ancestral)

clone (255, 256) quashed the idea of a biphasic Indonesian ancestor of Typhi. The H:j

antigen results from a 261 bp deletion within the chromosomally-encoded fliC gene,

mediated by homologous recombination between 11 bp repeats within the central part

of the gene (253). However the deletion appears only to occur in strains carrying the

z66-encoding linear plasmid (252, 253, 256).

The Typhi CT18 and Typhimurium LT2 genomes were the first Salmonella genomes

to be sequenced (46, 50). The genomes were published in 2001, followed in 2003 by the

Typhi Ty2 genome sequence (47). The Typhi and Typhimurium chromosomes differed

at <15% of gene loci and showed <2% divergence at the nucleotide level (46, 50). Most

of the differences in gene content were due to prophage sequences (seven in Typhi, see

Figure 1.4) and the presence of SPI7 (including the sopE phage) in Typhi, although

several smaller insertions and deletions were identified (46, 50). The Typhi CT18 and

Ty2 sequences were less than 0.01% divergent at the nucleotide level and shared >99%

of their genes (47). The differences were in prophage (see Figure 1.4b) (224), variants
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Figure 1.4: Genome rearrangements and phage differences between Typhi
CT18 and Ty2 - (a) Linear comparison of Typhi CT18 and Ty2. (b) Prophage in Typhi
and Typhimurium genome sequences. Reproduced from (224), original legend: “Illustra-
tion of the relative alignments of the prophage regions within the chromosomes of Typhi
Ty2, Typhi CT18 and Typhimurium LT2 genomes. Regions displaying significant sequence
homology are linked by the grey shading. The co-ordinates of the prophage regions are
indicated and similar phage are coloured accordingly. The positions of relevant stable RNA
genes are shown.”
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of SPI15 (155), a deletion in SPI7 in Ty2 and the insertion of IS1 elements in CT18

(47). The Typhi CT18 and Ty2 genomes were generally collinear, with the exception

of a large inversion between two rRNA operons, see Figure 1.4a (47). The S. enter-

ica genomes contain seven near-identical rRNA operons, and rearrangements between

them have been found to occur frequently in isolates of Typhi (257, 258, 259), but not

other serovars (259, 260, 261, 262). The Typhi genome contains over 200 pseudogenes

(46, 47), protein-coding sequences that have been inactivated by nonsense mutations,

deletions or frameshifts, preventing the proper expression of the encoded protein. Pseu-

dogenes appear to be more frequent in host-restricted pathogenic bacteria compared to

their host-generalist relatives (46, 49, 263, 264, 265, 266). The Typhimurium genome

contains only 39 pseudogenes (50), similar to E. coli K-12 (74) (267) and other host-

generalist bacteria.

Plasmids are occasionally found in Typhi isolates. The Typhi CT18 genome sequence

includes two plasmids, a 218 kbp IncHI1 multidrug resistance (MDR) plasmid pHCM1

and a 107 kbp cryptic plasmid pHCM2 (46). MDR plasmids appeared in Typhi in

1972 (268) and have persisted in many regions ever since (16). They are most often

of the IncHI1 type (268, 269, 270, 271, 272, 273, 274, 275, 276), although other types

have been identified (277). The pHCM2 plasmid shows similarity to the Yersinia pestis

virulence plasmid pMT1 (46) and is rare in Typhi (278). Other small plasmids not

associated with drug resistance are found in Typhi isolates with varying frequency, but

with the exception of the z66-encoding linear plasmid, their functions are unknown and

they have not been sequenced. A survey of plasmids from Typhi isolated during the

pre-antibiotic era found diversity in incompatibility types and sizes (180).

1.1.4 Serovar Paratyphi A

S. enterica subspecies enterica serovar Paratyphi A (referred to as Paratyphi A here-

after) is the causative agent of paratyphoid fever in humans, which is generally indis-

tinguishable from typhoid fever (279, 280). Paratyphi A was first identified in 1902

and was briefly known as Bacillus paratyphi typus A (281). Unlike Typhi, Paratyphi

A does not express Vi and does not contain SPI7 or the viaB locus (49). Paratyphi

A is monophasic for phase 1 flagella (encoded by fliC ), due to a frameshift in the hin
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gene which is required for phase switching, although the fljB gene is intact (49). Iden-

tification in the laboratory is confirmed by serotyping as O1,2,12;Ha (19).

The first Paratyphi A genome was sequenced and published in 2004 (49). The genome

was 4.5 Mbp, smaller than Typhi mainly due to the lack of SPI7 and presence of only

three prophage. These include the sopE -phage, which shared 95-100% amino acid iden-

tity with that encoded in the Typhi genome (49). The Typhi and Paratyphi A sequences

shared 172 genes that were not present in the sequenced Typhimurium or E. coli K-12

genomes, far more than the number of genes shared uniquely by any other pair of these

genomes (see Table 1.3) (49). A detailed analysis of nucleotide divergence between

Paratyphi A, Typhi, Typhimurium and other serovars was published in 2007 (56). The

study showed that pairwise divergence between most serovars was ∼1%, whereas one

quarter of the Typhi and Paratyphi A genomes were less than 0.2% divergent. The

authors concluded that Typhi and Paratyphi A have exchanged large amounts of ge-

nomic DNA relatively recently, including many of the ‘rare’ genes referred to in Table

1.3 (56). Gene order was generally conserved between Paratyphi A and Typhimurium,

except for an inversion (between ribosomal operons) of half the chromosome (49). This

inversion had been noted previously and was conserved among 12 strains tested (260).

The Paratyphi A genome contained 173 annotated pseudogenes, similar to the number

in Typhi but largely involving independent mutations and affecting different genes (49).

Typhi Typhimurium E. coli K12
Paratyphi A 172 53 0
Typhi 60 15
Typhimurium 48

Table 1.3: Genes unique to pairs of Salmonella and E. coli genomes - Reproduced
from (49). Original legend: “Number of genes shared by a pair of genomes but not the
other two genomes, comparing Paratyphi A ATCC9150, Typhi CT18 , Typhimurium LT2
and E. coli K-12. Shared genes: >95% identity in a 100-bp window, except for E. coli
comparison (>75% in a 100-bp window).”

The published Paratyphi A genome was plasmid-free (49). However although Paraty-

phi A has received much less research attention than Typhi, occasional studies have

reported the presence of plasmids in Paratyphi A isolates. MDR Paratyphi A was first
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reported from India in 1977 (282). A recent study of MDR Paratyphi A isolated from

Pakistan between 2002-2004 demonstrated that MDR was associated with IncHI1 plas-

mids of approximately 220 kbp (283). Prior to this, a large transferable plasmid of 140

MDa (∼230 kbp) was found in 73% of MDR Paratyphi A strains in Bangladesh from

1992-1993 (284) and a plasmid of similar size was reported in China in 2004 (285). In

India, a 55 kbp transferable plasmid was associated with MDR Paratyphi A from 1991-

2001 (286). A small cryptic plasmid, pGY1, was sequenced from a paratyphoid patient

in China in 2005 (287). The plasmid is 3,592 bp in size and contains three CDS, none of

which have any similarity to known resistance genes. A putative replication origin was

identified by its similarity to those of previously characterised plasmids (287). Small

plasmids of 2.2, 5 and 20 kbp were reported among Paratyphi A strains from Kuwait

in 1995-1999 (288), while plasmids of 2.2, 3.6, 9.5 and 20 kbp have been reported in

Paratyphi A isolates from China (287).

1.2 The disease: enteric fever

The diseases caused by Typhi and Paratyphi A are generally called “typhoid fever”

and “paratyphoid fever” respectively, with the term “paratyphoid” also used to de-

scribe sytemic infection with Paratyphi B or C. The collective term for systemic disease

caused by Typhi or Paratyphi A, B or C is “enteric fever”, but sometimes “typhoid

fever” is used collectively in this manner as well. Transmission is by the fecal-oral

route, where infected individuals excrete bacteria in their feces and urine, which in

unsanitary environments can contaminate food or water ingested by other individuals.

The infectious dose of Typhi is in the range of 103 - 109 ingested organisms (95), and

carriers can excrete up to 109 in a single gram of feces (246).

1.2.1 Pathology and clinical features

Following ingestion of an infectious dose of Typhi or Paratyphi A, the bacterial cells

pass through the acidic environment of the stomach to reach the lower small intestine

(the ileum), where they begin to invade the intestinal epithelium (289), see Figure 1.5.

The initial targets of invasion are likely the M cells (specialised epithelial cells), which

transport the bacteria to the underlying lymphoid tissue. Here they invade intestinal

lymphoid follicles and the draining mesenteric lymph nodes, allowing some bacteria to
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spread to the liver and spleen, where they can survive and multiply within mononuclear

phagocytic cells (290). This incubation period lasts 7-14 days, after which bacteria are

released into the bloodstream (bacteraemia). It is usually at this point that patients

experience the onset of fever and other symptoms, but tend not to seek medical treat-

ment for several days (246). If untreated, the bacteria can become widely disseminated

during the bacteraemic phase, spreading to the liver, spleen, bone marrow and gall

bladder (289, 290). In acute typhoid fever patients, the median concentration of bacte-

ria is 1 colony-forming unit per mL of blood (two-thirds of which are inside phagocytes)

(291) and roughly ten times this in bone marrow (292). Bacteria are often excreted in

the urine or feces of enteric fever patients (bacterial “shedding”), either via intestinal

lesions or following colonisation of the gall bladder (293, 294, 295).

Salmonellaïïï.

ïïïïïïïïïïïïïï
ï ïïïï

ïïïïïïïïïïïïïïïïïïïï ïïïïïïï
ïïïïïï ïïïïïïïïïïïïïïïïïïïïïïïïïïï

ïïïïïïïïïïïïïïïï
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Figure 1.5: Biology of Salmonella infection - Reproduced from (296). Original
legend: “Orally ingested salmonellae survive at the low pH of the stomach and evade
the multiple defences of the small intestine in order to gain access to the epithelium.
Salmonellae preferentially enter M cells, which transport them to the lymphoid cells (T and
B) in the underlying Peyer’s patches. Once across the epithelium, Salmonella serotypes
that are associated with systemic illness enter intestinal macrophages and disseminate
throughout the reticuloendothelial system. By contrast, non-typhoidal Salmonella strains
induce an early local inflammatory response, which results in the infiltration of PMNs
(polymorphonuclear leukocytes) into the intestinal lumen and diarrhoea.”
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During the bacteraemic phase of infection, patients normally present with persistent

fever of up to 40◦C, although other symptoms vary widely among patients (3, 297).

Malaise, flu-like symptoms and a dull frontal headache are most frequent, although

rapid weight loss, poorly localised abdominal discomfort, dry cough and myalgia (mus-

cle pain) are also common. Hepatomegaly or splenomegaly (enlargement of the liver or

spleen, respectively) are sometimes found. Other physical signs include coated tongue,

tender abdomen and rose spots, which occur in 5-30% of cases (3). A number of com-

plications have been described in patients with typhoid fever. The most common are

gastrointestinal bleeding (up to 10% of patients) (3) and intestinal perforation (3% of

patients) (298), although extraintestinal complications can also occur. These include

encephalopathy (affecting the brain), heart disease, pneumonia (lung infection), os-

teomyelitis (bone infection) and abcesses of the liver, spleen, kidneys and other organs

(299).

Host genetic factors play a role in enteric fever susceptibility and possibly in disease

severity. Mutations in toll-like receptor 4 (TLR4), tumour necrosis factor alpha (TNFa)

and other MHC class II and III genes have been associated with susceptibility to ty-

phoid fever in Vietnam (300, 301, 302). In contrast, TLR5 and NRAMP1 (natural

resistance associated macrophage protein 1) were not associated with typhoid fever

in similar Vietnamese populations (303, 304). In Indonesian populations, TNFa was

not associated with typhoid or paratyphoid susceptibility but may be associated with

disease severity (305). However PARK2 (E3 ubiquitin ligase parkin 2) was associated

with susceptibility to typhoid and paratyphoid fever in Indonesian populations (306).

1.2.2 Asymptomatic carriage

Colonisation of the gall bladder by Typhi or Paratyphi A can result in long-term fecal

shedding of bacteria. As no other reservoir has been discovered for Typhi or Paratyphi

A, this is considered to be the central mechanism by which the disease is transmitted. In

untreated patients, up to 10% will shed bacteria for up to 3 months (temporary carriage)

(307). Up to 4% of typhoid or paratyphoid fever patients remain chronic carriers for

more than a year after the resolution of symptoms, and carriage can persist for much

longer (3, 307, 308, 309, 310). This is more likely to occur in patients with underlying

pathology of the gall bladder (309), more often affects women than men (309, 311) and is
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associated with an increased risk of cancer of the gall bladder, pancreas and large bowel

(312, 313, 314). Gall bladder carriage of Paratyphi A has been documented (311, 313),

but has not been as well studied as Typhi carriage. Asymptomatic gall bladder carriage

of Typhi or Paratyphi A can occur in the absence of enteric fever symptoms, with up

to 25% of carriers having no history of enteric fever (246, 311). Urinary shedding also

occurs, most commonly in patients with urinary tract pathology, and is thought to be

associated with urinary schistosomiasis (parasite) infection (293). Gall bladder carriage

is most frequently discovered through gall bladder surgery, although detection of Typhi

or Vi in blood or stool can be used to identify Typhi carriers (315, 316, 317).

1.2.3 Diagnostics

Given the non-specific nature of the signs and symptoms of uncomplicated enteric

fever (318), accurate diagnosis requires culturing of the organism, most commonly

from blood (60-80% sensitive) (294). Culturing from bone marrow is more sensitive

(up to 95%) (294, 295, 319), but is invasive and rarely performed in resource-poor

settings where enteric fever is endemic. Upon culturing, the organism can be identified

by biochemical tests and serotyping (19, 297). An alternative diagnostic method is by

a serological test - the demonstration of O and H antibodies in patient serum - known

as the Widal test (320). However interpretation of the test is not straightforward as

the presence of antibodies may be the result of prior infection with Typhi/Paratyphi

A or other serotypes (321), vaccination against Typhi or even cross-reactivity with

other Enterobacteriaceae (297, 320). Furthermore, up to one third of patients do not

mount a detectable antibody response or show no detectable rise in antibody titre (246).

Rapid PCR-based diagnostic tests have been proposed by a number of researchers. The

technique involves amplification of Typhi-specific or Paratyphi A-specific sequences

directly from blood, feces or urine. This has the advantage of rapidity, bypassing the

need to culture and serotype the organism directly which can take several days, as well

as increased sensitivity over blood culture (322, 323, 324). Target sequences proposed

include serotype-specific alleles of wba cluster genes and/or flagellin (324, 325, 326),

and serotype-specific genes such as the viaB locus (322, 324). However these and

other recently proposed tests vary in sensitivity and are not practical in resource-poor

endemic settings, and so a rapid and inexpensive diagnostic test for enteric fever remains

an elusive target (318).
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1.2.4 Epidemiology

Worldwide, the annual rate of enteric fever cases is approximately 20 million and results

in over 200,000 deaths (10). The majority of the burden is in endemic areas in devel-

oping countries of Asia, Africa and central and South America where sanitation is poor

(10). The highest rates are observed in Southern Asia, in particular India, Pakistan,

Vietnam and Indonesia (20-450/100,000 people annually) (10, 327, 327, 328). The 20th

century saw a decline in enteric fever in developed countries, for example in the US

the annual incidence declined from 7.5/100,000 people in 1940 to 0.2/100,000 people in

1990 (329); in the UK annual case numbers declined from 2,500 in 1936 to less than 500

in 1990-2008 (9, 330). Current incidence rates in developed countries are in the range

of 0.1-1/100,000 (12, 331, 332, 333) and the majority of both typhoid and paratyphoid

fever cases (>80%) in developed countries are associated with travel to endemic areas

(11, 12, 329, 332), in particular India and neighbouring countries (11, 12, 332, 334).

Historically, the vast majority of enteric fever cases have been caused by Typhi (10),

however the relative importance of Paratyphi A has been rising over the last 20 years.

For example, the proportion of enteric fever cases in the UK caused by Paratyphi A

increased from less than 30% in 1990 to 50% in 2001, and has stayed at that level

(up to current data from 2008, see Figure 1.6) (330). This may be associated with

travellers’ use of vaccines against Typhi, which provide little cross-protection against

infection with Paratyphi A (see below 1.2.6). Among endemic areas, the situation is

most dramatic in China, where Paratyphi A is more prevalent than Typhi (64% in

2001-2002) (335). In Nepal, too, one study found that Paratyphi A increased from 15%

of enteric fever cases in 1993 to 35% in 2002 (336), while other studies have reported

rates as high as 50% Paratyphi A among both tourists (337) and local residents (338)

with enteric fever. However up until 2002 Paratyphi A was still relatively infrequent in

some endemic countries, including Pakistan (15%), India (24%) and Indonesia (14%)

(335), although rising incidence is beginning to be reported in India (339, 340, 341).

The age distribution of enteric fever patients differs markedly in different populations.

In endemic areas with high incidence of typhoid fever the mean age of patients is low,

affecting mainly school children, whereas in areas with lower incidence the mean age
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Figure 1.6: Trends in enteric fever incidence in the UK, 1990-2008 - Annual
enteric fever cases per year for England, Wales and Northern Ireland, split by serotype.
Sourced from publicly available data published online by the Health Protection Agency,
London, UK (330).

of patients is higher, affecting mainly young adults (10, 327). In areas of very low

incidence, typhoid is more evenly distributed among children and adults under the age

of 40 (10). This inverse relationship between incidence rate and median age of patients

is considered to reflect acquired immunity among residents of high incidence endemic

areas (329). Among travellers to endemic areas, age does not appear to be a factor in

acquiring enteric fever (12), consistent with the notion that any immunity in this group

is likely to be due to vaccination and not dependent on age (329). In endemic areas,

the age distribution of paratyphoid patients is generally higher than that of typhoid

patients (279, 342, 343), which may also be related to the lower incidence of Paratyphi

A.

Transmission of enteric fever is through fecal- or urine-contaminated food or water.

General risk factors among residents of endemic countries include low levels of income

and education (343, 344, 345) and large, crowded households (343, 345, 346). Risk

factors relating to water sources and hygiene include lack of clean, piped drinking wa-

ter (342, 344, 347, 348) (in particular drinking unboiled water sourced from rivers or

streams (349, 350)), keeping water in open-mouthed containers (344), lack of toilet fa-

cilities in the home (342, 344, 349) and lack of regular handwashing (347), particularly
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without soap (342). Food-related risk factors among residents of endemic countries

include consumption of food from street vendors (342, 347, 351), in particular ice-

related products (342, 347, 351, 352), and consumption of unwashed fruit or vegetables

(344, 346, 350). Contact with typhoid patients is also a risk factor in endemic areas

(342, 345, 353). Climatic factors are also recognised, with enteric fever incidence as-

sociated with warm weather, increased rainfall and flooding (338, 342, 344, 349, 354).

Among travellers to endemic areas, lack of vaccination, poor local sanitation and not

following food and water precautions are associated with enteric fever (329). Travellers

who stay longer (355), or visit friends and relatives (356) are more likely to become

ill. In developed countries, enteric fever cases not associated with travel usually occur

in localised outbreaks that can be traced to a single water source (357), food source

(358) or carrier (359). Enteric fever rates decline with increasing quality of public water

supplies (360), which can be dramatically improved via filtration and to some extent

by chlorination (361).

1.2.5 Antibiotic treatment and resistance

A timeline of antibiotic use and resistance in enteric fever is shown in Figure 1.7. The

antibiotic chloramphenicol was introduced for the treatment of enteric fever and other

bacterial diseases in 1948 (362). Chloramphenicol-resistant typhoid fever was reported

two years later (363), but was not common until the early 1970s when a number of

chloramphenicol-resistant typhoid outbreaks swept through central and South America

and Asia (364, 365, 366, 367). Drug resistance was encoded by the chloramphenicol

acetyltransferase gene, cat, which catalyses the acetylation of chloramphenicol, leaving

the drug unable to bind to and block the the activity of bacterial ribosomes (368, 369).

The gene was carried on a plasmid of the IncHI1 type (see above 1.1.2.3) which also

carried genes encoding resistance to sulfonamides, tetracyclines and streptomycin an-

tibiotics, but not to ampicillin or co-trimoxazole (364, 365). Ampicillin was first used

to treat chloramphenicol-resistant typhoid in 1962 (370, 371) and co-trimoxazole (a

combination of the drugs trimethoprim and sulfamethoxazole) was first used in 1968

(372). During a 1972 chloramphenicol-resistant outbreak in Mexico, Typhi isolates

resistant to chloramphenicol, sulfonamides, tetracyclines, streptomycin and ampicillin

were identified (364). In 1977, a few strains of Typhi and Paratyphi A were found

to be resistant to these drugs as well as co-trimoxazole (282, 373). This was the first
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example of multidrug resistant (MDR) enteric fever, defined as resistance to chloram-

phenicol, ampicillin and co-trimoxazole. In 1981 plasmid-mediated MDR was confirmed

in a typhoid patient, acquired during the course of treatment with chloramphenicol

(160). By 1987 MDR had spread to China and Pakistan (374, 375, 376). Outbreaks of

MDR typhoid were reported in India in 1990 (377, 378), shortly followed by Malaysia

(379), Vietnam (380), Bangladesh (381) and elsewhere (190, 271, 382, 383). Although

chloramphenicol-resistant Paratyphi A was first reported in 1977 (282, 373), paraty-

phoid has predominantly been susceptible to antibiotics (384, 385). However, in recent

years the incidence of MDR Paratyphi A isolates has increased, particularly in Pakistan

and India where MDR rates as high as 45% of Paratyphi A isolates have been reported

(286, 386, 387, 388).

1948 1950 1972 1977 1987 1990
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Figure 1.7: Timeline of the use of, and development of resistance to, antibiotics
in enteric fever - R = resistant; MDR = multiple drug resistance; Nal = nalidixic acid,
the prototype quinolone antibiotic. Details and citations for all events are given in the
text.

Fortunately by 1990 a new class of drugs, the fluoroquinolones, were available for the

treatment of typhoid fever (389, 390). Fluoroquinolones such as ciprofloxacin and

ofloxacin were effective in the treatment of MDR typhoid fever, paratyphoid fever and

in asymptomatic carriers (390), were affordable and were effective over short courses

of 5-7 days (3). They were widely adopted in areas where MDR enteric fever is com-

mon and remain the recommended treatment for uncomplicated enteric fever, including

MDR cases (297). However reduced susceptibility to the fluoroquinolones emerged al-
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most immediately in both Typhi and Paratyphi A (16, 391, 392), resulting in increased

fever clearance times and sometimes treatment failure in affected patients (393, 394).

Fluoroquinolones work by inhibiting the action of topoisomerases such as DNA gyrase,

which is necessary for the unwinding of DNA during bacterial replication (395). De-

creased susceptibility to the fluoroquinolones is conferred by point mutations in the

topoisomerase genes of the bacteria, in particular in codons 83 and 87 of the gyrA

gene in Salmonella (391, 393). Mutations in the topoisomerase genes gyrB, parC and

parE can also reduce susceptibility to fluoroquinolones (396, 397, 398). Reduced sus-

ceptibility is most often determined by detection of resistance to nalidixic acid (Nal),

the prototype quinolone (399). The rate of Nal resistance in Typhi and Paratyphi A

increased rapidly in the late 1990s, reaching 97% among southern Vietnamese Typhi

isolates, 50% among Typhi isolates on the Indian subcontinent (16, 327, 400) and 80%

among Paratyphi A isolates in Nepal (279, 338) by 2004.

The majority of Nal resistant isolates are still susceptible to fluoroquinolones, although

their susceptibility is reduced and MICs (minimum inhibitory concentrations) are in-

creased up to 10-fold (393). Full resistance to fluoroquinolones such as ciprofloxacin

is reported sporadically for both Typhi and Paratyphi A (401). For the treatment of

enteric fever with reduced susceptibility to fluoroquinolones, ceftriaxone (an extended

spectrum cephalosporin, first used in 1985 (402)) or azithromycin (a macrolide antibi-

otic, first used in 1994 (403)) are recommended (297, 404). Resistance to ceftriaxone

is occasionally reported in Typhi and Paratyphi A (405, 406). Plasmid-associated

fluoroquinolone resistance has been reported in other S. enterica serovars but so far

not in Typhi or Paratyphi A (407, 408, 409, 410, 411, 412, 413, 414, 415). A de-

cline in MDR typhoid fever has been observed in many regions in the last 15 years

(16, 327, 400, 416, 417, 418), presumably associated with the switch to fluoroquinolones

and resulting reduction in selective pressure for resistance to the older antibiotics.

1.2.6 Prevention

As the risk factors outlined above highlight, the key to prevention of enteric fever is

clean water and good hygiene practices. However, this is generally considered to be

a long term goal in developing countries for political and economic reasons, so in the
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short to medium term vaccination is likely to be the most effective method of preven-

tion. Vaccines against Typhi have been in use since 1896, when a killed whole-cell

typhoid vaccine was developed in Britain for use in soldiers fighting in the Boer war in

Africa (13). While the vaccine was in widespread use among the British and American

military for much of the 20th century (13), its efficacy (73% after three years) was not

established until controlled trials in the 1960s, which also demonstrated a high rate

of side effects (419). Because of this, whole-killed typhoid vaccines are no longer used

(14). Two typhoid vaccines are currently licensed for commercial use: Ty21a (a live

attenuated Typhi strain given orally) and Vi (purified Vi antigen given as an intramus-

cular injection). Ty21a is licensed for use in adults and children over six years of age,

has no significant side effects and provides approximately 50% protection over three

years (14, 420). The Vi vaccine is licensed for use in adults and children over two years

of age, has no significant side effects and provides greater than 60% protection over two

years but requires a booster to maintain protection beyond this period (14, 420). A new

Vi conjugate vaccine has been trialled in South East Asia, demonstrating protection of

80-90% over 2-4 years in children aged 2-5 years (14, 421, 422). Fever was more fre-

quent among vaccinees than those given placebo (1.3% of vaccinees) (14, 422), however

this was not a serious complication and the longer lasting protection and efficacy in

young children makes this vaccine a promising prospect for the control of typhoid fever

in high incidence endemic areas.

Vaccination against typhoid is currently recommended for travellers to areas where

typhoid is endemic (15, 423), as well as for household contacts of typhoid carriers

and laboratory workers who handle Typhi (420), although efficacy in these groups

has not been demonstrated. Conversely, vaccines are not routinely used in countries

where typhoid is endemic and efficacy has been demonstrated. In 1987, mass immu-

nisation of school children in Thailand was highly effective in reducing the incidence

of typhoid fever (424), but such programmes have not been adopted in neighbour-

ing countries, which maintain the highest incidence of typhoid in the world (10, 15).

There is widespread support for such programmes in the international medical and

research community (425), although the cost effectiveness of a typhoid vaccine is a

contentious issue and must be weighed against other health concerns in each country

(426, 427, 428, 429, 430). There is currently no vaccine available for Paratyphi A, B or
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C. The Ty21a vaccine reportedly provides some cross-protection against infection with

Paratyphi A and B, which share the O12 antigen with Typhi (280, 431). However the

mass immunisation of Thai school children with killed whole-cell typhoid vaccine did

not demonstrate any protection against Paratyphi A (424). Not having the Vi antigen,

Paratyphi A and Paratyphi B are unaffected by the Vi vaccine (432, 433), although it

may provide cross-protection against Paratyphi C which expresses Vi.

1.3 The approach: comparative and population genomics

1.3.1 Population genetics of bacterial pathogens

Bacteria exist in communities or populations of organisms. The genetic structure and

dynamics of bacterial populations is shaped by the range of selective pressures acting

on individuals in the population, and can differ markedly between bacteria (recently

reviewed in (434, 435)). In the case of bacterial and other pathogen populations,

selective pressures on the population include interactions with the host, e.g. host

immunity (natural or vaccine-associated), natural variation in host genetics, treatment

with drugs and disease screening, as well as environmental and ecological factors. By

examining the genetic structure of a bacterial pathogen population, insights may be

gained into the evolutionary history of the organism, including evidence of selective

pressures that can reveal important clues as to its lifestyle and interactions with the

host. Furthermore the dynamics of bacterial populations can reveal insights into the

evolution of clinically important phenotypes such as virulence, drug resistance and

antigenic variation which may be used to decide upon the most appropriate medical

or public health interventions. Finally, understanding the population structure of a

pathogen is important in order to design molecular epidemiological studies of infectious

disease, including determining the most appropriate sampling and molecular methods.

1.3.1.1 Evolution and variation in pathogen populations

Pathogenic lifestyles range broadly from “obligate pathogens” that have no environ-

mental reservoir outside the host and depend on infection and disease for survival and

spread, to “opportunistic pathogens” that can spread without causing disease but may

spread more quickly by causing host pathology, and “accidental pathogens” for whom
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causing disease does not promote spread at all (436). Different lifestyles will be sub-

ject to (and result from) different selective pressures, which favour the spread of some

members (genetic variants) of the population over others. Other factors like growth or

contraction of the population, or physical isolation of subpopulations, also contribute to

population structure (436). The level and nature of diversity within the population will

be influenced by the lifestyle of the pathogen, and will influence the population struc-

ture. For example, the simplest model of bacterial evolution is a clonal one, whereby

novel mutations (substitution, deletion or insertion of one or a few bases) are passed on

to daughter cells during cell division, and new lineages emerge by accumulation of these

mutations over generations. In this case of purely asexual reproduction, mutations are

in strong linkage disequilibrium, and positive selection for one beneficial mutation aris-

ing in a given lineage can result in fixation of all the mutations in the lineage. In

the presence of free recombination, mutations are constantly reassorted, resulting in

linkage equilibrium and an entirely nonclonal population structure (437). Most bac-

teria will lie somewhere in between the two extremes of entirely asexual reproduction

and free recombination, see for example (438, 439). By examining the diversity of a

pathogen population one can infer the degree to which mutation and recombination

have contributed to its evolution (437, 440, 441, 442, 443, 444). This is important

to guide the design and interpretation of epidemiological studies, as it directly affects

the assumptions that can sensibly be made based on the analysis of genetic variation.

For example in S. enterica subspecies enterica most serovars correspond to an essen-

tially clonal group of organisms (445, 446, 447) despite evidence of some recombination

within the subspecies (245, 448), making serotyping a useful tool for comparing the

causative agents of salmonellosis in human populations around the world (24, 25, 34).

In contrast a recent study Klebsiella pneumoniae population structure showed that the

cps operon, which determines the polysaccharide capsule type, is frequently subject

to horizontal transfer between sublineages associated with distinct clinical outcomes

(449). Thus capsular typing would not be a good choice for comparing the incidence

of disease-causing lineages of K. pneumoniae over long time periods or on a global scale.

The analysis of extant genetic diversity can be used to reconstruct the evolutionary

history of the organism by inferring phylogenetic trees or networks that describe the

evolution of the current population from a single common ancestor some time in the
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past (450). For example, recent studies of pathogenic E. coli O157:H7 strains traced

the emergence of distinct lineages of O157:H7 associated with different virulence char-

acteristics (451, 452, 453, 454). Similarly, variation in the selective pressures upon

different sites in a bacterial genome can result in variation in the level and nature of

genetic diversity at those sites (455). Thus one can work backwards from current pat-

terns of diversity within different sites in the genome to infer a history of selection at

specific sites (456). For example, by comparing coding sequences from a uropathogenic

E. coli (UPEC) genome to those of six non-uropathogenic E. coli genomes, Chen et al.

(457) identified 29 genes under positive selection in the UPEC genome including genes

known to be important for urinary tract infection.

1.3.1.2 Methods for studying bacterial pathogen populations

A variety of different methods have been developed for analysing the structure of bac-

terial populations. Each aims to subdivide the population based on discriminatory

markers (typing), and to uncover the evolutionary relationships between those subdi-

vided groups. An important goal of pathogen typing is often to compare populations

over time and between geographical locations, therefore the value of a typing scheme

depends not only on the discriminatory power and phylogenetic informativeness of the

genetic markers used, but the ability to standardise and compare results over time

and between laboratories. Based on these considerations, the current gold standard

for bacterial typing is multi-locus sequence typing (MLST), which involves sequenc-

ing and comparison of a defined set of housekeeping gene fragments (458). Based

on the combination of alleles at each of the gene fragments, each bacterial isolate is

assigned a sequence type (ST) which can be directly compared with those of other

isolates, for example using eBURST (459, 460). The assignment of STs to isolates

based on sequence data is standardised via the use of international databases (e.g.

(461, 462, 463, 464, 465, 466)), which facilitates direct comparison of population ge-

netic data between laboratories and over time (467, 468, 469). MLST is based on direct

determination of nucleotide sequence data, and comparative analysis of the sequences

themselves is phylogenetically informative and can even be used to analyse recombina-

tion, provided there is variation within the sequenced gene fragments (470).
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Unfortunately, Typhi and Paratyphi A exhibit so little nucleotide variation as to be

considered “monomorphic pathogens”, for which MLST provides virtually no discrim-

inatory power (1). The same applies to many other important human pathogens,

including Bacillus anthracis (the causative agent of anthrax), Yersinia pestis (plague),

Mycobacterium tuberculosis (tuberculosis), Mycobacterium leprae (leprosy) and Shigella

sonnei (shigellosis) (471). Studies of population structure in Typhi, Paratyphi A and

other monomorphic pathogens have relied on indirect typing of sequence variation in-

cluding pulsed-field gel electrophoresis (PFGE), phage typing, insertion sequence (IS)

typing and ribotyping. The traditional method of discriminating among Typhi isolates

is phage typing (472). This involves testing the susceptibility of isolates to lysis by each

of a panel of bacteriophages and comparing the patterns of bacteriophage susceptibil-

ity, or “phage types”, between isolates. This is usually done by reference laboratories.

More recently, molecular typing techniques have been introduced, the most popular

being PFGE (473, 474). This technique involves digesting genomic DNA with restric-

tion enzymes and separating the resulting fragments on a pulsed-field gel. The number

and sizes of the fragments depends on the distribution of restriction sites around the

genome - thus mutations resulting in formation or destruction of restriction sites will

affect the number and size of fragments. Fragment sizes will also be affected by gain or

loss of DNA, including prophages, and by genomic rearrangements (359). Ribotyping

and IS200 typing rely on digestion of DNA into fragments and detection of ribosomal

RNA or IS200 probe sequences within gel-separated fragments by Southern blotting

(475, 476).

These techniques are difficult to standardise and are not easily amenable to phylo-

genetic inference. In Typhi, PFGE profiles, ribotypes and phage types are not strongly

correlated with SNP types (2). IS200 typing is not discriminatory within the Typhi

population (6, 476) and IS100 typing gave an inaccurate phylogenetic picture for Y.

pestis (43). PFGE and ribotyping are the most discriminatory within Typhi and are

closely correlated, phage typing is less discriminatory and is not generally correlated

with ribotyping or PFGE (6, 474). Relatively little work has been done on typing in

Paratyphi A, although phage typing, IS200 typing, ribotyping and PFGE have been

reported (8, 477, 478, 479, 480). Typing of VNTR (variable number tandem repeat) se-

quences have been proposed for Salmonella (481) including Typhi (482, 483). However
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a standardised set of VNTR typing loci has yet to be established for analysis of Typhi

or Paratyphi A populations and the phylogenetic informativeness of the approach in

these populations has not been demonstrated (43, 483). There is therefore a need to

develop phylogenetically informative, standardised and reproducible methods for typ-

ing within the Typhi and Paratyphi A populations. The optimal approach would be

sequence-based, and since MLST does not provide enough resolution (1) the next step

is to consider analysis of much larger sequences and ultimately the whole genome.

1.3.2 Genome sequencing of bacterial pathogens

In 1977, Sanger and colleagues sequenced the first complete microbial genome - bacte-

riophage phi X174 (484). This was followed by other phage and viral genomes (485)

until the first bacterial genome was completed nearly 20 years later. The E. coli genome

sequencing project began in the mid-1980s and the 4.6 Mbp genome was completed in

1997 (486); however in the meantime a shotgun sequencing approach was used to se-

quence the complete 1.8 Mbp genome of the human bacterial pathogen Haemophilus

influenzae in 1995 (487). The number of bacterial genome sequences available has risen

steadily (see Figure 1.8), with the Genomes OnLine Database reporting over 2,500 bac-

terial genomes at the end of 2008, including over 750 complete genome sequences (488).

Nearly 60% of these bacterial genomes are from pathogens (489), and genome-level anal-

ysis has led to the discovery of novel virulence genes and pathogenicity islands, as well

as novel insights into the evolution of bacterial pathogens (490, 491). Whole-genome

sequence data has also led to novel techniques for analysing bacterial pathogens at the

population level, including DNA arrays to analyse variations in gene content and ex-

pression (492), and the identification of SNPs (43), small insertions/deletions (indels)

(493) and VNTRs (481) with which to analyse bacterial populations.

Until recently DNA sequencing has essentially relied on Sanger’s original chemistry,

implemented in more automated and increasingly optimised ways thanks to numer-

ous technological developments (recently reviewed in (494, 495)). The throughput of

capillary-based Sanger sequencing technology has reached 1.6 million bp per machine

per day (495), and by the end of 2008 nearly 100 billion bp of sequence had been

deposited in the GenBank sequence database (496). Because of the quantity of data

generated by DNA sequencing, data analysis is of central importance to the process of
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Figure 1.8: Complete bacterial genome sequences deposited in public databases
- Data sourced from Genomes OnLine Database (488), July 2009. Note the data shown is
the number of genome sequences deposited during each year, not the cumulative number
of genome sequences in the databases.

generating genome sequences (reviewed in (497)). Capillary-based Sanger sequencing

generates reads >500 bp in length (495), which must be assembled into contiguous se-

quences (“contigs”) based on alignment of overlapping sequences (see Figure 1.9) (497).

DNA fragments can be sequenced from both ends, generating “paired-end” reads which

can be helpful in determining how reads fit together in the assembly. Each base in the

genome is usually covered by at least 6-8 overlapping reads, giving a “read depth” or

“coverage depth” of 6-8x. Thus each base in the contig sequence is supported by mul-

tiple data points (that is, bases from multiple reads), and is essentially a majority-rule

“consensus” of those data points. Each base in each read can be assigned a quality

score, which indicates the likelihood of it being an error. The most widely accepted

quality score is the “phred” score, where a score of 10 corresponds to an error proba-

bility of 0.1, 20 corresponds to 0.01, 30 corresponds to 0.001, etc (498). These quality

scores can be used in the determination of consensus sequences, so that low-quality

bases are not given equal weight in a simple majority-rule consensus, and a phred-like

quality score can be calculated for the consensus base itself.

Once reads have been assembled into contigs, the contigs can be arranged in correct

order and orientation with the help of additional information (e.g. paired-end reads,

comparison to similar genomes) to generate a scaffold (497). Gaps in the scaffold

can be closed (“gap closure”) using additional PCR and sequencing experiments. To-
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Figure 1.9: Sequence assembly - Reads are assembled into contigs (contiguous se-
quences) based on overlapping sequences. Gaps between contigs can be closed using addi-
tional PCR and sequencing experiments.

gether with additional experiments to resolve difficult areas like repeats or low quality

sequences, this process is known as “finishing”. A “complete” genome is usually consid-

ered to be one that it entirely finished, with all gaps closed and high quality consensus

bases at each position. However, many “complete” sequences have been published

that contain ambiguous base calls, for example the Typhi Ty2 genome sequence (47).

Once the genome is finished, or at least assembled into contigs, gene prediction and

annotation can be performed (reviewed in (499, 500, 501)).

1.3.2.1 Comparative genomics

The availability of genome sequences for more and more bacteria has allowed com-

parisons between closely related pathogenic and non-pathogenic bacteria at the whole

genome level. Comparisons of genomes separated by different phylogenetic distances

can offer different kinds of insights into evolution (502). For example in bacteria, com-

parisons between serovars of S. enterica subspecies enterica offer different lessons from

comparisons between subspecies, species of the same genera, or across genera.

Most genome sequence comparisons to date have compared isolates from different

species or subspecies. They have highlighted the dynamic nature of bacterial evolution,

providing evidence for the importance of horizontal DNA transfer and the acquistion

of novel functions, as well as gene loss or inactivation, gene duplication and genome

rearrangements (reviewed in (491)). For example, comparative analysis of S. enterica

genomes led to the identification of many SPIs, as described in 1.1.2.2 above. Com-

parative genome analyses have also identified pathogenicity islands in other genera

including Staphylococcus (503) and Yersinia (266), as well as horizontal acquisition of
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virulence genes via prophage, for example most recently in Streptococcus (504). Whole-

genome comparisons have detected associations between specific genes and pathogenic

phenotypes, for example the enterohemorrhagic E. coli O157:H7 genomes contained

over 1,000 genes that were not present in the E. coli K-12 genome, including over 100

predicted to have virulence functions (505, 506). Comparative genome analysis has

provided evidence of reductive evolution (i.e. loss or degradation of coding sequences)

in host-adapted S. enterica serovars including Typhi (46), Paratyphi A (49) and Galli-

narum (227). A similar trend has been observed in human-adapted species of Bordetella

(265), Mycobacterium (264, 507), Yersinia (266, 508) and other genera. A recent study

used genome sequences to compare gene content among pathogenic bacteria from a

range of genera (509), an approach which may be useful for identifying targets for anti-

bacterial therapeutics in the future.

Genomic comparisons between isolates of the same subspecies or even serovar have

yielded further insights into the evolution of bacterial pathogens. Until recently there

were few examples of whole genome sequences from multiple isolates of a single bacte-

rial subspecies or serotype, however the availability of a single genome sequence allows

the construction of DNA microarrays which can be used to interrogate gene content

within a collection of isolates (492). In Salmonella, DNA arrays have been used to

demonstrate differences in gene content between species and subspecies (510), between

S. enterica serovars (50) and between isolates of a single serovar (49, 511). These

studies have provided evidence for horizontal DNA transfer between serovars (103),

including many that have not yet been sequenced, as well as highlighting specific chro-

mosomal regions that vary within the Typhi population (prophage, SPIs and deletions)

(511) or the Paratyphi A population (mostly prophage) (49). The comparison of two

Typhi genome sequences (CT18 and Ty2) in 2003 revealed low levels of nucleotide

variation between the isolates but some large-scale differences in prophage sequences

(47). Genomic comparisons of M. tuberculosis isolates using genome sequences and

array data revealed over 150 deletions within the population, affecting 224 genes (5.5%

of coding sequences) (512). These deletions have been used as markers for epidemio-

logical studies, which suggested certain sublineages of M. tuberculosis characterised by

specific deletion profiles were associated with severe disease in infected patients (493).

Comparative sequence analysis can also be used to identify genes under selection or
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associated with virulence within a particular population, including the examples given

above regarding selection in uropathogenic E. coli (457) and the distribution of viru-

lence genes in E. coli O157:H7 (453). Further examples include H. pylori, where severe

disease is associated with the presence of a toxin and secretion system (513), and N.

meningitidis, where DNA arrays were used to demonstrate a strong association between

hypervirulence and the presence of a bacteriophage (514).

Comparative analysis of whole genome sequences has revealed vast differences in gene

content between members of a single bacterial species, leading to the definition of the

“pan-genome” (515). The pan-genome is the total number of genes associated with an

organism and includes the core genome (genes that are conserved among all strains)

as well as rarer genes that are present in some but not all strains. The pan-genome

can only be characterised by sequencing multiple isolates, but the number of isolates

required to adequately represent the pan-genome varies widely between bacteria. For

example, in Streptococcus agalactiae, where the pan-genome was first described, it was

estimated that each new genome would contribute over 30 novel genes to the pan-

genome (515). In B. anthracis, it was predicted that the entire pan-genome would

be sampled with just four genome sequences (515). A recent analysis of 20 complete

genome sequences from E. coli found a core genome of ∼2,000 genes and a pan-genome

of nearly 18,000 genes (516). E. coli is incredibly phenotypically diverse, and it is

likely that the S. enterica pan-genome is far less variable. Analysis of array data from

S. enterica suggests that approximately three quarters of any given genome (∼3,000)

is core (103), although the extent of rare genes remains unknown. Within the Typhi

and Paratyphi A populations, the situation is likely more akin to that of B. anthracis,

with array data identifying only 254 CT18 genes as missing from other Typhi isolates,

of which 90% were prophage genes or SPI7 genes, as SPI7 can be deleted from Typhi

strains (511, 517).

1.3.2.2 SNP analysis

Single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) are increasingly being used for phylogenetic

analysis of bacteria, particularly monomorphic bacteria (471). SNPs are the result of

substitution mutations, most often caused by uncorrected errors during DNA replica-

tion, which have become fixed within a subpopulation. The most common replication
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error is demethylation of cytosine to uracil (C->T) (518), thus the most common bimor-

phic SNP allele combinations observed are C/T or G/A (the same mutation inspected

on the opposite strand) (519). If a novel SNP increases the fitness of a bacterium it

may be positively selected, resulting in the novel variant becoming fixed in the local

population. If the SNP decreases the organism’s fitness it may be negatively selected,

resulting in the novel variant being purged from the population. If the fitness differ-

ence is negligible (the SNP is neutral) or the population is small, a novel SNP may

become fixed or purged by chance (genetic drift). In the absence of allele reassortment

by recombination (1.1.2.3 and 1.3.1.1), SNPs are entirely vertically inherited and accu-

mulate randomly in the bacterial genome over time. Thus SNPs provide a very strong

phylogenetic signal with which to reconstruct the evolutionary history of an extant

group of isolates (43, 451, 454, 520, 521). Recombination can disrupt the simple verti-

cal inheritance of SNPs. However depending on the frequency of recombination within

a bacterial population, the phylogenetic signal can often still be discerned from SNP

variation (443, 454, 516). Homoplasy, i.e. identity by convergent evolution as opposed

to identity by descent, is much rarer among SNPs than other kinds of genetic vari-

ants. Thus SNPs are more reliable for phylogenetic inference, which assumes identity

by descent. SNPs can also be used to detect selection, most commonly by comparing

the rate of nonsynonymous SNPs (dN) to the rate of synonymous SNPs (dS) within a

given locus (see e.g. (457, 522)). In the absence of selection against nonsynonymous

SNPs, the ratio dN
dS should be approximately 1; positive or diversifying selection, which

favours novel variation at the protein level (i.e. nonsynonymous SNPs), will result

in dN
dS >1; negative or purifying selection, which favours maintainance of the original

protein sequence, will purge nonsynonymous SNPs from the population resulting in
dN
dS <1. However the interpretation of dN

dS data needs to consider the context of the

kind of population under study (level of phylogenetic distance, population size and

structure) and the type of sequences examined (e.g. whole genomes, genes, protein

domains, individual codons) (523, 524, 525, 526). One way to achieve this is the use of

phylogenetic methods that incorporate models of nucleotide substitution, population

growth and other factors into phylogenetic inference (527, 528, 529).
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SNPs can be detected in a variety of ways, including denaturing high-performance

liquid chromatography (dHPLC), oligonucleotide arrays and sequence analysis (includ-

ing MLST) (530). The most comprehensive way to detect SNPs across the whole

genome is by comparison of whole genome sequences, which is of greatest importance

for monomorphic bacteria where genetic variation is too low to enable detection of

SNPs from analysis of tiny fractions of the genome such as that provided by MLST.

However, whichever method is used to detect SNPs, the selection of samples is cru-

cial in order to provide an unbiased picture of variation and phylogenetic structure

within a population. This is because only those SNPs lying on the evolutionary path-

way separating the sampled isolates can be discovered (520, 531). Therefore in order to

minimise this “discovery bias”, it is important that the sampled isolates are as distantly

genetically related as possible (see Figure 1.10) (471). Depending on the geographical

distribution of the organism, sampling from multiple geographical locations may help

in this regard. For example, SNPs discovered by comparing the first two complete

M. tuberculosis genome sequences, both from American sources, with a strain of M.

bovis were used in studies for typing M. tuberculosis isolates (532). However mutation

discovery in a global collection of isolates showed significant geographical clustering of

isolates and placed the two initially sequenced isolates very close together on the phy-

logenetic tree (533). Sample size is also a consideration, with larger samples providing

greater opportunities to discover more variation, but only if phylogenetically diverse

isolates are chosen (471). In the case of opportunistic bacterial pathogens, or those that

colonise a variety of hosts or environmental niches, it is important to include samples

from carriers, other animal hosts and/or environmental isolates in addition to human

disease isolates (534, 535).

The history of SNP analysis in Typhi illustrates these points well. In 2002, the first

MLST study of Typhi was published (1). Twenty-six isolates were examined at seven

∼500 bp gene fragments, providing 3,336 kbp of sequence (0.07 % of the genome) in

which only two SNPs were detected (1). Later, dHPLC was performed on 200 gene

fragments of ∼500 bp in 105 Typhi isolates (2). This is essentially the same strategy as

MLST, but expanded to include 200 rather than seven gene fragments, covering nearly

2% of the genome. In order to minimise discovery bias, the 105 isolates were chosen

from a diverse range of geographic locations (in Asia, South America and Africa) and
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Figure 1.10: Phylogenetic discovery bias - Reproduced from (520). Original legend:
“Evolutionary model showing the consequences of biased character discovery for nonho-
moplastic molecular markers. (Left) The ‘true’ path structure of OTUs AF is shown.
(A) When OTUs A and F are used for comparative character (i.e., SNPs) discovery, only
mutations on the connecting evolutionary path (red) will be discovered, resulting in the
disappearance of all secondary branches but showing accurate node positions of all other
OTUs. (B) Similarly, if C and E are used for character discovery, only mutations on the
connecting path will be discovered, causing A and B to collapse at a single point. Again,
accurate node positions are retained.” (OTU = operational taxonomic unit)

a diverse range of phage types, ribotypes and genome arrangements (2). Only 66 of

the genes were polymorphic, with a total of 82 SNPs detected in the study, which was

published in 2006 (2). The SNPs described a single, parsimonious phylogenetic tree

which included multiple lineages and diversification events (see Figure 2.1). In 2007,

another research group attempted to use SNPs detected between the two published

Typhi genome sequences (CT18 and Ty2) to type 73 Typhi isolates (536). Thirty-six

genes containing SNPs were amplified by PCR and each amplicon was digested using

a restriction enzyme whose target site included the SNP locus (536). Phylogenetic

analysis of the resulting data revealed 574 equally parsimonious trees, the consensus of

which essentially described a line between CT18 and Ty2, with a large cluster in the

middle, illustrating the problem of discovery bias. Unsurprisingly, this central cluster

contained 80% of the isolates tested including a diverse range of haplotypes described

in the 2006 paper (2).

Once SNPs have been detected among a discovery set of isolates, SNPs can be used

to analyse population structure among a larger collection of isolates by a variety of

SNP typing methods (reviewed in (530, 537)). The throughput of SNP typing methods
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ranges from a few SNPs to hundreds of thousands of SNPs, and from one sample up to

hundreds of samples at a time. Several ultra-high throughput SNP typing techniques

(targeting >500,000 SNPs) have been developed for human genotyping (reviewed in

(538)) and provide far greater resolution than is required for most applications in bac-

teria. SNP typing studies in bacteria have generally focused on small numbers of SNPs,

most recent examples include L. monocytogenes (8 SNPs) (539), M. leprae (3 SNPs)

(540), S. aureus (9 SNPs) (541) and Brucella species (7 SNPs) (542). These stud-

ies use low-throughput SNP typing techniques such as allele-specific primer extension

(539, 543), real-time PCR methods (542) or restriction digestion of PCR products

(536, 540). These approaches are feasible up to ∼40 SNPs (536, 544) but are difficult

to scale up further. Medium-throughput typing methods have been used for bacteria,

including multiplex Sequenom assays (Sequenom (545)) (84 SNPs, Typhi) (256) and

other mass-spectrometry based methods (546), hairpin primer assays (96-212 SNPs,

M. tuberculosis, E. coli O157:H7) (547, 548) and SNaPshot primer extension (Applied

Biosystems) (148 SNPs, M. tuberculosis) (532). Pyrosequencing has been used for low

throughput SNP typing in B. anthracis (4 SNPs) (549) but could be feasibly scaled

up to hundreds of SNPs (550). A high throughput method using molecular inver-

sion probes (MIPs) (551) was recently used to type >1,500 SNP loci in Franciscella

tularensis (544); this technology is currently scalable up to >20,000 SNPs.

1.3.2.3 New high throughput sequencing technology

Recent technological developments have led to the availability of multiple “next-generation”

sequencing platforms, which offer multiple-log increases in data throughput compared

to capillary-based Sanger sequencing (552, 553). Two of these platforms, 454 and

Solexa, were adopted at the Sanger Institute in 2006; these and other technologies are

described in detail in (552). The next-generation sequencers generate shorter reads

than capillary-based sequencing (35-250 bp) and are therefore much harder to assem-

ble (554). Most genome sequences generated by these technologies are never finished,

rather they are analysed by mapping reads to a finished reference sequence, or assem-

bled into contigs but rarely followed through to gap closure.

The 454 platform (454 Life Sciences, later Roche) was the first to become commer-

cially available (555). In brief, DNA is fragmented and bound to microbeads on which
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the fragment is amplifed (one fragment per bead) (552). Pyrosequencing is used to

determine the sequence of the clonal fragments clustered on each bead (one template

fragment = one read per bead) (555). Amplification and sequencing is highly paral-

lelised, generating up to 1.6 million reads per run (555, 556). The initial platform,

known as the GS20, generated reads of approximately 100 bp in length. During the

course of the current project, in late 2007, the FLX platform was introduced to re-

place the GS20 (557). The FLX can generate reads of 200-250 bp in length. Since

the completion of sequencing for the current project, modifications have been intro-

duced allowing the generation of paired-end reads using the 454 FLX (557). The most

common error in 454 data is insertions/deletions (indels) within homopolymeric tracts

(runs of a single nucleotide, e.g. AAAAA). This is because during pyrosequencing, the

number of bases incorporated at each step must be inferred from the magnitude of

the fluorescent signal generated, which loses accuracy with increasing number of bases

(555, 557). Base calling for 454 data is performed using proprietary software (555).

The first reports of 454 (GS20) sequencing in 2005 involved the sequencing of bacte-

rial genomes, namely Mycoplasma genitalium (1 isolate) (555) and M. tuberculosis (4

isolates) (558). In 2006 the genome sequence of a laboratory strain of Campylobacter

jejuni was reported using GS20 and compared to two reference sequences (559). In

2007 an isolate of Acinetobacter baumannii, for which no reference genome sequence

was available, was sequenced with 454 GS20 followed by gap closure involving >10,000

PCR reactions and 2,200 capillary sequencing reactions (560).

The Solexa platform has been in use at the Sanger Institute since late 2006. The

platform is now produced by Illumina and marketed as the Illumina Genome Analyzer

(GA), but is still widely known as Solexa sequencing and will be referred to as ‘Solexa’

hereafter. Briefly, libraries are constructed by any method that generates a mixture of

adaptor-flanked DNA fragments up to several hundred bp in length (561). Fragments

are amplified using PCR primers tethered to a solid substrate, so that all amplicons aris-

ing from a single DNA template are physically clustered on an array (552). Sequencing

proceeds by cycles of single-base extension using a mixture of four fluorescently labelled

reversible terminator nucleotides, followed by four-channel imaging to determine which

base has been incorporated into each cluster during the cycle, and cleaving of the fluo-

rescent and terminator modifiers to prepare for extension during the next cycle (562).
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Several million distinguishable clusters can be generated on a single array, generating

one read per cluster. Each flow cell (in which the sequencing reactions take place) is

divided into eight distinct lanes to which different samples may be added, allowing for

example eight different bacterial genomes to be sequenced simultaneously. During the

course of the current project, read lengths were limited to 36 bp and paired-end reads

were not available. Recent developments have allowed read lengths to increase (that is,

more cycles per run) without compromising base call quality, and paired-end sequenc-

ing is now possible (561). Throughput has also increased, from 0.5 Gbp per run to 1-2

Gbp per 36 bp paired-end run (562). At the Sanger Institute, raw data is processed

via an informatics pipeline that calls bases and calibrates phred-like quality scores (562).

454, Solexa and other next-generation sequencing technologies allow vast amounts of

sequence data to be generated in much shorter timespans and for lower cost than

capillary-based Sanger sequencing (see Table 1.4). However the data analysis is more

challenging due to the shorter read lengths, lower per-base accuracy and high number

of reads (see Table 1.4) (554). There are two general approaches to analysing short read

data: mapping (aligning) the reads to a reference sequence, or attempting to assemble

them de novo. Read mapping must be able to accommodate mismatches and gaps

(caused by SNPs, indels or sequencing errors), which in short reads comprises a much

larger proportion of the alignment than in longer reads. Mapping algorithms may also

take into account individual base qualities, which can improve the accuracy of read

mapping (563). Mapped reads can be used to identify SNPs and small deletions com-

pared to the reference sequence (564), and paired-end reads allow large insertions and

deletions to be identified with confidence (565). De novo assembly of next-generation

sequence data is also complicated by short read lengths, low accuracies and quantity

of data (552). 454 data can be assembled using the proprietary software Newbler (454

Life Sciences/Roche). Assembly from single-end 36 bp Solexa reads is possible and can

be improved by increasing read depth (566, 567). The use of paired-end reads can also

improve the assembly (567), although many repetitive sequences can not be resolved

without dedicated experiments for gap closure (554).
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Platform Throughput Read length Accuracy per base
Sanger/capillary

(ABI 3730xl) 0.08 Mb/run, 1 Mb/d 500 − 1, 000 bp >99%
454 GS20 20 − 50 Mb/run (8 h) 100 bp >96%
454 FLX 400600 Mb/run (10 h) 250 bp 99.5%
Solexa 215 Gb/run (2 − 8 days) 35 − 75 bp 98 - 99%

Table 1.4: Throughput and accuracy of next-generation sequencing technolo-
gies - Modified from (553), except information on 454 GS20 which was sourced from
(555, 559, 560).

1.4 Thesis outline

In this thesis, the evolution and population structure of Typhi and Paratyphi A are in-

vestigated using whole genome sequence analysis. In Chapter 2, genome-wide sequence

data is generated for 17 novel Typhi isolates using a combination of 454 and Solexa

sequencing. Comparative analysis of these and the published genomes focuses on the

detection of SNPs, deletions and variation in prophage content. Plasmid and SPI con-

tent is also examined. In Chapter 3, variation within the Paratyphi A population is

investigated via comparative analysis of a novel finished genome sequence and five novel

genomes sequenced with Solexa. The analysis focuses on the detection of SNPs and

other variants, and provides the first glimpse of the phylogenetic structure of Paraty-

phi A. A novel approach is taken to identify and quantify genome-wide SNPs within

a global collection of 160 Paratyphi A isolates, by sequencing pooled DNA samples

using Solexa. Analysis involves validation of the approach, followed by investigation of

the global population structure of Paratyphi A revealed by the pooled sequence data.

Chapter 4 uses genome-wide comparisons of multiple Typhi and Paratyphi A genome

sequences to investigate the convergent evolution of these pathogens. The analysis fo-

cuses on the accumulation of pseudogenes in each population and assesses the extent

to which recombination between the two serovars has contributed to their convergence.

Chapter 5 shifts the focus to the population of IncHI1 plasmids responsible for the

spread of drug resistance within Typhi and Paratyphi A populations. A novel MDR

IncHI1 plasmid sequence from Paratyphi A is compared to available plasmid sequences

from Typhi and Typhimurium, with a focus on the accumulation of resistance-encoding

mobile elements within the plasmids and the evidence for transfer of these elements be-
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tween plasmids. Novel and published data from other IncHI1 plasmids isolated from

enteric pathogens are also compared, revealing important aspects of the evolution of

the plasmids and their movement between pathogen populations. Finally, Chapter 6

presents a novel high throughput SNP typing method for Typhi, drawing on chromo-

somal SNPs identified in Chapter 2 and IncHI1 plasmid SNPs and resistance genes

identified in Chapter 5. Following validation of the method, SNP typing is applied to

a global collection of Typhi isolates as well as localised collections of Typhi isolates

from four endemic areas, focusing on the distribution of distinct SNP types in time and

space, and the spread of IncHI1 plasmids within the Typhi population.
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Chapter 2

Genomic sequence variation in

Typhi

2.1 Introduction

Current knowledge of genetic variation in Typhi is limited, although it is evident that

there is very little variation at the SNP level. The two fully sequenced Typhi genomes

CT18 and Ty2 differed by 450 SNPs, 14 insertions/deletions including three prophage

sequences and two IS, and a rearrangement between copies of the ribosomal RNA (rrn)

operon (47). MLST analysis of 26 Typhi isolates detected only two SNPs within the

3,336 bp analysed (1) (note while this publication states there were three SNPs, this

was later found to be incorrect). The study of 199 gene fragments from a global collec-

tion of 105 Typhi isolates detected 82 SNPs (2), approximately one SNP per 1,080 bp.

SNPs associated with conferring resistance to fluoroquinolones have been reported in

the gyrA gene (16, 397), however most variation in antibiotic resistance is attributed

to the gain and loss of self-transmissable IncHI1 plasmids (46, 275). Thirteen inser-

tions/deletions have been detected by microarray analysis of gene content among nine

isolates (511), including four phage sequences and two insertion sequences (IS). A large

deletion (labelled X in (511)) was later identified as loss of SPI7 (92), which can oc-

cur spontaneously in the laboratory and may not reflect natural variation in Typhi

(517, 568). Rearrangements between the seven rrn operons occur frequently in the

Typhi population (569), and this has been suggested to be associated with restoring

balance between the replication origin and terminus following large genomic inser-
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tions/deletions (259), although it remains unclear whether the rearrangements result

in significant functional changes, for example in gene expression.

The study by Roumagnac et al. (2) of genetic variation in 199 fragments from 105 iso-

lates represented a leap forward in our understanding of Typhi evolution. The 82 SNPs

they discovered resolved into a rooted, fully parsimonious phylogenetic tree defining 85

genetically distinct Typhi haplotypes (H1-H85, see Figure 2.1). Each node in the tree

was represented by extant Typhi isolates, demonstrating that clonal replacement does

not occur in Typhi, rather distinct lineages continue to persist in the population. The

data provided a basis for estimating the age (10,000-43,000 years) and effective popu-

lation size (Ne = 230, 000− 1, 000, 000) of Typhi. Furthermore, the distinct haplotypes

defined by the 82 SNPs provide a basis for differentiating between isolates, providing

an easily-interpretable alternative to the dominant techniques of PFGE, phage typing

and ribotyping. The authors themselves typed 450 Typhi isolates at these SNP loci

and showed that gyrA mutations associated with fluroquinolone resistance were over-

represented within a particular haplotype (H58), which was also the most common

haplotype to be found among isolates of the previous 10 years. This suggests that H58

may have undergone a clonal expansion in recent years, associated with a high rate of

resistance to fluoroquinolones, currently the drug of choice for the treatment of typhoid

fever. Typing on the basis of these 82 SNPs has been applied to the study of 150 Ty-

phi isolates from Jakarta, Indonesia (256). This study demonstrated for the first time

the co-circulation of multiple distinct lineages of Typhi within a defined urban area.

It was also able to demonstrate that the presence of the z66-encoding linear plasmid

was restricted to a single haplotype of Typhi (H59), suggesting that this rare variant,

unique to Indonesia, is the result of a single plasmid acquisition event followed by clonal

expansion of the recipient strain.

While it provided many novel insights, the study by Roumagnac et al. (2) was lim-

ited to 88,739 bp, just 1.85% of the Typhi genome, and despite including 105 isolates

yielded only 82 SNPs. It was clear therefore that to discover the true extent of SNPs

and other variations in Typhi, and discover novel variations providing increased resolu-

tion in typing, would require comparative analysis at the whole-genome level. Recent

advances in sequencing technology make this feasible using 454 and Solexa sequencing
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(see 1.3.2.3), although development of appropriate analysis methods is ongoing. At the

time the present study began, the 454 GS20 platform generated reads of ∼100 bp using

pyrosequencing (555), while the Solexa platform generated shorter reads of 35 bp (562).

Both provided ∼10-fold coverage of the 4.8 Mbp Typhi genome in a single experiment,

and it was decided to use a combination of these platforms to sequence 17 novel Typhi

genomes. The choice of isolates for sequencing has in the past been driven by clinical

phenotype or simply availability. However isolate selection is critically important for

comparative analysis, which can only uncover mutations that differ between the sam-

pled isolates, a phenomenon known as discovery bias (see 1.3.2.2). To limit discovery

bias as much as possible, isolate choice was guided by the phylogenetic tree defined by

Roumagnac et al. (2) (Figure 2.1). Ten Typhi isolates from central haplotype clusters

and radial haplotype groups (Figure 2.1) were chosen for sequencing using 454, which

allows de novo assembly and therefore analysis of insertions (including prophage and

IS) as well as deletions and SNPs across a broad range of Typhi lineages. Note that the

publicly available sequences CT18 and Ty2 provide sequence coverage of two additional

radial haplotype groups; these were also resequenced using Solexa, in order to check the

published sequences and assess error rates for Solexa sequencing. To gain additional

insight into SNP variation among recently expanding haplotypes, Solexa sequencing

was used to generate short reads from an additional six isolates from the H58 group,

which has undergone recent clonal expansion in South East Asia (2, 570) and a second

isolate from the H59 group, the z66-associated lineage that is common in Indonesia

(256). Three isolates, including one H58 and one H59 isolate, were sequenced using

both platforms.
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Figure 2.1: Phylogenetic tree guiding selection of Typhi isolates for sequencing
- Phylogenetic tree defined previously from analysis of 97 SNPs in 481 Typhi isolates (2);
root is H45. Haplotypes from which isolates were chosen for sequencing, and the branches
joining them, are coloured according to the same colour scheme as Figure 2.6.
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2.1.1 Aims

The work presented in this chapter is a comprehensive genome-wide survey of genetic

variation among multiple Typhi lineages. As this involved a novel approach using two

new high-throughput sequencing platforms, the first aim was to determine appropriate

methods to detect single nucleotide variation using this novel data. Having established

suitable methods, the aims of the analysis were to:

• determine the quality and quantity of genetic differences between distinct Typhi

lineages, and how they may be differentiated; and

• gain insights into the evolution of Typhi, including the nature and frequency of

genetic changes and any evidence of selective pressures.
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2.2 Methods

2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Bacterial strains and DNA

Details of Typhi isolates used in this study are provided in Table 2.1. Bacterial cells

were pelleted by centrifugation and DNA was prepared using the Wizard Genomic DNA

Kit (Promega) as per manufacturers instructions. DNA preparation was performed by

Dr Stephen Baker and Dr Satheesh Nair at the Sanger Institute.

Isolate Country Year Haplotype 454 Solexa Plasmid
E00-78661 Morocco 2000 H46 10.5x - nd
E01-67501 Senegal 2001 H52 8.16x - nd
E02-11801 India 2002 H45 13.1x - nd
E98-06641 Kenya 1998 H55 10.8x - nd
E98-20681 Bangladesh 1998 H42 10.9x - nd
J185SM2 Indonesia 1985 H85 13.5x - nd
M2233 unkown 1939 H8 11.1x - nd
404ty4 Indonesia 1983 H59 8.49x 24.6x pBSSB1
AG32 Vietnam 2004 H58 10.1x 13.1x nd

E98-31391 Mexico 1998 H50 11.1x 5.40x nd
150(98)S1 Vietnam 1998 H63 - 8.60x nd
8(04)N1 Vietnam 2004 H58 - 13.1x nd
CT182 Vietnam 1993 H1 - 9.80x IncHI1 (pHCM1),

pHCM2
E02-27591 India 2002 H58 - 65.5x pHCM2
E03-49831 Indonesia 2003 H59 - 7.42x pBSSB1
E03-98041 Nepal 2003 H58 - 8.19x IncHI1

ISP-03-074671 Morocco 2003 H58 - 7.87x IncHI1
ISP-04-069791 Central Africa 2004 H58 - 72.9x IncHI1

Ty24 Russia 1916 H10 - 8.60x nd

Table 2.1: Typhi isolates sequenced in this study - Isolates were provided by:
1Francois-Xavier Weill, Institut Pasteur, Paris, France; 2Christiane Dolecek, Oxford Uni-
versity Clinical Research Unit, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam; 3Barry Holmes, National
Collection of Type Cultures, Colindale, UK; 4Gordon Dougan, Wellcome Trust Sanger In-
stitute, Cambridge, UK. Columns give country and year of isolation; haplotypes as defined
in (2) and Figure 2.1; read depth from 454 and/or Solexa sequencing; plasmid content
(nd=none detected, pBSSB1=z66-encoding linear plasmid).
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2.2.2 DNA sequencing

Eight Typhi isolates were sequenced using a 454 Life Sciences GS20 sequencer, and

an additional two isolates (M223, E02-1180) were sequenced using the 454 Life Sci-

ences FLX sequencer. Twelve isolates were sequenced using Solexa. All steps in library

preparation and sequence were performed by Ian Goodhead and Richard Rance and the

Sanger Institute, according to the manufacturer’s specifications. Single end reads were

sequenced in all cases. Two isolates, E02-2759 and ISP-04-06979, were each sequenced

over seven Solexa lanes during protocol optimisation and thus have much higher cov-

erage than other isolates, which were sequenced in one Solexa lane each.

Sanger sequencing of PCR products was used to confirm insertion and deletion sites.

Primers used for PCR and sequencing are provided in Table 2.2. PCR was performed

in a 25μL volume using PCR Supermix Taq Polymerase (Invitrogen) and cycled on

an MJ Research thermal cycler. Products were checked on a 0.8% agarose gel, and

purified using QIAquick PCR Purification Kit (QIAGEN). PCR and purification was

performed by myself, sequencing of PCR products was performed by the sequencing

team at the Sanger Institute.

2.2.3 Plasmid identification

In order to verify the presence and size of plasmids within Typhi isolates, plasmid DNA

was prepared from 19 Typhi isolates using an alkaline lysis method originally described

by Kado and Liu (571). The resulting plasmid DNA was separated by electrophoresis

in 0.7% agarose gels made with 1x E buffer. Gels were run at 90 V for 3 h, stained

with ethidium bromide and photographed. High purity plasmid DNA was isolated

for transformation using alkaline lysis and either AgarACE purification (Promega) or

ultra-centrifugation based upon a method described by Taghavi et al. (572). All plas-

mid isolation experiments were performed by Stephen Baker at the Sanger Institute.

All plasmids detected in this way were represented in the sequence data for their host

isolates and were identified by mapping to known plasmid sequences (using BLASTN

for 454 contigs and Maq for Solexa reads).
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Ins/Del Strain Forward/reverse primers Additional sequencing primers
del A E03-4983 TCGGCTGGAGCTAGAGAGTC,

TTCACGTCCACATTCACGTT
del B E00-7866 AAAGTACAGGCCGGTCTCCT,

CCGATAGCCCCTCTATGGAT
del C AG3 AAGACAACGCCAGCAGAGTTG,

AATGCTGGCCAACTTCACTC
del E AG3 AATAGGCCTCATCACGTTCG,

CAAACCGTTGAATCGGAAGT
del F E98-3139 CGCAATGAGCATACCTATCG,

AAGCACACGACGAACAAATG
del G E00-7866 TCTCCCTGAGGAATCTGGTG,

AAAACACCGGACAAGTCTGC
GTGAAGAAAAGCGGCTTCG,
GTTGCAAGGGCGGCTTAG,
GGTATTGTCGCCATTGTGC

del H ISP-03-07467 ATTAAACCCAACGCCAACAG,
GGCGAGTCTGAGCGATAAAG

CCATCGCAGACAGGACAATA,
ATGAACTGGGTAGGCAAGCA

del I E01-6750 ACGAAACGACGGGATAAGTG,
GGCAAAAAGCTGGTTAAACG

del J E03-4983 TTCACTGCATAGCCACCATC,
TACACCCCGAAAGAAACTGC

del K E00-7866 TGATAGAGCAGCGCATTGAC,
CCGATTTCGACTGGCTGGAC

GCTACTGACGGGGTGGTG,
AAGCTGCACGTAATCAGCAA

del L E00-7866 ACGGCGTCATAACTCTCCAG,
TGTCGGACGTACAGAAGAGC

del M E00-7866 ACAGACGGCGCAATTTATTC,
GGTCATCGCGTATGAAGTCC

del N E02-2759 GGCCATACACTCAACCAACC,
CGCCTTATCCAGCCTACATT

del P E98-3139 GAAGCCATTGATGAAGCACA,
CACCAGCAACGACGACTCTA

del Q E00-7866 TGCGCTACTCAAAGACATGG,
TTGATGTGGGTCAGCAAGTC

del R E00-7866 CAGGGAGCTCTTGGCAATAC,
ACCCATTCTGGCTGAAACTG

del S Ty2 GACAGCATGGTGGCAAAGTT,
ACCCATTCTGGCTGAAACTG

ST16 E98-2068 GGTTCAGCAAGTGGGTTTTC,
ACACCTTCGCCAGTCATTTC

ST20a(1) M223 CGAAAACCAACGTCACCTTT,
CAAAGCAACGGAAGAATTCAA

ST20a(2) M223 TGCCAAGGTTCTTGATTGTG,
GGAAGACTCGCTGATTTTGC

GGGATCATCGCAGCATTAGT,
CGCAGAAACTGCAACACAAT

ST2-27 E01-6750 CGCGTGATATCGCCTTTATT,
TACTGTCCTGTGCGATTTGC
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Ins/Del Strain Forward/reverse primers Additional sequencing primers
ST36 E01-6750, 404ty ATATCCACCAGCGAGTCCAC,

TTACAGTGCGACTCCACCAG
SPI-15b 404ty CGGGCAAAGTTGCTTATCTC,

CTGTGGGACGCTAAGTCCTC
ACCGACCGGAAAACGTTAAG,
AACCACGAGCAAGCATCTG

SPI-15b 404ty GCTTGGAAGACTCCAGAACG,
TCAGCCTGTGTGTTCTTTGG

AGCGTCTTTTGTCATGGTCA,
CAGGGTCTTAATCGCCAGAG,
CCATCTCAGGCTTACCGAAG,
CCCCTGCGCATTTAGATAGA

SPI-15b 404ty GTGCGTTAAGCTCCTCAACC,
GGCTAGGCATCTCGACACTC

GCCCAGCTACAGGTCAAAGA

Table 2.2: Primers used for PCR and sequencing of deletions and insertion
sites in the Typhi gneome - Ins=insertion, Del=deletion. Deletion boundaries are
given in Table 2.11. Forward and reverse primers were used for PCR; forward, reverse and
additional primers were used for sequencing.

2.2.4 Phylogenetic analysis

SNPs lying within recombined regions (see 2.2.7 below) or within repeat regions (see

2.3.1.5) were excluded from analysis, leaving 1,964 SNP calls. Alleles were checked by

Camila Mazzoni (Environmental Research Institute, Cork, Ireland) against an inde-

pendent whole-genome multiple alignment of all 454 and published Typhi sequences

generated using Kodon (Applied Maths). Alleles could be confirmed in all 19 Typhi

isolates for 1,787 (90%) SNPs. These support a single maximum parsimony tree, de-

termined using the mix algorithm in the phylip package (573) (Figure 2.6), consistent

with the reference phylogenetic tree (Figure 2.1).

2.2.5 dN
dS

calculations

dN
dS was calculated according to the formula N/n

S/s , where N=sum of nonsynonymous

SNPs, n = nonsynonymous sites in non-repetitive protein-coding sequences (ni above,

where i = nonsynonymous), S = sum of synonymous SNPs, s = synonymous sites in

non-repetitive protein-coding sequences (ni above, where i = synonymous). The mean
dN
dS since the last common ancestor was calculated by weighting dN

dS for H59 isolates

by 1
2 , H58 isolates by 1

7 and all other isolates by 1, so that each haplotype contributes

equally. The error reported (0.053) is one standard deviation of this weighted mean.
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2.2.6 Transition bias

The number of possible mutations of each type (synonymous, nonsynonymous or in-

tergenic; transition or transversion) within each of 64 possible ancestral codons was

counted. This was used to determine the total number ni,j of possible mutations of

each type in the Typhi CT18 genome as follows:

ni,j =
64∑

m=1

ni,j,m ∗ Nm,

where:

i = synonymous, nonsynonymous or intergenic,

j = transition or transversion,

m = codon,

ni,j,m = number of mutations of type i, j possible starting from codon m;

Nm = number of times codon m appears in Typhi CT18 (excluding repeat regions).

Transition bias in each class was calculated as follows:

ts biasi =
si,ts/si,tv

ni,ts/ni,tv

95% C.I. = [
si,ts − sei/si,tv + sei

ni,ts/ni,tv
,

si,ts + sei/si,tv − sei

ni,ts/ni,tv
],

where:

si,j = number of SNPs observed of type i, j,

ni = number of possible mutations type i, that is
2∑

j=1

ni,j ,

pi =
si,ts

ni
,

sei =

√
pi(1 − pi)

ni
.

2.2.7 Detection of recombination events

Didelot et al.(56) found the distribution of gene-wise divergence between Typhi and its

closest relatives (other serovars of S. enterica) predominantly followed a normal distri-

bution with mean 1%, and the authors used divergence below 0.3% as a cut-off for iden-

tifying potential recombination events with other serovars. In order to identify poten-
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tial recombination events in the present study, SNP calls from each Typhi isolate were

checked for SNP clusters, defined as >3 SNPs within 1,000bp (SNPs relative to CT18,

i.e. >0.3% divergence from CT18). For this analysis, SNP calls from 454 data were

filtered only on consensus base quality and neighbourhood base quality. Alignments of

potentially recombined sequence with other bacterial sequences were constructed using

ClustalX (574) and nucleotide divergence levels calculated using the dnadist algorithm

in the phylip package (573). In order to identify potential sources for the recombined

DNA, the variant Typhi sequences were aligned with their homologs in Typhi CT18, E.

coli K-12, S. flexneri and S. enterica serovars Typhimurium, Paratyphi A, Choleraesuis

and Enteritidis, identified by BLASTN search of the EMBL database.

2.2.8 Evidence of expression from published microarray data

Microarray data from a study of gene expression in Typhi was available in the Gene

Expression Omnibus (GEO, http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/). The study (GEO ac-

cession GDS231) included 24 microarray experiments on RNA extracted at five time

points after treatment with 1 mM peroxide (575). No Typhi expression data was

available in the ArrayExpress database (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/arrayexpress/), as at

January 17, 2008. A gene was considered to be expressed (but not necessarily differen-

tially expressed at different time points) if its measured expression level ranked in the

top 80% of genes in one or more experiment. Most of the genes examined ranked in

the top 10% in at least one experiment; the maximum percentile rank of each putative

pseudogene is shown in Appendix A.

2.2.9 Accession codes

Raw sequence data generated in this study is available in the EBI Whole Genome

Shotgun (WGS) database (454 de novo assembled contigs, accessions CAAQ - CAAZ)

and European Short Read Archive (Solexa reads, accession ERA000001). In addi-

tion, mapped assemblies of all 454 and Solexa datasets, including plasmid sequences,

are available online at http://www.sanger.ac.uk/Projects/S typhi. Accession IDs of

published genome sequences used for comparative analysis, including determining an-

cestral alleles, are: Typhi strain CT18 (AL51338), Typhi strain Ty2 (AE014613), Ty-

phimurium strain LT2 (AE006468), Paratyphi A strain ATCC9150 (CP000026) and

Choleraesuis strain SC-B67 (AE017220); E. coli K12 (NC 000913) and Shigella flexneri
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5 strain 8401 (CP000266). Enteritidis strain PT4 sequence was downloaded from

http://www.sanger.ac.uk/Projects/Salmonella. Accession IDs of plasmid sequences

used for comparative analysis are: pHCM1 (AL513383), pHCM2 (AL513384), pBSSB1

(AM419040), pAKU 1 (AM412236).

2.3 Results

In order to capture as much information as possible about the distribution of genomic

variation in the Typhi population, DNA prepared from CT18, Ty2 and seventeen other

isolates was subjected to a combination of 454 and Solexa sequencing (Table 2.1, see

Methods). Since the resulting sequence data was among the first to be generated with

these new technologies, and data analysis methods were still being developed, it was

important to determine the best methods for detecting single nucleotide polymorphisms

(SNPs) from the data.

2.3.1 Assessment of SNP detection methods

2.3.1.1 454 data: comparison of SNP detection from reads or de novo

assembled contigs

At 100 bp on average, 454 reads were long enough to be assembled de novo into contigs

(i.e. without reference to any other sequence). Thus two approaches were available for

the detection of SNPs from 454 data: (i) align reads directly to a reference sequence, or

(ii) assemble reads into contigs and align contigs to a reference sequence. To determine

the best method for analysing 454 data, SNP detection error rates were calculated us-

ing real and simulated reads, and real and simulated contigs. Reads were aligned to

a reference using ssahaSNP (http://www.sanger.ac.uk/Software/analysis/ssahaSNP/).

Contigs were aligned to a reference using MUMmer (v3.19, nucmer algorithm) (576).

These free, opensource software packages combine alignment with SNP detection, and

provide flexible parseable output which facilitates high-throughput analysis. Unlike ssa-

haSNP, most other software specifically developed for detecting SNPs from sequencing

reads utilise raw fluorescence data generated by capillary sequencing (e.g. SNPde-

tector, NovoSNP, PolyBayes), which is not appropriate for analysing data generated

by 454 pyrosequencing. 454 provide their own SNP detection algorithm within their

mapped assembly software, however this proprietary software is something of a ‘black
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box’, and appears to miss a large number of true SNPs (e.g. it detected on average 40

SNPs per Typhi genome compared to CT18, whereas the results of all other analyses

reported here suggest 5-10 times this level of variation). MUMmer is also unique in

that it facilitates fast and free whole-genome comparison combined with SNP detection;

other options include diffseq (EMBOSS package, (577)) which can’t handle genome re-

arrangements, Mauve (578) which does not include SNP detection, and the proprietary

software package Kodon (Bionumerics).

Typhi reads were simulated by introducing 200-1000 SNPs into the CT18 finished

sequence and randomly sampling 100 bp reads at 8x, 10x, 20x and 40x read depth.

Substitution errors and insertion/deletion errors were also introduced into the simu-

lated reads, at rates determined from ssahaSNP analysis of real 454 data from Strepto-

coccus suis (exponential distributions with means 2% and 1% respectively, see Figure

2.2). Simulated Typhi reads were aligned back to the CT18 reference sequence using

ssahaSNP and false positive and false negative rates calculated. A minimum depth of

3 or 5 reads was required to call a SNP, and the minimum proportion of reads calling

a SNP (out of those reads mapped to the SNP locus) was allowed to vary between

0.5-0.9. SNPs introduced within repetitive sequences (defined in 2.3.1.5) were excluded

from analysis.

Contigs were simulated from reads, by determining the number of times each base in

the reference sequence was sampled and breaking contigs at any point where a base

was covered by ≤1 read. Note that it was not possible to assemble simulated 454 reads

directly, as the 454 software Newbler performs assembly using raw pyrosequencing data

(i.e. in signal space) and not base-called reads (i.e. in nucleotide space). Simulated

contigs displayed a realistic relationship between read depth and genomic coverage (%

of the reference genome covered by contig sequences) (Figure 2.3), however contigs be-

came unrealistically large at high read depth (Figure 2.4) as real assemblies are limited

by the presence of unresolvable repeat sequences.
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Figure 2.2: Error models for 454 reads - Real frequencies of errors in 454 reads from
Streptococcus suis P 17 are shown in black; these were determined by mapping reads to
the finished sequence. Note S. suis data was used because both 454 data and finished
sequence was available for the same isolate; no such data exists for Typhi. Frequencies
expected under an exponential distribution are shown in green.
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Figure 2.3: Read depth vs genome coverage for real and simulated 454 data -
Coloured squares represent real data from Typhi strains.
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Figure 2.4: Read depth vs mean contig size for real and simulated 454 data -
Coloured squares represent real data from Typhi strains.

The error rates estimated from simulated data are shown in Table 2.3. Using con-

tigs, false positive rates were low (< 3SNPs per strain) and false negative rates were

acceptable (≤11% of SNPs introduced during simulation but not detected) for read

depths ≥8. Using reads, false positive rates were minimal with high coverage (≥40x)

and could be controlled at lower depths (≥8x) using more stringent parameters. How-

ever false negative rates were much higher at these more stringent parameter settings,

especially at lower read depths (e.g. 30-50% of SNPs undetected at 10x read depth).

Thus analysis of assembled contigs appears to be a more accurate method for SNP

detection in 454 GS20 data.

False positive rates were further investigated by comparing real data generated by 454

sequencing of S. suis strain P 17 to the finished sequence of the same strain, sequenced

previously at the Sanger Institute (http://www.sanger.ac.uk/Projects/S suis/). The

data included read sequences and de novo-assembled contig sequences from two 454

runs, providing 20x and 27x coverage of the 2.0 Mbp genome. Using ssahaSNP to

align reads directly to the finished sequence (minimum depth=5, p=0.5) resulted in

104 SNP calls, all of which lay in repetitive sequences in the finished genome. Contigs
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Read Contigs Reads (ssahaSNP), depth≥3 Reads (ssahaSNP), depth≥5
depth (MUMmer) p≥0.5 p≥0.7 p≥0.9 p≥0.5 p≥0.7 p≥0.9

8x 3-11% 21-36% 22-38% 35-48% 50-66% 50-66% 58-73%
0-3 1972-2512 545-725 20-50 618-967 53-111 0

10x 0-5% 10-21% 11-24% 24-38% 28-45% 30-47% 42-57%
0-1 1251-1637 256-389 3-27 487-743 29-73 0

20x 0-1% 0-2% 0-3% 8-24% 0.5-6% 0.5-7% 9-24%
0 48-84 1-11 0 33-63 0 0

40x 0-1% 0-0.5% 0-0.5% 8-18% 0-0.5% 0-0.5% 8-18%
0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Table 2.3: Error rates in SNP detection using simulated sequence data - False
negative rate (% of simulated SNPs that were not detected) and number of false positive
SNP calls using analysis of simulated contigs and reads. For read analysis, various quality
cut-offs were trialled including minimum read depth at SNP locus of 3 or 5, and minimum
proportion (p=0.5-0.9) of mapped reads that must include the SNP allele.

were compared to the finished sequence using MUMmer, which identifed no SNPs (note

MUMmer does not report SNPs in repetitive sequence). The data are consistent with

the simulated data which suggested near-zero false positive rates for SNP detection in

454 of samples of ≥ 20x read depth, using either contigs or reads.

The total number of SNPs determined by analysis of reads or contigs was compared for

ten Typhi isolates sequenced on the 454 platform to 8-13x read depth, see Table 2.4.

Note these numbers exclude SNPs called in repetitive sequence (see 2.3.1.5 below) and

SNPs with a consensus base quality of <30 in assembled contigs. Analysis of contigs

detected 303-652 SNPs per isolate, while analysis of reads detected 206-755 SNPs per

isolate (using a cut-off of depth ≥5 to call a SNP). Of the 2,243 SNPs detected from

contigs, 61.4% were detected by reads analysis with depth ≥5, and 79.5% with depth

≥3. Conversely, only 40-50% of the SNPs detected from reads analysis were detected by

contig analysis. This is consistent with low error rates for contig analysis and high error

rates for read analysis, as suggested by the simulations at read depths in this range

(8-10x). It is possible that reads analysis has identified hundreds of genuine SNPs that

were missed by contig analysis, but given the high false positive rate estimated from
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reads simulated at 8-10x depth (Table 2.3), the former explanation appears more likely.

Thus for the remainder of this study, SNP detection from 454 data was performed by

analysing assembled contig sequences rather than reads.

Reads, depth≥3 Reads, depth≥5
Isolate Read depth Contigs p≥0.5 p≥0.9 p≥0.5 p≥0.9

E00-7866 10.5 652 672 605 597 530
E01-6750 8.16 347 243 230 118 105
E02-1180 13.1 653 1018 857 755 753
E98-0664 10.8 380 317 313 176 172
E98-2068 10.9 303 266 261 130 125
J185SM 13.5 373 394 313 239 189
M223 11.1 489 894 463 712 331
404ty 8.5 435 342 333 140 131
AG3 10.1 365 425 338 327 258

E98-3139 5.4 426 271 237 235 206

Table 2.4: SNPs detected in Typhi 454 data by analysis of contigs and reads
- Number of SNPs detected by comparison of Typhi 454 contigs or reads to the CT18
reference. Contigs were analysed using MUMmer, reads with ssahaSNP. For read analysis,
various quality cut-offs were trialled including minimum read depth at SNP locus of 3 or
5, and minimum proportion (p=0.5 or 0.9) of mapped reads that must include the SNP
allele.

2.3.1.2 Solexa data

Solexa reads were too short to be assembled effectively using available software, thus

were mapped directly to the CT18 reference sequence using Maq v0.6.0 (564), which

was also used to generate primary SNP calls. Maq was chosen over ssahaSNP because

it uses a more sophisticated method that calculates a “mapping quality” for each read

aligned to the reference sequence, which it takes into account during SNP calling and

quality estimation. However, Maq is unable to handle reads of >80 bp and so was not

considered for analysis of 454 data.
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2.3.1.3 Determining quality filters for SNP detection

To avoid SNP calls due to errors in assembly or base calling in 454 contigs, SNPs

with low base call quality or low neighbourhood quality were filtered out before further

analysis. SNP calls close to contig ends were also filtered out, as base call errors are

more common in the low read-depth regions at the ends of contigs. Similarly, SNPs

called from analysis of Solexa reads were filtered out when read depth or consensus base

quality was low. Appropriate thresholds for all filters were determined by comparison

of results from three isolates sequenced using both 454 and Solexa (AG3, E98-3139,

404ty). The set of unfiltered 454 SNP calls (using MUMmer and de novo assembled

contigs) that overlapped with unfiltered Solexa SNP calls (using Maq and Solexa reads)

was used to approximate the ‘true’ set of SNPs for each of the three isolates (excluding

any calls in repetitive sequences). The distribution of quality parameters among ‘true’

SNP calls and those detected by only one platform (Figure 2.5) were used to define the

threshold values for each platform, given in Table 2.5.

454 Solexa
consensus base call quality ≥ 30 read depth ≥ 5
≤ 2/10 surrounding bases with quality <30 Maq consensus base quality ≥ 30
>15 bp from end of a contig no heterozygous base calls

Table 2.5: Thresholds for filters used during SNP calling - For 454 sequences,
SNPs were detected in assembled contigs using MUMmer; consensus base call quality is
calculated during contig assembly. For Solexa sequences, SNPs were detected in reads
using Maq; consensus base call and quality is calculated by Maq for each position to which
reads are aligned; a consensus base call can include heterozygous base calls (given by IUB
codes e.g. Y = C and T), but all such loci were filtered out of SNP analysis.

2.3.1.4 Estimating error rates for SNP detection

The comparison of results from three isolates sequenced using both 454 and Solexa was

also used to estimate error rate. SNP calls filtered using the cut-offs determined in

2.3.1.3 were compared to the ‘true’ SNP set (overlap between unfiltered SNP calls from

454 and Solexa) to estimate the false positive rate: platform-specific calls/‘true set’,

mean 2.7%; and the recovery rate of ‘true’ SNPs: filtered calls/‘true’ set, mean 81%
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Figure 2.5: Distribution of quality parameters for SNP detection - Purple lines
show distribution of each parameter among SNPs called in both 454 and Solexa data,
pooled for three isolates (AG3, E98-3139, 404ty). Green lines show distribution of each
parameter among SNPs called in only 454 or Solexa data but not both. Dashed lines
indicate the cut-off value of each parameter used in subsequent SNP detection analysis.
(a) Consensus base quality at SNP locus in 454 de novo assembly. (b) Number of bases 5
bp either side of SNP that have consensus base quality >30 in 454 de novo assembly. (c)
Distance from SNP locus to nearest 454 contig end. (d) Consensus base quality at SNP
locus in Solexa mapping. (e) Solexa read depth at SNP locus.
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recovery rate (see Table 2.6). The recovery rate was estimated again after checking each

isolate for alleles at SNP loci identified in any of the three isolates (62-97% recovery)

or in any other isolate (82-99% recovery).

Strain Depth Overlap False pos. Recovery Post-check (3) Post-check (all)
454:
AG3 10.1 356 4.3% 87.4% 89.0% 97.6%
404ty 8.5 307 1.1% 89.6% 91.9% 97.4%

E98-3139 11.1 517 0.0% 77.9% 77.9% 82.0%
mean - - 1.8% 85.0% 86.3% 92.3%

Solexa:
AG3 13.1 356 2.3% 85.4% 91.3% 99.7%
404ty 24.6 307 4.5% 97.1% 97.1% 99.3%

E98-3139 5.4 517 1.2% 48.7% 62.1% 82.6%
mean - - 2.7% 77.1% 83.5% 93.9%

Table 2.6: Estimated measures of SNP detection accuracy - Estimates of false
positive (false pos.) rate and percentage of SNPs recovered (recovery), assuming SNPs
called independently in both 454 and Solexa data sets represent the ‘true’ set of SNPs in
each isolate. All sensitivity estimates were made after filtering SNP calls by the stated
quality criteria 2.3.1.4. Post-check = sensitivity after checking each isolate for SNP alleles
at all loci for which a high-quality SNP was detected in another isolate (using data from
these 3 isolates, or all 19 isolates).

Typhi isolates CT18 and Ty2, which have previously been sequenced and finished

(46, 47), were resequenced using Solexa and mapped to the published sequences us-

ing Maq as described above (2.3.1.2). At the cut-offs used for SNP detection in this

study (2.3.1.3), 42 differences were detected between the Solexa and published CT18

sequences. Checking the capillary sequencing traces at these loci showed that 35 of

these differences were due to errors in the published sequence (approximately 1 in 140

kbp). The remaining seven differences are likely errors in the Solexa sequence, with

quality scores in the range 30-37. Two of these differences occur in repetitive regions

excluded from our study, resulting in an estimate of five false SNP calls for this data

set. Nineteen differences were detected between the Solexa and published sequences

for Ty2. The Ty2 capillary sequencing traces were not available for checking, however

three of these loci were given ambiguous base calls in the published sequence and at

a further six loci the Ty2 Solexa base call matched those of the remaining eighteen
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Typhi isolates. It is therefore presumed that these nine differences were errors in the

published sequence, leaving an estimated ten errors in the Solexa data (quality scores

30-54). It is also possible that some of these SNP calls represent genuine mutations

arising in the laboratory. The Ty2 sequence was assembled with reference to the CT18

sequence (47), thus it is unsurprising that the Ty2 published sequence had a lower error

rate (9 vs 35 bases). However the Ty2 sequence was not fully finished (47), thus the

CT18 is considered the more reliable reference sequence for this study. Overall, the

comparison of CT18 and Ty2 Solexa data with finished sequence data suggested 5-10

false SNP calls per Solexa genome, which agrees with that estimated by comparison of

454 and Solexa sequence data (6-14 SNPs per genome, Table 2.6).

2.3.1.5 Minimisation of potential errors

SNP analysis focused on the non-repetitive component of the genome and did not at-

tempt to identify single base indels. Repetitive sequences, including VNTRs, exact

repeats of ≥20 bp, >95% identical repeats of >50bp, phage and insertion sequences

(IS), account for 7.4% of the CT18 genome (Table 2.7). In this study, these classes of

repetitive sequences were excluded from SNP analysis as (a) non-identical repeats can

appear indistinguishable from SNPs, particularly with short sequencing reads (100-250

bp for 454, 25 bp for Solexa), (b) assembly and mapping of short reads are unreliable in

repetitive regions, and (c) repeated regions may be subject to different selective pres-

sures compared to the rest of the genome, e.g. recombination between repeat copies.

All prophage sequences were excluded on the grounds that they are subject to hori-

zontal transfer and may therefore confuse phylogenetic signals, in addition to concerns

regarding sequence similarity between prophage of different origins. 11% of initial SNP

calls lay within repetitive or phage sequences (Table 2.7) and were excluded fro analy-

sis.

SNPs called within 10bp of another SNP or gap within a single genome (“mismatch

clusters”) were examined further to identify if they were due to errors in or near ho-

mopolymeric tracts, which can be problematic for 454 pyrosequencing (555), or due to

misassembly or misalignment of sequences in non-identical repeats. To eliminate these

errors, mismatch cluster SNPs were removed if they were (a) within or adjacent to a

tract of three or more identical bp (44%), or (b) BLASTN search of the surrounding
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(a) Genomic bp Excluded Included Total % Included
Intergenic 260657 bp 510034 bp 770691 bp 66.2

rRNA 32797 bp 0 bp 32797 bp 0.0
tRNA 5159 bp 1024 bp 6183 bp 16.6

Protein coding 56905 bp 3942461 bp 3999366 bp 98.6
All bases 355518 bp 4453519 bp 4809037 bp 92.6

(b) Genes
Total 390 4210 4600 91.5

IS elements 36 0
Phage-like 10 0

Phage 324 0
Other 20 0

Table 2.7: Repetitive Typhi CT18 sequences excluded from SNP detection
anlaysis - Details of (a) genomic nucleotides and (b) genes in the CT18 genome that were
included or excluded from SNP detection analysis.

region (50bp each side) returned multiple hits of >80% identity in the CT18 refer-

ence genome (25%). The remaining mismatch cluster SNPs were manually inspected

for potential alignment errors (contig alignments with CT18), assembly errors (reads

alignments with CT18) or recombination with a source outside Typhi (contig align-

ments with other bacteria, by BLASTN search of EMBL prokaryote database). Of

these, 38% were consistent with recombination (see below and Table 2.10), 52% ap-

peared to be assembly errors and 10% (22) were deemed to be real SNPs, with properly

aligned reads consistently containing the SNP allele.

Filtered SNP calls were combined into a single list of SNP loci, and the allele at each

locus determined in each of the 19 Typhi sequences and additional S. enterica serovars

(using fasta3 search for 454 contigs or finished sequences, and Maq consensus base calls

for Solexa data). This allowed recovery of some SNPs that were initially rejected in one

isolate due to low confidence, but detected with high confidence in a second isolate. For

example, in the three strains sequenced using both 454 and Solexa, it was estimated

that this form of allele checking could improve recovery rates by up to 33% (Table 2.6).

Detection of alleles in other S. enterica serovars provided an outgroup for phylogenetic

analysis.
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Nonsense SNPs were verified by manually inspecting multiple alignments of all 454

and Solexa reads mapping to each nonsense SNP locus. SNP calls were not verified

by capillary sequencing, as this would be extremely labour intensive and contribute

very little increase in depth of coverage to what is already available in the 454 and

Solexa data sets. However it is expected that SNP detection errors will be randomly

distributed within the Typhi genome and should not introduce significant bias into the

analysis which would invalidate the conclusions drawn.

2.3.2 SNP analysis

In summary, de novo assembled 454 contigs and Solexa reads were aligned to the fin-

ished CT18 sequence using MUMmer and Maq, respectively, and filtered as described

(2.3.1.3, 2.3.1.5). SNP calls from 19 strains were merged, resulting in 1,964 high quality

SNPs, approximately 1 in every 2,300 bp of non-repetitive genomic sequence. Details

of these SNPs are availabe as Supplementary Material in (579). Complete allele data

from 19 Typhi genomes were determined for 1,787 SNPs (missing data were due to low

coverage or deletion of SNP loci in one or more isolates). Alleles were also determined

in several other S. enterica serovars (2.2.9) to differentiate ancestral from derived alleles

and provide an outgroup for phylogenetic analysis.

A rooted maximum parsimony tree was fit to this set of 1,787 SNPs. The tree was

consistent with the previously defined minimum spanning tree based on 82 SNPs (2)

(Figure 2.1), while providing better estimates of branch lengths and greatly increas-

ing resolution, particularly within the H58 and H59 groups (Figure 2.6). Only ten

SNPs (0.56%) did not fit the previously determined phylogenetic tree, two of which are

confirmed examples of convergent evolution at sites under adaptive selection in gyrA

(see 2.3.2.2 below). Thus there is little reason to suspect high error rates among allele

assignments, or to doubt the phylogenetic tree structure shown in Figure 2.6. Using

this phylogenetic tree, mutations were grouped into relative age groups including: (a)

recent mutations, furthest from the root and lying on intra-haplotype branches, (b)

intermediate mutations, lying on haplotype-specific branches, and (c) older mutations,

lying on branches closest to the root and shared by multiple haplotypes. The distribu-

tion of SNPs and other variants in each group is shown in Table 2.8.
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SNPs were more common in non-protein-coding sequences (mean 0.051% divergence),

with 86.7% of SNPs in protein-coding sequences (mean 0.043% divergence) which make

up 88.5% of the non-repetitive CT18 genome (χ2 test, p=0.01). Transition mutations

(purine to purine G<->A, or pyrimidine to pyrimidine C<->T) were much more fre-

quent than transversion mutations (purine <-> pyrimidine): 24-fold (95% confidence

interval 17-40) higher among synonymous SNPs, 16-fold (14-20) higher among nonsyn-

onymous SNPs and 13-fold (9-21) higher among non-coding SNPs. Note these rates

are normalised to the number of available sites for transitions and transversions in each

class of SNPs (see 2.2.6 above), so are not explained by the fact that e.g. transitions are

more likely to be synonymous than transversions. The mutation bias towards transi-

tions has been determined experimentally to be 2-fold in Typhimurium (580), thus the

much higher bias indicated here may reflect selection bias in addition to mutation bias

in favour of transitions. By far the most common mutations (75%) were the transitions

G− >A and C− >T, consistent with the observation that deamination of cytosine to

uracil frequently escapes DNA repair (518).

2.3.2.1 dN
dS in the Typhi population

The mean dN
dS of each isolate compared with the last common ancestor was 0.66 ±

0.053 (s.d.) (see 2.2.5), suggesting either a weak trend in the direction of stabilising

selection since the last common ancestor of Typhi, or a combination of stabilising

selection in some genes and diversifying selection in others. Since there is little evidence

of diversifying selection in any Typhi genes (see below, Table 2.9), weak stabilising

selection is most likely. The weakness of the signal for stabilising selection observed here

may be due to too little time for selection to act, and/or genetic drift due to low effective

population size. Rocha et al. (526) showed that in closely related bacteria the reciprocal

of dN
dS , 1/dN

dS , is related to time. Their simulations indicated that when population size

was large this relationship was linear, but when effective population size was small

genetic drift became more important and 1/dN
dS reached a plateau. The relationship of

1/dN
dS to the number of intergenic SNPs for pairwise comparisons of sequenced Typhi

isolates was non-linear (Figure 2.7a). Intergenic SNPs serve as an approximation of

time, as they are less likely to be under purifying selection than SNPs in coding regions.
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Variation type (i) Intra-haplotype (ii) Inter-haplotype (iii) Conserved Total
Deletions 5 8 7 20
Phage insertions n/a 5 4 9
Plasmids 3 2 0 5
SNPs (complete) 93 1356 338 1787
- Intergenic 6 (6.5%) 177 (13.1%) 44 (13.0%) 227
- Synonymous 21 (22.6%) 477 (35.2%) 106 (31.4%) 604
- Nonsynonymous 61 (65.6%) 663 (48.9%) 176 (52.1%) 900
- Nonsense 5 (5.4%) 39 (2.9%) 12 (3.6%) 56
- dN/dS 0.98 0.46 0.52 0.49
SNPs (incomplete) 19 122 35 176
- Intergenic 4 (21.1%) 24 (19.7%) 6 (17.1%) 34
- Synonymous 3 (15.8%) 41 (33.6%) 12 (34.3%) 56
- Nonsynonymous 12 (63.2%) 57 (46.7%) 17 (48.6%) 86
- Nonsense 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0
- dN/dS 1.24 0.44 0.44 0.48

Table 2.8: Genetic variation detected in 19 Typhi genomes - Frequency of mu-
tations in three relative age groups; percentages give relative frequency of each SNP class
within each age group. SNP data is split into two groups depending on whether alleles
could be reliably determined for all isolates (complete allele data) or not (incomplete allele
data). Total counts of each variant are given in the last column, which also gives the dN

dS

ratio calculated across all three relative-time groups.
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However intergenic SNPs may have regulatory or other functions which may be under

selection, so as an alternative measure dN
dS was also calculated among SNPs of different

relative ages (a-c above), which confirmed a non-linear trajectory (Figure 2.7b). In the

light of the previously described model (526), these patterns are consistent with genetic

drift in Typhi due to a small effective population size, which appears likely as Typhi

has no known reservoir outside of humans. A small effective population size (Ne = 2.3

x 105 − 1.0 x 106) has been calculated previously using Bayesian skyline plots based

on 82 SNPs in 105 Typhi isolates (2).
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Figure 2.7: Trajectory of dN
dS over time in Typhi - Y-axis is the reciprocal of dN

dS ,
or 1/dN

dS . (a) Pairwise 1/dN
dS between 19 Typhi isolates vs pairwise number of intergenic

SNPs. (b) 1/dN
dS for SNPs in three relative age groups (a=youngest, c=oldest), calculated

from SNPs with complete allele data in 19 isolates (purple circles) and all SNPs including
those with incomplete allele data (green squares).

2.3.2.2 Potential signals of selection

There was very little evidence of adaptive selection in Typhi genes, which would be

represented by an overabundance of nonsynonymous SNPs or independent changes in

the same or nearby amino acid residues. Nearly three quarters (72%) of Typhi genes

contained no SNPs and the distribution of SNPs per gene followed a Poisson distribu-

tion in the range 0-6 SNPs per gene, shown in Figure 2.8. However, there were a few

exceptions, listed in Table 2.9. Three genes (yehU, tviE and STY2875) contained more

than six SNPs, which deviates from the Poisson model. STY2875 is an exceptionally

large gene (3,625 bp compared to the genome mean of 910 bp), which may account for

the number of SNPs. However yehU and tviE are small (562-579 bp) and thus the high
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number of SNPs may be evidence of diversifying selection in these genes, the second of

which is encoded in SPI7 and involved with Vi synthesis (92). Ten SNPs did not fit the

phylogenetic tree, which may indicate either recombination or convergent evolution,

whereby the same mutation arose independently in different lineages (note however

that independent SNP typing (Chapter 6) suggested that two of these SNPs, indicated

in Table 2.9, were not actually homoplasic). If the latter explanation is true it would

suggest the possibility of adaptive selection at these sites, which include nonsynony-

mous SNPs in two membrane proteins (STY1204 and yadG) and two nonsynonymous

SNPs in gyrA that are known to increase resistance to fluoroquinolones, the class of

antibiotics currently recommended for treatment of typhoid fever (2, 3, 397). Fifteen

genes contained clusters of nonsynonymous SNPs, whereby two residues within five

amino acids were mutated, which may indicate adaptive selection in localised regions

of the encoded protein (Table 2.9).
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Figure 2.8: Distribution of number of SNPs per Typhi gene - Lines indicate 95%
confidence interval of mean predicted values under a Poisson distribution fitted to the data
shown in green. Inset shows gene count on a log scale to better show deviation from the
Poisson model at high numbers of SNPs per gene.

Of the 26 genes exhibiting potential signals of adaptive selection, half encode pro-

teins that are surface-exposed, exported or secreted, or affect synthesis of such proteins

(highlighted in Table 2.9). These weak signals may reflect selective pressures stemming
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Gene SNPs cluster homoplasy Name Length Function
STY2389 9* 465,470** - yehU 562 response to stimulus
STY2875 7* - - 3625 membrane protein
STY4656 7* 263,266 - tviE 579 Vi synthesis
STY4318 6* - - bigA 1870 outer membrane protein
STY2499 3 83,87 non x 2 (83,87) gyrA 879 topoisomerase
STY1204 2 - non (188) 403 membrane transporter
STY0194 1 - non (37) yadG 309 membrane transporter

(STY0347) 1 - non (563) tsaC 896 fimbriae
(STY1689) 3 - syn (35) ydhD 116
STY3775 2 - syn (418) priA 733 DNA replication
STY1674 1 - syn (79) pdxH 219 metabolism
STY3838 0 - 44 bp upstream fdhD 268 respiration
STY4805 2 - 186 bp upstream 407 metabolism
STY0042 2 10,11 - 498 secreted protein
STY0223 3 47,51 - hemL 427 metabolism
STY0565 2 7,8** - gcl 594 metabolism
STY0970 3 30,31 - 66
STY1264 2 58,59 - sifA 337 secreted effector
STY1515 2 47,48 - 388
STY2388 4 131,131** - yehT 240 response to stimulus
STY3222 2 9,12 - 212 membrane protein
STY3297 2 199,203 - ordL 434 metabolism
STY4161 3 41,44 - yhjY 235 membrane protein
STY4314 5 32,35 - gph 84 DNA repair
STY4890 5 12,12** - cstA 717 membrane transporter
STY4659 4 - - tviD 832 Vi synthesis

Table 2.9: Genes with potential signals of adaptive selection - *=deviation
from Poisson model of SNPs per gene; **=clustered nsSNPs are in the same isolates;
ns=nonsynonymous, syn=synonymous. Functional group in italics indicates the gene is
predicted to encode surface exposed or secreted protein, or to be required for synthesis
of such proteins. Note that two apparent homoplasies were found by independent SNP
typing to be non-homoplasic polymorphisms (see Chapter 6), the genes affected are shown
in brackets.
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from interactions with the human host (581), including selection for more virulent mu-

tants or those with novel antigenic variants that better escape immunity in the human

population. The genes identified here as potentially under selection warrant further in-

vestigation, illustrating the value of this approach which could potentially be adapted

to genetic association studies in pathogenic bacteria, similar to those performed rou-

tinely in eukaryotes (582). However, most genes whose products are released by the

bacterial cell or are surface-exposed showed no evidence of adaptive evolution. For ex-

ample, with the exception of the SPI1 effector protein sifA (Table 2.9), no other known

secreted effector proteins showed evidence of potential immune selection.

2.3.2.3 Recombination

Other than the few SNPs that do not fit the phylogenetic tree, which are potentially

due to convergent evolution, there was no evidence of recombination between Typhi

isolates and very little evidence of recombination with other bacteria (see 2.2.7). A

25 kbp import from Typhimurium was identified in Typhi isolate 404ty, however when

investigated this was found to have been introduced artificially in the laboratory during

the production of an aroA knock-out mutant. This region includes all the SNPs initially

used to define 404ty as haplotype H2 rather than H59 in (2). Since the present study

is concerned with “wild” Typhi variation, the SNPs in the imported region of 404ty

were excluded from the phylogenetic analysis and 404ty was reassigned to haplotype

H59. Many of the other SNP clusters identified using this approach were within phage

sequences, which are likely due to misalignment, recombination between phage genes

in the Typhi chromosome or recombination with novel phage. However 14 potential

recombination events were detected in small stretches (50-270 bp) within non-phage

genes, summarised in Table 2.10. Sequencing reads aligning to the CT18 sequence in

these 14 potential recombined regions consistently included the SNPs and consequently

do not represent a mixed population. Thus, the apparent variants reflect genuine differ-

ences between the sequenced DNA and the Typhi CT18 reference sequence rather than

DNA contamination. The majority of these potential sequence imports (nine) were de-

tected in isolate M223, all of which shared close similarity with E. coli sequences (Table

2.10). Large-scale recombination has been identified between Typhi and Paratyphi A

(56). However this occurred before the evolution of the common ancestor of extant

Typhi (see Chapter 4), which now appears to be genetically isolated.
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Isolate Size Gene CT18 E. coli S. enterica Serovar
404ty 50 STY4499 0.153 0.210 *0.129 T,P,E

E98-0664 150 STY2627a 0.046 N/A *0.011 T
E98-2068 100 STY1289 0.145 0.204 *0.136 E
E00-7866 100 STY4499 0.109 *0.000 0.097 T,P
E00-7866 100 STY2853 0.040 *0.036 0.040 Typhi,T,P,C

M223 150 STY1428 0.164 *0.000 0.157 T,P,E,C
M223 230 STY1901 0.091 *0.004 0.091 Typhi,T,P,C
M223 200 STY2125 0.111 *0.016 0.105 T
M223 270 STY2546 0.056 *0.008 0.056 Typhi,P,E
M223 160 STY2768 0.123 *0.038 0.123 Typhi,P,C
M223 100 STY2970 0.071 *0.010 0.060 T
M223 60 STY3459 0.213 *0.000 0.118 T,E,C
M223 230 STY3907 0.040 *0.000 0.040 Typhi,T,P,C
M223 250 STY4250 0.166 *0.008 0.165 T

Table 2.10: Recombination events detected in Typhi isolates - Size gives estimated
size of recombined region (bp). Divergence was measured between de novo assembled
contig sequence for the Typhi isolate and homologous sequence from Typhi CT18, other S.
enterica serovars and E. coli (for E. coli and S. enterica divergence is the minimum between
the imported sequence and sequences in EMBL as of December 2007). For each potential
imported sequence, the closest species is indicated with a *, and the closest S. enterica
serovar is indicated in the last column (T=Typhimurium, P=Paratyphi A, E=Enteritidis,
C=Choleraesuis).
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2.3.3 Gene acquisition

Since 454 reads were long enough to be assembled, DNA insertion events could be

identified among 454-sequenced Typhi isolates and confirmed by PCR and capillary se-

quencing (see 2.2.2). The distribution of insertions and deletions in the Typhi genome

and among isolates is shown in Figure 2.9. Three IS1 insertions were previously iden-

tified in the CT18 genome. Comparative analysis found no evidence of insertions at

these sites in the remaining 19 Typhi genomes, however an IS1 element was detected

at another site in H58 isolates (Figure 2.9). These most likely originated from IncHI1

plasmids, which encode IS1 genes and were detected only in CT18 and some H58 strains

(see 2.3.3.3 below).
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positions of deletions, prophage and IS insertions are shown using the colours indicated.
Deletions are labelled the same as in Table 2.11.

2.3.3.1 Prophage sequences

CT18 harbours seven well defined prophage-like elements (Figure 1.4) (46, 224) and

while some of these were conserved in all sequenced isolates, several novel phage were
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also identified. Figures 2.6 and 2.9 show the occurrence of phage insertion events in

the phylogenetic tree, and the number of insertion events occurring in each relative age

group is shown in Table 2.8. The complete ST18 phage of CT18 was not identified

in any other genome, although the central region of this phage was present within the

ST10 phage in all but CT18. It is therefore hypothesised that the other isolates carry

the ancestral version of ST10, which recombined in CT18 with the recently acquired

ST18 phage. The CT18 phage ST46 lies within SPI10 in most sequenced isolates,

however a different phage ST46a appeared to be integrated at the same site (tRNA-

Leu, a hot-spot for horizontal gene transfer (232)) in isolates E02-1180, E00-7866 and

M223. This is consistent with the acquisition of one phage (ST46a) within SPI10 in

a common ancestor of extant Typhi, followed by replacement of this phage at a point

in the Typhi lineage shown in Figure 2.6. The ST2-27 phage previously identified in

Ty2 (47, 224) was inserted at the same site in the closely related isolate E01-6750.

A novel 28 kbp phage ST36, similar to the P2-like phage WPhi (583), was inserted

at identical sites in the distantly related isolates 404ty and E01-6750. This highlights

that prophage are not reliable markers of genetic relatedness among Typhi isolates.

E98-2068 contained a novel 38 kbp phage ST16, similar to a Mu-like phage inserted

in the uropathogenic E. coli strain UT189 (GenBank:NC 007946). A 20 kbp region

identified in Ty2 (47) was conserved in the related E01-6750 and H58/H63 isolates,

inserted within tRNA-Asn (ST20b). A region with similar sequence was also identified

in M223, however the insertion site was a neighbouring copy of tRNA-Asn (ST20a).

2.3.3.2 Genomic islands

Variation was also identified within the 6 kbp genomic island SPI15 (155). This region

includes an integrase gene adjacent to four hypothetical genes and was inserted within

tRNA-Gly, generating direct flanking repeats. The region appeared to exist in three

forms among the sequenced Typhi: (a) CT18; (b) J185SM, 404ty and E03-4983; (c) all

other isolates (see Figure 2.9). In each case the insertion site and direct repeats were

identical, but three distinct but related alleles were present for the integrase gene (95%

amino acid identity between a and b, 70% between a, b and c). All three forms con-

tained a probable phage regulatory gene with similarity to the Pfam protein domains

Phage pRha and PB091963. However each form contained a unique set of cargo genes,

the function of which is unknown. The cargo genes encode proteins with matches to
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Pfam B protein domains (PC023776, PB098004, PB017807, PB194640, PB127141) so

far found only in other human pathogens including Shigella flexneri, Yersinia enteroco-

litica, Erwinia carotovara subspecies atroseptica, Vibrio cholera, Leishmania major and

Trypanosoma brucei. These genes merit further investigation because of their potential

contribution to virulence.

2.3.3.3 Plasmids

Plasmids were detected in seven of the sequenced Typhi isolates and fell into three

types (Table 2.1, Figure 2.6). CT18 harbours two plasmids, pHCM1 and pHCM2 (46).

The pHCM1 plasmid is of the IncHI1 incompatibility type, which is often associated

with multiple drug resistance in Typhi (275, 276). IncHI1 multidrug resistance plas-

mids were also detected in three of the H58 isolates, however these were more closely

related to pAKU 1, which was sequenced from an isolate of Paratyphi A (283) (99.7%

sequence identity to pAKU 1, 98.4% to pHCM1, see Chapter 5). The pHCM2 plasmid,

predicted to be associated with virulence (46, 278), was also identified in an H58 isolate

(>99.9% sequence identity to pHCM2, 100% coverage of pHCM2 with no deletions).

The presence of these plasmids in Typhi isolates of distantly related types (Figure

2.6) shows that independent acquisitions of similar plasmids have occurred in differ-

ent Typhi isolates. In contrast the linear plasmid pBSSB1, which encodes the Typhi

z66 flagella variant (255), was found only in the two H59 isolates (>99.99% sequence

identity to pBSSB1), consistent with an earlier study (256).

2.3.4 Loss of gene function

2.3.4.1 Genomic deletions

Genomic insertions were rare in the sequenced isolates, but deletions were twice as

common and more conserved (see Table 2.8). Note that in many comparative studies

insertions and deletions are indistinguishable, but were able to be separated in this

study using the rooted phylogenetic tree. All deletions were checked by capillary se-

quencing of amplicons generated by PCR reactions covering the deletion boundaries

(see 2.2.2 above). The deletions range in size from 60-6,560 bp and some correspond

to variant regions previously identified using DNA microarrays (511) (see Table 2.11).

Most of the deleted regions include protein-coding sequences, resulting in partial or
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total deletion of 42 Typhi genes. The distribution of deletions is shown in Table 2.11

and illustrated in Figure 2.9.

ID Type Size CT18 Position Num. genes Genes

A dr (8bp) 418 bp 69831-70249 2 STY0068, STY0069

B - 368 bp 1097535 1 STY1131

C hp (5bp) 783 bp 1438314-1439052 2 STY1485, STY1486

D - 1451 bp 1463356-1464807 1 STY1505 (glgX)

E hp (6bp) 993 bp 1466586-1467578 3 STY1507, STY1508**, STY1509

F - 180 bp 1468803-1468953 0 n/a

G - 1260 bp 1490158 1 STY1536

H - 6560 bp 1518586-1525146 8 STY1568-STY1575

I - 1840 bp 1576079-1577919 3 STY1648-STY1650

J - 241 bp 2011802-2012043 1 STY2167 (fliC)

K dr (8bp) 155 bp 2067704 1 STY2238

L dr (12bp) 102 bp 2550673 1 STY2717 (internal deletion)

M - 75 bp 2647832-2647907 1 STY2791

N - 720 bp 3470820-3471540 2 STY3617, STY3618

O dr (12bp) 60 bp 4021842 1 STY4162 (internal deletion)

P dr (8bp) 121 bp 4591367-4592273 3 STY4728**, STY4728a**, STY4729

Q - 841 bp 4645486-4646324 2 STY4786, STY4787

R - 5795 bp 4453436-4459232 8 STY4575-STY4582

S - 1116 bp 4458116-4459232 2 STY4580, STY4582

T - 133.5 kbp 4409500-4543100 149 STY4521-STY4680

ID Strain(s) harbouring the deletion Array ID

A E03-4983

B CT18, E98-2068, J185SM, H59, Ty2, E01-6750, H58/H63

C Ty2, E01-6750, H58/H63 III

D E02-1180

E H58/63 IV

F E98-3139 IV

G *CT18, J185SM

H 8(04)N

I *E01-6750, E00-7866, E02-1180

J E03-4983

K E98-3139, M223, E98-0664, CT18, E98-2068, J185SM, H59, Ty2, E01-6750, H58/H63

L E98-3139, M223, E98-0664, CT18, E98-2068, J185SM, H59, Ty2, E01-6750, H58/H63

M E00-7866

N E02-2759, 8(04)N

O E98-3139, M223, E98-0664, CT18, E98-2068, J185SM, H59, Ty2, E01-6750, H58/H63

P E98-3139

Q E00-7866

R E00-7866 XI

S Ty2, E01-6750 XII

T *404ty, 150(98)S X

Table 2.11: Genomic deletions detected in this study - Affected genes=genes par-
tially or entirely deleted; dr=direct flanking repeats of 6-8 bp; *=deletion is not consistent
with single event on phylogenetic tree; **=gene is a pseudogene in other isolates. Some
deletions overlap with deleted regions detected by microarray (511), region labels defined
in that study are given by Array ID.

In addition SPI7, which harbours genes required for synthesis of the polysaccharide

Vi capsule (92) was missing from 404ty and 150(98)S. The isolate E98-3139 appeared

to be a mixed population in regards to SPI7 as its coverage in both 454 and Solexa

reads was approximately 25% that of genomic coverage (see Figure 2.10). Note that
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the low mapping coverage in this region is most likely due to deletion of SPI7 rather

than replacement with a similar island, as deletion is known to occur during culture

(517, 568) and no alternative island could be assembled from 454 reads. No other SPIs

were deleted from the sequenced Typhi, indicating they are relatively stable in the

genome (although we observed three variants of the 6 kbp SPI15 as described above).
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Figure 2.10: Coverage of SPI7 in Typhi isolate E98-3139 - Genome positions
correspond to CT18 genomic coordinates, SPI7 is located between the two vertical dashed
lines; coverage in this region is highlighted in green; horizontal dashed line shows zero
coverage. (a) Read depth in 454 data. (b) Read depth in Solexa data.

2.3.4.2 Accumulation of pseudogenes

In addition to the 42 genes affected by deletion events, 55 nonsense SNPs were de-

tected that had occurred since the last common ancestor of Typhi. These introduce

stop codons into protein-coding genes, thereby cutting short translation. Read-through

of stop codons has been reported (584), however the described mechanism applies to

only two of the nonsense SNPs we detected. There was some evidence of selection

against nonsense SNPs, with a lower rate of occurrence than nonsynonymous SNPs.

Nevertheless, many nonsense SNPs were fixed, making up 2.9% of SNPs in the inter-

mediate and oldest age groups (Table 2.8).
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By mapping the deletions and nonsense SNPs to the phylogenetic tree we found that

92 novel pseudogenes have accumulated among the sequenced Typhi isolates since

their last common ancestor (Appendix A), which itself harboured ∼180 pseudogenes

(46, 47). Many of these genes fall into gene categories (metabolism, cobalamin util-

isation, peptide or sugar transport, fimbriae) previously associated with pseudogenes

in host-restricted pathogens (266) (see Appendix A). Figure 2.11 shows the rate of ac-

cumulation of inactivating mutations in each branch of the phylogenetic tree. Nearly

all of these genes showed evidence of expression in Typhi according to microarray data

accessible at the NCBI GEO database (see 2.2.8, Appendix A), thus most of the non-

sense and deletion mutations observed in this study probably result in inactivation of

previously functional genes. Since the losses have occurred independently in different

lineages, Typhi isolates at different points in the phylogenetic tree have slightly vary-

ing complements of functional genes, which may affect their pathogenic potential. This

may contribute to the differences observed in clinical manifestations of typhoid fever

in different regions (3). It is interesting to note that different lineages display variation

in the relative rates of accumulation of SNPs and inactivating mutations (line slopes

in Figure 2.11). This may be due to variation in mutation rates, or different selective

pressures for or against pseudogene formation, in particular lineages.

Since only 3% of possible SNPs in the Typhi genome are nonsense SNPs, we expect

only 1-2 false nonsense SNP calls overall (3% of the estimated total of 53 false SNP

calls). This constitutes ∼2% of genes inactivated by nonsense or deletion mutation,

which would make little difference to conclusions regarding the continuous accumula-

tion of pseudogenes. In addition, frameshift mutations were not analysed in this study

since single base insertions or deletions were difficult to detect reliably from 454 and

Solexa sequence data (0.6% indel error rate for 454 data (555); see 3.3.1.4 and Figure

3.4 for analysis of feasibility for Solexa data). However most of the genes identified as

differentially inactivated between CT18 and Ty2 were due to frameshift mutations (20

frameshifts vs 4 nonsense SNPs and 2 deletions) (46, 47), thus it is likely that many

more pseudogenes may have accumulated in the Typhi population than those caused

by nonsense SNPs or deletions. Therefore, while the current analysis demonstrates that

gene loss is ongoing in Typhi, the extent of this phenomenon is likely underestimated.
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Figure 2.11: Accumulation of gene-inactivating mutations in Typhi lineages -
Points correspond to bifurcations in the phylogenetic tree in Figure 2.6, y-axis shows the
total number of genes inactivated by deletion or nonsense mutation up to that bifurcation.
Each line represents the accumulation of mutations in a particular isolate since the most
recent common ancestor (mrca) of all 19 genomes, branches are coloured as in Figure 2.6.

2.4 Discussion

2.4.1 Strengths and limitations of the study

This study employed novel high-throughput sequencing technologies to compare whole

genome sequences from 19 Typhi isolates. At the time of writing, few whole-genome in-

traspecies comparisons of this scale existed for bacteria (515, 585) and none at this level

of sub-species resolution. Some experimentation was therefore required to determine

the best methods for analysis, particularly for SNP detection as this is most important

for phylogenetic inference, but also most dependent on absolute accuracy of sequence

alignments.

For this study, the analysis of 454 data was of central concern, as this platform was

used to sequence representative isolates from central and radial haplotype nodes thus

forming the basis of phylogenetic analysis, as well as providing evidence of insertion and

deletion events via assembled sequence. Analysis of simulated and experimental Typhi

data suggested that analysis of assembled contigs provided more accurate SNP detec-
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tion than direct analysis of 454 reads (Tables 2.3, 2.4; 2.3.1.1). This is likely due to the

fact that the 454 de novo assembler Newbler 1.0.5.3 operates in flow space, meaning it

assembles raw pyrosequencing signal data directly into consensus base calls as opposed

to converting signals to base calls in individual reads and assembling the resulting read

sequences. Thus a base call in the assembled contigs represents the consensus of mul-

tiple flow signals, which is expected to be more accurate than the collection of base

calls in individual reads, and so contigs assembled in this way are expected to be more

reliable for correctly identifying SNPs (Guido Kopal, Roche, personal communication,

February 2007). Note however that both 454 data generation and the Newbler assem-

bly software have changed since this study was completed, and so analysis of new data

will require a reassessment of SNP detection approaches that take into account the

platform and software in use at the time.

The false positive rate for SNP detection in this study was estimated to be around

2-3% of detected SNPs (Table 2.6). This seems high expressed as a percentage, but it

reflects more on the paucity of true SNPs within the Typhi population rather than a

high error rate in sequencing. Even at an upper estimate of 10 false SNPs per genome

(2.3.1.4), this would be only ∼1 error per 500,000 bp of sequence, which is consid-

ered an acceptable error rate even for finished genome sequences. The error rate could

be determined more accurately by independently testing each SNP locus. To do this

by Sanger capillary sequencing would make little sense, as it would be extraordinarly

labour intensive: to confirm or disprove a SNP call from ∼10 Solexa or 454 reads

would require at least the same depth of sequencing, i.e. generating ∼20,000 targeted

sequencing reads to confirm ∼2,000 SNPs, or ∼2,000 experiments to check just 10% of

SNP calls. Fortunately, over 75% of SNPs identified in this study have been success-

fuly typed using a high throughput genotyping system (see Chapter 6), which provided

independent confirmation of >98.5% of SNPs tested. Thus we can say with some con-

fidence that the false positive rate of SNP detection was quite low in this study, and

should not affect the conclusions regarding phylogenetic structure and overall patterns

of nucleotide substitutions.

An independent test of false negative rates is much more difficult. Data simulation sug-

gested this should be below 10% at the read depths used in this study (2.3), although
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this did not take into account the full effects of quality filtering (2.3.1.3). However esti-

mations made by comparing results from 454 and Solexa data suggest that using quality

filtering, in combination with checking alleles in all isolates at all SNP loci detected in

any isolate (2.3.1.5), should result in detection of ≥90% of SNPs. Failing to detect all

SNPs is unlikely to have an affect on phylogenetic inference, particularly given the al-

lele checking procedures (2.3.1.5). It may reduce power to detect genes under selection,

although there is no obvious reason to suspect that undetected SNPs should be con-

centrated in particular regions of the genome which would affect conclusions regarding

particular genes. Clusters of SNP calls made in one strain were manually inspected at

both the read and contig level to separate true SNP clusters from errors. This approach

avoided the inclusion of 198 dubious SNP calls while allowing several real SNP clusters

to be considered in the analysis (2.3.1.5). The exclusion of repetitive sequences from

SNP analysis (2.3.1.5) will undoubtedly blind us to some genuine variation in the Typhi

genome. However this is essential to avoid a large amount of alignment and assembly

errors (2.3.1.5), and all estimates of rates and patterns of variation (dN
/ dS, transition

bias, G+C content, etc) were adjusted to reflect the exclusion of repetitive sequences.

Only 20 genes were excluded that were not phage or IS elements (2.7) and manual

inspection of SNP calls in these gene sequences revealed no evidence of variation that

could not be explained by mis-alignment of the repeated sequences. Thus while it must

be accepted that a small number of SNPs will have gone undetected in this study, there

is no evidence to suggest that this results in systematic bias that would invalidate the

conclusions drawn.

Genomic insertions and deletions identified from 454 contigs, and deletions identified

from Solexa reads, were all confirmed by PCR and Sanger capillary sequencing (2.2.2,

Table 2.11). In each case, capillary sequencing confirmed the exact boundaries of the

insertion/deletion events that were detected from 454 or Solexa sequence data. Thus

454 sequencing can be used to characterise insertion and deletion events, and short read

Solexa data can be relied upon to detect deletion boundaries. Plasmid detection was

also highly successful using 454 or Solexa sequencing of genomic DNA. The presence

of plasmids in each strain had been inferred previously by resistance testing (sugges-

tive of IncHI1 plasmids) and z66 screening (suggestive of plasmid pBSSB1), and was

confirmed by plasmid isolation experiments performed by Stephen Baker at the Sanger
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Institute (2.2.3). All expected plasmids were successfully detected from sequence data

and all isolates in which plasmid sequence was detected tested positive for plasmids

of the expected size by plasmid isolation. Thus 454 and Solexa sequencing of genomic

DNA were both highly successful at detecting plasmid sequences. In this case plasmid

isolation confirmed that all plasmids sequenced were present as independent replicons

within the Typhi isolate, however it possible for plasmid sequences to be integrated into

the genome. This may be difficult to detect from sequence data, although successful

identification of phage insertion sites from 454 assemblies suggests this may be possible.

A clear limitation of the present study is the inability to resolve small indel events

involving one or a few bases. This is particularly difficult for the 454 platform, which

has a tendency to make errors in homopolymeric tracts. This is because during py-

rosequencing, the number of nucleotides incorporated in a single flow is estimated from

the amount of fluorescence emitted, which becomes less precise with higher numbers of

nucleotides. For example, the difference in fluorescence emitted when one vs two nu-

cleotides is incorporated is relatively easy to discern, but the difference in flourescence

emitted upon incorporation of five vs six nucleotides is much harder. This is par-

ticularly unfortunate because the natural bacterial DNA replication machinery makes

precisely the same sorts of errors (586), making it impossible to distinguish sequencing

errors of this kind from genuine mutations. Unfortunately, on the 454 GS20 platform

used here, the problem was known to extend to subsequent flows, so that base calls

made after a homopolymeric tract could sometimes be wrong too. This problem has

been greatly reduced in newer versions of the 454 platform and analysis software, but

in data from the present study, single base insertions and deletions cannot be trusted.

This is illustrated by the fact that MUMmer identified >15,000 indels in non-repetitive

regions of each set of 454 contigs, compared to <30 indels detected between CT18 and

Ty2 finished sequences. The failure to identify small indels almost certainly results

in an underestimate of the rate of accumulation of pseudogenes in the Typhi genome.

As stated above (2.3.4.2), comparison between CT18 and Ty2 revealed indels resulting

in frameshifts in 20 genes, more than three times the number of genes inactivated by

nonsense SNPs or deletions between the two genomes (47). It is also possible that being

blind to small indels results in an underestimate of the level of variation within some

genes, potentially obscuring signals of antigenic variation. While there is little to be
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done about this using current data and software, this problem will become increasingly

tractable using Solexa sequencing either to identify and correct errors in 454 data, or

to detect small indels directly by alignment of reads to reference (587).

2.4.2 Differences between Typhi lineages

The phylogenetic tree shown in Figure 2.6 defines 12 distinct Typhi lineages. These

isolates include five chosen from central nodes of a minimum spanning tree resulting

from analysis of over 100 isolates (Figure 2.1), so it is likely that the internal branches

of the phylogenetic tree capture a significant proportion of the common evolutionary

history of the Typhi population. Thus mutations lying on these internal branches,

including SNPs, deletions and the insertions of prophages ST46 and ST20b, are likely

to be informative markers for discriminating within the broader Typhi population. It

is important to note that isolates from internal nodes (haplotypes) of the minimum

spanning tree (Figure 2.1) are not in any sense ‘ancestral’ to those from radial nodes,

despite the impression given by the appearance of the minimum spanning tree. For

example, while H50 appears to have diversified into multiple haplotypes including H8

and H52 (Figure 2.1), the common ancestor of isolates E98-3139 (H50), E98-0664 (H52)

and M223 (H8) is no closer to the H50 isolate E98-3139 (Figure 2.6). It was simply

by chance that the 1.85% of the genome analysed by Roumagnac et al (2) happened

to include regions that differentiate E98-0664 and M223, but not E98-3139, from their

common ancestor. Because it is based on genome-wide data, the phylogenetic tree

generated in this study more accurately reflects the fact that all lineages of Typhi have

continued to diversify at equivalent rates, as the total branch lengths from any isolate

back to the root are roughly equal (Figure 2.6).

It is difficult to estimate how much of the underlying variation in the Typhi population

has been captured in this sequencing study. However we do now have a much better

picture of how much variation can be expected between two distinct Typhi lineages.

Figure 2.12 shows the distribution of the number of SNPs detected between pairs of the

12 Typhi lineages shown in Figure 2.6 (using 404ty to represent the 404ty/E03-4983

lineage and AG3 to represent the H58 lineage). There are peaks at ∼300 SNPs and

∼550 SNPs, reflecting the very early divergence of E00-7866 (H46)/E02-1180 (H45)

from the other lineages. Note roughly half of SNPs are nonsynonymous, thus lineages
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differed by an average of 150 nonsynonymous SNPs. Any two lineages differed by an

average of 5 deletions (range 0-15) and 1 or 2 prophage (range 0-5), the distributions

are shown in Figure 2.13a-b. However prophage insertions tended to be specific to indi-

vidual lineages, while deletions were more frequently conserved (see Figures 2.6 and 2.9,

Table 2.11). Thus the deletions identified in this study would make good genetic mark-

ers whereas the prophage insertions would not. There is likely to be some functional

variation between lineages due to nonsynonymous SNPs (in particular nonsense SNP)s,

deletions and small indels. Lineages differed by an average of 150 nonsynonymous SNPs

and four pseudogenes differentially inactivated by nonsense SNPs and deletions (Figure

2.13). Note that the true difference in pseudogene complement is likely to be larger, due

to frameshifts which could not be detected from this data; more than 75% of pseudo-

genes that differed between CT18 and Ty2 were due to frameshifts, thus it is likely that

the mean variation between lineages is more in the order of 12 pseudogenes than four.

The effect of these mutations is unknown, however it is likely that they do contribute

to some phenotypic differences. It is also possible that prophage variation contributes

to differences in genetic function between Typhi lineages, although no obvious phage

cargo genes were identified in this study. The variation observed in SPI15 may also

contribute to phenotypic variation between lineages, although the function of its cargo

remains a mystery.
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Figure 2.12: Distribution of number of SNPs between pairs of Typhi lineages -
The number of SNPs between every possible pair of 12 Typhi lineages was calculated (using
AG3 to represent the H58 lineage and 404ty to represent the H59 lineage), the distribution
of SNP numbers between pairs is shown.
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Figure 2.13: Distribution of number of deletions, prophage and pseudogenes
between pairs of Typhi lineages - The number of deletions, prophage insertions and
pseudogenes that differed between every possible pair of 12 Typhi lineages was calculated
(using AG3 to represent the H58 lineage and 404ty to represent the H59 lineage). The
distribution of these counts is shown for deletions, prophage and pseudogenes in a-c re-
spectively.

2.4.2.1 Antibiotic resistance and the H58 lineage

Four of the sequenced isolates were multidrug resistant (MDR) and harboured IncHI1

MDR plasmids (2.3.3.3). These include the sequenced MDR strain CT18 (H1) and three

H58 isolates (E98-9804, ISP-03-07467, ISP-04-06979). Five of the sequenced isolates

were resistant to nalidixic acid (Nal), a marker for resistance to fluoroquinolones which

are currently recommended for the treatment of typhoid fever. These all contained

SNPs in gyrA, see Table 2.12. Roumagnac et al. reported a much higher frequency

of nalidixic acid resistance among H58-derived strains compared to other haplotypes

(2). No resistance plasmids were identified among the other sequenced isolates, thus

antibiotic resistance of all kinds appears to be over-represented in the H58 haplotype

background. Roumagnac et al. also showed this haplotype has experienced a recent

proliferation, especially in South East Asia, and the concentration of resistance in this

group may provide a mechanism for recent selection via the treatment of human infec-

tions (2). Different gyrA mutations contribute to Nal resistance in H58 strains although

some remain Nal sensitive (Table 2.12, (2)). Thus, while the H58-defining SNPs do not

themselves confer Nal resistance, H58 may provide a genetic background whereby gyrA

mutants can survive more easily in the population. An alternative hypothesis is that

the selective advantage of the MDR plasmid (and potentially H58-specific chromosomal

mutations) may have resulted in an early proliferation of MDR H58 such that, when

fluoroquinolones were introduced in response to rising rates of MDR typhoid, MDR
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H58 strains were more frequently exposed to the novel drugs compared to other lin-

eages which were still sensitive to the old drugs. This scenario would result in increased

selective pressure for fluoroquinolone resistance in H58 over other lineages, and may

account for both the higher frequency of nalidixic acid resistance and the variety of

mutations conferring this resistance.

Isolate Haplotype GyrA Nal IncHI1 plasmid MDR
E00-7866 H46 wt S no S
E02-1180 H45 Gly87 R no S

M223 H8 wt S no S
E98-3139 H50 Phe83 R no S
E98-0664 H55 wt S no S
E98-2068 H42 wt S no S

CT18 H1 wt S yes MDR
J185SM H85 wt S no S
404ty H59 wt S no S

E03-4983 H59 wt S no S
E01-6750 H52 wt S no S

Ty2 H10 wt S no S
AG3 H58 wt S no S

150(98)S H63 Phe83 R no S
8(04)N H58 Gly87 R no S

E02-2759 H58 wt S no S
E03-9804 H58 Phe83 R yes MDR

ISP-03-07467 H58 wt S yes MDR
ISP-04-06979 H58 Phe83 R yes MDR

Table 2.12: Drug resistance phenotypes and genetic variants for sequenced
Typhi isolates - S=sensititive, R=resistant, MDR=multidrug resistant.

In this study 106 H58-specific SNPs were detected, including 57 nonsynonymous sub-

stitutions. Three of these introduce stop codons within genes encoding lipoprotein B

precursor rlpB (STY0698), DNA-binding protein stpA (STY3001) and ATP-dependent

RNA helicase dbpA (STY1410). The stpA gene also contains a SNP introducing a novel

stop codon in E98-3139, which also harbours the GyrA-Phe83 mutation. StpA is a ho-

molog of the transcriptional repressor H-NS involved in repressing transcription of the

porin gene ompS1 and possibly many other Typhi genes (588, 589). The occurrence
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of independent inactivating mutations in stpA, on different haplotype backgrounds,

suggests that this gene may be subject to negative selection. One hypothesis is that

inactivation of stpA enables cells to better tolerate the mutations in GyrA, perhaps

by the suppression of some response normally induced by StpA. This could be inves-

tigated by looking for evidence of an association between stpA inactivation and the

GyrA-Phe83 mutation on different haplotype backgrounds and by selection on media

containing nalidixic acid. In addition, the H58 isolates shared a deletion affecting the

aminotransferase gene STY1507 and hypothetical gene STY1509, and they shared a

SNP within the RNA gene csrB which regulates activity of the carbon storage regulator

csrA (STY2947) (590). CsrA regulates the expression of SPI1 genes and genes secreted

via the SPI1-encoded TTSS in Typhimurium (591), so the mutation in csrB may have

an effect on virulence.

2.4.3 Insights into the evolution of Typhi

2.4.3.1 Adaptive selection in Typhi genes

The very low level of nucleotide variation detected between Typhi genomes makes

it difficult to conclude much about selection on individual Typhi genes. Most genes

(72%) contained no SNPs at all, although it is possible that some of these may har-

bour frameshift or other small indel mutations that could not be detected. The usual

approach of detecting selection by calculating dN
dS for a particular gene would be inap-

propriate in this study, as there is not enough variation to work with and there is some

doubt as to whether the statistic is useful for analysing variation within rather than

between species (525) (see 2.4.3.2 below). However the variation data generated in this

study were carefully examined for evidence of unusual variation within particular genes

which may indicate adaptive selection, and very little was found (Table 2.9).

The lack of evidence for adaptive selection in general is in contrast with the known

adaptive selection for mutations in gyrA associated with fluoroquinolone resistance.

The signal of selection in gyrA was detected in the present study as clustered, homopla-

sic nonsynonymous SNPs in neighbouring codons 83 and 87. Two other genes contained

homoplasic nonsynonymous SNPs (Table 2.9), one of which (yadG) is the membrane

component of an efflux protein in E. coli (592) and may therefore be associated with
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antibiotic resistance in Typhi (efflux proteins can act as pumps to remove antibiotics

from the bacterial cell (593)). However, no genes besides gyrA contained multiple ho-

moplasic SNPs and few contain multiple nonsynonymous SNPs at all, consistent with

the hypothesis of genetic drift in the Typhi genome. The adaptive mutations evident in

the gyrA gene highlight the strong selective pressure on the Typhi genome associated

with antibiotic use in the human population. This is not particularly surprising, as

the fitness advantage associated with increased antibiotic resistance is likely to be very

strong. However the lack of similar evidence for other adaptive mutations suggests that

Typhi is under relatively little selective pressure from its host or the environment in

general.

The limited evidence of selection in Typhi gene sequences is particularly striking when

compared to patterns observed among other human bacterial pathogens, which dis-

play a variety of mechanisms for antigenic variation. For example, antigenic variation

is achieved by extensive recombination in the Helicobacter pylori and Chlamydia tra-

chomatis populations (594, 595), while in Mycobacterium tuberculosis antigenic varia-

tion is associated with duplication and diversification of antigen-associated gene families

(596). In contrast, only three Typhi genes contained more than six SNPs and just six-

teen genes contained independent nonsynonymous SNPs in the same or neighbouring

amino acids (see Table 2.9). While these may represent cases of antigenic variation,

the level of variation is low, with most of the SNPs unique to a single haplotype and

therefore most haplotypes sharing identical sequences. Similarly, while there was some

evidence of import of small fragments of non-Typhi sequences (see Table 2.10), the

only indication of possible recombination between Typhi isolates were eight SNPs that

do not fit the phylogenetic tree (Table 2.9), which could equally be due to convergent

evolution. The sparsity of direct sequence evidence for antigenic variation in Typhi

suggests that this pathogen is not under strong selective pressures from the human

immune system. Clearly that immune system has some ability to recognise and protect

against Typhi infection, as whole cell and Vi vaccines do provide protection, although

it is incomplete (estimated at around 50-60% protection, see 1.2.6). It is possible that

Typhi has a different strategy for immune evasion, perhaps related to its inhabiting

priveleged intracellular niches. However, it cannot be ruled out that Typhi may posses
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as yet unidentified mechanisms of generating antigenic diversity or that prophage genes,

which were excluded from SNP analysis in this study, may play a role.

2.4.3.2 Evolutionary dynamics of the Typhi population

Kryazhimskiy and Plotkin recently suggested that dN
dS is inappropriate for analysis of

variation within a population (525), based on models that incorporate extensive re-

combination and high mutation rates resulting in a level of variability beyond that

observed in Typhi. Although the models do not apply particularly well to the Typhi

population, it is clear from Kryazhimskiy and Plotkin’s study that care must be taken

when applying a statistic designed for analysis of interspecies variation to analyse in-

traspecies variation. The problem with using dN
dS to analyse intraspecies variation lies in

the difference between substitutions (which have become fixed in a population and are

therefore meaningful for comparing a particular sequence between populations), and

mutations (which are not fixed in the population or within subpopulations, are subject

to high rates of flux due to recombination and selective sweeps, and so should not be

used to assess selection on a particular sequence within a population). However the use

of dN
dS in the present study (2.3.2.1) is not an attempt to assess selective pressures acting

on particular sequences, but to assess the extent to which nonsynonymous mutations

are conserved or removed from the Typhi population. The dN
dS data are interpreted in

the context of models of mutations within bacterial populations (526) and take into

account the phylogenetic structure of, and lack of evidence for recombination within,

the Typhi population.

The patterns of dN
dS shown in Figure 2.7 suggest that, genome-wide, there is some degree

of purifying selection in the Typhi population: nonsynonymous mutations appear to

arise with the same frequency as synonymous mutations (dN
dS ∼ 1 among recent intra-

haplotype SNPs) but are less frequently conserved (dN
dS ∼ 1

2 among SNPs on internal

or haplotype-specific branches). The lack of difference in dN
dS between SNPs on inter-

nal or haplotype-specific branches suggests that this purifying effect happens relatively

quickly but is not an ongoing process, which is consistent with a small population char-

acterised by genetic isolation and drift rather than recombination and selective sweeps

resulting in clonal replacement (526). This picture of the Typhi population is consistent

with the lack of evidence for recombination within the population (2.3.2.3), the small
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estimated population size (2) and the persistence of distinct haplotypes through time

and geographical space (all nodes of the Typhi phylogenetic tree shown in Figure 2.1

were detected among a set of less than 500 extant Typhi isolates (2), indicating that

the Typhi population is not shaped by clonal replacement).

It has long been suspected that human carriers provide the main reservoir driving

the transmission of Typhi (309, 597). Carriage occurs in the gall bladder, which facil-

itates shedding of Typhi into the environment enabling fecal-oral transmission to new

hosts. Typhi is relatively difficult to isolate from water and the environment even in

endemic regions (598, 599) and it is generally believed that the bacterium has a limited

survival time outside the human host (600). If human carriers provide the main persis-

tent reservoir for Typhi, this could account for the patterns of genetic drift and lack of

recombination or gene acquisition detected in the present study, as the human reservoir

is likely to be small and physiologically isolated (i.e. divided into distinct populations

within the gall bladders of individual carriers, which are isolated from each other as

well as from other enteric bacteria) (309, 597). Furthermore, adaptive mutations arising

during symptomatic typhoid infections, may have no fitness advantage in the carrier

state and may therefore be short lived in the long-term Typhi population. This sort of

scenario has been described as the source-sink model of evolutionary dynamics, which

distinguishes permanent “source” (Typhi carrier) and transient “sink” (typhoid pa-

tient) populations (601). The model predicts that adaptive mutations arising in the

sink may be short lived in the population if they provide no fitness benefit in the long-

term source (i.e. carriers), and thus clonal replacement does not occur. This model

provides a plausible explanation for the patterns of variation evident within the Typhi

population, including the absence of clonal replacement and general lack of evidence

for adaptive selection assuming Typhi is well suited to carriage in the gall bladder. It

also suggests that attention should be paid to treating and preventing Typhi carriage

in addition to the relatively simpler task of treating typhoid fever. A key implication is

that vaccination programmes are likely to be a highly effective strategy for long-term

disease control in endemic areas, as they would not only reduce the number of typhoid

infections but also the number of asymptomatic carriers of Typhi, thereby achieving a

direct reduction in the size of the reservoir.
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Chapter 3

Genomic sequence variation in

Paratyphi A

3.1 Introduction

A single Paratyphi A isolate was sequenced at Washington University in 2004 (EMBL:

CP000026) (49). The isolate, known as SARB42 or ATCC9150 is of unknown origin

but is part of the SARB collection of Salmonella reference isolates assembled in 1993

(602) and has been used for many years as a laboratory strain. Very little analysis of

genomic variation in Paratyphi A has been reported. The ATCC9150 genome sequence

was used to design a microarray to screen for variation in an additional 12 Paratyphi

A isolates (49). Variation was detected in the three prophage sequences harboured in

the ATCC9150 genome, and in just two other regions (deletions of hyaCDE, or cobB

and ycfX ) (49).

There have been very few studies published reporting typing of Paratyphi A isolates.

Those that have been reported utilised phage typing, PFGE, IS200 typing or ribo-

typing and revealed little variation among isolates (less variation than similar tech-

niques can detect among Typhi isolates) (8, 477, 478, 479, 480). Variability has been

detected among Paratyphi A strains at three VNTR loci identified in Salmonella Ty-

phimurium (481), however to date (May 2009) no studies have reported using VNTR

to type Paratyphi A isolates. Similarly, no studies have reported using MLST to anal-

yse Paratyphi A isolates, however all Paratyphi A isolates recorded in the S. enterica
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MLST database (464) so far were of the same sequence type, so this is unlikely to be

a useful technique for analysing Paratyphi A populations.

All available data suggests that there is even less variation within the Paratyphi A

population than within the Typhi population. The development of sequenced-based

typing schemes, phylogenetic analysis and evolutionary analysis will therefore require

whole genome sequence data. A second Paratyphi A genome AKU 12601, isolated from

a paratyphoid patient in Karachi, Pakistan in 2004, was recently sequenced and finished

at the Sanger Institute. In this chapter, the novel AKU 12601 sequence was compared

to that of ATCC9150 in order to characterise all nucleotide variation between the two

genomes. An additional five isolates were sequenced using the Solexa platform, allowing

the construction of a sequence-based phylogenetic tree for Paratyphi A. Finally, a novel

approach was developed and applied to screen for SNPs among a global collection of

160 Paratyphi A isolates. As well as providing evolutionary insights, these novel SNPs

will provide the basis for development of sequence-based typing methods in the future.

3.1.1 Aims

The general aim of the work presented in this chapter was to characterise whole-genome

variation in Paratyphi A. Since there was no predetermined phylogenetic structure to

build upon, one of the aims was to develop a method for screening large collections of

isolates for SNPs at the whole genome level. Specific aims of the analysis were to:

• define a phylogenetic tree based on seven Paratyphi A genomes;

• determine the quality and quantity of genetic differences within the Paratyphi A

population;

• gain insights into the evolution of Paratyphi A, including the nature and frequency

of genetic changes and any evidence of selective pressures upon individual genes;

and

• identify SNPs that may be used to develop sequence-based typing methods.
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3.2 Methods

3.2.1 Identification of repetitive and horizontally transferred sequences

in the Paratyphi A genome

A list was assembled of all features annotated in either of the finished Paratyphi A

genomes AKU 12601 or ATCC9150 as ‘/repeat unit’, ‘/repeat region’, or with the key-

words ‘phage’, ‘transposase’, or ‘IS’. The start and end coordinates of these features

in the AKU 12601 reference genome were recorded in a table of regions to be excluded

from SNP analysis. This analysis was done using Artemis; the same analysis was per-

formed independently by Camila Mazzoni (Environmental Research Insititute, Cork,

Ireland) using alternative software (Kodon, Bionumerics) and produced the same re-

sult. All bases found by Maq to be non-unique during short read mapping were also

excluded. This essentially identifies any 35 bp sequences that occur more than once in

the reference genome, with a maximum mismatch of 2 bp, which is particularly impor-

tant as these are precisely the source of mapping and subsequent SNP calling errors

using Maq.

3.2.2 SNP detection

Maq (564) was used to align 35 bp reads to the finished AKU 12601 sequence, using

cut-offs determined in 2.3.1.3. For the comparison of short read data from AKU 12601

to the finished AKU 12601 sequence, capillary traces were manually inspected for the

five loci at which SNPs were reported by Maq with consensus base quality ≥20 and

read depth ≥5. MUMmer was used as described in 2.3.1.3 to detect SNPs in the

finished sequence of ATCC9150 and 454 contig sequences from 6911 and 6912, using

AKU 12601 as the reference sequence. SNPs detected among the seven genome se-

quences were merged and alleles checked as described in 2.3.1.5; alleles were checked in

the same manner in Typhi CT18 and the genomes of other S. enterica serovars for use

as outgroups.

3.2.3 Phylogenetic network analysis

Phylogenetic networks, or more specifically split networks, were generated using Split-

sTree4 (603). A split network is a combinatorial generalisation of phylogenetic trees,
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designed to represent incompatibilities within the data set, which may arise through re-

combination, horizontal gene transfer, gene duplication/loss, etc. Parallel edges, rather

than single branches, are used to represent the splits computed from the data. The

length of an edge in the network is proportional to the weight of the associated split,

analogous to the length of a branch in a phylogenetic tree. In this study, split networks

were constructed directly from character data (as opposed to a distance matrix) using

the parsimony splits method implemented in SplitsTree4.

3.2.4 Detection of insertion/deletion events and plasmid sequences

De novo assemblies were generated for each isolate using Newbler (454 data) (Roche)

or Velvet (Solexa data) (567). Assembled contigs were ordered against the AKU 12601

genome using MUMmer (nucmer algorithm, (576)). Pairwise whole-genome sequence

comparisons were generated with BLASTN and visualized using ACT (604). Contigs

that did not map to the AKU 12601 or ATCC9150 genomes were analysed individu-

ally, using BLASTN to identify the sequences by comparison to the EMBL nucleotide

sequence database. All such contigs matched phage or pGY1 plasmid sequences in

the database. Insertions and deletions (indels) between the collinear Paratyphi A

AKU 12601 and ATCC9150 genomes were identified using diffseq (part of the EMBOSS

package (577)). These loci were checked in the remaining five genomes using either (i)

alignments of Solexa reads visualised using Maqview (http://maq.sourceforge.net) to

check indels of 1-20 bp or (ii) alignments of Solexa or 454 contigs visualised using

Artemis to check larger indel events. The presence of plasmids pAKU 1 and pGY1

was assessed by (i) mapping of Solexa reads to the plasmid sequences using Maq, and

(ii) BLASTN searches of the plasmid sequences within contigs assembled from 454 or

Solexa data. Were novel plasmids present, they should have been identified during

BLASTN searches of the EMBL database with unmapped contigs as described above

(either by matches to plasmid sequences in the database or by failing to identify highly

similar matches within the database).

3.2.5 Gene ontology analysis

A gene ontology annotation of the AKU 12601 genome was downloaded from EBI

(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/GOA/; note this annotation was generated automatically us-

ing evidence from InterPro protein domains and did not include manual curation or
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experimental evidence). Lists of AKU 12601 genes were analysed using GOstat (605)

(http://gostat.wehi.edu.au) to identify gene ontology terms that were statistically over-

represented in the list as compared to the genome as a whole (using Benjamini and

Hochberg correction to correct for multiple testing).

3.2.6 Accession codes

The AKU 12601 genome sequence and annotation, including all pseudogenes identified

during comparative analysis in this study, is availabe in EMBL at accession FM200053.

The genomes used for comparative analysis were Typhi strain CT18 (AL51338), Typhi

strain Ty2 (AE014613), Typhimurium strain LT2 (AE006468) and Paratyphi A strain

ATCC9150 (CP000026). Solexa data generated in this study is available in the Euro-

pean Short Read Archive at accession ERA000012 (AKU 12601 reads) and accession

ERA000083 (six other single genomes and the pool of these six isolates). Accession ID

for plasmid pAKU 1 is AM412236 and pGY1 is EF150947.

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Comparison of seven Paratyphi A genome sequences

3.3.1.1 Whole genome sequencing

Finished sequence data was available for two Paratyphi A genomes, isolates ATCC9150

and AKU 12601. These isolates were resequenced in the Sanger Institute Solexa se-

quencing pipeline (561), along with five additional isolates chosen on the basis of inter-

esting phenotypes or their use in the lab (see Table 3.1). Reads of 35 bp were generated

for each strain, to a depth of 27x - 46x.

3.3.1.2 SNP analysis

Short reads (35 bp) generated by resequencing of AKU 12601 were aligned to the fin-

ished sequence, which identified five high quality single base discrepancies between the

assemblies. One was found to be an erroneous base call in the finished sequence follow-

ing checking of capillary trace files and was corrected prior to comparison with other

genomes in this study. The remaining four base calls (6-, 8-, 10-, and 20-fold read

depth in Solexa data) may be errors in Solexa sequencing or base calling, or reflect
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Strain Source Year Motivation Solexa 454
AKU 126011 Karachi, Pakistan 2002 Finished sequence 22x n/a
ATCC91501 - - Finished sequence 41x n/a

C14682 Kolkata, India 2005 H2S positive 43x n/a
69113 Nairobi, Kenya 2007 Cipro resistant 9x
69123 Nairobi, Kenya 2007 Cipro resistant 43x 16x
38/714 Delhi, India 2006 Efflux phenotype 42x n/a

BL87585 Karachi, Pakistan 2004 Lab strain 46x n/a

Table 3.1: Paratyphi A strains with whole genome sequence data available
- Isolates were provided by 1John Wain, Sanger Institute, UK; 2Shanta Dutta, National
Institute of Cholera and Enteric Diseases, Kolkata; 3Sam Kariuki, Kenya Medical Research
Institute, Nairobi; 4Dr Rajni Gaind, Safdarjung Hospital, Delhi; 5Rumina Hasan, Aga
Khan University Hospital, Karachi. Year and location of isolation, and motivation for
generating whole genome data is given for each isolate. Read depth is given for Solexa and
454 data. Cipro = ciprofloxacin.

genuine mutations arising during culturing in the laboratory. SNPs were detected in

the remaining six genomes by comparison to AKU 12601 (see 3.2.2). In total, 227,377

bp (5.0%) of the AKU 12601 were identified as repeated or prophage sequences (see

Methods 3.2.1, Table 3.2), including three prophage regions, IS elements, and dupli-

cated genes such as the oad and ccm operons. Note that this is in line with the earlier

analysis of Typhi where 7.4% of the Typhi CT18 genome, including 7 prophage regions,

was excluded from SNP analysis. SNPs in these repetitive regions were excluded, re-

sulting in a total of 550 SNPs.

For each SNP detected in any isolate, alleles were checked in all six isolates (as de-

scribed in (2.3.1.5) and the Typhi CT18 sequence as a representative outgroup. There

were 147 SNPs for which alleles could not be determined in all Paratyphi A strains,

these were excluded from phylogenetic analysis. The remaining 403 SNPs were used to

generate a maximum parsimony phylogenetic tree using Typhi CT18 as an outgroup

(determined using the mix algorithm in the phylip package (573)). This produced a

balanced tree, with three lineages emerging from the root (Figure 3.1). To confirm the

position of the root was not inaccurately inferred by the use of Typhi as an outgroup,

alleles were also determined for seven additional S. enterica serovars and a parsimony

splits network constructed (see 3.2.3). The resulting network, shown in Figure 3.2,
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(a) Genomic bp Excluded Included Total % Included
Intergenic 15476 533560 549036 97.2

rRNA 32119 0 32119 0.0
tRNA 4312 1436 5748 25.0

Protein coding 175470 3819424 3994894 95.6
All bases 227377 4354499 4581797 95.0

(b) Genes
Total 221 4064 4285 94.8

IS elements 14 0
Phage-like 46 0

Phage 128 0
Other 33 0

Table 3.2: Repetitive Paratyphi A AKU 12601 sequences excluded from SNP
detection anlaysis - Details of (a) genomic nucleotides and (b) genes in the AKU 12601
genome that were included or excluded from SNP detection analysis.

supports the positioning of the root close to the three-way split between the three ma-

jor lineages. A single homoplasic SNP was identified, introducing a stop codon within

the coding sequence of SSPA1928a (a component of a glutamate ABC transporter) in

AKU 12601 as well as isolates BL8758, 38/71, 6911 and 6912. The distribution of SNPs

per gene followed an exponential distribution (Figure 3.3) with no clustering of SNPs

within genes.

3.3.1.3 Gene acquisition

The genomes of Paratyphi A ATCC9150 and AKU 12601 were collinear, with no varia-

tion in prophage content. Assemblies of the five other genomes (see 3.2.4) did however

reveal some gain and loss of prophage sequences in Paratyphi A. The prophage at

AKU 12601 coordinates 2.65 Mbp (SPA-2-SopE) was missing from isolates 38/71, 6911

and 6912. The latter two isolates were also lacking the prophage at AKU 12601 co-

ordinates 2.67 Mbp (SPA-3-P2). A novel prophage sequence was inserted between

SSPA3930 SSPA3931 in genomes 6911 and 6912, generating 15 bp direct flanking re-

peats. The phage was similar to P2-like prophages sequenced in the genomes of several

E. coli and Shigella isolates, and was not detected in the other Paratyphi A isolates.
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Figure 3.1: Phylogenetic tree of seven Paratyphi A isolates based on genome-
wide SNPs detected by sequencing - The tree was constructed using maximum par-
simony methods based on 403 loci, using Typhi as an outgroup to root the tree. Scale bar
= 10 SNPs. Phage insertions are labelled with arrows. Pseudogene forming mutations and
phage deletions are indicated by symbols as indicated.
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Figure 3.2: Phylogenetic network of seven Paratyphi A isolates including seven
serovars as outgroups. - Serovars Typhi, Typhimurium, Enteritidis, Paratyphi B,
Choleraesuis, Dublin, Galinarum and Pullorum were used as outgroups (red nodes).
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Figure 3.3: Distribution of SNPs per Paratyphi A gene - Note the y-axis, number
of genes, is on a natural logarithmic scale.
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Two other P2-like prophage, including one similar to PsP3 (EMBL:AY135486) were

inserted in the genome of C1468, although the precise insertion sites could not be

determined. These prophage sequences were not detected in the other Paratyphi A

isolates.

Two plasmids have been sequenced from Paratyphi A: the MDR IncHI1 plasmid pAKU 1

(see Chapter 5) and pGY1 (287). Among the seven isolates, pAKU 1 was found only in

AKU 12601 from which it was originally sequenced (Chapter 5), and pGY1 was found

in C1468 (see 3.2.4). The only novel insertion sequence evident among the genomes was

IS10, inserted into two locations in the AKU 12601 chromosome (see 3.2.4). IS10 is

part of the Tn10 transposon encoded in pAKU 1 (see 5.3.1.2) and the IS10 sequences

inserted in the AKU 12601 chromosome were 100% identical at the nucleotide level to

that encoded in the plasmid pAKU 1. Thus it is highly likely that the chromosomal

insertions were acquired from pAKU 1. This is similar to the situation in Typhi, where

IS1 was only detected in the chromosomes of isolates known to contain the IncHI1

plasmid which itself carries several copies of IS1.

3.3.1.4 Insertion/deletion mutations

A total of 39 insertion/deletion (indel) events, including 13 differences in homopoly-

meric tracts, were identified between the finished sequences of AKU 12601 and ATCC9150

(see 3.2.4 and Table 3.3). Five variable number tandem repeats (VNTRs) were identi-

fied between AKU 12601 and ATCC9150, including one less tandem copy each of the

tRNA-Gly and rtT RNA genes (606) in AKU 12601 (repeat numbers for these genomes

are given in Table 3.3, but could not be resolved for the other five genomes using short

sequencing reads). An additional 122 bp sequence was present in AKU 12601 between

the iap and ygbF genes, including two additional copies of a 30 bp repeat sequence

present in six copies in ATCC9150. The sequence in 454 data from isolates 6911 and

6912 matched that of AKU 12601 at this locus. Smaller VNTRs were identified within

SSPA0767 and SSPA2694, resulting in repeats differing by two and four amino acids

respectively in the encoded proteins. VNTRs are useful as genetic markers for typing

Salmonella enterica serovars and variability in the SSPA2694 VNTR among Paraty-

phi A isolates has been reported previously (481). Isolates 6911 and 6912 matched

ATCC9150 at this VNTR (N=5), but could not be resolved for the SSPA0767 VNTR.
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Coding effect Gene Mutation Strain Gene function
pseudo-forming aidB 217 bp del A Probable acyl Co-A dehydrogenase
pseudo-forming asnB 1 bp del (H) B Asparagine synthetase B
pseudo-forming ccmH 95 bp del A Cytochrome c-type biogenesis protein H2
pseudo-forming nmpC 1338 bp ins (IS) A Outer membrane porin
pseudo-forming pduF 1 bp del (H) B Propanediol diffusion facilitator
pseudo-forming pduG 171 del A Diol/glycerol dehydratase reactivating

factor, large subunit
pseudo-forming proQ 7 bp del B ProP effector
pseudo-forming rbsC 1 bp ins (H) B High affinity ribose transport protein
pseudo-forming rbsR 1 bp ins (H) B Ribose operon repressor
pseudo-forming rhlB 2 bp ins B Putative ATP-dependent RNA helicase
pseudo-forming SSPA3202 1 bp ins (H) A Putative lipoprotein
pseudo-forming tesB 352 bp del B Acyl-CoA thioesterase II
pseudo-forming wcaA 1 bp ins (H) A Putative glycosyl transferase
pseudo-forming yaaJ 1 bp del (H) B Putative amino-acid transport protein
pseudo-forming yeaG 1 bp del B Conserved hypothetical protein
pseudo-forming yeeO 1 bp ins (H) B Putative inner membrane protein
already pseudo SSPA4008a 1338 bp ins (IS) A Hypothetical protein
coding change SSPA0767 VNTR (N=1 vs 2) - Putative CoA-dependent proprionaldehyde

dehydrogenase
coding change SSPA2694 VNTR (N=5 vs 7) - Putative inner membrane protein
coding change SSPA3369 9 bp del B Hypothetical protein
coding change SSPA3558a 10 bp del B Possible transferase
coding change SSPA3928 3 bp del B Putative exported protein

intergenic before rnpB 1 bp ins (H) A -
intergenic before SSPA1079 1 bp ins (H) B -
intergenic before SSPA2694 3 bp ins (H) - -
intergenic before rrfH 1 bp del B -
intergenic before SSPA1464 1 bp in/del - -
intergenic before rffD 1 bp del B -
intergenic after SPA3575 1 bp del B -
intergenic before SSPA3682 2 bp ins A -
intergenic after iap VNTR (N=6 vs 8) - -

RNA rtT VNTR (N=5 vs 4) - RNA associated with tRNA-tyrT
RNA rrlC 1 bp del (H) B 23S rRNA
RNA rrlD 1 bp ins (H) B 23S rRNA
RNA rrsB 1 bp ins B 16S rRNA
RNA csrB 1 bp ins (H) A Regulation of csrA
RNA tRNA-ProL 7 bp del B tRNA
RNA tRNA-GlyW VNTR (N=3 vs 2) - tRNA

Table 3.3: Insertion/deletion mutations detected between two Paratyphi A
genomes - Strain containing mutation: A = AKU 12601, B = ATCC9150. Mutation
type: H = homopolymer, IS = IS10 insertion.
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The feasibility of detecting small indel mutations from Solexa data was tested us-

ing the short read data from ATCC9150. Two methods of detection were trialled: (i)

short reads were assembled de novo using Velvet and compared to AKU 12601 using

MUMmer to detect indels, and (ii) short reads were aligned directly to AKU 12601

using Maq and indels called using SAMtools (607) to analyse the alignments. Indels

detected by either method were compared to those detected from comparison of the fin-

ished ATCC9150 and AKU 12601 genomes (Figure 3.4). Of the short (≥20 bp) indels

detected in the finished sequence, only 8 (35%) were detected using both assembled and

directly aligned reads. Analysis of assembled data was more sensitive, with 12 (57%)

of indels successfully detected. However, this analysis also identified an additional 9

indels that are not present in the ATCC9150 finished sequence, putting specificity at

just 57%. The remaining five Paratyphi A genomes were therefore not analysed for

short indels, as the error rates were considered too high to allow a reliable analysis of

this kind of variation. They were however checked for deletions of ≥20 bp compared

to AKU 12601, which can be reliably detected because at >60% of read length they

cause reads to be simply unmappable rather than producing unreliable gapped align-

ments. Besides the variation in phage and IS sequences described above, only five novel

deletions were identified. These ranged from 20-120 bp in size, affecting pseudogene

SSPA1125a and potentially inactivating four other genes listed in Table 3.4c.

3.3.1.5 Loss of gene function

Eleven nonsense SNPs were identified among the seven strains, resulting in the forma-

tion of 11 pseudogenes since their most recent common ancestor (Table 3.4a,c). These

mutations were randomly distributed in the phylogenetic tree, as shown in Figure 3.1.

A further 16 pseudogene-forming mutations were identified between the finished genome

sequences of AKU 12601 and ATCC9150, including one IS10 insertion and 15 other

indel events (Table 3.4b). An additional four deletions of 20-120 bp, likely resulting in

disruption of coding sequences, were identified among the other five genomes, although

it was not possible to detect smaller deletions (Table 3.4c). Thus the 31 pseudogene-

forming mutations identified in this study (Table 3.4) likely underestimate the level of

gene inactivation since the last common ancestor of these seven Paratyphi A genomes.
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a. Gene Mutation Isolate Gene product
gltJ nonsense SNP AKU 12601 Glutamate/aspartate transport system permease

SSPA1447 nonsense SNP AKU 12601 Putative oxidoreductase
SSPA3581 nonsense SNP AKU 12601 Conserved hypothetical protein

yhaO nonsense SNP ATCC9150 Putative transport system protein
yjhW nonsense SNP ATCC9150 Putative membrane protein
trpD nonsense SNP AKU 12601 Anthranilate synthase component II

b. Gene Mutation Isolate Gene product
aidB del AKU 12601 Probable acyl Co-A dehydrogenase
asnB 1 bp del (homopol) ATCC9150 Asparagine synthetase B
ccmH 88 bp del AKU 12601 Cytochrome c-type biogenesis protein H2
nmpC IS10 ins AKU 12601 Outer membrane porin
pduF 1 bp del (homopol) ATCC9150 Propanediol diffusion facilitator
pduG 171 bp del AKU 12601 Propanediol dehydratase reactivation protein
proQ 7 bp del ATCC9150 ProP effector
rbsC 1 bp ins (homopol) ATCC9150 High affinity ribose transport protein
rbsR 1 bp ins (homopol) ATCC9150 Ribose operon repressor
rhlB 2 bp ins ATCC9150 Putative ATP-dependent RNA helicase

SSPA3202 1 bp ins (homopol) AKU 12601 Putative lipoprotein
tesB 352 bp del ATCC9150 Acyl-CoA thioesterase II
wcaA 1 bp ins (homopol) AKU 12601 Putative glycosyl transferase
yaaJ 1 bp del ATCC9150 Putative amino-acid transport protein
yeaG 1 bp del ATCC9150 Conserved hypothetical protein
yeeO 1 bp ins (homopol) ATCC9150 Putative inner membrane protein

c. Gene Mutation Isolate Gene product
SSPA0470 nonsense SNP BL8758, 38/71 Conserved hypothetical protein
SSPA0720 del C1468 Membrane transport protein
SSPA1311 nonsense SNP C1468 Putative HlyD-family protein
SSPA2643 del 6911, 6912 Lactaldehyde reductase
SSPA2775 nonsense SNP C1468 Nucleoside permease
SSPA3629 del BL8758 Two-component sensor kinase protein
SSPA3565 nonsense SNP 38/71 Molybdopterin-guanine dinucleotide biosynthesis B
SSPA4071 del BL8758 Lipoate-protein ligase A
SSPA4083 nonsense SNP 6911, 6912 Putative two-component response regulator

Table 3.4: Pseudogene-forming mutations detected among seven Paratyphi A
genomes - a,b: Nonsense SNPs and insertion/deletion mutations detected between finished
genomes AKU 12601 and ATCC9150. c: Additional mutations identified in the other five
genomes. Note small insertion/deletion mutations may exist in these five genomes, but
could not be reliably assessed with current software.
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Figure 3.4: Detection of small indels from short read data - Indels of <20 bp
detected from finished sequence (pink) compared to those detected from alignment of de
novo assembled contigs (yellow) or reads (blue) to the reference.

3.3.2 Optimisation of SNP detection from pooled sequence data

In order to screen for SNPs among a large collection of >150 Paratyphi A isolates, a

DNA pooling approach was used. Since there have been no reported studies using short

read sequencing to detect SNPs in pooled DNA samples, it was necessary to develop

and validate a method for calling SNPs from this data and estimating SNP frequency

within pools. This was done using a pool containing 400 ng of DNA from each of the

isolates in Table 3.1, excluding AKU 12601. The pooled DNA was sequenced in the

Solexa pipeline at the Sanger Institute. A total of 5.4 million reads of 35 bp were

generated, 97.77% of which were mapped to the Paratyphi A AKU 12601 reference

genome sequence using Maq. This equates to an average read depth of 40x across the

pool, or 6x per isolate.

3.3.2.1 SNP detection and frequency estimation

An initial mapped assembly of the reads was performed using Maq to align reads to the

AKU 12601 finished genome, with the number of haplotypes set to 6 (-N option) and

default settings for other parameters. This assembly is the basis upon which Maq calls

SNPs, so in order to determine the optimal parameters, the maximum number of mis-

matches allowed to map a read (maq assemble -m option) was varied from 0-7 bp, i.e.

up to 20% mismatches per 35 bp read. Potential SNPs identified by Maq from this as-

sembly were then analysed for quality and to estimate the frequency of the SNP within
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the pool. This was achieved using information generated by Maq’s pileup program,

which retrieves the base call (A, C, G, T) and base call quality (a phred-like quality

score) for each base that is mapped to a given SNP locus. The minimum mapping

quality required for a read to be included in this output (maq pileup -q option) was

varied from 10-50. The frequency of each SNP k in pool p containing Sp strains was

estimated using data on each read i of N reads mapped to the SNP locus, including

the base quality qk,p,i. Frequencies were calculated according to the formulae below,

calculations were implemented in a Perl script. Here pk,p is the estimated proportion

of isolates in pool p containing SNP k, while freqk,p is the estimated frequency of (i.e.

number of isolates containing) SNP k in pool p.

pk,p =
∑N

i=1 wk,p,i.xk,p,i∑N
i=1 wk,p,i

(3.1)

(xk,p,i = 1 if SNP allele, 0 otherwise)

var(pk,p) =
pk,p.(1 − pk,p).

∑N
i=1 w2

k,p,i

(
∑N

i=1 wk,p,i)2
(3.2)

freqk,p = Sp ∗ pk,p (3.3)

95%CI(freqk,p) = Sp ∗ (pk,p ± 1.96.
√

var(pk,p)) (3.4)

Quality-weighted frequency estimates were calculated according to a number of different

weighting schemes (used in equations 3.1 and 3.2):

wk,p,i = 1 (3.5)

wk,p,i = qk,p,i (3.6)

wk,p,i =
qk,p,i

qmax
(3.7)

wk,p,i = (
qk,p,i

qmax
)2 (3.8)

wk,p,i = qk,p,i − qmin (3.9)

wk,p,i =
qk,p,i − qmin

qmax − qmin
(3.10)

wk,p,i = (
qk,p,i − qmin

qmax − qmin
)2 (3.11)
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wk,p,i = 1 − 1
qk,p,i

(3.12)

wk,p,i = 1 − 10
−qk,p,i

10 (3.13)

Here qmin is the minimum base quality for inclusion in the analysis (set to 20 in this

study), and qmax is the maximum possible calibrated quality score (99 for this data

set).

3.3.2.2 Comparison of potential methods

SNPs previously detected between AKU 12601 and the six strains in the pool (3.3.1.2)

were analysed to determine their expected frequencies in the pool. These expected SNP

frequencies were compared to those estimated from the pool, using all possible combi-

nations of assembly parameters (affecting SNP detection), pileup parameters (affecting

SNP frequency estimates) and weighting measures (affecting SNP frequency estimates).

For each combination of parameters, the following measures were calculated (after re-

moving SNP calls in repetitive or phage sequences):

• sensitivity of SNP detection, i.e. proportion of the 550 known SNPs that were

detected with an estimated frequency of ≥1 strain,

• false positive rate of SNP detection, i.e. proportion of the SNPs detected with

estimated frequency of ≥1 strain that were not expected to be present in the pool,

• correlation (Pearson R2) between the expected and estimated allele frequencies,

and

• the proportion (among the 403 SNPs with reliable frequency estimates) of loci

for which estimated and expected allele frequencies differed by ≥1 strain, i.e. the

rate of incorrect frequency estimates.

The weighting measures 3.9 - 3.13 were excluded from detailed analysis as they gave

highly insensitive or inaccurate results (see Figure 3.5). Analysis of variance tables for

each measure are given in Table 3.5.

Using any combination of weights (equations 3.5 - 3.8), mismatches (1-7 per read) and

mapping qualities (10-50), SNP detection was quite sensitive (78% - 84% of expected
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Figure 3.5: Sensitivity and error rates for different weighting measures - The
distribution of each measure is shown as a box-and-whisker plot where black bars indicate
median values, boxes indicate interquartile ranges, and whiskers indicate the full range
of values observed using each weighting equation. Weighting equations are labelled as in
the text; each measure was calculated across all combinations of mismatches and mapping
qualities.

SNPs detected) and the experimentally observed frequencies were strongly correlated

with the expected frequencies (Pearson R2 0.92 - 0.95) (Figure 3.6). Detection sensi-

tivity was highly dependent on SNP frequency, with 37% detection for SNPs present

in just 1 strain, compared to 95% and 100% detection respectively for SNPs present in

2 or ≥3 strains. The false positive rate varied between 5 - 18% using different methods

and was closely correlated with number of mismatches allowed during mapping (Figure

3.7). However setting the number of mismatches ≤1 reduced sensitivity too low (78%),

thus the optimal setting was ≤2 mismatches per read (mean false positive rate 8.8%,

mean sensitivity 82.7%). The proportion of incorrect frequency estimates was reduced

by using any of the weighting methods 3.6 - 3.8 and was also dependent on mapping

quality. The lowest rate of incorrect estimates (19%) was seen with a minimum mapping

quality 40; lowering or raising the cutoff increased the rate to >20% while offering very

little improvement in false positive rate or sensitivity (Figure 3.8). The most accurate

measurements (low false positive rate, low error rate, high R2) were obtained using the

weighting method shown in equation 3.8, regardless of other parameters (Figure 3.9),

and the difference between expected and estimated frequencies was never more than

one strain.
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Figure 3.6: Ranges for each accuracy measure - The distribution of each measure is
shown as a box-and-whisker plot where black bars indicate median values, boxes indicate
interquartile ranges, and whiskers indicate the full range of values observed. Each measure
was calculated for every combination of methods tested, including assembly parameters,
pileup parameters and weighting methods 3.5 - 3.8.
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Figure 3.7: Sensitivity and false positive rates for different assembly parameters
- The distribution of each measure is shown as a box-and-whisker plot where black bars
indicate median values, boxes indicate interquartile ranges, and whiskers indicate the full
range of values observed. Each measure was calculated for all combinations of pileup
parameters and weighting methods 3.5 - 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: Accuracy measures for different pileup parameters - The distribution
of each measure is shown as a box-and-whisker plot where black bars indicate median
values, boxes indicate interquartile ranges, and whiskers indicate the full range of values
observed. Each measure was calculated for all combinations of assembly parameters and
weighting methods 3.5 - 3.8. Red circles show values for mismatch ≤ 2, weighting equation
3.8.
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a. Parameter Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F)

Weight 3 0.00003 0.00001 0.0647 0.9785
Mismatches 1 0.086066 0.086066 549.8773 <2.2E-16
Mapping Q 1 0.009648 0.009648 61.6447 1.65E-14
Residuals 666 0.104241 0.000157

b. Parameter Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F)

Weight 3 0.00132 0.000444 1.2179 0.3023
Mismatches 1 1.20531 1.20531 3341.63 <2.2E-16
Mapping Q 1 0.0092 0.0092 25.5073 5.70E-07
Residuals 666 0.24022 0.00036

c. Parameter Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F)

Weight 3 0.0048076 0.0016025 44.9171 <2.2E-16
Mismatches 1 0.0000405 0.0000405 1.1355 2.87E-01
Mapping Q 1 0.0056977 0.0056977 159.6986 <2.2E-16
Residuals 666 0.0237612 0.0000357

d. Parameter Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F)

Weight 3 0.090154 0.030051 234.092 <2.2E-16
Mismatches 1 0.002037 0.002037 15.868 7.54E-05
Mapping Q 1 0.012874 0.012874 100.389 <2.2E-16
Residuals 666 0.085497 0.000128

Table 3.5: Analysis of variance for factors affecting accuracy of SNP detection
and frequency estimation - (a) Sensitivity of SNP detection, (b) Rate of false positive
SNP calls, (c) correlation (Pearson R2) between estimated and expected SNP frequencies,
(d) rate of incorrect frequency estimates.
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Figure 3.9: Accuracy measures for different weighting equations - The distribu-
tion of each measure is shown as a box-and-whisker plot where black bars indicate median
values, boxes indicate interquartile ranges, and whiskers indicate the full range of values
observed. Each measure was calculated for all combinations of assembly parameters and
pileup parameters. Red circles show values for mismatch ≤ 2, mapping quality ≥40.

3.3.2.3 Performance of optimised method

The optimal combination of methods and parameters, used for subsequent SNP calling

from sequence data on all Paratyphi A pools, was:

• ≤2 mismatches between read and reference to be included in assembly, from which

SNPs are called;

• read mapping quality ≥40 to include data from the read in SNP frequency esti-

mates; and

• weighting method: wk,p,i = ( qk,p,i

qmax
)2.

Using these parameters to analyse short read sequence data from the test pool resulted

in SNP detection sensitivity of 82.7%, false positive rate of 9% and strong correlation

between expected and estimated SNP frequencies (R2=0.94, 81% of frequency estimates

correct), see Figure 3.10). The sample standard deviations calculated for the frequency

estimates were weakly associated with error, with slightly higher sample standard devi-

ations observed among SNPs whose estimated frequency differed from expected (mean
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standard deviation 0.0688) compared to SNPs whose frequency estimates were as ex-

pected (mean standard deviation 0.0596) (p-value = 0.0001 using Welch two-sample

T-test). However the ranges of standard deviations were completely overlapping for in-

correct and correct estimates (Figure 3.11), so standard deviation cannot be considered

a particularly useful indicator of whether a frequency estimate is likely to be correct.

To confirm that specifying the expected number of haplotypes (i.e. strains) present in

a pool increased sensitivity of SNP detection, the test pool data was analysed using

the optimised methods described above, but without specifying the number of strains

using the -N option. Sensitivity dropped to 70.0%, with only a minor reduction in false

positive rate (to 8.1%), thus the -N option has been used for all subsequent analysis.
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Figure 3.10: Expected frequencies vs SNP frequencies estimated from Paraty-
phi A test pool sequence data - The sunflower plot is designed to aid visualisation of
correlations between discrete variables. It is similar to an x-y plot, but uses radial red lines
to indicate the number of data points that share each combination of discrete x-y values.
Here, most SNPs lie on the line y=x (black line), where estimated SNP frequency = ex-
pected SNP frequency (points with many red radial lines). Fewer SNPs (one radial line per
SNP) lie outside this line, demonstrating the low rate of errors in frequency estimation.
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Figure 3.11: Distributions of sample standard deviations calculated among
SNPs with correct and incorrect frequency estimates - Black bars indicate median
values, boxes indicate interquartile ranges, and whiskers indicate the full range of values
observed.

3.3.2.4 Performance of optimised method over a range of read depths

Read depth for the test pool was 40x, equal to the mean read depth obtained for the

experimental Paratyphi A pools (see 3.3.3 below), so similar levels of accuracy can

be expected from most of the experimental data generated in this study. However

to assess performance at lower read depths, data sets were simulated by randomly

sampling subsets of the Paratyphi A test pool reads. Fifty random samples of reads

were generated for each level of pool-wide read depth 1x, 2x, up to 39x. The results

were compared to the expected SNP frequencies as above and measures of accuracy

were calculated as before. Figure 3.12 shows how accuracy of SNP detection declined

with read depth. There was very little difference in performance between pool-wide

read depth 35x-40x (≥5.8x per strain). Sensitivity declined to 68.8% at read depth 18x

(3x per strain) and false positive rate increased to 13.2%. Frequency estimation also

suffered a little, with Pearson correlation dropping to R2=0.88 and the rate of incorrect

estimates increasing to 35.8% of SNPs.
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Figure 3.12: Error rates expected at different levels of read depth - Accuracy
estimates were based on random sampling of reads from the test pool data at different read
depths (1x, 2x, ... 39x across the pool). Data points plotted here show the mean value
observed across fifty random samples at each read depth.
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3.3.3 Genomic variation detected in 159 Paratyphi A isolates by pooled

sequencing

A collection of genomic DNA samples from 159 Paratyphi A isolates was assembled

by Mark Achtman (Environmental Research Institute, Cork, Ireland) and John Wain

(Sanger Institute/Health Protection Agency, UK) from a combination of Salmonella

reference laboratories and research laboratories around the world. A total of 107 iso-

lates were selected from the Salmonella reference laboratory at the Pasteur Institute

(Paris, France), which were isolated from travellers returning to France with enteric

fever. These isolates were chosen to represent maximum diversity according to geogra-

phy, date of isolation, phage type and any other phenotypic information available. DNA

was provided by Francois-Xavier Weill (Pasteur Institute, Paris, France), and samples

were grouped randomly into 17 pools of six isolates and one pool of five isolates. The

52 remaining samples were selected from recent isolates from paratyphoid patients in

Delhi, Kolkata and Karachi. Isolates were provided by Shanta Dutta (National In-

stitute for Cholera and Enteric Diseases, Kolkata, India), Rajni Gaind (Safdarjung

Hospital, Delhi, India) and Rumina Hasan (Aga Khan University Hospital, Karachi,

Pakistan), and DNA was extracted by Satheesh Nair (Sanger Institute). These samples

were grouped into seven pools of six isolates and two pools of five isolates. A full list

of isolates in each pool is give in Appendix B.

Pooled DNA samples containing 400 ng of DNA from each of 5-6 isolates were sequenced

in the Sanger Institute Solexa sequencing pipeline. Reads of 35 bp were mapped to

the Paratyphi A AKU 12601 reference genome sequence using Maq as described above.

The mean number of reads generated per pool was 5.4 million, of which 84-98% mapped

to the reference genome. The mean read depth across the genome was 40 reads per

base. Details of data generated from each DNA pool are shown in Table 3.6.
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No. No. % Reads Read depth Read depth
Pool Isolates Reads Mapped (pool) (per isolate)

JW1 5 3920446 92 28.1 5.6
JW2 6 2898178 84.2 18.8 3.1
JW3 6 3837653 93.5 28 4.7
JW4 6 3783920 88.8 26.2 4.4
JW5 6 2616143 91.4 18.6 3.1
JW6 6 5559046 94.8 41.3 6.9
JW7 6 5699385 94 42 7.0
JW8 5 5210321 95 38.8 7.8
JW9 6 10523926 94.6 77.5 12.9
MA1 6 5040001 92.3 36.2 6.0
MA2 6 4963803 96.5 37.3 6.2
MA3 6 6583526 98.2 50.3 8.4
MA4 6 6575035 96.5 49.3 8.2
MA5 6 6778178 97 51.1 8.5
MA6 6 6273470 96.4 47 7.8
MA7 6 4330468 96.2 32.4 5.4
MA8 6 4962394 96 37.1 6.2
MA9 6 5979484 95 44.2 7.4
MA10 6 5993929 95.4 44.5 7.4
MA11 6 5992751 97.2 45.3 7.6
MA12 6 6157760 97.2 46.5 7.8
MA13 6 5078847 90.4 35.7 6.0
MA14 6 6015837 95.1 44.5 7.4
MA15 5 4920549 92.5 35.4 7.1
MA16 6 4992161 95.1 36.9 6.2
MA17 6 4839894 96.2 36.2 6.0
MA18 6 5736325 97.6 43.6 7.3

Table 3.6: Solexa sequence data for Paratyphi A pools - Each pool contains 5 or
6 isolates as indicated. Other columns indicate the total number of reads sequenced, the
percentage of reads that mapped to the AKU 12601 reference genome, and the average
depth of mapped reads across the reference genome.
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3.3.3.1 SNP detection

For each pool in Table 3.6, SNP detection and frequency estimation was performed

as optimised above (3.3.2.3). Frequency estimates were summed across all pools p to

generate, for each SNP k, the estimated frequency (and 95% confidence interval of this

estimate) among all 159 isolates:

freqk =
27∑

p=1

freqk,p (3.14)

95%CI(freqk) = (
27∑

p=1

lowerk,p,

27∑
p=1

upperk,p) (3.15)

The optimised method of SNP detection used here to identify SNPs in the Paratyphi

A pools (3.3.2.3) excludes reads mapping to the reference sequence with more than

two mismatching base pairs. Thus if multiple true SNPs were present in a cluster,

reads covering these SNPs may not be mapped and therefore the SNPs would not be

identified in the resulting sequence assembly. To check whether any clustered SNPs

had been excluded from the analysis, SNP calling was repeated using Maq with default

settings, which allows reads to be mapped to the reference sequence with up to seven

mismatching bases. The resulting SNP calls in regions with at least 10x read depth

were compared to those detected by the more stringent analysis described above. This

yielded 35 SNPs that were not detected previously and were not in repetitive regions.

Read alignments at these loci were examined manually to exclude SNP calls that were

clearly due to poor mapping, resulting in seven SNP pairs all lying within coding se-

quences (see Table 3.7).

An additional 61 SNPs were identified in the comparison of seven individual genomes

(3.3.1) that were not identified among the 27 pools of Paratyphi A isolates. These

include 24 SNPs that were identified in isolate C1468 (not included in any experimen-

tal pools) and 24 SNPs that were detected in isolate BL8758 (present in pool JW4,

sequenced at relatively low read depth (26x)); the remaining 13 SNPs had each been

detected in just one isolate (3.3.1). Five of the individually sequenced genomes were

included in the pools. Of the 352 SNPs previously detected between these five genomes,
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315 (89.5%) were successfully detected among pooled data, with a mean estimated fre-

quency of 29 isolates (range 1-157). Over 75% of the SNPs identified initially as unique

to isolates C1468 or 38/71 were detected within the pool data, despite the absence of

C1468 and 38/71 from the pools.

Position Gene (product) Codon Alleles Pool No. Isolates
406495 ratB n/a T, C MA13 2
406498 (pseudogene) A, C MA13 2
712315 SSPA0595 239,240 A, C JW6 3
712316 (transporter) A, C JW6 3
766683 SSPA0643 262,264 C, A MA15 2
766688 (lactate dehyrogenase) A, C MA15 2
909314 pduT 134,135 T, C MA6 1
909315 (propanediol utilisation) A, C MA6 1
3281286 SSPA2966 2,3 G, T JW2 2
3281290 (putative exported) G, T JW2 2
3716916 SSPA3354 85 T, G JW8 2
3716918 (DNA ligase) A, G JW8 2
4433754 SSPA3963 287,288 A, C MA1 2
4433758 (carbamate kinase) G, C MA1 2

Table 3.7: SNP clusters detected in Paratyphi A pools - Position is genomic
coordinate in AKU 12601. AA residue indicates which codon(s) are affected by each SNP.
No. isolates indicates the estimated frequency of the SNP pair within the given pool.

3.3.3.2 Distribution of SNPs among pools

A total of 7,364 chromosomal SNPs were detected with an estimated frequency of ≥1

isolate across all 27 experimental pools. The mean number of SNPs identified per

pool was 1,152 (range 297-3,386) and the mean number of SNPs unique to each pool

was 214 (range 21-2,638). The distribution of SNP calls across pools is summarised

in Figure 3.13. Two pools stand out as containing exceptionally large numbers of

SNPs, including large numbers of SNPs unique to the pool (MA6 and MA10). MA6

contained 2,586 unique SNPs with a frequency of one isolate, and MA10 contained

739 such SNPs. These unique SNPs were randomly distributed in the Paratyphi A

genome (see Figure 3.14) and were therefore unlikely to be the result of homologous

recombination with another serovar. To investigate the possibility of contaminants
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Figure 3.13: Numbers of SNPs detected in each Paratyphi A pool - Numbers are
based on SNP detection analysis in all Paratyphi A pools using optimised methods. Total
SNPs (black) = total number of SNPs detected at any frequency within the pool. SNPs
unique to pool (red) = total number of SNPs detected within this pool but not detected
in any other pool. SNPs unique to one isolate (green) = total number of SNPs detected
in this pool but no other pools, with an estimated frequency of one isolate. Note that
the pools known to contain contaminants (pools MA6 and MA10) have unusually high
numbers of total SNPs and single-isolate unique SNPs.
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within pools MA6 and MA10, isolates in these pools were re-serotyped by Francois-

Xavier Weill at the Pasteur Institute, Paris, France. He discovered that isolate 9-63,

part of pool MA6, was of the wrong serotype (04;Hd) and therefore not Paratyphi A

(O1,2,12;Ha). Further investigation suggested the isolate 9-63 included some Paratyphi

A bacteria but was contaminated with another Salmonella serotype. MLST analysis

(performed by Dr Weill) indicated that strain WS0065 in pool MA10 had a different

sequence type (ST479) compared to all other Paratyphi A strains in the pools (ST85).

ST479 differs from ST85 by two SNPs, one each within the aroC and hisD loci (the

aroC SNP was detected within pool MA10). SNPs called uniquely in pool MA6 (2,586

SNPs) or MA10 (739 SNPs) were therefore excluded from further analysis.
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Figure 3.14: Distribution of SNPs detected uniquely in pools MA6 and MA10.
- Distribution in the Paratyphi A genome of SNPs detected uniquely in MA6 (a) and
MA10 (b) pools, with an estimated frequency of one strain. If the SNPs were caused
by recombination from another serovar, we would expect there to be clusters of SNPs in
regions where recombination has occurred. Note that SNPs within phage and repetitive
sequences have been filtered out.

3.3.3.3 Distribution of SNP frequencies

Since SNPs were called in the Paratyphi A pools by comparison to the reference genome

AKU 12601, it was not immediately obvious which was the ancestral allele and which

was the derived allele at each SNP position. In order to determine this, alignments

of all available Salmonella reference genomes were checked, to determine which of the

two alleles was likely to be the ancestral allele at each SNP position identified among
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the Paratyphi A pools. This analysis was performed by Camila Mazzoni using mul-

tiple alignments produced using Kodon (Bionumerics). This information was used to

convert the pool-wide detection frequencies of each SNP into pool-wide frequencies of

the derived allele. The derived allele frequency is a more useful measure of frequency

within the pools, as it better reflects the age of the substitution mutation responsible

for the SNP. Consider for example a SNP that was detected in 150 isolates compared to

AKU 12601. If the 150 isolates in which the SNP was detected actually carry the ances-

tral allele, while only AKU 12601 and a few other isolates have the derived allele, the

frequency of the derived allele is actually nine rather than 150 isolates. The frequency

of this SNP is equivalent to one that was detected in just nine isolates compared to

AKU 12601, where AKU 12601 carries the ancestral allele and nine isolates carry the

derived allele. The distribution of derived allele frequencies within the pools is shown

in Figure 3.15. A total of 2,048 SNPs (43.0%) had an estimated frequency of just one

isolate.
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Figure 3.15: Distribution of estimated Paratyphi A SNP frequencies - Note that
the same distribution is plotted on a log scale (grey bars, left axis) and non-log scale (red
bars, right axis).

Figure 3.16 shows the distribution of frequencies within the pooled data, for 403 SNPs

that were first identified among seven genome sequences (3.3.1) and used to determine

the phylogeny in Figure 3.1). In order to investigate further, pool-wide frequencies
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of the SNPs defining each internal branch of the seven-genome phylogenetic tree were

examined separately. Figure 3.17 shows the phylogenetic tree, and the range of frequen-

cies for SNPs on each internal branch. SNPs defining the inner-most branches were

frequent within the pools (58-83 and 39-63 isolates), while SNPs defining branches fur-

ther from the root were rarer (1-24 strains, 6-28 strains and 3-20 strains).
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Figure 3.16: Distribution of frequencies across pools for SNPs originally de-
tected among seven individually-sequenced Paratyphi A isolates - Frequencies
shown are for 403 SNPs originally detected among seven individually-sequenced isolates.
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Figure 3.17: Pool-wide frequencies of SNPs defining different branches of the
seven-strain phylogenetic tree of Paratyphi A - Scale bar is 10 SNPs. The number of
SNPs defining each branch is shown in brackets before the pool-wide frequencies for those
SNPs

3.3.3.4 Distribution of SNPs in the Paratyphi A genome

SNPs appeared to be randomly distributed in the genome, see Figure 3.18a. Among

all 161 isolates sequenced either individually or in pools (excluding SNPs detected

uniquely in contaminated pools MA6 and MA10), a total of 4,852 SNPs were identi-

fied, or 1 SNP per 897 bp of non-repetitive genome sequence. The distance between

SNPs followed an exponential distribution with mean ∼ 897 bp, consistent with a ran-

dom distribution of SNPs in the genome (Figure 3.18b). However SNPs were more

common in non-protein-coding sequences (mean 0.135% divergence), with only 83.7%

of SNPs in protein-coding sequences (mean 0.082% divergence) which make up 89.1%

of the non-repetitive AKU 12601 genome (χ2 test, p<2 x 10−15).
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Figure 3.18: Distribution of SNPs within the Paratyphi A genome - (a) Distri-
bution of SNPs in the genome, including those in C1468 and 38/71 and excluding SNPs
detected uniquely in pools MA6 or MA10. (b) Distribution of distances between SNPs.
Vertical dashed line shows the mean distance, 897 bp.
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The dN
dS across all SNPs was 0.68. Given previous observations that dN

dS within a

population tends to decrease over time (526), it might be predicted that dN
dS would be

associated with SNP frequency, since rare SNPs reflect recent mutations while frequent

SNPs have presumably been conserved. However plotting dN
dS against SNP frequency

revealed no such association (Figure 3.19).
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Figure 3.19: dN
dS plotted against SNP frequency in Paratyphi A - dN

dS values
calculated for SNPs with different frequency ranges.

Figure 3.20a shows the number of SNPs per gene in the Paratyphi A genome, which

suggests that SNPs are randomly distributed among genes according to an exponential

distribution, with a few exceptions in the form of genes containing >10 SNPs. If SNPs

were randomly distributed among genes, the expected number of SNPs for a given gene

g of length lg would be lg
897 . Figure 3.20b shows a plot of gene length vs number of

SNPs per gene for all genes that contained SNPs. A total of 172 genes contained ≥2

SNPs more than expected (Appendix C); 11 contained ≥5 more than expected, some

of which had high dN
dS ratios (Table 3.8). The overrepresentation of SNPs in these genes

may be a signal of diversifying selection, as they are more variable than the rest of the

genome, although this could also be the result of genetic drift. Gene ontology analysis

of the 172 genes containing ≥2 SNPs more than expected revealed an enrichment of

signal transducer activity (16 genes, or 11.3% of the list vs 3.5% of genes in the genome;

p=0.00277).
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Figure 3.20: Number of SNPs per gene in Paratphi A from pools - (a) Distribution
of number of SNPs per gene. (b) Gene length vs. number of SNPs. Solid line shows
expected number of SNPs as a function of gene length; dashed line = 2 SNPs more or less
than expected based on gene length (red data points); dotted line = 5 SNPs more than
expected based on gene length (green data points).

There was also an enrichment for genes in the wba O-antigen biosynthesis cluster: four

of the 17 genes (wbaF, wbaX, wbaU and wbaP ; 23.5%) contained ≥2 SNPs more than

expected, compared to just 4% of genes in the AKU 12601 genome (χ2 test, p<0.0005).

The entire wba cluster appears to be enriched for SNP variation. Overall, 39 SNPs were

identified in 14 of the wba cluster genes, including 26 nonsynonymous SNPs affecting

all 14 genes. Across the genome, 52.6% of genes contained at least one SNP, compared

to 14 genes (82.3%) of the 17-gene wba cluster. This a significant enrichment according

to the χ2 test (p=0.027). The cluster is 18,858 bp in length, in which only 21 SNPs

would be expected by chance given a random distribution with mean 1 SNP per 897

bp. Since haplotypes cannot be assigned to individual isolates using the pool data, it

is difficult to test directly whether this variation is the result of horizontal transfer of

genes from an external source. However, if SNPs were introduced via horizontal trans-

fer of DNA, they should have similar patterns of distribution among the pools. The

distribution of wba cluster SNPs among pools (Figure 3.21) highlights just two pairs of

correlated SNPs which could be evidence of horizontal transfer. One pair of SNPs lay

in wbaF (SSPA0728, nonysonymous) and wbaM (SSPA0737, synonymous) and were
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Gene Product SNPs N dN/dS
SSPA0696 Putative RND-family transporter protein 9 4 0.27

wbaP Undecaprenyl-phosphate galactosephosphotransferase 7 5 (0) 0.83
proQ ProP effector 9 8 (2) 2.67
clpA ATP-dependent Clp protease ATP-binding subunit 10 8 (1) 1.33
rpoS RNA polymerase sigma subunit RpoS (sigma-38) 11 10 (0) 3.33

SSPA2620 Outer membrane usher protein 10 7 (0) 0.78
SSPA2639 Putative serine transporter 9 6 (0) 0.67

malT Transcriptional regulator of maltose system 18 16 (1) 2.67
SSPA3531 Magnesium and cobalt transport protein 15 2 (0) 0.05

cpxA Two-component sensor kinase protein 9 8 (0) 2.67
SSPA3963 Carbamate kinase 7 5 (0) 0.83

Table 3.8: Genes containing at least five more SNPs than expected by chance
- These genes are highlighted in green in Figure 3.20b. SNPs = total number of SNPs
detected within the gene sequence, N = number of nonsynonymous SNPs with number of
nonsense SNPs given in brackets.

detected at high frequency in all pools. These SNPs are over 11 kbp apart and are con-

sistent with recent random mutations in the AKU 12601 lineage. The other pair lay in

wbaX (SSPA0733, nonsynonymous) and wbaV (SSPA0734, nonsynonymous) and were

detected in nearly all pools with a frequency of roughly half the isolates. The SNPs are

861 bp apart and lie in the region wbaXVU that is subject to variable number tandem

duplications in Paratyphi A (63). The wbaV SNP was present in one of the three copies

in ATCC9150 and the wbaX SNP was not present in ATCC9150. This makes it diffi-

cult to interpret the pattern of these SNPs among the pools, as the frequency estimates

are likely to be affected by tandem duplications. However, given that AKU 12601 and

ATCC9150 differ at just one of these loci, these SNPs are quite unlikely to have been

acquired during a horizontal transfer event. Thus the variation in the wba cluster of

Paratyphi A is likely the result of diversifying selection by de novo mutation.
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Figure 3.21: Distribution of wba cluster SNPs in Paratyphi A pools - B, X, V,
M indicate SNPs in genes wbaB, wbaX, wbaV, wbaM.

3.3.3.5 Novel pseudogene-forming mutations

A total of 158 nonsense SNPs were detected, introducing stop codons within the cod-

ing sequence of 147 genes (see Appendix D). Thirteen of these genes were already

pseudogenes in Paratyphi A, and the additional nonsense SNPs should be considered

secondary mutations. In total, 153 genes were differentially inactivated in a subset of

the Paratyphi A isolates via nonsense SNPs or deletions (see Appendix D). As described

previously (2.3.4.2), these novel pseudogenes may be the result of adaptive selection by

gene loss (negative selection) or simply tolerance for the loss of genes whose functions

are no longer necessary in the host-restricted niche. The genes containing nonsense

SNPs were generally more divergent than those without nonsense SNPs, with mean

divergence 0.259% compared to 0.191% among all genes containing SNPs (T-test, p

= 9.5x10−5). Again this could be explained by either negative or neutral selection

pressures. Gene ontology analysis of these ‘variable’ pseudogenes found that genes en-

coding protein kinases were overrepresented (N=6, p=0.007) as were those involved

more generally in two-component signal transduction systems (N=9, p=0.038). It was

not possible to reliably detect frameshift mutations from the short reads data, but given

that comparison of the finished AKU 12601 and ATTC9150 genomes identified twice as
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many frameshift mutations as nonsense SNPs (3.3.1.5), it’s likely that there are many

more variable pseudogenes present within the Paratyphi A pools.

3.3.3.6 Detection of IncHI1 plasmids

Maq was used to align reads from each Paratyphi A pool to the finished sequence of

IncHI1 multidrug resistance plasmid pAKU 1 (described in detail in Chapter 5). The

plasmid was detected in six pools, with 64%-100% coverage of the reference sequence

(Table 3.9). IncHI1 plasmid sequence was identified in all of the pools known to contain

multidrug resistant isolates. IncHI1 plasmids are maintained in Salmonella at an aver-

age copy number of one plasmid per cell, based on Solexa coverage data shown in Table

3.10 and personal communication with John Wain (Sanger Institute/Health Protection

Agency). The number of isolates containing the plasmid in each pool x (Np,x) was

therefore estimated from the ratio of the mean depths of reads mapping to the plasmid

and chromosome sequences:

Np,x =
dp,x

dc,x
∗ Nx (3.16)

where Nx is the number of isolates in pool x, dp,x is the mean depth of reads in pool x

mapping to the plasmid and dc,x is the mean depth of reads in pool x mapping to the

chromosome. Only one or two isolates per pool were estimated to contain the plasmid,

resulting in a total of nine isolates across six pools. The pool containing AKU 12601

and pAKU 1 (JW2) had 94% coverage of pAKU 1 and was estimated to contain two

isolates harbouring the plasmid.

SNPs in the IncHI1 plasmid were detected using the same methods validated for the

chromosomal SNPs. Here the number of plasmids estimated per pool (Nx,p in equation

3.16), rather than the total number of isolates per pool, was provided as the expected

number of haplotypes (maq assemble option -N). A total of 53 SNPs were identified

across the estimated nine plasmids in six pools, of which 16 were not in repetitive

sequences. Each of these 16 SNPs was detected in just one pool, with estimated fre-

quencies of 1-2 isolates. Parsimony splits analysis was used to construct a phylogenetic

network, resulting in the phylogenetic tree shown in Figure 3.22 (see Methods 3.2.3).

R27 and pHCM1 alleles were included to root the tree; they fell into a single node

along with the pAKU 1 reference alleles, the pool JW5 which included AKU 12601
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Pool Isolates pAKU 1 coverage Depth ratio Plasmid isolates

JW1 5 1% 0.01 0
JW2 6 94% 1.82 2
JW3 6 1% 0.01 0
JW4 6 98% 1.63 2
JW5 6 64% 0.41 1
JW6 6 1% 0.01 0
JW7 6 1% 0.01 0
JW8 5 1% 0.01 0
JW9 6 100% 2.25 2
MA1 6 1% 0.01 0
MA2 6 1% 0.01 0
MA3 6 1% 0.02 0
MA4 6 1% 0.02 0
MA5 6 98% 0.94 1
MA6 6 1% 0.01 0
MA7 6 3% 0.04 0
MA8 6 78% 0.32 1
MA9 6 1% 0.02 0
MA10 6 1% 0.02 0
MA11 6 1% 0.01 0
MA12 6 1% 0.02 0
MA13 6 1% 0.02 0
MA14 6 1% 0.02 0
MA15 5 5% 0.03 0
MA16 6 2% 0.04 0
MA17 6 2% 0.03 0
MA18 6 1% 0.02 0

Table 3.9: IncHI1 plasmids detected in pools - Isolates = total number of isolates
in each pool; pAKU 1 coverage = coverage of the 212 kpb IncHI1 plasmid sequence from
reads data; Depth ratio = ratio of mean depth of reads mapping to pAKU 1 and mean
depth of reads mapping to the chromosome, multiplied by the number of isolates; Plasmid
isolates = estimated number of isolates that contain a pAKU 1-like IncHI1 plasmid, based
on this ratio and assuming plasmid copy number of no more than 1 per cell.
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and therefore pAKU 1, and one other pool. None of the IncHI1 SNPs identified here

were identified in earlier comparisons of pAKU 1 with IncHI1 plasmids found in Typhi

(see 5.3.2.1). This, together with the tree structure, suggests that all of the IncHI1 plas-

mids identified here in Paratyphi A are closely related plasmids with a recent common

ancestor and distinct from those found in Typhi.

1 SNP

JW5 (1)

MA8 (1), JW2 (2)
pAKU1

JW9 (2)

JW4 (2)

MA5 (1)

Figure 3.22: IncHI1 SNPs detected in Paratyphi A pools - Split network based on
16 IncHI1 SNPs detected in Paratyphi A pools. Plasmid sequences R27 and pHCM1 were
used as outgroups to root the tree; the open circle represents this root.

Isolate Plasmid:Chromosome Read Depth
Paratyphi A AKU12601 1.4

Typhi CT18 1.4
Typhi E03-9804 0.88

Typhi ISP-03-07467 0.90
Typhi ISP-04-06969 0.89

Table 3.10: Ratio of read depths for IncHI1 plasmids and Salmonella chromo-
somes - Ratios of the average depth of reads mapped to IncHI1 plasmid sequences and
Typhi or Paratyphi A chromosomes, using Maq 0.6 with default parameters.
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3.3.3.7 Detection of plasmid pGY1

Maq was used to align reads from each Paratyphi A pool to the finished sequence of

plasmid pGY1 (287). The plasmid was detected in nine pools, with 100% coverage of

the reference sequence (Table 3.11). The pGY1 plasmid is very small (3,592 bp) and

appears to be maintained at high and variable copy number in Salmonella Paratyphi

A cells (based on high ratio of read depths covering plasmid vs chromosome for isolate

C1468, and data in Table 3.11). It was therefore not possible to estimate the number

of isolates per pool which contained the plasmid. SNPs in the pGY1 plasmid were

analysed in nine Paratyphi A pools containing the plasmid using Maq with default

parameters. SNP calls were filtered to exclude those with read depth ≤10 or quality

score ≤20 (which removed only 3 SNP calls). A total of 23 SNPs were identifed, across

five pools (no SNPs were identified in pGY1 sequences within pools JW1, JW2, JW7

and MA1). The presence of SNPs in each pool was encoded as 0 (not detected) or

1 (detected) and the resulting table used to build the phylogenetic network shown in

Figure 3.23.

MA15 JW7

MA4

MA8

MA5

1 SNP

pGY1, JW1, JW2, 
JW7, MA1

(5)

(6)

(10)

Figure 3.23: Phylogenetic network of pGY1 plasmids detected in Paratyphi A
pools - Note that the pGY1 reference sequence matches identically pGY1 sequences in
four pools. Branch lengths represent the number of SNPs; scale bar is one SNP; branches
longer than one are labelled with the number of SNPs in brackets.
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Pool No. isolates pGY1 coverage pGY1 depth Depth ratio

JW1 5 100% 352 63
JW2 6 100% 176 56
JW3 6 4% 0 0
JW4 6 100% 45.4 10
JW5 6 0% 0 0
JW6 6 2% 0 0
JW7 6 100% 299 43
JW8 5 0% 0 0
JW9 6 3% 0 0
MA1 6 100% 69 11
MA2 6 12% 5 1
MA3 6 3% 0 0
MA4 6 100% 75 9
MA5 6 100% 98 11
MA6 6 29% 19 2
MA7 6 12% 3 0.5
MA8 6 100% 68 11
MA9 6 5% 0 0
MA10 6 4% 0 0
MA11 6 1% 0 0
MA12 6 0% 0 0
MA13 6 5% 0 0
MA14 6 3% 0 0
MA15 5 100% 107 15
MA16 6 8% 0 0
MA17 6 24% 6.8 1
MA18 6 2% 0 0

Table 3.11: pGY1 plasmids detected in Paratyphi A pools - No. isolates = total
number of isolates in each pool; pGY1 coverage = coverage of the pGY1 plasmid sequence
from reads data; pGY1 depth = mean depth of reads mapping to pGY1; Depth ratio =
ratio of mean depth of reads mapping to pGY1 and mean depth of reads mapping to the
chromosome, multipled by the number of isolates.
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3.4 Discussion

3.4.1 Strengths and limitations of the study

Given the lack of phylogenetic information available for Paratyphi A, it was difficult

to avoid discovery bias in this study. The choice of seven isolates for whole-genome

phylogenetic and comparative analysis (3.3.1) was essentially random, although isolates

were chosen from four different regions (Karachi, Kolkata, Delhi and Nairobi), and ex-

hibited some phenotypic variation (Table 3.1). Although the phylogenetic tree of these

sequenced isolates was balanced (Figure 3.1), it is still possible that they reflect only a

subset of the Paratyphi A population. Discovery bias is likely to be less of an issue in

the global screen of genomic sequence (3.3.3), in which over 150 isolates were selected

from as broad a range of geographical regions, time periods and phage types as possible.

Pool-wide frequencies of SNPs used to build the phylogenetic tree for seven isolates

(Figure 3.1) were consistent with the hypothesis that the subpopulations sampled

by the seven isolates and the pools were largely overlapping. The phylogenetic tree

shown in Figure 3.1 splits the population into three lineages, ATCC9150 in one lin-

eage, AKU 12601 and C1468 in a second, and the remaining isolates in a third. The

SNPs defining these lineages had estimated frequencies of 1-24 strains, 58-83 strains,

and 39-63 strains respectively (see Figure 3.17). The range of frequencies likely reflects

diversification along each of these branches, with the higher frequency SNPs closer

to the root. The numbers sum approximately to 161, the total number of isolates

sampled, and suggest that ∼20 of the isolates in the pool population belong to the

ATCC9150 lineage, ∼80 belong to the AKU 12601 lineage and ∼60 belong to the third

lineage. If the seven individually sequenced isolates represent a biased subpopulation

of Paratyphi A while the larger collection of isolates sequenced in pools represented

more of the underlying population (illustrated in Figure 3.24), then the most recent

common ancestor of the pooled isolates would be older than the most recent common

ancestor of the seven isolates (the tree root in Figure 3.1). In this case, lineages that

diverged earlier than the seven sequenced isolates would not contain any of the SNPs

detected among those seven isolates (see Figure 3.24) and the pool-wide frequencies

of SNPs defining the three known lineages would sum to less than the total number

of isolates represented in the pools. Since the pool-wide frequencies of these SNPs do
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sum to the total number of isolates represented in pools, it is likely that the position

of the root in Figure 3.1 approximates the most recent common ancestor of all the

isolates sequenced in pools. This in turn suggests that conclusions about the scale of

differences between lineages identified from the analysis of the individually sequenced

isolates should be generalisable to differences between Paratyphi A lineages in general.

a b

Figure 3.24: Difference in SNP frequencies given biased and unbiased sampling
- Red branches indicate the phylogenetic tree of seven individually sequenced Paratyphi A
isolates. Black branches indicate hypothetical branches described by the wider population
of Paratyphi A sampled in the pools, under two different scenarios. (a) A scenario in which
the seven genomes represent an unbiased sample of the Paratyphi A population, such that
their most common ancestor is also the most common ancestor of the wider population.
Under this scenario, each of the genomes in the pooled population must carry the SNPs
defined by one of the dashed branches. (b) A scenario in which the seven genomes represent
a biased sample of one part of the Paratyphi A population, such that their most recent
common ancestor is much younger than the most recent common ancestor of the broader
population. Under this scenario, many of the genomes in the pooled population would carry
none of the SNPs defined by the dashed branches. Note in the real data, the frequencies of
the SNPs on the dashed branches sum to the total number of pooled genomes, consistent
with (a) but not (b).

A total of 352 SNPs were detected among five genomes which were also included in the

pools (AKU 12601, ATCC9150, 6911, 6912 and BL8758). Of these, 315 SNPs (89.5%)

were successfully detected among pooled data, with a mean estimated frequency of 29

isolates (range 1-157). This is higher than the sensitivity of detection estimated from

the single test pool (83%, 3.3.2.3), likely because many SNPs were present in multiple

isolates and multiple pools, giving them a higher chance of detection across the whole

data set. Over 75% of the SNPs identified initially only in isolates C1468 or 38/71,
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which themselves were not included in the pools, were nevertheless detected within the

pool data. These observations suggest that the sampling of strains for pooled SNP

analysis provided good coverage of the underlying population, and that the majority

of SNPs that were not detected are likely to be rare, strain-specific SNPs.

Sequencing pooled DNA dramatically reduces the cost of SNP detection, enabling

a larger sample of isolates to be screened for genome-wide variation. In addition to

a general increase in the number of variant loci that can be detected, the increased

sample size also reduces selection bias, as larger random samples should be more rep-

resentative of the population than smaller ones. While it is difficult to ensure that all

pooled samples will be represented equally in the sequencing data, the results of the test

pool were encouraging, with 81% accuracy for frequency estimates, which were never

wrong by more than one isolate. In the present study, over 150 isolates were screened

in 27 pools, resulting in detection of >4,800 SNPs from just 27 lanes (less than four

full runs) of Solexa sequencing. The sensitivity of SNP detection was estimated to be

>82% from the single test pool (3.3.2.3) and >89% from analysis of SNPs known to

be present among the 27 pools 3.3.3.1. Therefore we would probably need to individu-

ally sequence at least 80% of these isolates to detect the same level of variation (4,800

SNPs), which would require 128 lanes of sequencing, i.e. five times as many as by

pooling. Large sample sizes and large numbers of SNPs are important in this study, as

they provide more data to facilitate the detection of subtle patterns of selection in the

Paratyphi A population. A large number of SNPs (43%) had an estimated frequency

of just one isolate (see Figure 3.15), demonstrating the need for large sample sizes in

order to distinguish between conserved, informative SNPs and recent, strain-specific

mutations. This facilitates the selection of appropriate loci for developing SNP typing

schemes.

The obvious drawback of sequencing pooled samples is that haplotypes can not be

determined for individual isolates, and therefore phylogenetic inference is not possible

directly from the sequence data. However, the SNPs detected from this large-scale

screen can be used to develop typing assays which yield phylogenetically informative

data not only for the 161 isolates used in this study, but for much larger collections. An

additional drawback of the pooling method is the problem of contamination, which in
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this study affected two pools (MA6 and MA10). SNPs detected uniquely in these pools

and with a frequency of one isolate (>90% of those called uniquely) were excluded from

further analysis, which almost certainly resulted in exclusion of novel SNPs present in

other isolates within the pool. This difficulty could be minimized by carefully screening

isolates prior to inclusion in the pools, e.g. re-serotyping prior to DNA extraction to

ensure a clonal population of the correct serotype.

3.4.2 Genomic variation and possibilities for typing in the Paratyphi

A population

Figure 3.1 shows how prophage and pseudogenes were distributed around the phyloge-

netic tree of sequenced isolates. Treating 6911 and 6912 as one, the six lineages differed

on average by 100-200 SNPs, two prophage sequences (range 0-5), two deletions (range

0-4) and four nonsense SNPs (range 2-7). The distributions of each variant are shown

in Figures 3.25 and 3.26. Five variable numer tandem repeats were identified between

the two finished genomes AKU 12601 and ATCC9150 (see Table 3.3) but could not be

resolved for the genomes sequenced with short reads. Similarly, indels of <20 bp could

not be resolved, so the number of pseudogenes that differ between isolates is likely

to vary by more than those caused by nonsense SNPs; for example 22 were identified

between AKU 12601 and ATCC9150 including just six nonsense SNPs.
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Figure 3.25: Distribution of number of SNPs between two Paratyphi A lineages
- The number of SNPs between every possible pair of 6 Partayphi A lineages was calculated
(treating 6911 and 6912 as a single lineage), the distribution of SNP numbers is shown.
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Figure 3.26: Distribution of number of deletions, prophage and pseudogenes
between two Paratyphi A lineages - The number of deletions, phage insertions and
pseudogenes between every possible pair of 6 Paratyphi A lineages was calculated (treating
6911 and 6912 as a single lineage). The distribution of these counts is shown for deletions,
phage and pseudogenes in a-c respectively.

The Paratyphi A population was generally less diverse than the Typhi population,

with lineages separated by 100-200 SNPs as opposed to 300-500 (see 3.25). This may

reflect a more recent bottleneck in the Paratyphi A population, so that the most recent

common ancestor of the sequenced Paratyphi A genomes is younger than the most re-

cent common ancestor of Typhi. Given the SNP frequencies among the pooled isolates

it is likely that the most recent common ancestor of the seven genomes (represented

by the root in Figure 3.1) is the most recent common ancestor of the wider Paratyphi

A population (see 3.4.1), so the apparent younger age of Paratyphi A is unlikely to be

the effect of selection bias. Paratyphi A genomes generally differed by fewer deletions

than did Typhi genomes (one vs five on average). However, although the Paratyphi

A genomes contained an average of three prophage sequences (2-5 per genome) while

Typhi genomes contained twice as many, the level of phage variation between isolates

was equivalent (mean one prophage sequence, range 0-5). This is consistent with the

hypothesis that prophages are gained and lost quite frequently in Salmonella genomes,

so that closely related genomes can differ in their prophage complement just as much

as more distantly related genomes. In any case, these observations provide further

evidence that differences in prophage are not a particularly good reflection of genetic

relatedness within populations of Paratyphi A or Typhi.

The low level of variation detected here among Paratyphi A genomes suggests that

a highly discriminatory and phylogenetically informative typing scheme for Paratyphi
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A must center around SNPs. Furthermore the SNPs detected in this study could now

be used to develop the first sequence-based typing scheme for Paratyphi A. If a large

number of SNPs were able to be assayed (say ≥1,000), they could be chosen randomly

from those detected in this study. If a small subset of SNPs were to be assayed (say

100), they could be stratified according to frequency to ensure a mix of conserved and

rarer SNPs with which to build a phylogenetic tree. In either case it would be wise to

exclude SNPs with an estimated frequency of one strain, which are more likely to be

phylogenetically uninformative and/or errors in SNP detection than those with higher

frequency estimates, particularly those that were detected in more than one pool.

3.4.3 Adaptive selection in Paratyphi A genes

As with Typhi in Chapter 2, the very low level of nucleotide variation detected between

Paratyphi A genomes makes it difficult to conclude much about selection on individual

genes. Only half the genes in the Paratyphi A genome contained any SNPs at all,

although it is likely that some genes harbour frameshift or other small indel mutations

that could not be detected. As with the Typhi analysis, the approach of detecting

selection by calculating dN
dS or other statistics for individual genes would be inappropri-

ate as there is not enough variation to work with. However, the distribution of SNPs

per gene (Figure 3.20) suggested an overrepresentation of variation within some genes

and highlighted outliers with many more SNPs than expected by chance merely as a

function of gene length.

Eleven genes contained at least five more SNPs than expected by chance, suggest-

ing they may be subject to diversifying selection (note that using the same method

to analyse the Typhi SNPs presented earlier identifies only tviE and yehU ). These

include rpoS, mutations in which facilitate response to nutrient limitation (608) and

malT, mutations in which can lead to constitutive expression of maltose metabolism

genes (609). Both genes contained large numbers of SNPs and dN
dS ratios >2.5 (Table

3.8), which may be indicative of adaptive selection in response to nutrient stress. The

highly variable genes also include proQ (which regulates the proline transporter ProP),

a serine transporter and a two-component sensor kinase protein of the OmpR family.

ProQ and the two-component sensor had dN
dS ratios >2.5 (Table 3.8) and variation in

all three genes may be associated with adaptive selection for osmotic stress tolerance.
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The 1,431 bp gene encoding WbaP, involved in the O-antigen biosynthesis pathway

(610), contained seven SNPs including five that were nonsynonymous. This may con-

tribute to variation in the O-antigen by altering the chain-length distribution of the O

polysaccharide or otherwise (611, 612).

A total of 172 genes contained at least two more SNPs than expected by chance, mak-

ing them potential candidates for diversifying selection, although much of this variation

may be due to genetic drift. Gene ontology analysis of these genes suggested an en-

richment of signal transducer activity, which may reflect subtle changes in signalling

pathways, helping cells to adapt to changing environmental cues. There was also an

enrichment of genes in the wba O-antigen biosynthesis cluster, with four of the 17

genes in the cluster containing ≥2 SNPs more than expected, and 14 containing at

least one nonsynonymous SNP (3.3.3.4). These changes at the DNA level likely result

in some diversification of the O-antigen polysaccharide expressed on the cell surface,

which could be an adaptive response to pressure from the host immune system. This

sort of variation was not observed in Typhi (Chapter 2), where only five SNPs were

identified in the wba cluster, each in a different gene (wbaU, wbaV, wbaH, wbaI, wbaA)

and including only two nonsynonymous SNPs (wbaV, wbaA).

Thus while the Typhi data showed little evidence of adaptive selection, the Paraty-

phi A data contained signals of diversifying selection in the O-antigen biosynthesis

cluster wba, as well as variation in genes associated with signal transduction and stress

responses which may be indicative of adaptive selection. This difference could be due

to different kinds of selective pressure in Paratyphi A, or simply to the much greater

sample size in the Paratyphi A study. This highlights one of the advantages of the

pooled sequencing approach, which allows large isolate collections to be screened at

the whole genome level, over individual sequencing of a smaller set of isolates. Al-

though phylogenetic anlaysis is not possible using the pooled approach, it may be more

sensitive to subtle variations in the population, which is particularly important in the

absence of high levels of variation and recombination.
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Chapter 4

Convergent evolution of Typhi

and Paratyphi A

4.1 Introduction

Typhi and Paratyphi A are unusual among Salmonella enterica as most serovars infect

a broad range of host species and cause self-limiting gastroenteritis, while Typhi and

Paratyphi A infect only humans (host restricted) and cause systemic disease in the

form of enteric fever which can be transmitted from person to person (host adapted)

(613). While it has been claimed that Paratyphi A causes a milder disease more of-

ten associated with gastrointestinal infection than Typhi (614), there is little data to

support this. Studies directly comparing Typhi and Paratyphi A infections in Egypt,

Nepal and Indonesia found no significant clinical differences (279, 615, 616). There is

limited evidence that the risk factors for Typhi and Paratyphi A are different, with a

study in Indonesia (N=114 cases) suggesting Paratyphi A infection was independently

associated with street vendor food and flooding, while Typhi infection was associated

with household risk factors consistent with transmission within households (342). How-

ever studies in Nepal (N=600) and India (N=70) found no such difference (279, 615),

suggesting that transmission routes are highly similar. Asymptomatic chronic car-

riage in the gall bladder occurs with both Typhi (309, 313, 617, 618) and Paratyphi A

(311, 313). Studies reporting Paratyphi A carriage are fewer and more recent, proba-

bly associated with the rising incidence of Paratyphi A infection (280, 335, 336, 338)

and increased attention on this serovar (280). Therefore, although there will certainly
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be differences at the molecular level, it is assumed that the mechanisms of infection

and transmission in Typhi and Paratyphi A are highly similar. It is proposed that

this convergence in pathogenic phenotype should be reflected to a significant degree

by convergence at the genetic level, which stands in contrast to the features that each

serovar shares with their host-generalist relatives.

S. enterica serovars Paratyphi B and Paratyphi C are also associated with systemic

infection in humans (619, 620, 621), however they are difficult to distinguish from

closely related serovars (620, 622, 623) and as a consequece their host ranges and clini-

cal syndromes are not well characterised. However it has been reported that Paratyphi

C causes a milder disease than Typhi and Paratyphi A, except in immunocompromised

patients (624). Studies of Paratyphi B have been complicated by the existence of two

biotypes with the same serotype, now divided into serotype Paratyphi B sensu stricto

(unable to ferment D-tartrate: dT-) and serotype Java (able to ferment D-tartrate:

dT+) (225). Paratyphi B (dT-) isolates appear to belong to a single MLEE (multi-

locus enzyme electrophoresis) type, contain a SopE1-phage and display a consistent

pattern of expression of effector proteins, whereas Java (dT+) strains are more diverse

in terms of MLEE type, phage type and expression (225). Paratyphi B sensu stricto

(dT-) is the serotype associated with paratyphoid fever (the “systemic pathotype”),

however it causes milder systemic disease than Typhi, a high rate of non-invasive gas-

troenteric infections in humans and has been isolated from animals (621). A fifth

serovar, Sendai, was described in 1925 as the causative agent of an enteric fever out-

break in Japan (625, 626) but has been rarely reported since (one reported case in the

U.S. between 1997-2004 (627)). It is of the same serotype as Paratyphi A and closely

related by MLEE (628). Typhi, Paratyphi A, B and C belong to distinct serogroups

(D, A, B and C, respectively (629)) and genetic lineages (628) of S. enterica and appear

to have evolved independently, implying that their similar human-adapted pathogenic

phenotypes are the result of convergent rather than divergent evolution.

While host restriction and host adaptation are well known in S. enterica, the mecha-

nisms underlying these phenomena are far from clear. The concept of “host adaptation”

can be understood as the ability to circulate within a specific host population, trans-

mitted from one member of the population to another (629). For example, Typhi
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is transmitted directly between humans, whereas infections with Typhimurium and

other S. enterica in humans are generally associated with transmission via the food

chain (630, 631, 632), although human-to-human transmission has been documented

(633, 634). Restriction to a specific host implies the lack of ability to infect other

hosts (629), for example Typhi does not appear able to infect any hosts besides simians

(higher primates) (33). Therefore Typhi is both human adapted and human restricted,

as is Paratyphi A. It is possible to be host adapted but not host restricted, for example

serovar Choleraesuis is swine adapted as it causes systemic infection in pigs that can

be transmitted directly between individuals, but it is also quite virulent in humans

(31, 32). On the other hand, to be host restricted but not host adapted would imply an

evolutionary dead end. The relationship between host adaptation and host restriction

is not entirely clear, but it is likely that adaptation to a particular host may come at the

expense of virulence traits required for infection of a wider range of hosts, ultimately

resulting in restriction to a very narrow range of hosts.

Host adaptation in S. enterica is associated with host specificity of macrophages and

other cell types which the bacteria is able to invade and survive within (635, 636, 637,

638). This involves host specificity of cells to which the bacteria is able to adhere, which

is associated with fimbriae (639), thus host specificity in cell adhesion may result from

the the particular combination of fimbrial genes present in a given serovar (120, 640).

Host adaptation is also associated with differences in host responses to invasion with

particular serotypes, for example infection of chicken cells with host generalist serovar

Enteritidis or Typhimurium results in expression of the pro-inflammatory host cytokine

IL-6, whereas infection with the fowl adapted serovar Gallinarum does not (641). Host

adapted serovars are also often associated with much higher rates of chronic carriage

than host generalist serovars. For example, Typhi and Paratyphi A are able to establish

chronic infection of the gall bladder in humans (309, 311, 313), while cattle adapted

serovar Dublin frequently results in chronic carriage following infection of cows (642)

but not humans. Host adapted serovars also tend to display increased virulence, associ-

ated with systemic infection and bacteraemia (31, 32, 290). Systemic infection results

in higher rates of morbidity and mortality, which could be disadvantageous for the

pathogen. However for enteric pathogens, systemic infection is much more likely to

lead to chronic carriage in the gall bladder, which may open a new route to increased
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transmissibility as carriers remain infected and therefore infectious for a long time. The

mechanisms by which these traits evolve are unclear, but presumably involve selection

for acquisition, deletion and mutation of specific genes.

The availability of multiple complete genome sequences for both Typhi and Paratyphi

A provides the opportunity to study the genetic basis for their pathogenic convergence

in detail. The Typhi and Paratyphi A genomes are much more closely related at the

DNA level than other S. enterica serovars. Didelot et al. showed that this was due to

a relatively recent recombination between a quarter of their genomes (56). They found

a quarter of genomic sequences exhibited low nucleotide divergence (mean 0.18%) be-

tween Paratyphi A and Typhi, while the rest of the genome sequences were as divergent

as any other pair of S. enterica serovars analysed (mean 1.2%) (56). Model-based sim-

ulations indicated that this was most likely due to relatively recent convergence via

recombination between 23% of the Paratyphi A and Typhi genomes, which occurred

in a rapid burst long after their initial divergence around the same time as other S.

enterica serovars. The direction of recombination could not be determined, and may

have been uni- or bi-directional. Furthermore the role of this recombination in each

serovar’s restriction and/or adaptation to the human systemic niche is unknown.

There are no known virulence genes unique to Typhi and Paratyphi A. Until recently

SPI8 was thought to be unique to these serovars, but it is present in the genome sequence

of serovar Agona (EMBL: NC 011149) and was recently detected in other serovars us-

ing a PCR screen (156). The Paratyphi A genome does not carry SPI7 and does not

produce Vi, but it does carry a SopE-prophage similar to that present within Typhi

SPI7 and other serovars. The Typhi and Paratyphi A genomes harbour a large number

of pseudogenes (>4% of coding sequences in each genome) (46, 47, 49) compared to

many host-generalist relatives such as S. enterica serovar Typhimurium (0.9%) or E.

coli K-12 (1.2%). As discussed above, loss of gene function through pseudogene forma-

tion and gene deletion appears to be a hallmark of host restricted pathogenic bacteria

compared to their host-generalist relatives (46, 49, 263, 264, 265, 266). The reason

is uncertain, but is likely to be a combination of (a) adaptation, whereby the loss of

certain proteins has a selective advantage in the new host, and (b) genetic drift, due to
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population bottlenecks following host restriction and/or the absence of selective pres-

sure to maintain certain functions that are no longer required in the new host. It has

been reported that Paratyphi A and Typhi share some of their pseudogenes (49), result-

ing in convergent loss of protein functions which may be associated with adaptation to

their shared niche. The first Paratyphi C genome sequence (strain RKS4594/SARB49)

was recently published and showed similarly high levels of pseudogenes (3.3%), a few

of which were shared with Paratyphi A and Typhi (93). A single Paratyphi B genome

sequence is available, however the annotation is incomplete and does not include many

pseudogenes, which are likely to be missed by automated annotation (EMBL:CP000886

as of June 1, 2009). Furthermore it is unclear whether the sequenced strain, SPB7, is

of the systemic pathotype (negative for tartrate fermentation, but also sopE -negative

(225)).

4.1.1 Aims

The aim of this chapter was to investigate convergent evolution of Typhi and Paratyphi

A by developing a comparative annotation of genetic features unique to these serovars.

Specific aims were to:

• identify gene acquisitions and losses unique to Typhi and Paratyphi A in the

context of S. enterica;

• produce a comparative annotation of pseudogenes across all Paratyphi A and

Typhi genomes, including identifying genes that are pseudogenes in both genomes

and comparing the inactivating mutation(s) in these pseudogenes;

• determine how many pseudogenes, acquired genes and gene deletions were shared

between serovars via recombination or otherwise; and

• determine the relative timing of recombination and pseudogene accumulation in

Paratyphi A and Typhi.
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4.2 Methods

4.2.1 Whole genome comparisons

Mauve (algorithm progressiveMauve, default parameters) (578) was used to align the

Typhi CT18 and Paratyphi A AKU 12601 genomes with those of the eleven other S.

enterica serovars with whole genome sequences available in EMBL/GenBank as at June

1, 2009 (listed in Table 4.1). In addition to a whole genome alignment, Mauve reports

regions that were not conserved in all the input genomes. This was used to identify

sequences that were present in Typhi and/or Paratyphi A that were absent from all

other genomes. As an independent method of identifying unique sequences, pairwise

whole-genome BLASTN searches were performed for Typhi and Paratyphi A genomes

against genomes of the other 11 serovars. The distributions of sequences identified

by Mauve and/or BLASTN as potentially unique among S. enterica to Typhi and/or

Paratyphi A were manually checked using BLAST nucleotide and protein searches of

the GenBank database. Genome comparisons were visualised in ACT (604) and circular

representations of the genomes were drawn using DNAplotter (643). A whole-genome

maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree was constructed using RAxML (GTR+Γ model)

with 100 bootstraps (644).

4.2.2 Phylogenetic network analysis

Phylogenetic networks were generated for multi-locus sequence data using SplitsTree4

(603). For analysis of the S. enterica MLST database (464), representative sequences

were generated for each unique sequence type (ST) by concatenating sequences for each

of the seven locus variants defining that ST. The assignment of locus variants to STs,

and the sequences themselves, were downloaded from the database on December 10,

2008. The multiple alignment of concatenated sequences was used to construct a dis-

tance matrix and define a neighbour-joining network in SplitsTree4. The alignment of

sequences from recombined and non-recombined genes, described in 4.2.3 was analysed

in the same way.

4.2.3 Bayesian analysis of recombined and non-recombined genes

Nucleotide sequences for the seven genes used in the S. enterica MLST scheme (aroC,

dnaN, hemD, hisD, purE, sucA, thrA; complete gene sequences) were used to build a
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Serovar Pseudogenes Host range Accession
Typhi 4.57% Human (systemic) AL513382
Paratyphi A 4.22% Human (systemic) FM200053
Paratyphi C 3.17% Human (systemic/GI) NC 012125
Gallinarum 7.23% Avian (systemic) NC 011274
Agona 3.26% Mammalian (GI) NC 011149
Choleraesuis 3.29% Mammalian (GI) NC 006905

Porcine (systemic)
Dublin 5.83% Mammalian (GI) NC 011205

Bovine (systemic)
Enteritidis 2.62% Mammalian (GI) NC 011294

Avian (reproductive tract)
Heidelberg 3.48% Mammalian (GI) NC 011083
Newport 2.97% Mammalian (GI) NC 011080
Paratyphi B dT- >0.45% Possibly human (systemic/GI) NC 010102

Possibly mammalian (GI)
Schwarzengrund 3.17% Mammalian (GI) NC 011094
Typhimurium 0.56% Mammalian (GI) AE006468

Murine (systemic)

Table 4.1: S. enterica serovar genomes - Details of all S. enterica serovars with
finished genome sequences available in public databases, as at 1 June 2009. Accessions are
for EMBL/Genbank.
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phylogenetic tree of the S. enterica serovars in Table 4.1, using S. arizonae, S. bon-

gori and E. coli sequences as outgroups. A separate analysis was done for a random

sample of seven genes lying in regions that have undergone recombination between Ty-

phi and Paratyphi A (56) and are conserved in Salmonella and E. coli (moaC, rluC,

oppB, accB, ilvE, atpF, uspA; complete gene sequences). Homologous sequences in each

genome were identified by BLASTN search with the Typhi CT18 nucleotide sequence

as the query. Multiple alignments for each gene were constructed using ClustalX (574),

and concatenated into two codon alignments, one for the recombined genes and one for

the non-recombined genes.

Analysis with ModelTest (645) (implemented in FindModel (646)) suggested the GTR+Γ

substitution model provided the best fit to both data sets. The Bayesian estimation

package BEAST (647) was used to fit a GTR+Γ two-site codon substitution model to

the data using MCMC analysis. Ten million iterations were run for each combination of

tree priors (coalescent with constant population size; coalescent with exponential pop-

ulation growth; or speciation) and molecular clocks (strict or relaxed (648)). Models

were compared via the Bayes factor, the ratio of the marginal likelihoods of each model

(estimated by calculating the harmonic mean of the marginal likelihoods for the out-

put of each model (649) in BEAST). The coalescent prior with a relaxed uncorrelated

log-normal clock (648) gave the best fit to both data sets (Bayes factor 13-15 compared

to strict clocks, 25-46 compared to speciation; note that Bayes factor >10 is considered

strong support). The coefficients of variation for the relaxed clock models were signifi-

cantly greater than zero (95% confidence intervals [0.20,0.72] and [0.13,0.47]), providing

further support for a relaxed clock model over a fixed clock (648). The covariance of

parent and child branches under the log-normal model of rate variation was essentially

zero (95% confidence intervals [-0.27,0.33] and [-0.34,0.32]), confirming that the uncor-

related relaxed clock is appropriate for these data sets (648). The estimated growth

rate under the exponential growth model was negative and close to zero, suggesting

that a constant population size provides a better fit for this data.

Thus the final analysis was performed using the coalescent prior with constant pop-

ulation size, and relaxed clock with uncorrelated log-normal rate distribution. An

additional 10 million iterations were run using this combination of settings for both
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recombined and non-recombined gene sets, and results from 20 million iterations com-

bined for each data set. Dates were calibrated using two reported ages of the split

between E. coli and Salmonella: 140 million years and 70 million years. The 140 mil-

lion year estimate was based on comparison of DNA encoding 16S RNA between E. coli

and S. enterica serovar Typhimurium (42). Later studies, based on protein alignments

for glutamine synthetase (44) and other proteins (45) across the Bacterial and even

other kingdoms, have yielded much lower estimates in the range 70-114 years.

4.2.4 Time estimation using dS

At the time of the study, model-based estimates of divergence time were not possible

using whole-genome data, as the appropriate software packages were unable to handle

such large data sets (e.g. BEAST (647), which was used previously to generate esti-

mates of the age of Typhi (2), and above (4.2.3) to estimate divergence times based

on small sets of genes). However, a simple approximation can be used to estimate

divergence time from SNP data. Divergence time between a set of genomes can be

approximated by the mean divergence since their most recent common ancestor (mrca)

divided by the annual mutation rate per site (molecular clock rate). Using the number

of synonymous SNPs per available site as a measure of divergence, the time tmrca since

the most recent common ancestor can be expressed as:

tmrca =
1
n

n∑
i=1

si

S ∗ μ
, (4.1)

where n is the number of genomes, si is the number of synonymous SNPs accumulated

in genome i since the mrca, S is the number of synonymous SNP sites in the genome

and μ is the synonymous substitution rate per site per year.

The numbers of synonymous SNP sites (S) included in the analyses of Paratyphi A

(Chapter 3) and Typhi (Chapter 2) were 1.27 million and 1.35 million respectively.

The mean number of synonymous SNPs accumulated in each genome since the most

recent common ancestor ( 1
n

∑n
i=1 si) were 31 for Paratyphi A (si range 21-37) and 89

for Typhi (si range 71-102). The mutation rate for synonymous sites was estimated

previously at 3.4x10−9, based on a divergence date for Salmonella and E. coli of 140

million years ago (2, 41, 42, 43). Using the lower estimate of 70 million years, the
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upper bound on this rate would be 6.8x10−9. The alignments of recombined and non-

recombined genes described above were used to generate a novel rate estimate and to

provide an alternative measure of divergence times. Pairwise synonymous site diver-

gence (dSi,j for genomes i and j ) was calculated using the method of Yang and Nielsen

(650) implemented in the yn00 algorithm of the software package PAML (651). Since

pairwise dS incorporates evolution on both branches since the mrca (dSi,j = dSi+dSj),

estimates were divided by 2 before use in equation 4.1. The mean dSi,j between E.

coli and Salmonella sequences was 0.8, providing a novel molecular clock rate estimate

of 0.8/2/140,000,000 = 2.8x10−9 per site per year, or 5.6x10−9 using the alternative

calibration time of 70 million years.

Assuming the silent substitution rate is equivalent for both serovars, the ratio of tmrca

between Paratyphi A and Typhi was approximated (using the mean and range of si)

as:
tmrca(ParatyphiA)

tmrca(Typhi)
=

1
n

∑n
i=1 si

1
m

∑m
j=1 sj

/
1.27
1.35

(4.2)

4.2.5 Comparison and annotation of pseudogenes

In order to compare annotated genomes of Paratyphi A AKU 12601 and ATCC9150,

Typhi CT18 and Ty2 with Typhimurium LT2, pairwise whole-genome sequence com-

parisons were generated with BLASTN and visualised using ACT (604). Every gene

annotated as a pseudogene in any Typhi or Paratyphi A genome was manually in-

spected in all five genomes and its pseudogene status in each genome reassessed. All

pseudogenes identified in this way were included in the AKU 12601 genome annotation,

although many such genes are not annotated in all of ATCC9150, CT18 and Ty2. For

coding sequences found to be a pseudogene in more than one serovar, multiple align-

ments were constructed and viewed using ClustalX (574) to determine whether the

same or independent inactivating mutation(s) were present in the different serovars.

Pseudogenes annotated in the novel Paratyphi C genome were compared to those in

the table and inactivating mutations were compared for all shared pseudogenes using

ClustalX (574) and ACT (604).
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4.2.6 Data simulation

An initial set of 40 genes were selected at random to represent ancestral pseudogenes.

Additional sets of 20 and 150 genes were selected at random for each of two serovars, to

represent pseudogenes that accumulated after initial divergence of the serovars (sam-

pling with replacement). The same random sets of pseudogenes were used to simulate

both scenarios, with only the timing varying (set of 150 pseudogenes arising before

or after recombination). To simulate uni-directional recombination events depicted

in Figure 4.6, serovar 2 pseudogenes lying in recombined regions were replaced with

serovar 1 pseudogenes lying in recombined regions. Note the effect would be the same

using replacement with randomly distributed directionality. All genes were selected at

random from the 4,600 annotated in Typhi CT18 and their status as recombined or

non-recombined was taken directly from the table of Typhi genes provided in (56).

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Evolution of Typhi and Paratyphi A

It is estimated that Salmonella diverged from E. coli 70-140 million years ago (42,

44, 45) and S. enterica diverged from the rest of Salmonella some time later. The

diversification of S. enterica subspecies enterica into thousands of serovars (19) is gen-

erally thought of as a radiation or “star-burst” punctuated by recombination between

lineages, rather than a series of bifurcations resulting in clear phylogenetic relation-

ships (23, 56, 446, 448, 602, 652, 653). In order to test these assumptions with the

most recent sequence data and attempt to date significant points in the evolution

of Typhi and Paratyphi A, all publicly available whole genome and MLST data for

S. enterica serovars was analysed. Thirteen whole genome sequences were available

in EMBL/GenBank (as at June 1, 2009), listed in Table 4.1. These were aligned

with Mauve and used to build a phylogenetic tree using maximum likelihood to fit a

GTR+Γ model (see 4.2.1). The resulting unrooted tree (Figure 4.1a) showed some

structure among the serovars, including very close relationships between Choleraesuis

and Paratyphi C, and between Enteritidis and Gallinarum. Typhi and Paratyphi A

were more closely related to each other than to other serovars, due at least in part to

the reported recombination (56). In order to capture information about the broader
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Figure 4.1: Phylogenetic trees for Salmonella enterica - Scale bars show sub-
stitutions per nucleotide. Dashed lines indicate where other Salmonella species join the
networks. (a) Maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree of S. enterica based on whole genome
alignment. The tree shown is the best fit (maximum likelihood) from 100 bootstraps; all
nodes had 100% bootstrap support except the divergence of serovar Agona which had 25%
support as shown. (b) Neighbour-joining phylogenetic network based on concatenated
MLST sequences for all S. enterica available in the S. enterica MLST database. (c-d)
Neighbour-joining phylogenetic networks based on seven non-recombined genes and seven
recombined genes, respectively (recombined between Typhi and Paratyphi A). Ago = Ag-
ona, Cho = Choleraesuis, Dub = Dublin, Ent = Enteritidis, Gal = Gallinarum, Hei =
Heidelberg, New = Newport, PaA = Paratyphi A, PaB = Paratyphi B, PaC = Paratyphi
C, Sch = Schwarzengrund, Typhim = Typhimurium.
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range of S. enterica serovars, all MLST sequences currently available in the S. enterica

MLST database were used to build a phylogenetic network (see 4.2.2). The network

(Figure 4.1b) is consistent with a radial pattern of diversification, with most serovars

more or less equally closely related.

In order to examine the relative timing of the recombination event more closely, mul-

tiple alignments of S. enterica sequences were constructed for seven recombined and

seven non-recombined genes, using S. arizonae, S. bongori and E. coli as outgroups

(see 4.2.3). Phylogenetic networks of these sequences (4.2.2) are shown in Figure 4.1c-

d, which again support a radial model of diversification in S. enterica (Figure 4.1c)

but highlight a different pattern among the subset of genes assumed to be recombined

between Typhi and Paratyphi A (Figure 4.1d). The alignments were analysed us-

ing Bayesian estimation (implemented in BEAST (647)) to fit an appropriate model

(GTR+Γ codon model, relaxed molecular clock, coalescent prior with constant pop-

ulation size, see 4.2.3) and estimate the divergence date of S. enterica and also the

divergence date for Paratyphi A and Typhi recombined sequences (see 4.2.3). The

date of divergence between E. coli and Salmonella (70-140 million years (42, 44, 45))

was used to calibrate the time scale. Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show the resulting phylo-

genetic trees and estimates for the ages of key nodes. In the analysis of recombined

data, the divergence time for Typhi and Paratyphi A was 0.75-1.5 Mya (million years

ago), compared to ∼2.5-5 Mya divergence time for Typhi and Paratyphi A using the

non-recombined sequences and 3.5-10 Mya for the divergence of S. enterica. For both

recombined and non-recombined data sets, the mean mutation rate (molecular clock)

was ∼1.3x10−9 substitutions per nucleotide per year.

The ‘age’ of Typhi, that is the time since divergence of extant strains from their most

recent common ancestor, has previously been estimated using first 3.3 kbp of sequence

in 26 strains (MLST (1)) and then 89 kbp of sequence in 105 strains (SNP detection

by dHPLC (2)). The resulting estimates were 15,000-150,000 and 10,000-43,000 years

respectively. These estimates themselves rely on an estimate of the molecular clock

rate in Salmonella (see 4.2.4), which come from comparisons of S. enterica and E. coli

(2, 41, 42, 43). No estimate has been reported for Paratyphi A since sequence informa-

tion has been scarce, although it has been reported that the Paratyphi A population
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Figure 4.2: Phylogenetic trees for Salmonella and E. coli with divergence
time estimates - Bayesian analysis was used to construct phylogenetic trees using (a)
seven genes that were not recombined between Typhi and Paratyphi A and (b) seven
genes that were recombined between them. Bayesian phylogenetic analysis was conducted
in BEAST using a GTR+Γ 2-site codon substitution model, a relaxed molecular clock
with log-normally distributed rates, a coalescent prior with constant population size and
estimates of 70-140 million years for the date of divergence between Salmonella and E.
coli. The trees shown are the marginal trees from 20 million iterations on each data set.
Time along the x-axis is labelled in 3 ways: Mya (1) and Mya (2) = time in millions of
years before present with the root calibrated to 140 and 70 million years, vertical lines
correspond to these divisions, branch lengths and node positions were fit to this scale; dS
= synonymous substitution rate, estimates for specific nodes are also given on this scale,
indicated by rectangles (at the correct time point on this scale) joined to tree nodes by
thin lines.
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Figure 4.3: Phylogenetic trees for S. enterica with divergence time estimates
- Zoom in on Salmonella enterica from the trees shown in Figure 4.2. Bayesian analysis
was used to construct phylogenetic trees using (a) seven genes that were not recombined
between Typhi and Paratyphi A and (b) seven genes that were recombined between them.
Bayesian phylogenetic analysis was conducted in BEAST using a GTR+Γ 2-site codon sub-
stitution model, a relaxed molecular clock with log-normally distributed rates, a coalescent
prior with constant population size and estimates of 70-140 million years for the date of
divergence between Salmonella and E. coli. The trees shown are the marginal trees from
20 million iterations on each data set. Time along the x-axis is labelled in 3 ways, exactly
as in Figure 4.2: Mya (1) and Mya (2) = time in millions of years before present using two
alternative calibration times, vertical lines correspond to these divisions, branch lengths
and node positions were fit to this scale; dS = synonymous substitution rate, estimates
for specific nodes are also given on this scale, indicated by rectangles (at the correct time
point on this scale) joined to tree nodes by thin lines.
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is less diverse than Typhi (single MLST type (464); fewer PFGE profiles (479)). Since

the Bayesian estimation sofware (BEAST (647)) could not handle whole genome data,

it was not possible to use this method to estimate the divergence times for Typhi or

Paratyphi A using the SNPs identified in Chapters 2 and 3. However a simple esti-

mation was used based on the rate of synonymous substitutions (dS) detected in each

population, as outlined in 4.2.4. Calculations were made using the previously described

molecular clock rate of 3.4x10−9 synonymous substitutions per site per year (42, 43)

and a new clock rate of 2.8x10−9 based on dS between E. coli and Salmonella sequences

analysed in this study (4.2.3 and 4.2.4). Both rates are based on an E. coli -Salmonella

divergence time of 140 Mya, so should be doubled to incorporate the lower estimate

of 70 Mya for this divergence (see 4.2.3). The resulting estimate for the age of Typhi

was 19,000-24,000 years using slow rates based on 140 Mya calibration, and 10,000-

12,000 using fast rates based on 70 Mya calibration. For Paratyphi A the estimates

were 7,000-9,000 using slow rates, and 3,600-4,400 using fast rates, suggesting Typhi is

significantly older than Paratyphi A.

To allow direct comparison to the other ages estimated above, the pairwise synony-

mous substitution rate (dS) was calculated between each pair of sequences included in

the analysis of recombined and non-recombined genes. The resulting estimates, shown

as rectangles in Figures 4.2 and 4.3 were generally smaller than those estimated with

Bayesian analysis. The dS method resulted in similar estimates for the divergence of S.

enterica serovars using the recombined and non-recombined genes (dS 0.0173-0.0175,

see Figure 4.3a-b). However Bayesian analysis gave less consistent estimates for S. en-

terica divergence using the two data sets: 11 Mya (95% confidence interval [5-19]) with

recombined genes vs 7 Mya [4-10] for non-recombined genes (using the 140 Mya root

calibration). All methods gave compatible estimates for the divergence of S. bongori

from other Salmonella lineages, see Figure 4.2. While mutation rates are uncertain, the

direct comparison of dS for the Typhi and Paratyphi A populations may give a reliable

indication of their relative ages, assuming both populations have been subject to simi-

lar short-term substitution rates that have not varied too much since the last common

ancestor of the oldest serovar (see 4.2.4). The ratio of dS among Paratyphi A to dS

among Typhi was 0.36 (range 0.29-0.47), suggesting that Paratyphi A is approximately

one third the age of Typhi.
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4.3.2 Convergent features of the Typhi and Paratyphi A genomes

4.3.2.1 Shared genes

The Typhi CT18 and Paratyphi A AKU 12601 genomes were compared to each other

and to all other S. enterica genomes available at the time of the study (11 serovars

in EMBL/GenBank, June 1, 2009). The genomes used in the comparison are listed

in Table 4.1, along with their known host ranges. They include several host-generalist

serovars that cause gastroenteritis in humans and the host-adapted serovars Paratyphi

C (human), Gallinarum (chicken), Dublin (cattle) and Choleraesuis (swine). Pairwise

nucleotide BLAST searches and a multiple whole genome alignment were used to iden-

tify genes that were present in Typhi and/or Paratyphi A but absent from the other S.

enterica genomes (see 4.2.1). The genes are listed in Table 4.2 and their distribution

in the Typhi and Paratyphi A genomes is shown in Figure 4.4.

The majority of genes unique to either the Typhi or Paratyphi A genomes were prophage

genes (Table 4.2a,b), many of which were found to be absent from other Typhi or

Paratyphi A strains (2.3.3.1, 3.3.1.3). The CT18 genome contained two fimbrial oper-

ons (sta, stg) not found in other S. enterica genomes. These were present in all of the

Typhi genomes resequenced in Chapter 2 but stgC was always a pseudogene (although

functional analysis suggests that this operon still encodes a functional fimbria in Ty-

phi (640)). The SPI15 region described in 2.3.3.2 was only found in Typhi. SPI7 was

present only in Typhi and Paratyphi C, although several pieces were missing from the

Paratyphi C genome (92). Two predicted coding sequences STY4074 and STY4075

were found only in Typhi, between waaB and waaP. No variation was detected at this

locus among Typhi genome sequences. The sequence between waaB and waaP has

been studied in detail in a collection of S. enterica serovars during which the Typhi

sequence was also found in serovar Stanleyville (66), and the authors of that study

expressed doubt as to whether STY4074 and STY4075 really encode proteins.

Only five regions of the AKU 12601 genome were unique to Paratyphi A, including

two prophage regions (see Table 4.2b). The locus SSPA3985-3987, encoding a restric-

tion/modification system, was present in all seven Paratyphi A genomes sequenced to

date but was not identified in any other serovars. The CDS SSPA2364 was present in
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(a) Gene IDs Region Function
STY0201-07 staABCDEFG fimbrial operon
STY1014-33;50-77 ST10 phage
STY1591-1643 ST15 phage
STY2012-77 ST18 phage
STY2879-89 ST27 phage
STY3188-93 SPI15 unknown
STY3658-3703 ST35 phage
STY3918-22 stgABCD fimbrial operon
STY4074-5 - polysaccharide pyruvyl transferase family domain
STY4547-52 pilSTUV, rci type IVB pilus (in SPI7)
STY4667-80 SPI7 unknown
STY4822-24,27 ST46 phage (in SPI10)

(b) Gene IDs Region Function
SSPA2233-69 SPA-1 phage
SSPA2306,8-9 SPI6 unknown
SSPA2364 - unknown
SSPA2424-34,45-47 SPA-3-P2 phage
SSPA3985-7 - restriction/modification system

(c) Typhi Paratyphi A Details
STY2747-49 SSPA0337-35a unknown
STY4629-32 SSPA2407-09 *unknown
STY3091 SSPA2625 *insertion in ste fimbrial operon
STY4217-22 SSPA3215-11 *unknown
STY4037,39 SSPA3365a,65 *unknown
STY4881 SSPA4034 *restriction/modification system gene

Table 4.2: Genes unique to Typhi and/or Paratyphi A - The Typhi CT18 and
Paratyphi A AKU 12601 genomes were compared to each other and to those of serovars
Paratyphi B, Paratyphi C, Choleraesuis, Typhimurium, Enteritidis, Gallinarum, Schwarze-
grund, Agona, Dublin, Heidelberg and Newport. (a) Genes present only in Typhi. (b)
Genes present only in Paratyphi A. (c) Genes present in Typhi and Paratyphi A but absent
from the other genomes. *=divergence <0.3%, consistent with sharing via recombination.
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a) Typhi
   (CT18)

b) Paratyphi A
   (AKU_12601)

annotated gene
pseudogene
recombined gene
unique gene (not phage associated)
unique gene (phage associated)
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Figure 4.4: Pseudogenes, recombined genes, and unique genes in the Typhi
and Paratyphi A genomes - Rings from outside: 1, 2 = coding sequences on forward,
reverse strands; 3 = pseudogenes and genes unique to the serovar; 4 = genes present in both
Typhi and Paratyphi A but absent from 11 other sequenced serovars; 5 = genes recombined
between Typhi and Paratyphi A. Central plot shows GC deviation ((G-C)/(G+C), i.e. the
difference in G content between the forward and reverse strands). Outer labels show
genome sequence coordinates (bp).
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Paratyphi A at a locus occupied in other serovars by a different sequence of similar size,

including STY2867 in Typhi. A BLAST search of the SSPA2364 translated protein se-

quence revealed similar proteins in serovars Saint Paul and Javiana (which do not cause

systemic infection in humans), however the sequence contained no protein domains of

known function. In Paratyphi A, SPI6 contained a region of unique sequence compared

to other serovars, including three CDSs of unknown function SSPA2306, SSPA2308 and

SSPA2309. A BLAST search of the translated protein sequences revealed similar pro-

teins in serovar Saint Paul, but no protein domains could be identified. The sequences

did not vary between Paratyphi A isolates. Typhi and Paratyphi A shared just 17 CDSs

that were not detected in the other Salmonella genomes (Table 4.2c), the functions of

which are unknown.

4.3.2.2 Comparison of pseudogenes in Typhi and Paratyphi A

Typhi and Paratyphi A each carry >200 pseudogenes, distributed around their genomes

(see Figure 4.4). This constitutes 4-5% of coding sequences, a higher rate than most

host-generalist serovars of S. enterica (see Table 4.1). In order to comprehensively

investigate the mechanisms of convergent gene loss in Paratyphi A and Typhi, a com-

parative table of pseudogenes present in all four finished genomes was assembled. The

table was based initially on a list of pseudogenes annotated in ATCC9150, CT18 and

Ty2. To this were added some additional Typhi pseudogenes previously noted during

the annotation of Paratyphi A ATCC9150 (49), pseudogenes annotated in AKU 12601

and some novel pseudogenes identified by manually inspecting Typhi and Paratyphi A

sequences for all genes annotated as pseudogenes in any of the AKU 12601, ATCC9150,

CT18 or Ty2 genomes.

The resulting table included 66 pseudogenes common to Typhi genomes CT18 and

Ty2 and Paratyphi A genomes AKU 12601 and ATCC9150 (Table 4.3 and see Figure

4.5). This was almost double the figure reported previously (49), although many of the

additional pseudogenes were remnants of transposase or bacteriophage genes. By align-

ing the Typhi and Paratyphi A DNA sequences for the shared pseudogenes, inactivating

mutations were identified and classified as shared or independent mutations (Table 4.3).

Contrary to previous reports (49), many of the shared pseudogenes harboured identi-

cal inactivating mutations in each serovar. Twenty of the shared pseudogenes (54%
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of non-phage/transposase shared pseudogenes) encode secreted or surface-exposed pro-

teins (Table 4.3), the loss of which may have contributed to convergence upon similar

patterns of host interactions.

15 (3)
13 (6)

7 (4)

51 (19) 101 (128)131 (79)

108

Paratyphi A

Paratyphi C

Typhi

Figure 4.5: Overlap of pseudogenes in Typhi, Paratyphi A and Paratyphi C -
Figures indicate the number of pseudogenes that are present in each serovar or combination
of serovars; strain-specific pseudogenes are shown in brackets.

4.3.2.3 Genes missing from Typhi and Paratyphi A

A total of 38 genes were identified as absent from Typhi and Paratyphi A but present

in the genomes of the eleven other serovars listed in Table 4.1. The genes, listed in

Table 4.4, were mostly associated with energy use and metabolism, including anaero-

bic metabolism. They include a phosphotransferase system (STM4534-40) and a gene

(ydiD/STM1350) involved in an anaerobic oxidation pathway associated with growth on

fatty acids (654). Also missing were a putative efflux pump (STM0350-53) and a clus-

ter of genes encoding an anaerobic C4-dicarboxylate transporter, L-asparaginase and

a ribokinase (STM3598-600). In addition, the SPI2-secreted effector sseJ and chemo-

taxis receptor trg were deleted along with several neighbouring genes. In Typhimurium,

SseJ is targeted to the Salmonella-containing vacuole, and deletion mutants show at-

tenuated replication in mice (655). Trg is one of five chemotaxis receptors present in

Typhimurium, which enable the bacterial cell to direct movement in response to attrac-

tant or repellent chemical stimuli; Trg is the glucose-specific receptor. The loss of sseJ

and trg was noted in the publication reporting the Paratyphi A ATCC9150 genome
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Class SSPA STY Gene Gene product Div.
i+ 0062a n/a - putative viral protein -
i+ 0255a n/a - putative uncharacterized protein -
i 1103 1362 - Pertussis toxin subunit S1 related protein 1.22%
i+ 1699a 0971 sopD2 *secreted effector protein SopD homolog 1.73%
i+ 2014 0610 silA *putative inner membrane proton/cation antiporter 1.08%
i+ 2014a 0609a cusS *putative copper-ion sensor protein 0.18%
i+ 3229 4202 - putative phosphosugar-binding protein 0.14%
i 3640 3800 cdh CDP-diacylglycerol pyrophosphatase 2.32%
i+ 3888 4728a - putative uncharacterized protein 1.35%
i 30 transposase/phage genes and gene remnants
ii 0097 0113 - *putative secreted protein 0.25%
ii 0431b 2631 - putative IS transposase 0.24%
ii 0754a 2275 sopA *secreted effector protein 0.23%
ii 3228 4203 - putative L-asparaginase 0.14%
ii 3365a 4037 sugR putative uncharacterized protein (SPI3) 0.14%
iii 0192a 0218 fhuA *ferrichrome-iron receptor precursor 23.95%
iii 0317a 2775 - putative anaerobic dimethylsulfoxide reductase component 1.79%
iii 0329a 2762 sivH *putative invasin (CS54) 1.17%
iii 0331a 2758 ratB *putative lipoprotein (CS54) 1.67%
iii 0331b 2755 shdA *putative uncharacterized protein (CS54) 2.11%
iii 0621a 2422 mglA *galactoside transport ATP-binding protein 1.09%
iii 0720a 2311 wcaK *putative extracellular polysaccharide biosynthesis protein 1.82%
iii 0756a 2268 yeeC penicillin-binding protein 2.19%
iii 0850a 2166 fliB *lysine-N-methylase 3.11%
iii 0943a 1995 - transposase 4.77%
iii 1014a 1913 hyaA hydrogenase-1 small subunit 0.33%
iii 1220a 1508 - *putative transport protein 1.31%
iii 1367a 1739 - putative ribokinase (SPI2) 1.42%
iii 1531a 1244 fhuE *FhuE receptor precursor 0.96%
iii 1642a 1104 - *putative secreted protein 1.54%
iii 1820a 0833 slrP *secreted effector protein 1.95%
iii 2045a 0569 ybbW *putative allantoin transporter 1.19%
iii 2301a 0333 safE *probable lipoprotein (SPI6 fimbrial cluster) 1.52%
iii 3388a 4007 - putative cytoplasmic protein 1.12%
iii 3636a 3805 - *permease, Na+:galactoside symporter family 2.42%
iii 3828b 4503 dmsA anaerobic dimethyl sulfoxide reductase chain A 0.22%
iii 3998a 4839 sefD *putative fimbrial protein (SPI10) 0.18%

Table 4.3: Pseudogenes shared between Paratyphi A and Typhi - (i) Ancestral
pseudogenes; ‘+’ intact in Typhimurium. (ii) Pseudogenes shared by recombination. (iii)
Recent conserved pseudogenes (independent inactivating mutations in each serovar). SSPA
and STY - systematic identifiers in Paratyphi A AKU 12601 and Typhi CT18 respectively;
n/a - not annotated. For genes lying in SPIs the island is indicated in brackets after the
gene product. Div. - nucleotide divergence reported in (56). *Secreted or surface-exposed
proteins; bold - Paratyphi C pseudogene. 167
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sequence (49). The authors also pointed out that Tsr, the receptor specific for serine,

was interrupted in Typhi while Tar, specific for aspartate and maltose, contained an

inframe deletion in Paratyphi A. These mutations were conserved in all Typhi and

Paratyphi A isolates analysed in Chapters 2 and 3.

ID Deletion Functions
STM0350-53 identical Putative efflux pump
STM0538-39 identical Putative membrane proteins
STM1188 identical* Putative inner membrane lipoprotein
STM1350-62 identical Proton-driven metabolite uptake system (ydiLMN,aroED)

Anaerobic growth on fatty acids (ydiFOPQRSTD)
STM1625-31 different Chemotaxis protein trg, secreted effector sseJ
STM2508-09 identical Putative protein
STM3598-600 identical* Anaerobic C4-dicarboxylate transporter, L-asparaginase, ribokinase
STM4534-40 identical Phosphotransferase system

Table 4.4: Genes absent from Typhi and Paratyphi A but present in 11 other
serovars - Identifiers in Typhimurium LT2 for deleted genes are given in column one.
Column two indicates whether the deletion boundaries are identical in Typhi CT18 and
Paratyphi A AKU 12601, *=deleted region flanked by recently recombined genes (diver-
gence <0.3%).

4.3.2.4 Features shared with Paratyphi C

No genes were identified as present in Typhi, Paratyphi A and Paratyphi C but missing

from all other serovars. Paratyphi C carries most of SPI7 and is capable of producing

Vi (83, 92), however Paratyphi A does not share these features, indicating that they are

not required for causing enteric fever in humans. A total of 15 pseudogenes shared by

Typhi and Paratyphi A were also pseudogenes in Paratyphi C (highlighted in Table 4.3,

see Figure 4.5). These include the secreted effectors sopA and slrP. Paratyphi C shared

an additional 13 pseudogenes with Paratyphi A, including a putative chemotaxis re-

ceptor protein (SSPA1138a/SPC 2077), and an additional seven with Typhi, including

putative chemotaxis receptor protein yeaJ (STY1834/SPC 2458) (Figure 4.5). No cod-

ing sequences were identified that were absent from Typhi, Paratyphi A and Paratyphi

C but present in all other serovars.
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4.3.3 The role of recombination

4.3.3.1 Sharing of unique genes and deletions by recombination

Regions containing genes that were shared uniquely by Typhi and Paratyphi A (Table

4.2c) were analysed for evidence of recombination. In each case, the insertion sites in

both serovars appeared to be identical relative to Typhimurium LT2. Most of the shared

genes had low divergence (<0.3%) between Paratyphi A and Typhi, and were flanked

by other genes of low divergence (starred in Table 4.2c). These genes were therefore

likely to have been shared via recombination. The only exception was a cluster of three

genes, STY2747-49, which were 0.6% divergent between Typhi and Paratyphi A, and

were not flanked by genes of low divergence. This insertion is therefore less likely to be

the result of recombination between Typhi and Paratyphi A, at least not as recently

as the other shared genes. A protein BLAST search with the translated amino acid

sequences of these genes yielded hits in regions sequenced from serovars Weltevedren,

Kentucky and Javiana (which do not cause systemic infection in humans), suggesting

that this region is not actually unique to the enteric fever agents Typhi and Paratyphi A.

To investigate whether recombination played a role in shared deletions in Typhi and

Paratyphi A, each deleted locus (Table 4.4) was examined in Typhimurium and the

flanking sequences compared in Typhi and Paratyphi A. In seven of the eight regions,

the deletion boundaries were identical in Typhi and Paratyphi A compared to Ty-

phimurium. However, only two of these deletion sites were flanked by sequences of

low divergence (<0.3%) (starred in Table 4.4), which would be expected if the deletion

had been shared during recombination between homologous flanking sequences. For

another two loci the deletion was flanked by identical repeats in Typhimurium, which

may have facilitated the independent occurrence of the same deletion in Typhi and

Paratyphi A via homologous recombination between the repeats. One of the regions

with identical deletion boundaries involved the replacement of two genes (STM2508-

09) with three genes (STY2747-49). As mentioned above, these three genes were 0.6%

divergent between Typhi and Paratyphi A, and similar sequences have been reported in

other serovars. Thus this region is unlikely to be shared via recombination. One region,

including trg and sseJ, was almost certainly deleted independently in each genome, as

the deleted region was larger in Paratyphi A than Typhi. It therefore appears that while
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recombination contributed to the sharing of unique genes between Typhi and Paratyphi

A, most of the genes deleted from both genomes were the result of independent events.

4.3.3.2 Sharing of pseudogenes by recombination

More than 30% of the pseudogene complements of Typhi and Paratyphi A were shared

(Figure 4.5), consistent with the possibility that recombination of 23% of the genomes

resulted in direct sharing of many of their pseudogenes. It was determined whether

each pseudogene was likely to have undergone relatively recent recombination between

Paratyphi A and Typhi (sequence divergence <0.3% between serovars according to

(56)). Of all the pseudogenes present in both Paratyphi A AKU 12601 and ATCC9150,

24.3% were recently recombined; of the pseudogenes present in both Typhi CT18 and

Ty2, 25.0% were recently recombined. According to the original study by Didelot et al.

(56), more than 20% of all genes in Typhi CT18 lie in the recently recombined regions.

These observations are consistent with two scenarios, illustrated in Figure 4.6: (1) most

pseudogenes were inactivated prior to recombination, and recombination was random

with respect to the location of pseudogenes (Figure 4.6b); or (2) most pseudogenes

were inactivated after recombination, and these pseudogene-forming mutations were

random with respect to recombined regions (Figure 4.6c). If (1) were true, we would

expect that (i) genes that are pseudogenes in one serovar but intact in the other (i.e.

serovar-specific pseudogenes) would not lie in recombined regions, and (ii) most pseu-

dogenes in recombined regions would have been shared during recombination, i.e. they

would be pseudogenes in both Paratyphi A and Typhi and share common inactivating

mutations in both genomes (red circles in Figure 4.6b). If (2) were true, we would ex-

pect that (i) serovar-specific pseudogenes would be distributed randomly with respect

to recombined and non-recombined regions, and (ii) very few pseudogenes would have

been shared during recombination, i.e. very few pseudogenes in recombined regions

would share inactivating mutations (red circles in Figure 4.6c).

The distribution of serovar-specific and shared pseudogenes in recombined and non-

recombined regions is shown in Figure 4.6a and summarised in Table 4.5. Pearson

χ2 tests for each serovar based on this data gave non-significant results (p>0.2, Table
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Figure 4.6: Scenarios of recombination and pseudogene formation in Paratyphi
A and Typhi - (a) True distribution of pseudogenes in the Paratyphi A AKU 12601
and Typhi CT18 genomes (gene order based on gene coordinates in Typhi CT18). (b-
c) Distribution of pseudogenes resulting from data simulated under two scenarios, under
both of which 40 pseudogenes are inherited from the most recent common ancestor of
Paratyphi A and Typhi, and extensive accumulation of pseudogenes occurs before or after
recombination of 25% of genes. For ease of simulation, the recombination shown is uni-
directional, but bi-directional exchange would result in similar patterns. (b) Scenario 1: 150
additional pseudogenes accumulate in each serovar, followed by recombination. (c) Scenario
2: only 20 additional pseudogenes arise before recombination, after which a further 150
pseudogenes accumulate in each serovar. 171
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4.5), thus there was no evidence of association between shared or serovar-specific pseu-

dogenes and regions of recombination, consistent with scenario (2). More than 20%

of serovar-specific pseudogenes lie in recombined regions of each genome (Figure 4.6a,

black lines in inner ring), consistent with scenario (2) whereby serovar-specific pseudo-

genes are expected to be randomly distributed in the genome of which 23% has been

recombined (Figure 4.6c, black lines in inner ring). These observations are extremely

unlikely under scenario (1), which would predict recombination to result in shared but

not serovar-specific pseudogenes being present in recombined regions (Figure 4.6b, in-

ner ring).

Distribution Recombined Non-recombined χ2 test, specific vs. shared
Typhi-specific 114 39 0.33 (p=0.57)

Paratyphi A-specific 92 24 1.63 (p=0.20)
Shared 46 20

Table 4.5: Distribution of serovar-specific and shared pseudogenes in recom-
bined regions - Pearson χ2 tests were performed separately for each serovar based on the
two-way contingency table obtained from the respective serovar-specific row and shared
row.

Only 18 pseudogenes in recombined regions harboured the same inactivating mutations

(red lines and circles in inner rings, Figure 4.6a), less than 20% of pseudogenes in the

recombined regions of each genome. As illustrated in Figure 4.6, this is consistent with

scenario (2) but not scenario (1), which would predict that most pseudogenes lying in

recombined regions would be shared by virtue of recombination and therefore carry

the same inactivating mutations (red circles in Figure 4.6). The observed patterns of

pseudogene distribution therefore suggest that the majority of pseudogenes present in

the extant genomes of Paratyphi A and Typhi accumulated after the recombination of

23% of their genomes.
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4.3.4 Pseudogene formation in the evolutionary histories of Typhi

and Paratyphi A

4.3.4.1 Pseudogene formation over time

The recombination described between Paratyphi A and Typhi provides a rare marker

of relative time in the evolutionary histories of these organisms. The time estimates

shown in Figures 4.2 and 4.3 should be treated with care, however it is clear that the

recombination occurred well before the most recent common ancestors of each serovar,

representing the last population bottlenecks in the Paratyphi A and Typhi populations.

The pseudogenes were divided into distinct categories with different relative ages (Table

4.3): (i) ancestral pseudogenes (shared pseudogenes inactivated prior to the divergence

of Paratyphi A and Typhi), (ii) recombined pseudogenes (shared pseudogenes in recom-

bined regions, with shared inactivating mutations assumed to have arisen after initial

divergence), and (iii) recent conserved pseudogenes (including serovar-specific pseudo-

genes, and shared pseudogenes containing different inactivating mutations in Paratyphi

A and Typhi; the majority of these are expected to have become pseudogenes after re-

combination). An additional category (iv) was defined (Table 4.6), containing 21 recent

strain-specific pseudogenes that were shared by both serovars (i.e. containing inacti-

vating mutations in some but not all strains belonging to their respective serovar).

Tables 4.3 and Table 4.6 summarise the shared pseudogenes (excluding ancestral trans-

posase/phage gene remants) and Figure 4.7 shows their approximate timing overlaid on

a phylogenetic tree of S. enterica serovars. Note that some serovar-specific pseudogenes

(group iii) will probably be strain-specific (group iv) as more strains are sequenced. It

is clear from Figure 4.7 that the rate of accumulation of pseudogenes in both serovars

increased dramatically at some point after the recombination event.
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STY SSPA Ty Pa Gene Product
1167 1599a 1 63 nanM Conserved hypothetical protein
1486 1197a 9 all narW Respiratory nitrate reductase 2 delta chain
1574 1268a 1 all clcB Voltage-gated ClC-type chloride channel
1648 1282a 3 all Putative uncharacterized protein
0026 0021 all 15 bcfC Fimbrial usher
2229 0791 all 1 cbiK Synthesis of vitamin B12 adenosyl cobalamide
2231 0790 all 1 cbiJ Synthesis of vitamin B12 adenosyl cobalamide
2747 0337 all 1 Putative outer membrane lipoprotein
3421 2900a all 19 yhaO Putative transport system protein
3657 3484 all 2 yifB Putative magnesium chelatase, subunit ChlI
3828 3616 all 3 rhaD Rhamnulose-1-phosphate aldolase
4030 3370 all 2 misL Putative autotransported protein
4162 3259a 18 18 yhjW Putative membrane protein
4820 3979 all 2 Hypothetical fused protein
4876 4030 all 3 Putative aldehyde dehydrogenase
2328 0708 1 1 wcaA Putative uncharacterized protein
1503 1217 1 4 glgX Putative hydrolase
1572 1267 1 1 Putative ABC transporter membrane protein
2877 2375 15 4 Putative type I secretion protein, ATP-binding protein
3049 2592 2 2 rpoS RNA polymerase sigma subunit RpoS (Sigma-38)
4849 4005 3 1 Putative uncharacterized protein

Table 4.6: Strain-specific pseudogenes shared between Paratyphi A and Typhi
- Genes that contained inactivating mutations in both Typhi and Paratyphi, but not in
all isolates tested. SSPA and STY - systematic identifiers in Paratyphi A AKU 12601
and Typhi CT18 respectively. Ty - number of Typhi isolates (out of 19) that contain the
inactivating mutation(s). Pa - number of Typhi isolates (out of 7 genomes plus 155 more in
pools) that contain the inactivating mutation(s). Paratyphi C pseudogenes are highlighted
in bold.
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Figure 4.7: Pseudogene accumulation in Typhi and Paratyphi A over time -
(a) Estimated number of pseudogenes in Typhi and Paratyphi A over time, with points
corresponding to nodes in the phylogenetic tree. The number at the root is unknown; the
number at the point of divergence, 39, is based on the analysis of ancestral pseudogenes
inherited by Typhi and Paratyphi A from a common ancestor; the number at the point of
recombination, 78, is estimated from the number shared during recombination (18 including
13 ancestral) and the scale of the recombination (23% of the genome): 18/0.23=78. Group
(i) pseudogenes were inactivated prior to the divergence of Paratyphi A and Typhi, some are
also inactivated in Typhimurium and other serovars; following their divergence Paratyphi
A and Typhi likely accumulated few additional pseudogenes; during the recombination of
23% of their genomes (direction of transfer unknown) 18 pseudogene sequences were shared
between Paratyphi A and Typhi, including five non-ancestral pseudogenes (group ii); many
pseudogenes were formed during a period of accelerated pseudogene accumulation in both
serovars, including most group (iii) pseudogenes; pseudogenes continue to accumulate in
individual sub-lineages after the most recent common ancestor of each serovar (group iv).
(b) Simplified representation of the phylogenetic trees shown in Figure 4.3. Scale is the
same as in (a). The root represents the mean position calculated from Bayesian analysis
of recombined and non-recombined gene sets, for the most recent common ancestor of S.
enterica serovars, as shown in Figure 4.3. Positions of internal nodes represent the mean
position calculated from Bayesian analysis of these gene sets, with the exception of red
branches. The position of the most recent common ancestor for Typhi and Paratyphi A is
that from Bayesian analysis of non-recombined genes as shown in Figure 4.3a; the dashed
line represents the most recent common ancestor for Typhi and Paratyphi A estimated
from Bayesian analysis of recombined genes as shown in Figure 4.3b, i.e. the estimated
time of the recombination event between Typhi and Paratyphi A.
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4.3.4.2 Pseudogenes potentially involved in host adaptation

Adaptation to the human host is most likely to be affected by mutations in genes that

are directly involved in interactions between Salmonella and host. The most obvious

candidates for such genes are secreted effector proteins, which are injected into host

cells via the type III secretion system (656). Other natural candidates are genes associ-

ated with the production of cell-surface structures like flagella and fimbriae, and genes

encoding proteins with transmembrane domains. The distribution of these functions

among pseudogenes found in Typhi and/or Paratyphi A is shown in Table 4.7. Gene

ontology analysis of pseudogenes in each group revealed no enrichment of particular

biological processes or cell compartments among the inactivated genes.

Pseudogenes Effectors Fimbriae Transmembrane Total
(i) Ancestral sopD2 0 1 39
(ii) Recombined sopA 0 0 5
(iii) Shared independent slrP 2 1 22
(iii) Paratyphi A specific sifB 3 33 114
(iii) Typhi specific sopE2 6 5 138
(iv) Paratyphi A and Typhi strains 0 1 7 22
(iv) Paratyphi A strains 0 1 32 130
(iv) Typhi strains 0 2 20 80
Paratyphi C only 0 3 19 108

Table 4.7: Pseudogenes in Typhi and Paratyphi A associated with secreted
effectors, fimbriae or transmembrane domains - The number of pseudogenes in
each group that fall into one of three functional categories: secreted effectors, fimbriae-
associated, or contain transmembrane domains. The total number of pseudogenes in each
group is given in the final column. Bold indicates genes also inactivated in Paratyphi C.

Three known secreted effector proteins were inactivated in both Typhi and Paratyphi A:

sopD2, sopA and slrP (Table 4.7). SopD2 is assumed to have been inherited in inactive

form by both Typhi and Paratyphi A, as the same mutation (a 2 bp insertion) is present

in both serovars yet the gene sequence was most likely not shared by recombination

(divergence 1.7%). The inactive form of sopA was most likely shared via recombination,

as the two gene sequences are only 0.2% divergent and contain the same nonsense SNP.

SlrP on the other hand was inactivated by multiple independent mutations in Paraty-

phi A and Typhi, and is unlikely to have been recombined (divergence 1.9%). Only two
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other secreted effector proteins were inactivated in either Typhi (sopE2 ) or Paratyphi

A (sifB). Interestingly, sopA and slrP were also inactivated in the Paratyphi C genome,

by independent mutations to those found in Typhi or Paratyphi A. No other secreted

effectors were identified as pseudogenes in Paratyphi C. Thus the inactivation of sopA

and slrP may be a prequisite for systemic infection of the human host, whereas intact

products of most other secreted effector genes may be essential for this kind of infection.

In total, six fimbrial genes were inactivated in some or all Paratyphi A strains, while

eleven were inactivated in the Typhi population. Only three of the genes were overlap-

ping (safE, sefD, bcfC ) and were not considered to have been shared by recombination

or ancestry, rather the mutations were relatively recent and independent (Table 4.7).

(Note while the sef operon in SPI-10 was likely shared by recombination, sefD carries

different frameshift mutations in Typhi and Paratyphi A.) Fimbriae play a role in ad-

hesion to host cells, with genetic variants able to infect different hosts and even cell

types (120, 640). The accumulation of fimbriae-associated pseudogenes in both Typhi

and Paratyphi A may be associated with a narrowing of the range of host cells that

the bacterial cells need to interact with. Alternatively there may be some adaptive

advantages associated with preferential invasion of a different range of cell types.

Almost 20% of Typhi and Paratyphi A genes contain transmembrane domains (ac-

cording to Hidden Markov modelling of transmembrane domains in all encoded CDS

(657)), including many encoding transporters or receptor kinases. These genes were un-

derrepresented among shared pseudogenes, making up only 4.5% of shared group (iii)

pseudogenes and even fewer ancestral or recombined pseudogenes. Transmembrane-

domain genes were overrepresented among Paratyphi A-specific pseudogenes (29%)

but not Typhi-specific pseudogenes (4%). Many of the more recent, strain-specific in-

activating mutations involved transmembrane-domain genes, including 32% of genes

that were inactivated in members of both the Typhi and Paratyphi A populations and

25% of genes inactivated my members of either population (Table 4.7). This could be

because inactivating mutations occur in transmembrane-domain genes at the same rate

as others, but are not maintained in the population. Alternatively, this could indicate

a recent acceleration in loss of function of membrane-spanning proteins. Most of these

membrane-associated genes were either transporters or receptor kinases, which may
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have been needed to respond to particular environmental conditions or stimuli that are

not encountered in the human restricted niche.

4.4 Discussion

4.4.1 Strengths and limitations of the study

Comparative re-annotation of the Typhi and Paratyphi A genomes revealed a number

of pseudogenes that had been missed in previous annotations. This is to be expected,

as it is hard to identify an incomplete or disrupted gene sequence without reference to

a complete one. Gene finding software looks for open reading frames, but pseudogenes

carrying multiple frameshift mutations can end up with multiple small open reading

frames which are not easily recognizable as genes. Truncated CDSs may not be rec-

ognized as truncated without reference to full-length CDSs, and the ‘right’ version is

difficult to determine in the absence of multiple sequences for comparison. Thus by

comparing multiple Typhi and Paratyphi A genomes to Typhimurium, with the benefit

of many other Salmonella and E. coli genomes for additional reference, a few addi-

tional pseudogenes would be identified. These include safE and sefD, fimbrial genes

that contained independent inactivating mutations in Typhi and Paratyphi A but were

missed from previous comparisons of Typhi and Paratyphi A pseudogenes (49).

Interpretation of the functional impact of genetic convergence in the form of shared

pseudogenes, deletions and unique genes is difficult for a number of reasons. It would

be optimal to study shared features of all human adapted serovars relative to other

genomes, and to correlate features that are shared within subsets of human adapted

serovars with particular pathogenic features. However, the availability of genome

sequences is still lacking, as is characterisation of clinical and molecular features of

the various serovars. There are currently no genome sequences available for systemic

infection-associated Paratyphi B or Sendai, and neither of these have been extensively

studied in terms of disease progression and clinical outcomes. Although a Paratyphi

C genome was recently published (93), the disease syndrome caused by this serovar is

not well understood. This is partly due to the difficulty of differentiating Paratyphi C

from other serotype O6,7:c:1,5 S. enterica, including Choleraesuis, which can only be

done definitively using a range of biochemical tests (622) or a combination of IS200
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typing and ribotyping (658). For example, isolation of Paratyphi C from animals has

been reported (659) and several isolates from pigs, typed as Paratyphi C, have been

submitted to the S. enterica MLST database (464). However biochemical typing of

Paratyphi C isolates in the database found that the pig isolates were not Paratyphi C,

and indeed all ‘real’ Paratyphi C isolates in the database came from human infections

and formed a single clonal group by MLST (Satheesh Nair, Sanger Institute/Health

Protection Agency, personal communication, May 2009). The difficulty of accurately

typing Paratyphi C has probably had a limiting effect on the reporting of infection

with this serovar. There are currently very few reports of Paratyphi C infection in the

literature, with most studies dating back to the 1930s-1980s in British Guyana (624)

or Africa (619, 660). A 1933 study reported that Paratyphi C infection in humans was

milder than infection with Typhi and Paratyphi A, and caused severe disease only in

patients also infected with malaria (624). However confirmation of this, and studies

of the clinical features of Paratyphi C infection, is lacking. Functional interpretations

from comparative genomic analyses are also hampered by the lack of information on

gene functions and pathways in Salmonella and in particular during human infection,

which is experimentally intractable. However, genomic studies should help to develop

hypotheses regarding gene function which can be experimentally tested in animals and

human tissue.

This study benefits from historical clues about the relationship between Typhi and

Paratyphi A, in particular the rapid burst of recombination 0.25-1.5 million years ago

revealed by comparative genome analysis (56). This event serves as a historical marker

(see Figures 4.2, 4.3 and 4.7), affording an additional insight into the temporal dynam-

ics of gene degradation in Typhi and Paratyphi A. The population variation data, first

presented in Chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis, add an additional historic marker in the

form of the most recent common ancestor of each serovar. This allows the distinction

to be made between gene degradation events that occurred prior to the last population

bottleneck of each serovar and are therefore fixed in the populations, and those that

have occurred much more recently. Together, these historical markers reveal that the

rate of pseudogene accumulation in both Typhi and Paratyphi A increased dramati-

cally following recombination between them (Figure 4.7). The majority of these became

fixed in the last <25,000 years, although pseudogenes continue to accumulate in both
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serovars. Note though that the rate of this recent, strain-specific accumulation is likely

to be underestimated by available variation data, which does not include small indel

mutations (frameshifts) which are a common cause of gene inactivation.

The time estimates in this study are based on rates of either synonymous mutations

(dS) or synonymous and nonsynonymous mutations (Bayesian estimation). The es-

timates based on synonymous mutations avoid inaccuracies associated with obvious

selective pressures on nonsynonymous mutations, as well as mutations in intergenic

regions which may be associated with regulatory or other functions under selection.

However, synonymous mutations cannot be considered entirely neutral, as they may be

subject to codon bias, transition bias or selective pressures on G+C content (580, 661).

This may be problematic for the simple estimates of the age of Typhi and Paratyphi

A (4.2.4) but should be accounted for in the calculation of dS for comparisons between

serovars, which utilised a maximum-likelihood model incorporating estimates of tran-

sition bias and codon bias (650). Similarly, Bayesian analysis should account for much

of these pressures using a GTR+Γ 2-site substitution model, which estimates separate

substitution rates for codon positions one/two and three. Most importantly, there will

be errors associated with the dating of divergence events, due to (a) the lack of reli-

able calibration dates and (b) the problem of substitution rate heterogeneity. The fossil

record offers few clues for the ages of specific bacteria, providing calibration points only

for extremely ancient events such as the oxidation of the Earth’s atmosphere (45), the

evolution of different Phyla (44, 45), or where there is good evidence for co-evolution

with a eukaryotic host with a reliable fossil record (for example the endosymbiont Buch-

nera aphidicola (662) or the human pathogen Helicobacter pylori (663)). It is possible

to calibrate the timing of evolutionary events using DNA sampled from different known

time points. While this has proven successful in some cases, for example the analysis

of viral RNA sequences subject to high mutation rates (664, 665), it is not helpful for

bacterial DNA which evolves much more slowly.

In the absence of external calibration, bacterial divergence estimates usually rely on the

idea of the ‘molecular clock’, which assumes that DNA substitutions become fixed at a

constant or clock-like rate. However it is clear that different genes and different lineages

evolve at different rates (666, 667, 668, 669). Furthermore there are numerous studies
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pointing to time-dependency of substitution rates (526, 670, 671, 672), suggesting that

the rate over short time scales is dramatically higher (at least an order of magnitude)

than that over long time scales. It has been suggested that this phenomenon is associ-

ated with a number of factors including purifying selection, genetic drift and effective

population size (526, 670, 671, 672). The Bayesian analysis presented here incorporates

a relaxed clock model, which allows substitution rates to vary on different branches of

the phylogenetic tree. However, in the absence of independent information for dating

coalescent events within the phylogenetic tree of Salmonella, this is unlikely to result

in adequate correction for time-dependent rate variation. A rough post hoc adjustment

for the effect of time dependency might be to compress the most recent events into

a shorter period, which would make the accumulation of pseudogenes in Typhi and

Paratyphi A more, rather than less, dramatic. It would also result in a downwards

revision of the age of Typhi and Paratyphi A, so that the estimates given here should

be considered upper bounds.

4.4.2 Implications for host restriction and adaptation

The sharing of DNA sequences via recombination must have resulted in increased sim-

ilarity between Typhi and Paratyphi A at the DNA level. At the very least, the re-

placement of divergent alleles with identical ones brought these serovars closer together

than other S. enterica genomes (56). However, this recombination likely resulted in

convergence in gene content and function as well, via the sharing of insertions, deletions

and pseudogenes between Typhi and Paratyphi A (4.3.3). Given their current conver-

gence upon highly similar pathogenic phenotypes, it is tempting to suppose this led to

shared features associated with host adaptation and systemic infection of humans and

other simians. According to the dates estimated above (4.3.1), the recombination event

occurred approximately 0.25-1.5 Mya, before the emergence of modern Homo sapiens

(∼0.2 Mya) (673, 674). Modern Typhi is able to cause typhoid-like disease in other

simians including chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes) but not in prosimians such as rhesus

macaques (Macaca mulatta) (33), which diverged ∼30 million years ago (674). Thus

the process of adaptation to simians could have begun before the time of the recombi-

nation event, despite the absence of humans at this point.
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The distribution of pseudogenes observed in this study suggests that the majority

of pseudogenes present in the extant genomes of Paratyphi A and Typhi accumulated

after recombination between a quarter of their genomes (Figures 4.6 and 4.7). How

this relates to host adaptation and restriction, however, remains unclear. One possi-

bility is that the recombination event directly contributed to host adaptation of one or

both serovars, by generating a novel combination of genes and alleles. An alternative

hypothesis is that both serovars were already host adapted, and recombination con-

tributed to host restriction. A more tempting hypothesis might be that both serovars

were already somewhat host adapted at the time of recombination, but learnt new

tricks from each other by generating novel combinations of genes and alleles via recom-

bination. The sharing (via recombination) of an inactive form of the secreted effector

gene sopA, which remarkably is also a pseudogene in host adapted serovars Paratyphi

B, Paratyphi C, Choleraesuis and Gallinarum (see 4.4.2.2 below), may be a clue that

adaptation had already begun in Typhi and/or Paratyphi A at the time of their recom-

bination. This would provide an opportunity for the recombination to occur, with both

serovars circulating in a shared niche, perhaps in higher primates. At some point after

the recombination, each serovar continued along a path to host adaptation, which has

left a trail of pseudogenes scattered around their genomes. This was likely driven by a

combination of adaptive selection for the loss of some functions, lack of selection against

the loss of functions no longer needed and genetic drift associated with a narrowing

host range. The accumulation of pseudogenes may have accelerated as each serovar

became more adapted to systemic infection of simians and less capable of surviving in

other niches, culminating in host restriction, the ultimate population bottleneck during

which almost 200 pseudogenes became fixed in each population. The last such bottle-

necks in Typhi and Paratyphi A almost certainly occurred less than 25,000 years ago,

and possibly a lot more recently (see 4.3.1 above). At the time of these bottlenecks

each serovar appears to have been restricted to the human population, as there have

been no reports of isolation from animal or environmental sources (despite the find-

ing that deliberate infection with Typhi can cause typhoid-like disease in chimpanzees

(33)). The accumulations of pseudogenes since the most recent bottlenecks are most

likely explained by continued loss of gene functions that are not required in the human

systemic niche.
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4.4.2.1 Ancestral pseudogenes

The inactivating mutations in group (i) pseudogenes are assumed to have been inherited

by Paratyphi A and Typhi from a common ancestor (Figure 4.7). Alternatively some

may have been exchanged between Paratyphi A and Typhi soon after their divergence

from other S. enterica. Either way, these pseudogenes were among the earliest to arise

in the evolutionary history of Paratyphi A and Typhi, thus their inactivation has been

well tolerated in these serovars (most have also accumulated secondary mutations).

This is unsurprising for the majority of ancestral pseudogenes which are IS, trans-

posase or phage genes/fragments. However the inactivation of seven genes known to be

functional in Typhimurium and other Salmonella, in particular those that are secreted

or surface exposed (Table 4.3) may have had some functional impact including poten-

tial modulations of host interactions. The best described of these seven co-inherited

pseudogenes is the secreted effector protein sopD2. SopD2 is broadly conserved among

Salmonella (including intact coding sequences in host adapted serovars Paratyphi B,

Paratyphi C, Choleraesuis, Dublin, Gallinarum) and shares a high degree of sequence

similarity with sopD, likely resulting from a gene duplication event (510, 675). However

their functions are complementary rather than redundant in Typhimurium (675), so

it is likely that the inactivation of sopD2 in Typhi and Paratyphi A has functional

consequences although their sopD sequences remain intact. Studies in Typhimurium

have shown sopD2 is secreted via the SPI2 type III secretion system and is associated

with Salmonella-induced filaments on the surface of infected host cells (675, 676). It

is involved in the formation of these filaments (675) and is also an important factor in

inhibition of antigen presentation by murine dendritic cells (677). Furthermore, bac-

terial replication of a Typhimurium sopD2 knockout mutant was impaired in murine

macrophages but not in human epithelial cells (675). SopD2 therefore constitutes a

plausible candidate for an early modulator of host interactions in Paratyphi A and Ty-

phi, although it should be noted that both sopD2 and sopD are intact in the Paratyphi

C genome. Interestingly, Paratyphi B sensu stricto isolates causing systemic infection

in humans lack expression of SopD protein (225), although expression of SopD2 has

not been studied.
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4.4.2.2 Pseudogenes and novel genes shared by recombination

Of the 17 genes shared by Typhi and Paratyphi A but absent from all other available

serovar genomes, 14 were consistent with sharing via recombination (<0.3% divergence,

see Table 4.2c). Of the 39 genes deleted from both Typhi and Paratyphi A relative to

other serovars, only four were consistent with shared deletion via recombination (iden-

tical deletion boundaries, flanked by genes of <0.3% divergence, see Table 4.4). Group

(ii) contains five pseudogenes shared by recombination (Table 4.3). Therefore recom-

bination between Typhi and Paratyphi A must have resulted in novel combinations of

genes and allelic variants, and therefore novel combinations of protein functions, in one

or both serovars (depending on the directionality of DNA transfer). This could have

contributed to host adaptation or restriction in the recipient serovar(s), and certainly

led to genetic convergence between Typhi and Paratyphi A which must have played at

least a minor role in their pathogenic convergence. A mutation in sopA (one of just five

secreted effector proteins inactivated in Typhi or Paratyphi A (Table 4.7)) appears to

have been shared by recombination. The sopA gene carries different inactivating mu-

tations in the host adapted serovars Paratyphi C, Choleraesuis and Gallinarum, and

the Paratyphi B dT- genome of SPB7, but was intact in the other sequenced serovars

(Table 4.1). The SopA effector mimics mammalian ubiquitin ligase and can target

bacterial and host proteins for degradation by the human ubiquitination pathway,

(678, 679, 680). SopA preferentially uses inflammation-associated host E2 enzymes

for the ubiquitination reaction (679), which may indicate a role in bacterial regula-

tion of host inflammation. The sopA gene is necessary for virulence in both murine

systemic infections and bovine gastrointestinal infections by Typhimurium (681, 682),

thus is clearly important for interactions between Salmonella and mammalian hosts.

It is plausible therefore that the loss of this gene in Paratyphi A, Typhi and other

host adapted serovars has been important for their evolution, perhaps by facilitating

systemic infection or the establishment of long-term carriage.

4.4.2.3 Recent pseudogenes: convergence after recombination

In addition to >100 pseudogenes specific to each serovar, group (iii) includes 22 shared

pseudogenes containing different inactivating mutations in Paratyphi A and Typhi (Ta-

ble 4.3). While it is possible that some of those lying outside recombined regions may
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have been present prior to recombination, it is likely that most of these mutations arose

in the period of rapid pseudogene accumulation after recombination. These pseudogenes

are examples of convergent gene loss through independent mutation, and are therefore

good candidates for involvement in adaptation to the human host. They include only

one transposase gene, the remainder being genes of known or putative function, many

of which have been implicated in host interactions in serovar Typhimurium (e.g. fhuA,

fhuE, shdA, ratB, sivH, slrP) (49, 683).

It is not possible to distinguish whether there has been adaptive selection against the

activity of these genes in Paratyphi A and Typhi, or simply shared tolerance for their

inactivation. For example, it has been noted (49) that three of these genes (shdA, ratB

and sivH, part of the 25 kbp pathogenicity island CS54 (683)) are involved in intestinal

colonisation and persistence, which does not occur in typhoid or paratyphoid infec-

tion. However we cannot distinguish whether the independent inactivation of these

genes in each serovar is due to selection against colonisation of the intestine (which

may stimulate host immune responses), or genetic drift since intestinal colonisation

is not required to sustain a systemic infection. These genes were not annotated as

pseudogenes in the Paratyphi C genome, but do appear to be disrupted compared to

the coding sequences present in the closely related swine adapted serovar Choleraesuis

and in Typhimurium. This is consistent with either selection or tolerance for loss of

function, although selection seems a more plausible explanation for the independent in-

activation of both genes in three human-adapated serovars. The genes are not present

in Gallinarum or Enteritidis, but are intact in Choleraesuis and Paratyphi B SPB7.

A similar pattern was observed for the secreted effector protein slrP, which carries in-

dependent inactivating mutations in Typhi, Paratyphi A and Paratyphi C, is missing

from Enteritidis and Gallinarum, but is present intact in Paratyphi B, Choleraesuis and

many other serovars. A better understanding of the functions of these pseudogenes and

their distribution among serovars with different pathogenic phenotypes may be able to

distinguish negative selection from tolerance of gene loss. Regardless, it is clear that

a rapid accumulation of pseudogenes occurred at some point after the recombination

between Typhi and Paratyphi A, and became fixed during subsequent population bot-

tlenecks.
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It should be noted that inactivation of different genes in the same pathway will often

result in similar loss of function, thus the true contribution of pseudogene formation

to phenotypic convergence between Typhi and Paratyphi A is likely underestimated by

considering only those pseudogenes or deletions that are shared. For example, it was

noted previously that different members of the cbi cluster were inactivated in Typhi

CT18, Ty2 and Paratyphi A ATCC9150, which may result in similar inactivation of

the cobalamin synthesis pathway (49). The variation study presented in Chapter 3 de-

tected nonsense SNPs within the Paratyphi A population in two of the four cbi genes

that were inactivated in Typhi (cbiJ, cbiK ) and in an additional gene cbiQ. Another

of the four genes, cbiC was found in Chapter 2 to be intact in two Typhi isolates

(E02-1180, E01-7866), making it a strain-specific pseudogene in the Typhi population.

These findings provide further evidence of ongoing degradation of the cobalamin syn-

thesis pathway in both Typhi and Paratyphi A, although the operon appears to be

intact in Paratyphi C.

4.4.2.4 Ongoing accumulation of strain-specific pseudogenes

The comparative analysis of whole genome variation in 19 Typhi strains inferred that

their last common ancestor harboured only 180 pseudogenes, while individual isolates

had each accumulated at least 10-28 additional pseudogenes since their divergence

from that ancestor (2.3.4.2). Comparative analysis of the AKU 12601 and ATCC9150

genomes identified 22 mutations resulting in strain-specific pseudogene formation (10-

12 per strain, Table 3.4), while analysis of additional Paratyphi A samples identified

inactivating mutations in a further 131 genes. The numbers for both Typhi and Paraty-

phi A were predicted to be an underestimate, as these studies did not take into account

pseudogene formation via insertion/deletion of one or two nucleotides which would in-

troduce frameshifts. These strain-specific pseudogenes must have arisen since the most

recent common ancestors of the respective Paratyphi A and Typhi populations and are

therefore more recent than the serovar-specific pseudogenes which have become fixed

in each population (see Figure 4.7). This ongoing gene loss is likely to be associated

with tolerance for loss of functions not required in the human systemic niche, rather

than adaptive selection.
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Chapter 5

IncHI1 multidrug resistance

plasmids in Paratyphi A and

Typhi

5.1 Introduction

Antibiotic treatment is central to the control of enteric fever. Although vaccines against

Typhi have been available for a long time, they are used mainly in travellers rather

than inhabitants of endemic areas (15, 425, 429) and there is currently no vaccine that

provides strong protection against Paratyphi A (280, 431). Chloramphenicol resistant

Typhi was first reported in 1950 (363), just two years after the introduction of chloram-

phenicol for the treatment of typhoid fever (362). By the early 1970s, Typhi resistant to

both chloramphenicol and ampicillin had been observed (364), and multidrug resistant

(MDR) Typhi emerged soon after (268, 684), see Figure 1.7. MDR has been broadly

defined as resistance to three or more first-line antibiotics, but in most studies of en-

teric fever refers to resistance to chloramphenicol, ampicillin and co-trimoxazole (e.g.

(16, 327)). Since the 1990s the recommended treatment for enteric fever has changed

to quinolones and more recently fluoroquinolones (297, 685), although susceptibility

to these drugs has been declining among Typhi and Paratyphi A isolates since this

time (16). Rates of MDR Typhi fluctuate over time and geographical locations (see for

example (16, 327)), but MDR is still a problem in many areas despite the switch to

fluoroquinolones (16). For example, in southern Vietnam, over 80% of Typhi isolates
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tested in 2005 were MDR (16). Unlike Typhi, Paratyphi A isolates have predominantly

been susceptible to antibiotics (384, 385). However, in recent years the incidence of

MDR Paratyphi A has increased, particularly in Pakistan and India where rates as

high as 45% of Paratyphi A isolates have been reported (386, 387, 388). Higher rates

of fluoroquinolone resistance among Paratyphi A isolates compared to Typhi isolates

have been reported (279, 336, 686), and a recent study in Nepal found MDR was more

common among Paratyphi A than Typhi isolates (687). The situation is perhaps most

extreme in China, where in some regions more than 50% of enteric fever is now caused

by Paratyphi A and is largely drug resistant (285, 335). Among the 159 Paratyphi A

isolates examined in pools in Chapter 3, the GyrA-Phe83 SNP which confers increased

fluoroquinolone resistance (391, 393) was detected in 17 pools, with an estimated fre-

quency of 55 isolates (35%).

MDR in Typhi is almost exclusively plasmid-mediated, with the majority of plasmids

analysed being of the HI1 incompatibility type (IncHI1) (268, 269, 270, 271, 272, 273,

274, 275, 276), although other plasmids have been reported (277). The few studies

which have reported MDR in Paratyphi A have pointed to a key role for plasmids in me-

diating resistance although few molecular studies have been undertaken (688). A large

transferable plasmid of 140 MDa (∼230 kb, similar in size to the 120-200 kbp IncHI1

MDR plasmids found in Typhi) was found in 73% of MDR strains in Bangladesh in 1992

to 1993 (284). A similarly sized plasmid was reported in recent Chinese Paratyphi A

isolates (285). However, in Calcutta, India, a smaller plasmid (∼55 kb) was responsible

for conferring MDR in Paratyphi A isolates (286). Recent work by Satheesh Nair at

the Sanger Institute demonstrated that in Paratyphi A isolated from Pakistan between

2002-2004, MDR was associated with IncHI1 plasmids of approximately 220 kbp (283).

The prototype IncHI1 plasmid is R27, isolated from Typhimurium in 1961 (269) (note

that some manuscripts have incorrectly reported that R27 was isolated from Typhi).

R27 is self-transmissible and can transfer between Enterobacteriacae and other gram-

negative bacteria (689). Conjugal transfer is encoded in two regions, tra1 and tra2

(690). Tra2 contains genes for pilus production and mating pair formation (691), while

tra1 contains genes required for translocation of DNA across the bacterial cell mem-

brane and initial replication upon entering the recipient cell (692). Conjugal transfer
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of IncHI1 plasmids is thermo-sensitive, with maximum transfer efficiency at ambient

temperatures (14-27◦C) and highly impaired transfer rates at 37◦ (689, 692). The fin-

ished sequence of R27 was published in 2000 (692), followed one year later by that of

pHCM1, the IncHI1 plasmid of the sequenced Typhi isolate CT18 isolated in 1993 (46).

The two plasmids shared 168 kbp with 99% sequence identity, including the tra1 and

tra2 regions, but differed in their resistance gene insertions. R27 contained just one re-

sistance locus - Tn10, encoding resistance to tetracycline. The Typhi plasmid pHCM1

contained the same Tn10 transposon, along with several other mobile elements in-

cluding integrons and the transposons Tn21 and Tn9, carrying several drug resistance

genes: dhfR14 (trimethoprim resistance), sul2 (sulfonamide resistance), catI (chlo-

ramphenicol resistance), bla (TEM-1; ampicillin resistance) and strAB (streptomycin

resistance). These transposons coincide with those found in IncHI1 Typhi plasmids

in the early 1970s, including Tn3 (of which Tn21 is a subtype) encoding ampicillin

resistance, Tn9 encoding chloramphenicol resistance and Tn10 encoding tetracycline

resistance (269).

The Paratyphi A isolate AKU 12601, isolated in Pakistan in 2002 and presented in

Chapter 3, was multidrug resistant and contained a 212 kbp IncHI1 plasmid. The plas-

mid, pAKU 1, was also sequenced and finished at the Sanger Institute. This Chapter

begins with the annotation of the pAKU 1 sequence and comparison of this plasmid

sequence to those of R27 and pHCM1. The remainder of the chapter focuses on phy-

logenetic relationships between these and more recently sequenced IncHI1 plasmids.

5.1.1 Aims

The aims of this chapter were to annotate the recently completed sequence of the

Paratyphi A MDR IncHI1 plasmid pAKU 1 and compare the sequence to that of other

available IncHI1 plasmids. Specific aims of the analysis were to:

• identify the conserved backbone of the IncHI1 plasmid and determine the phylo-

genetic relationships between available plasmid sequences;

• determine the mobile genetic elements encoding MDR in pAKU 1 and other

IncHI1 plasmids, and examine their distribution among the population of IncHI1

plasmids; and
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• gain insight into the spread of drug resistance via IncHI1 plasmids in Typhi and

Paratyphi A.

5.2 Methods

5.2.1 Annotation

The 212,711 bp plasmid pAKU 1 was sequenced and assembled by members of the

Pathogen Sequencing Unit at the Sanger Institute using capillary-based Sanger se-

quencing. Gene prediction was performed by Nick Thomson at the Sanger Institute

using Glimmer. Predicted genes or CDSs were assigned systematic identifiers with the

prefix ‘SPAP’. The nucleotide sequences and translated protein sequences of CDSs were

used to batch query several databases and motif recognition programs to assist with

annotation: BLASTN search of EMBL database (nucleotide similarity), fasta3 search

of EMBL (protein similarity), Pfam search (protein domains (693)), TMHMM analy-

sis (transmembrane hidden Markov model to identify protein transmembrane domains

(657)), SignalP (to identify signal peptides, indicative of protein export (694, 695)),

HTH (to identify helix-turn-helix DNA-binding motifs within proteins (577, 696)) and

tandem repeats (to identify tandem repeats within coding sequences). Each CDS was

annotated manually in EMBL format, using Artemis (697) to coordinate the display

of results from the aforementioned database searches for consideration during annota-

tion. Start and stop codons were determined on the basis of (a) similarity with known

proteins, (b) presence of Shine-Dalgarno sequence (AGGAGG) (698) and (c) GC frame

plots across the CDS and flanking sequence. Annotation included assignment to a func-

tional category listed in Table 5.1, using the ‘/colour’ identifer in the EMBL format.

These functional assignments took into account evidence from the database searches

described above (e.g. genes with transmembrane domains identified using TMHMM

would be assigned to category 3). Annotation of IS elements was done using the IS

finder database (699) to identify the coding sequence for the transposase gene and

flanking inverted repeat sequences. Transposons were annotated with reference to pre-

viously described transposon sequences and structures identified using sequence ho-

mology and literature searches. Each CDS was assigned a confidence value (identifier

‘/confidence level’) for the annotation: 1=experimental evidence of function in this
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Category Function

0 Pathogenicity/Adaptation/Chaperones
1 Energy metabolism (glycolysis, electron transport etc.)
2 Information transfer (transcription, translation, DNA/RNA modification)
3 Surface (inner or outer membrane, secreted, surface structures)
4 Stable RNA
5 Degradation of large molecules
6 Degradation of small molecules
7 Central, intermediary or miscellaneous metabolism
8 Unknown
9 Regulators
10 Conserved hypothetical
11 Pseudogenes and partial genes (remnants)
12 Phage, IS elements
13 Some misc. infomation e.g. Prosite, but no function

Table 5.1: Functional categories for genome annotation - Each open reading frame
is assigned to a category using the /colour identifier in the EMBL-style annotation.

species, 2=experimental evidence of function in related species, 3=presence of func-

tional domains, 4=no real evidence of function.

5.2.2 Sequence comparison and SNP detection

Plasmid sequences were compared using BLASTN and the comparisons viewed in the

Artemis Comparison Tool (ACT) (604), which aids visualisation of synteny and sim-

ilarity between pairs of sequences. SNPs between finished plasmid sequences were

identified using MUMmer 3.1 (576). MUMmer’s nucmer algorithm was used to align

the nucleotide sequences of R27 and pHCM1 to pAKU 1, and its show-snps algorithm

was used to detect SNPs based on this alignment. SNPs were identified from Solexa-

sequenced Typhi IncHI1 plasmids by mapping reads generated from the three Typhi

isolates to the finished pAKU 1 sequence, using Maq (564) and quality filters described

in 2.3.1.3.
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5.2.3 Phylogenetic analysis

SNPs called in repetitive regions or inserted sequences were excluded from phylogenetic

analysis, so that phylogenetic trees were based only on the conserved IncHI1 backbone

sequence. SNP alleles were concatenated to generate a multiple alignment of SNP

alleles. A maximimum likelihood phylogenetic tree was fit using RAxML (644) with

a GTR+Γ model and 1,000 bootstraps. A phylogenetic network was also constructed,

using the parsimony splits method implemented in SplitsTree4 (603) as described earlier

(3.2.3).

5.2.4 PCR

PCR primers were designed using Primer3 (700) according to the following criteria:

melting temperature 56◦C, no hairpins or dimers affecting 3′ ends, no cross-dimers

between forward and reverse primers. Primer sequences are given in Table 5.2. Primers

were designed by myself, PCR assays were performed by Minh Duy Phan (Sanger

Institute).

5.2.5 Accession codes

The annotated plasmid sequence was submitted to the EMBL database with accession

number AM412236. Plasmid seqeunces used for comparative analysis were: R27 -

AF250878; pHCM1 - AL513383; R478 - BX66401; pRSB107 - AJ851089); pU302L

- AY333434; DT193 - AY524415; IncI plasmid of Enteritidis - AJ628353; pMAK1 -

AB366440.
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Length Length Target

Label Forward and reverse primer pAKU 1 pHCM1 feature

IncHI1 CGAAATCGGTCCAACCCATTG 110 - repHI1A

CGACAACTCATCAGAAGCGTCAAC

A GAAAGGAATCATCCACCTTCA 419 990 del on pAKU 1

AACTGTCGCTACGCCTGACT

B ATCCAGCGTGCAAAGATTTC 407 2589 del on pAKU 1

TGGGGGAGAACACCACTTTA

C AAAGATGCAATGGGAGGAGA 289 4399 insert on pHCM1

GCGCAGCTGCTTCAATTA

D TAGGGTTTGTGCGGCTTC 3138 none insert on pAKU 1

CCTTCTTGTCGCCTTTGC

E TCAAGGCAGATGGCATTCCC 156 none sul1

CGACGAGTTTGGCAGATGATTTC

F GTGTCGAGGAAAGGAATTTCAAGCTC 191 none dhfR7

TCACCTTCAACCTCAACGTGAACAG

G GATGGAGAAGAGGAGCAACG 989 989 bla/sul/str-Tn21

TTCGTTCCTGGTCGATTTTC (strB/tniAΔ)

H GTGCTGTGGAACACGGTCTA 271 1598 Tn21-Tn9

TCATCAACGCTTCCTGAATG (Tn21 tnpA/Tn9 acetyltransferase)

I ACGAAAGGGGAATGTTTCCT 163 1490 Tn21-Tn9

CGAGTGGGAATCCATGGTAG (merR/Tn9)

J CAAAATGTTCTTTACGATGCC 2219 none Tn9-tra2

CCAGACAGGAAAACGCTCA (cat/trhN )

K CTGTGCCGAGCTAATCAACA 1314 none Tn21-Tn9-tra2

ACGAAAGGGGAATGTTTCCT (merR/trhI )

L TTTTAAATGGCGGAAAATCG none 1872 Tn9-Tn10

GCCAGTCTTGCCAACGTTAT (insA/tetA)

M GGGCGAAGAAGTTGTCCATA none 2195 Tn9-backbone (pHCM1 site)

ATTCGAGCAAAACCATGGAA cat/HCM1.203

N CGGGATGAAAAATGATGCTT none 2180 Tn10-backbone (pHCM1 site)

GGTCGGTGCCTTTATTGTTG Tn10/HCM1.247

O GCGTACAAAAGGCAGGTTTG 1823 none Tn10/backbone (pAKU 1 site)

GCTTGATGATGTGGCGAATA tetD/SPAP0276

P TGGTCGGTGCCTTTATTGTT 1899 none Tn10/backbone (pAKU 1 site)

GGGCGTCAGAGACTTTGTTC SPAP0261/Tn10

Q TTCGCCCGATATAGTGAAGG 1923 none strAB/backbone (pAKU 1 2nd copy)

CTAACGCCGAAGAGAACTGG strA/SPAP0228

Table 5.2: PCR primers for analysis of IncHI1 plasmids - Used to detect features
of the IncHI1 backbone and resistance gene insertions. The locations of A-Q in pAKU 1
and/or pHCM1 are shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.4.
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5.3 Results

5.3.1 Characterisation of IncHI1 plasmid backbone and resistance

gene insertions

Coding sequences in the pAKU 1 plasmid were annotated as described in 5.2.1. The

212,711 bp plasmid contained 237 coding sequences, the majority of which are of un-

known function. Figure 5.1 shows the distribution of annotated functional groups, as

well as a more specific breakdown of plasmid and resistance functions.

Annotated functional groups
  1 energy metabolism
  2 information transfer
  3 surface
  4 stable RNA
  5 degradation of large molecules
  6 degradation of small molecules
  9 regulators
10 conserved hypothetical
11 pseudogenes
12 IS/transposition

Plasmid functions
plasmid replication
plasmid partitioning/maintenance
conjugative transfer
antibiotic resistance
metal resistance

1 2 3 4 5 6 9 10 11 12

120

100

80

60

40
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0
plasmid functions

Functional groups
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r 
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Figure 5.1: Functions of genes annotated in the IncHI1 plasmid pAKU 1 from
Paratyphi A - A total of 237 coding sequences were annotated and assigned to functional
groups 0-13 as defined in Table 5.1; these are labelled with the corresponding group numbers
on the x-axis. A subset of these genes (66) have known functions associated with multidrug
resistance plasmids, these are further divided into specific plasmid and resistance functions
(labelled ‘plasmid functions’ on the x-axis).
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5.3.1.1 The conserved IncHI1 backbone

Comparison with EMBL/GenBank sequence databases (January 2007) revealed high

DNA sequence similarity between pAKU 1 and the IncHI1 plasmids R27 (692, 701) and

pHCM1 (46). Detailed comparative analysis of the three plasmid sequences revealed

a 164.4 kb shared IncHI1-associated backbone, with 99.7% nucleotide identity among

the three plasmids. This shared backbone constitutes 83% of pAKU 1 sequence and

includes the IncHI1 incompatibility locus, the tra1 and tra2 conjugative transfer re-

gions (690, 691) and three potential replicon elements (RepHI1A, RepHI1B, RepFIA)

characteristic of IncHI1 plasmids (702), the locations of which are indicated in Figure

5.2a. The rest of the shared backbone harbours genes involved in the core plasmid

functions of replication, maintenance and conjugative transfer, as well as many hypo-

thetical genes with no database matches to sequences outside IncHI1 and the Serratia

marcescens IncHI2 plasmid R478 (703) (EMBL/GenBank, June 2009).

The shared IncHI1 backbone sequences of pAKU 1, R27 and pHCM1 were aligned and

nucleotide differences determined using MUMmer (5.2.2). This analysis found pAKU 1

shared 99.71% nucleotide identity with pHCM1 and 99.89% with R27. Figure 5.2b

shows an unrooted phylogenetic tree based on the number of single nucleotide changes

found between the three IncHI1 backbones. As the tree shows, the plasmid backbone of

pAKU 1 was closer to that of R27 than pHCM1. This is supported by the presence of

shared variations in the backbones of pAKU 1 and R27 relative to pHCM1. These are

marked (**) in Figure 5.2a and include a small inversion near the 5′ end, two deletions

downstream of this inversion and a gene (annotated as R0107 in R27 and SPAP0320 in

pAKU 1) inserted at the 3′ end of the shared backbone. A large region was inverted on

pAKU 1 relative to R27 and pHCM1, however this occurred on pAKU 1 or a similar

precursor plasmid rather than a common ancestor of R27 and pHCM1 (see Figure 5.4).

The 19 kbp tra1 region contains nine genes essential for transfer, the oriT (origin

of transfer) site and a further 4-5 CDSs of unknown function (692). Tra1 was con-

served as a single sequence block with >99.9% identity across pAKU 1, pHCM1 and

R27, differing from each other by only 14-16 bp. Few of these changes occurred in

coding regions: nearly all the encoded proteins were 100% identical at the amino acid
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of three complete IncHI1 plasmid sequences from
Salmonella - (a) Representative alignment of the 164kb IncHI1 backbone sequences of
pAKU 1, R27 and pHCM1, with the sites of major insertions, deletions and inversions indi-
cated. Note that the plasmids are actually circular and are shown as linear here merely for
ease of comparison. Red boxes show the sites of IncHI1 replicons, green box represents the
incompatibility region. Blue boxes represent resistance gene insertions, scaled to indicate
relative size compared to backbone, and are labeled as in Figure 5.3 (a=Tn9, b=Tn21,
c=Class I integron, d=bla/sul/str, e=Tn10, e*=truncated Tn10). Black bars indicate PCR
target amplicons, labeled as in Table 5.2 and Figure 5.4. Transposon insertion sites are
labelled in red, corresponding to labels given in the text and Figure 5.6. Other insertions
are shown in white boxes (ins), note that the insertion targeted by PCR D is Tn6062.
Inversions are shown as graded black/grey boxes, gradient indicates direction. (b) Tree
showing the relationship between 164kb IncHI1 backbone sequences of the three plasmids,
based on SNPs. Branch lengths are proportional to the number of SNPs, indicated next
to branches. The position of four major differences (** in a) is indicated; the position of
the root is imprecise due to lack of suitable plasmid sequences for use as outgroups.
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level, with the exception of the pAKU 1-encoded trhG which differed from the R27 and

pHCM1 orthologs at two amino acid residues (1253 and 1321) and from the pHCM1

ortholog at a third residue (670). The oriT site was completely conserved across all

three plasmids (although not precisely defined, the site lies in the region between traH

and trhR, which was 100% identical). The 23 kbp tra2 region contains genes required

for synthesis of the H-pilus, mating pair stabilisation and DNA transfer, genes required

for plasmid partitioning and stability and the plasmid incompatibility region (inc).

Apart from some insertions and rearrangements within tra2 in pAKU 1 and pHCM1,

the sequences first characterised in R27 (690, 691, 692) were highly conserved among

pAKU 1, pHCM1 and R27 (>99.85% nucleotide identity). Most of the tra2 -encoded

proteins were 100% identical at the amino acid level, with single amino acid differences

in four pHCM1 orthologs (trhC, parA, orf16, trhP), one R27 ortholog (trhW ) and three

residue changes in the pAKU 1 ortholog of orf9.

5.3.1.2 Comparison of drug resistance genes in pAKU 1 and pHCM1

The pAKU 1 plasmid sequence contained multiple antibiotic resistance gene elements

inserted into the IncHI1 backbone. These insertions were highly clustered relative to

the conserved IncHI1 backbone and were related to antibiotic resistance genes found

on pHCM1 but not R27 as shown in Figure 5.2a. These resistance genes can be at-

tributed to the insertion of previously described transposable elements (see Figure 5.3)

into different positions in the plasmid backbones.

Tn10, carrying genes for tetracycline resistance (tet) (704, 705, 706) (Figure 5.3e),

was present on pAKU 1 as well as R27 (706) and pHCM1 (46), although part of the

transposon was missing from pHCM1. The insertion of Tn10 is mediated by flank-

ing elements IS10-left and -right (704), and insertion of the transposon generates 9

bp direct repeats of the target sequence (target site duplications) (707). The site of

Tn10 insertion into the backbone was different in each plasmid (see Figure 5.2a), gen-

erating distinct flanking repeats in each case and indicating that the transposon was

independently acquired in each plasmid rather than by a common ancestor. No further

resistance insertions were present on R27 (692).
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(a) Tn9

(b) Tn21

(e) Tn10

(d) bla/sul/str

(c) Class I 
    integron

Figure 5.3: Transposons identified in pAKU 1 - The gene order shown here agrees
with the consensus from other sequences; note that Tn9 and Tn21 have been disrupted
by rearrangements in pAKU 1 and pHCM1 (see Figure 5.4a,d). Upper and lower bands
represent forward and reverse strands; open triangles represent inverted repeats, filled
triangles represent direct repeats (target site duplications). The insertion sites shown for
(d) into (c), (c) into (b) and (b) into (a) are conserved in pAKU 1, pHCM1 and pRSB107.
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(K)

(L)

d) pHCM1

c) pRSB107

a) pAKU1

b) inferred composite transposon

(M)

tniAdelta

IS26*

IS26 IS26IS26bla sul2 strAB Tn9Tn21

IS26*

Figure 5.4: Rearrangements of composite transposons inserted in IncHI1 plas-
mids - The inferred ancestral version of the composite transposon (b) and its rearrange-
ments in three plasmids. *=genes inserted relative to the composite transposon; ˆ=genes
in the variable integron gene cassette. Colours and genes are the same as in Figure 5.3;
upper and lower bands represent forward and reverse strands; open triangles represent in-
verted repeats. Filled triangles represent target site duplications: green=“TTGCGCCG”;
orange=“AAAAAAAG”. Regions of identical sequence are joined by coloured boxes (tan
when in direct orientation, green when inverted). Black lines indicate PCR amplicons,
labels correspond to those in Table 5.2 and Figure 5.2.
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Tn9, with identical copies of the chloramphenicol resistance gene cat (368) (Figure

5.3a) was present on pHCM1 (46) and pAKU 1. The transposition of Tn9 is accom-

panied by 9 bp target site duplications (708). Distinct insertion sites, accompanied by

distinct target site duplications, were evident in the two plasmids, suggesting that Tn9

was inserted independently into the backbones of pAKU 1 and pHCM1 (sites shown in

Figure 5.2a).

Tn21, harbouring a class I integron and mercury resistance (mer) operon (709) (Figure

5.3b-c) was also identified on both pHCM1 (46) and pAKU 1, although in each case the

primary transposable element has been disrupted by IS26 insertions and subsequent

sequence rearrangements (Figure 5.4). Tn21 was inserted at the same site within Tn9

in pAKU 1 and pHCM1; pHCM1 also harbours a second, divergent copy of Tn21 else-

where on the plasmid (a in Figure 5.2a). The resistance gene cassettes associated with

the class I integrons (Figure 5.3c) differ in the two plasmids: dhfR7 in pAKU 1 and

dhfR14 in pHCM1 (both encoding trimethoprim resistance (710, 711)). The sul1 gene,

encoding resistance to sulfonamides (712), was adjacent to dhfr7 in pAKU 1. Sul1 is

frequently associated with class I integrons, however it is not believed to be part of the

integron cassette (709).

An identical ∼9 kb sequence, incorporating blaTEM−1 (a beta-lactamase), sul2 (sul-

fonamide resistance (713)) and strAB (streptomycin resistance (714)) genes flanked by

IS26 elements (Figure 5.3d), was present on both pHCM1 (46) and pAKU 1. BLAST

searching (most recently in June 2009) revealed that this is a promiscuous sequence,

referred to hereafter as bla/sul/str, that is also present in the 120 kb IncF plasmid

pRSB107 (unknown host, Germany, 2005) (715) and the F-like plasmid pU302L of Ty-

phimurium strain G8430 (Centre for Disease Control, USA) (716). The sequence has

also been identified in the chromosome of Typhimurium strain DT193 (Ireland, 1998)

and (in part) in an IncI plasmid of Enteritidis (Italy, 1997) (717). As has been sug-

gested previously (716), it is likely that this bla/sul/str sequence has moved as a single

unit among enteric bacteria. Two IS26 in direct orientation can mediate tranposition

of intervening sequences, generating 8 bp direct repeats on either side of the conju-

gate transposon (718). However no such repeats could be identified in the sequences

under study. Thus the bla/sul/str sequence may have originally been transferred into
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Tn21 via recombination between its flanking IS26 sequences and IS26 elements already

inserted within Tn21.

5.3.1.3 A composite resistance transposon

Although the transposons of pAKU 1 and pHCM1 have been disrupted by several

IS element-mediated insertions and sequence rearrangements, sequence identity at the

boundaries of Tn21 and the bla/sul/str insertion suggests that Tn9, Tn21 and bla/sul/str

may have been transferred as a single unit between plasmids. Specifically, it is hypoth-

esised that some plasmid first acquired Tn9, followed by the transposition of Tn21 into

Tn9, 3′ of the cat gene (see Figure 5.3a,b). A sequence described as Tn2670, identified

in the Shigella IncFII plasmid NR1 (later called R100) (709), contains Tn21 inserted at

the same locus in Tn9 and is therefore a likely precursor. At some point bla/sul/str was

inserted into the integron in Tn21, adjacent to tniAΔ (Figure 5.3c,d). The resulting

24 kbp composite transposon has since been transferred between plasmids, at the very

least between distinct IncHI1 backbones. The transposition mechanism is presumably

by the IS1 ends of Tn9, as direct repeats are evident at opposite ends of the IS1 el-

ements in pAKU 1. The same composite transposon is evident in plasmid pRSB107,

sequenced from an unknown bacterial host from a waste water-treatment plant, albeit

with additional resistance gene insertions (Figure 5.4c).

Once inserted into the ancestors of pAKU 1 and pHCM1, the composite transposon

sequence has been disrupted by rearrangements mediated by IS elements (see Figure

5.4). In pAKU 1, two inversions in the 5′ end of the composite transposon appear to

have been mediated by IS26 elements integrated into the plasmid in direct orientation

(green regions in Figure 5.4a). A large inversion appears to have occurred between

IS26 elements inserted in the backbone and into the Tn21 tnpR gene (marked *IS26

in Figure 5.4), separating the 5′ ends of Tn9 (IS1, cat) and Tn21 (tnpA, tnpR−3′

fragment) from the rest of the composite transposon. This is supported by the present

arrangement of 8 bp target site duplications adjacent to IS26 elements (green and or-

ange arrows in Figure 5.4). A smaller inversion appears to have occurred between the

IS26 inserted in tnpR and the 5′ IS26 of bla/sul/str, disrupting the class I integron

(see Figure 5.4a). This is supported by analysis of the configuration of IS26 target site

duplications, which were inverted along with the rest of the sequence between IS26
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elements (green and orange arrows in Figure 5.4). These inversions have presumably

deactivated the composite transposon in this plasmid, as the IS1 genes are now in

opposite orientation and separated by 62 kb, thus disrupting Tn9. Tn21 and the inte-

gron are similarly disrupted, although bla/sul/str may still be capable of transfer via

IS26-mediated transposition or homologous recombination.

In pHCM1, recombination between an IS26 element inserted between tnpA and tnpR

and the 5′ IS26 element of bla/sul/str resulted in deletion of tnpR, tnpM, intI1 and the

integron gene cassette (Figure 5.4d). IS4321 elements (purple in Figure 5.4d) were also

inserted within the Tn21 inverted flanking repeats, demonstrated to be a preferred

target site for this IS element (719). In pRSB107, there were two additional resis-

tance gene insertions within the composite transposon (Figure 5.4c). The Tn4352B

kanamycin/neomycin-resistance transposon was inserted at the 3′ end of bla/sul/str.

This transposon comprised the aph gene (aminoglycosid 3’-phosphotransferase, confer-

ring kanamycin resistance (720)) flanked by IS26 elements, so may have been inserted

at this position via recombination with the 5′−end IS26 element of bla/sul/str. A

macrolide resistance module was also inserted between the integron gene cassette and

bla/sul/str.

5.3.1.4 Other insertions in pAKU 1

Plasmid pAKU 1 contained an additional transposon not present in pHCM1, desig-

nated Tn6062, inserted within tra2 (D in Figure 5.2a). The transposon is made up of

four genes, including betU and a conserved hypothetical protein (SPAP0105) flanked

by IS1 elements in direct orientation. A 9 bp target site duplication was evident on

either side of Tn6062 (as with Tn9, which is also composed of genes flanked by IS1

elements), confirming that the four genes were inserted as a single unit. BetU contains

a betaine-choline-carnitine transporter family domain and encodes a betaine uptake

system, capable of transporting glycine betaine and proline betaine (721). It was first

described in E. coli strains causing polynephritis (ascending urinary tract infection)

and is believed to be an osmoregulator, allowing E. coli to survive the high osmolality

and urea content in urine (721). However the gene is distributed among E. coli with a

range of pathogenic phenotypes, so its osmoprotectant properties may be useful in other

environmental contexts (722). The pAKU 1 betU sequence shares 99% identity with
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the amino acid sequences found in E. coli, and 99% and 98% identity respectively with

protein sequences found in Shigella boydii and Klebsiella pneumoniae. The conserved

gene SPAP0105 contains a signal peptide sequence and four probable transmembrane

helices, suggesting it may be an outer membrane protein, however it contains no protein

domains of known function. BLASTN searching of the EMBL database revealed the

pair of genes, SPAP0105 and betU, are present adjacent to each other in the chromo-

somes of several E. coli strains and the plasmid pKPN3 of K. pneumoniae. However,

the precise structure of Tn6062, with two flanking IS1 elements, was not detected out-

side of pAKU 1 (BLASTN search of EMBL database, June 2009).

Plasmid pAKU 1 also contained a second region, encoding four genes SPAP0280-83,

that was not present in pHCM1. The genes include citrate transporters citA, citB, a

hypothetical protein (SPAP0281) and lysR-family transcriptional regulator nac, and

were inserted 3′ of Tn10 in pAKU 1. The entire sequence was also present in R27, as

well as the chromosomes of Typhi, Paratyphi A, Paratyphi C and Choleraesuis (23%

divergence between chromosomal and plasmid sequences at the nucleotide level). Early

studies of IncHI1 plasmids found that most IncHI1 plasmids, but not other plasmids,

were able to confer citrate utilisation (Cit+) upon transfer to otherwise Cit- E. coli and

Shigella strains (723, 724). However the Typhi strains from which the Cit+ IncHI1 plas-

mids were isolated did not appear able to utilise citrate in culture (723), despite the

presence of the citA and citB transporters and citAB two-component system that has

subsequently been found in all sequenced Typhi genomes to date (see 2.3.4.1).
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5.3.2 Evolution of IncHI1 plasmids and MDR

5.3.2.1 Phylogenetic analysis of the IncHI1 plasmid backbone

A further two finished IncHI1 plasmid sequences have recently become available, plas-

mid pMAK1 from S. enterica serovar Choleraesuis (EMBL: AB366440) and p0111 from

an enterohemorrhagic E. coli (EHEC) strain (sequence provided by Tetsuya Hayashi,

University of Miyazaki, Japan; May 2008). Both plasmids were similar to pHCM1

in their conserved backbone sequence and resistance gene insertions, and were highly

similar to each other. These plasmids, as well as pHCM1 and R27, were compared

to pAKU 1 using MUMmer to identify SNPs within the conserved IncHI1 backbone

(5.2.2). SNPs were also identified within three IncHI1 plasmids sequenced with Solexa

from H58 Typhi isolates E03-9804, ISP-03-07467 and ISP-04-06979 (2.3.3.3, see meth-

ods in 5.2.2). These plasmids were similar to pAKU 1, with 100% coverage of the

pAKU 1 sequence, and were indistinguishable from each other.

A total of 345 SNPs were identified among the backbone sequences of all available

IncHI1 plasmids, shown in Figure 5.5. Phylogenetic analysis of the SNP data con-

firmed that the plasmids from Typhi H58 isolates were much more closely related to

the Paratyphi A plasmid pAKU 1 than the Typhi plasmid pHCM1 (Figure 5.6). It

also confirmed that p0111 and pMAK1 from E. coli and Choleraesuis were closest to

pHCM1 (Figure 5.6). An additional 16 SNPs were identified among plasmid sequences

present in the Paratyphi A pools, as described in 3.3.3.6. These formed a tight cluster

with pAKU 1, each differing from pAKU 1 and one another at <10 loci (see Figure

3.22). An MLST approach was recently developed by Minh Duy Phan at the Sanger

Institute to study IncHI1 plasmids by comparing sequences from six gene fragments.

The analysis of 40 plasmids (including pHCM1, pAKU 1, R27 and E03-9804) identified

eight SNPs, defining eight sequence types (STs) (725). The relationships between STs

were consistent with the phylogenetic relationships described here, with pAKU 1 and

E03-9804 belonging to distinct STs separated by a single SNP (ST7 and ST6 respec-

tively), and pHCM1 and R27 being much more distantly related (ST1 and ST5) (725).
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Figure 5.5: Distribution of SNPs in the pAKU 1 IncHI1 plasmid - Outer two
rings = coding sequences on forward and reverse strands; blue = conserved backbone, red
= insertions, labelled in red text. Third ring (black) = SNP loci included in phylogenetic
analysis. Central plot shows GC deviation ((G-C)/(G+C), i.e. the difference in G content
between the forward and reverse strands); inwards = negative deviation (low G), outwards
= positive deviation (high G). Outer labels show pAKU 1 sequence coordinates (bp).
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Figure 5.6: Phylogenetic trees of IncHI1 plasmids based on sequence data - (a)
Maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree; each bipartition has 100% support from 1,000 boot-
straps; scale bar is in substitutions per site estimated by maximum likelihood; position of
the root (inferred from separate phylogenetic analysis of sequences shared between IncHI1
plasmids and IncHI2 plasmid R478) indicated with open circle. Inferred independent ac-
quisitions of transposons are shown in grey; Tn9 has distinct insertion sites in two lineages,
Tn10 has different insertion sites in three lineages, labelled A-C as in the text; positions
of these sites in the IncHI1 backbone are indicated in Figure 5.2a. (b) Split network; scale
bar is number of SNPs.
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5.3.2.2 Drug resistance insertions in IncHI1 plasmids

The H58 Typhi plasmids contained the Tn9-Tn21-bla/sul/str composite transposon

inserted within the tra conjugal transfer region, the same insertion site as in pAKU 1

(labelled Tn9-A in Figure 5.6a, site indicated in Figure 5.2a). They also contained

Tn10, inserted in the same site as in pAKU 1 (Tn10-A in Figures 5.2a and 5.6a). This

was confirmed by the presence of reads mapping across each insertion boundary in each

isolate, and the successful amplification of PCR products across these boundaries (see

5.2.4 and Table 5.3). PCR results agreed with insertion sites determined from sequence

data wherever both data types were available (see Table 5.3). Comparison of the fin-

ished sequences showed that plasmids p0111 and pMAK1 also contained the composite

transposon, inserted within Tn10 at the same insertion site as in pHCM1 (Tn9-B in

Figures 5.2a and 5.6a). The insertion site for Tn10 itself also matched that of pHCM1

(Tn10-B in Figures 5.2a and 5.6a).

A study of MDR IncHI1 plasmids collected in Vietnam between 1993 and 1996 found

that pHCM1-like plasmids, common until 1996, were replaced by a novel IncHI1 plas-

mid with a distinct RFLP pattern (275). A plasmid representative of the novel type,

pSTY7, was found by plasmid MLST to be of the ST6 type, confirming its distinction

from pHCM1 (ST1) (725). PCR analysis of resistance genes in the Vietnam study

showed that pSTY7 contained sul1, dfrA7 and the full tet operon tetRACDD, similar

to pAKU 1 but not pHCM1 (275). To check how closely related pSTY7 (ST6) was to

pAKU 1 (ST7) and the Typhi H58 plasmids (ST6), PCR was performed as outlined

above (5.2.4). The results indicated that pSTY7 was highly similar to the ST6 plasmids

from Typhi, with the same insertion sites for all resistance genes tested (see Table 5.3).

All ST6 plasmids contained the same resistance insertions as pAKU 1 (ST7), with the

exception of an additional copy of strAB that was detected only in pAKU 1. These

results are consistent with one acquisition each of Tn10 and the composite transposon

in a common ancestor of all ST6 and ST7 plasmids, as shown in Figure 5.6a.
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Insertion and ST1 ST1 ST1 ST5 ST6 ST6 ST7
data source HCM1 pMAK1 p0111 R27 6979 pSTY7 pAKU 1
Tn10 insertion B B B C A A A
Sequence data B B B C A - A
PCR N (Tn10-HCM1.247) yes - - no no no no
PCR O (tetD /SPAP0276) no - - no yes yes yes
PCR P (SPAP0261/Tn10) no - - no yes yes yes
Tn9 insertion B B B no A A A
Sequence data B B B no A - A
PCR J (cat-trhN ) no - - no yes yes yes
PCR K (mer-trhI ) no - - no yes yes yes
PCR M (cat-HCM1.203) yes - - no no no no
PCR L (insA-tetA) yes - - no no no no
Tn21 into Tn9 yes yes yes no yes yes yes
Sequence data yes yes yes no yes - yes
PCR H (tnpA-Tn9 ) yes* - - no yes yes yes
PCR I (merR-Tn9) yes* - - no yes yes yes
bla/sul/str into Tn21 yes yes yes no yes yes yes
Sequence data yes yes yes no yes - yes
PCR G (strB-tniAΔ) yes yes yes no yes - yes
strAB 2nd copy no no no no no no yes
Sequence data no no no no no - yes
PCR Q (strB -SPAP0228) no - - no no no yes

Table 5.3: Resistance gene insertions in IncHI1 plasmids determined from
sequence data and PCR - PCR products are labelled as in Table 5.2 (which gives primer
sequences) and Figures 5.2a and 5.4 (which illustrate the positions of target amplicons);
yes=successful amplification, no=no amplification with these primers; *=amplicon larger
than that from pAKU 1. Insertion sites for Tn9 and Tn10 are labelled as in Figure 5.2a.
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5.4 Discussion

5.4.1 IncHI1 plasmids in Paratyphi A and Typhi

The IncHI1 plasmid pAKU 1 was the first MDR plasmid from Paratyphi A to be se-

quenced and analysed in detail. Plasmids of this type were responsible for MDR in the

majority of clinical isolates analysed from Pakistan in 2004 (283) and plasmids of a simi-

lar size have also been associated with Paratyphi A in Bangladesh and China (284, 285).

Like IncHI1 plasmids isolated from MDR Typhi, the plasmid DNA sequence was com-

posed of an IncHI1 backbone with numerous insertions of mobile elements, encoding

resistance to chloramphenicol, streptomycin, beta-lactams, trimethoprim, sulfonamides

and tetracycline. The comparative analysis presented here showed that pAKU 1 shares

an IncHI1 backbone with plasmids that have been sequenced from other organisms:

R27 from Typhimurium, pHCM1 from Typhi CT18, three plasmids from H58 Typhi,

pMAK1 from Choleraesuis and p0111 from enterohemorrhagic E. coli. This shared

backbone must have been inherited vertically from a common ancestral plasmid and

was therefore analysed separately from the mobile elements contained in the plasmid

sequences, which encode drug resistance genes and can be readily transferred horizon-

tally into distinct DNA backbones.

Phylogenetic analysis of the IncHI1 backbone sequences confirmed the presence of dis-

tinct lineages of IncHI1 MDR plasmids within distinct lineages of Typhi. Specifically,

pHCM1 (plasmid type ST1) was found within Typhi CT18 (Typhi haplotype H1),

while plasmids of the ST6 type were found within Typhi isolates of the H58 haplotype

(Figure 5.6a). The presence of distinct plasmid types in Typhi was detected previously

by MLST (725), but this study links plasmid type to Typhi strain type for the first

time, providing direct evidence for independent acquisitions of distinct MDR IncHI1

plasmids by distinct Typhi lineages. The spread of MDR Typhi may therefore be at-

tributed not just to the spread of a particular plasmid within the Typhi population, or

the expansion of a particular Typhi clone following the acquisition of resistance, but to

the spread of multiple MDR plasmids within the Typhi population. A corollary of this

is that distinct plasmid types may compete for maintenance in the Typhi population,

driving selection for plasmid maintenance unrelated to drug resistance, and thereby

contributing to competition between Typhi lineages. For example, the replacement of
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ST1 plasmids (pSTY1-3,5) with ST6 plasmids (pSTY6-7) observed in Vietnam in the

mid-1990s (275) may be related to the success of the H58 Typhi lineage (see 2.4.2.1,

(2, 570)), as pSTY1 was present in H1 Typhi (CT18) and ST6 plasmids have been

confirmed only in H58 Typhi isolates (see 5.3.2.1, Figure 5.6a). Unfortunately the

haplotypes of the Typhi strains hosting pSTY6-7 cannot be determined as the strains

themselves have not been maintained (the plasmid was transferred to E. coli for study

in the laboratory), so this question can never be settled directly.

Phylogenetic analysis of the IncHI1 backbone sequences showed that the Paratyphi

A plasmid pAKU 1 was distinct from plasmids analysed so far from Typhi and other

organisms, although closely related to the plasmids found in H58 Typhi. So far there is

no evidence of multiple independent acquisitions of MDR IncHI1 plasmids by Paratyphi

A. Several Paratyphi A plasmids have been analysed by MLST and found to cluster

into two closely related sequence types (ST7 and ST8), distinguished by a single dele-

tion (725). In Chapter 3, just 16 SNPs were identified between pAKU 1 and sequencing

reads from Paratyphi A pools. This small degree of variation could be due to mutations

arising within the plasmid following a single acquisition event, or even sequencing er-

rors in the case of SNP analysis. The question of multiple acquisitions may be resolved

in the future by typing of individual plasmids and their host strains, which was not

possible in this study since isolates were sequenced in pools (see 3.3.3.6).

5.4.2 Acquisiton of MDR by IncHI1 plasmids

Plasmids pAKU 1 and pHCM1 share very similar resistance gene complements, while

R27 has only one resistance gene element (Tn10, encoding tetracycline resistance).

However comparative sequence analysis found that while pAKU 1 and pHCM1 shared

near-identical mobile elements encoding drug resistance, they were inserted into differ-

ent loci within the IncHI1 backbones, indicating that they were acquired via indepen-

dent insertion events. The accumulation of resistance in IncHI1 since the 1960s when

R27 was first isolated, is therefore the result of independent acquisition of resistance

genes by distinct IncHI1 plasmid lineages, rather than accumulation of resistance genes

in the R27 lineage as first supposed (46). For example, R27, pAKU 1 and pHCM1 each

encode a tetracycline resistance transposon Tn10, but the insertion site is at different

positions in the IncHI1 backbone (Tn10-A,B,C in Figure 5.2a), suggesting that it has
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been independently acquired by each plasmid since their divergence. The insertion

sites in pMAK1 and p0111 match the insertion site in pHCM1, consistent with a single

acquisition of Tn10 in a common ancestor of these three plasmids (Tn10-B in Figure

5.2a). Similarly, the insertion sites in the Typhi H58 plasmids match that of pAKU 1,

consistent with a single acquisition of Tn10 in a common ancestor of these plasmids

(Tn10-A in Figure 5.2a).

In addition to Tn10, pHCM1 and pAKU 1 carry a highly similar set of mobile elements

encoding resistance to chloramphenicol, streptomycin, beta-lactams, trimethoprim and

sulfonamides. However this is not due to common ancestry of the plasmids, but to the

independent acquisition of a single composite transposon by both plasmids (Figures 5.3,

5.4), which has since been subject to different rearrangements in each (Figure 5.4). The

proposed composite transposon includes Tn9, Tn21 and a stretch of sequence including

the blaTEM−1, sul2 and strAB resistance genes that may itself be mobile (bla/sul/str,

Figure 5.3d). The insertion site of the composite transposon is different in pAKU 1

and pHCM1, supporting the hypothesis that the plasmids acquired their similar resis-

tance genes independently by horizontal transfer rather than vertical inheritance from

a common ancestral plasmid. BLAST searching the proposed composite transposon

sequence (Figure 5.4b) against the EMBL database revealed its presence, without re-

arrangements, in a plasmid from an unknown source, pRSB107 (Figure 5.4c). This

plasmid has a distinct IncF backbone, thus the composite transposon appears capable

of insertion into a variety of genetic contexts. The strongest evidence for the transfer

of the composite transposon as a single unit is the 100% sequence identity in pAKU 1,

pHCM1 and pRSB107 across the boundaries of insertion of (a) Tn21 into Tn9, and

(b) bla/sul/str into Tn21. If Tn9, Tn21 and bla/sul/str were acquired independently

in each plasmid, it is unlikely that the insertion sites of Tn21 and bla/sul/str would

be identical at the nucleotide level as they are in these three sequences. It is possible

that multiple independent acquisitions of bla/sul/str via homologous recombination

could result in identical sequences, however this would require identical recombinations

between IS26 elements to occur at least three times. Thus the most parsimonious ex-

planation is that the insertions occurred once to form a composite transposon, which

was then able to move between distinct plasmid backbones as a single unit using the

IS1 ends of Tn9.
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As with Tn10, the insertion sites of the composite transposon in pMAK1 and p0111

match pHCM1, while those in the Typhi H58 plasmids and pSTY7 match pAKU 1 (Ta-

ble 5.3). This suggests that the plasmids sequenced so far belong to just three lineages,

represented by pHCM1, pAKU 1 and R27 (see Figure 5.6). This is compatible with

the three major ‘groups’ proposed by MLST analysis of a global collection of IncHI1

plasmids: group 1 (including pHCM1), group 2 (including pAKU 1) and group 3 (R27)

(725). The sequence analysis presented here suggests that group 1 and group 2 lineages

each acquired, independently, Tn10 and the composite transposon before diversifying

into the subtypes that are evident today; group 1 diversity including ST1 (pHCM1,

pMAK1, p0111), ST2, ST3, ST4 and group 2 diversity including ST6 (pSTY6-7, Typhi

H58 plasmids), ST7 (pAKU 1) and ST8 (725). Since the earliest reports of tetracy-

cline resistant pathogens (Tn10) date back only 50 years (726) and multidrug resistant

pathogens (Tn9, Tn21, bla/sul/str) less than 40 years (268, 684, 727), it follows that

this diversification must represent recent evolution.

5.4.3 The spread of MDR via IncHI1 plasmids

The close relationships between IncHI1 backbones and resistance insertions presented

above demonstrates that p0111, pMAK1, pHCM1, pAKU 1 and R27 share a recent

common ancestry, indicative of spread between bacterial populations. The IncHI1

plasmid is self-transmissible, due to a conjugal transfer system which enables the plas-

mid to construct a pilus and transfer directly between bacterial cells (692). Each of

the IncHI1 plasmids in this study (which includes all of those sequenced to date) was

discovered in a different human enteric pathogen - enterohemorrhagic E. coli, and S.

enterica serovars Choleraesuis, Typhi, Paratyphi A and Typhimurium, suggesting that

the plasmids are able to spread between distinct pathogens occupying the human en-

teric niche. However it is unlikely that conjugal transfer occurs during coinfection of

humans or any other mammalian host, since transfer is temperature-sensitive in IncHI1

plasmids, occurring at much higher efficiency at ambient temperatures (14-27◦C) than

in vivo temperature (37◦) (689, 692). This is consistent with selection for plasmid

exchange outside the animal host, perhaps in water which is a common transmission

route for enteric and other bacteria.
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Whatever conditions are required for conjugal transfer to take place, it is clear that

MDR can be transferred between enteric pathogens via IncHI1 plasmids. There is also

evidence that MDR can be transferred via phage (728) and integrated into the chro-

mosome of host bacteria (e.g. Tn9-Tn21 composite transposon in the Typhimurium

DT193 chromosome (717)). This mobility suggests that selection for resistance in one

pathogen (via antibiotic treatment) can impact the development of resistance in an-

other. It also suggests that selection for resistance to one antibiotic may lead to the pro-

liferation of resistance to many, as complex composite transposons encoding resistance

to multiple drugs can move together as a single unit. This is an important considera-

tion in a clinical environment as it highlights that treatment choices for infection with

one pathogen can impact the development of resistance in other pathogens, leading to

a narrowing of options for the treatment of other, perhaps more serious infections. The

phenomenon of MDR has already driven a switch to fluoroquinolone-based drugs for

the treatment of many bacterial diseases including enteric fever (3, 297, 685), see Fig-

ure 1.7. Resistance to fluoroquinolones is on the rise in Typhi (16, 401), Paratyphi A

(279) and other pathogens (729), however the most common mechanism of resistance to

fluoroquinolones is mutations in the topisomerase targets gyrA, gyrB, parE and parC

(396, 397, 398), which are encoded on the chromosome and therefore unlikely to spread

between bacteria via plasmids or bacteriophage. However genes encoding resistance to

fluoroqinolones (qnr genes) have been discovered in MDR plasmids present in many

pathogens (730, 731, 732) including Typhimurium (407, 408, 409) and other S. enterica

serovars (410, 411, 412, 413, 414, 415), including plasmids of different incompatibility

groups (409). Thus it may simply be a matter of time before plasmids encoding MDR

and fluoroquinolone resistance appear in Typhi and Paratyphi A, leaving very limited

options for the treatment of enteric fever.
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Chapter 6

Investigating Typhi populations

using high throughput SNP

typing

6.1 Introduction

Molecular typing of Typhi isolates is important in a variety of research and surveil-

lance contexts. The aim is generally not just to distinguish genetically distinct groups

of isolates, but to determine the phylogenetic relationships between those groups. It

is therefore important that the genetic differences (mutations) uncovered by molecular

typing are phylogenetically conserved, that is inherited directly during bacterial repli-

cation and not horizontally transferred or likely to revert to wildtype (e.g. temperate

phage, genomic rearrangements). They should also be interpretable in a phylogenetic

context, and reproducible in different sample populations and in different laboratories.

Techniques currently in common use for typing of Typhi isolates (PFGE, ribotyping,

phage typing) do not meet these criteria (see 1.3.1.2). Sequence-based analysis, how-

ever, provides the ultimate typing tool. Multi-locus sequence typing (MLST) has been

introduced with great success in a wide variety of bacteria (458, 460). However Ty-

phi is a relatively young serovar with very little sequence variation and current MLST

schemes have virtually no power to discriminate within the Typhi population (1, 464).
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Having compared whole-genome sequences of 19 Typhi isolates, we now have a set

of nearly 2,000 SNPs with which to type large populations of Typhi isolates. By defini-

tion, typing these SNPs in Typhi populations will not lead to the identification of novel

SNP loci, as MLST can within populations of sufficient nucleotide variation. However

the comparative genome analysis revealed no regions of the Typhi genome that were

sufficiently variable to construct a new Typhi-specific MLST scheme with sufficient

resolution. A SNP typing scheme, based on 88 SNP loci identified in 66 Typhi gene

fragments (2), has been used successfully to type Typhi isolates using Sequenom as-

says (256). However the scheme covers just a tiny fraction of the genome and provides

limited resolution, particularly among the more common strain types, for instance H58

in South East Asia (2) or H59 in Indonesia (256). Furthermore, the Sequenom assay

is difficult to scale up to large numbers of SNP loci, which will be important for large

population-based studies of Typhi. To allow higher resolution SNP typing for Typhi,

a genome-wide SNP typing scheme was developed using the GoldenGate platform (Il-

lumina) (733, 734). This platform allows simultaneous typing of up to 1,536 SNP loci

in 96 samples, and multiple sets of 96 samples can be assayed together with very small

increases in handling time. In this chapter, the design and validation of GoldenGate

arrays for SNP typing in Typhi is described, including not only chromosomal SNPs

but also loci on the IncHI1 multidrug resistance plasmid, z66-encoding linear plas-

mid and cryptic plasmid pHCM2. This is followed by studies of a global collection of

Typhi isolates, including many with MDR IncHI1 plasmids, and Typhi isolates from

four endemic areas, demonstrating how high throughput SNP typing can contribute to

studies of evolution and disease epidemiology in Typhi and potentially other bacterial

pathogens.

Previous studies of Typhi populations have relied upon PFGE, phage typing or ribo-

typing to identify subpopulations of clones and study changes over time or space. For

example, a study of 142 Typhi isolates from Northern, Central and Southern Vietnam

from 1995-2002 using PFGE, Vi phage typing and ribotyping found that three quarters

of the isolates from this period were attributable to one or two clones (the authors were

unsure whether or not two distinct phage types represented two distinct clones) (735).

Another study reported similar findings for Vietnamese Typhi isolates, but much more

variability for isolates from Hong Kong (736). A study of isolates from four typhoid
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outbreaks in Southern Vietnam in 1993-1997 used PFGE and phage typing to show that

each outbreak was caused by a single clone, although different outbreaks were caused

by different clones (380). Several other studies of typhoid outbreaks have attributed

the outbreaks to a clonal source (357, 359, 474, 737, 738, 739), although there are also

studies reporting diverse clones during outbreaks (740, 741, 742, 743, 744). These stud-

ies appear to reflect two different kinds of outbreaks: those associated with infection

from a single source of Typhi, often an asymptomatic carrier (359) or a contaminated

water source in a non-endemic area (357, 737); and those associated with a generalised

increase in exposure to Typhi bacteria through a contaminated water supply in an en-

demic area (740, 742, 743).

The highest incidence of typhoid fever, among both inhabitants and travellers, occurs

in Asia and in particular southern Asia (see Figure 6.1) (10, 11). In these high incidence

regions, typhoid affects children more than adults, with the vast majority of patients

aged under 20 (10). This chapter involves analysis of Typhi isolates collected from three

sites where typhoid fever is particularly common - the Mekong Delta region of Vietnam,

the city of Kathmandu in Nepal and an urban slum in Kolkata (Calcutta) in the east of

India (see Figure 6.1). The isolates were collected during distinct studies in each site,

the details of which are given in Table 6.1. The Mekong Delta study was a two-year

hospital-based treatment study involving children and adults with typhoid fever (745),

led by Christiane Dolecek of the Oxford University Clinical Research Unit (OUCRU)

at the Hospital for Tropical Diseases, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam. The Kathmandu

study was a two-year hospital-based study of the burden of vaccine-preventable bac-

terial disease in children under 13 (746), led by Andrew Pollard of the Department

of Pediatrics, University of Oxford, UK. The Kolkata study was a population-based

cohort study designed to assess the burden of typhoid fever and the efficacy of a novel

Vi conjugate vaccine (343, 421, 747), led by Shanta Dutta at the National Institute

for Cholera and Enteric Disease (NICED) in Kolkata, India and John Clemens of the

International Vaccine Institute (IVI), Korea. Typhi isolates from a fourth site, Nairobi

in Kenya, were also analysed. Kenya, like most of Africa, is also considered an endemic

area for typhoid fever but has a medium level of incidence (10-100/100,000 annually

(10), see Figure 6.1). DNA from 96 Typhi isolates, collected in Nairobi as part of

surveillance studies over a 21 year period, was provided by Sam Kariuki of the Kenya
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Medical Research Institute (KEMRI), Nairobi, Kenya.

Kathmandu

Mekong
Delta

Kolkata

Jakarta

Typhoid incidence
High (>100 / 100,000 / year)
Medium (10-100 / 100,000 / year)
Low (<10 / 100,000 / year)

SNP typing in this study
SNP typing in previous study

Nairobi

Figure 6.1: Typhoid incidence around the world and SNP typing study sites
- Incidence levels are taken from a meta-analysis of typhoid incidence data and regional
extrapolatations by Crump et al., published in the Bulletin of the WHO, 2004 (10). A
previous SNP typing study of Typhi in Jakarta was published by Baker et al. in 2008
(256).
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Mekong Delta, Vietnam Kathmandu, Nepal Kolkata, India
Site Rural Urban Urban
Wet season Apr-Nov Jun-Aug Jun-Sep
Typhoid incidence 78-198/100,000 (328) 214/100,000 (327)
Study design Hospital-based Hospital-based Population-based
Typhoid patients Adults and children Children <13 years Adults and children
Time period Jun 2004 - Feb 2006 Apr 2005 - Dec 2006 May 2003 - Jan 2007
Collaborator Christiane Dolecek Andrew Pollard Shanta Dutta

OUCRU Oxford NICED & IVI
Reference (745) (746) (343, 421, 747)
Typhi isolates 358 46 188

Table 6.1: Study sites for SNP typing of localised Typhi populations - Details of
studies during which Typhi isolates were collected and later made available for SNP typing
with the GoldenGate assay. Note that 96 isolates collected during surveillance studies in
Nairobi, Kenya between 1988-2008 were also SNP typed.

6.1.1 Aims

The aim of the work presented in this chapter was to design and validate a novel high

throughput SNP typing assay for Typhi and to apply the assay to study the population

structure of Typhi from both global and regional perspectives. Specific aims were to:

• design a GoldenGate assay to type Typhi chromosomal and plasmid SNPs iden-

tified in Chapters 2 and 5;

• develop analysis methods and validate the assay using data from control isolates

with known alleles;

• compare the assay to previously published SNP typing data for a global collection

of isolates;

• study the movement of IncHI1 MDR plasmids in the Typhi population by analysing

both IncHI1 plasmid types and Typhi chromosomal haplotypes of their host

strains; and

• investigate the structures of Typhi populations circulating in endemic areas, in-

cluding looking for correlations between clinical or epidemiological features of

typhoid and particular Typhi haplotypes.
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6.2 Methods

6.2.1 DNA preparation and quantitation

DNA was provided for SNP typing analysis by the collaborators listed in Appendix E.

DNA was extracted from the 19 sequenced isolates by Stephen Baker, Robert Kingsley

and Derek Pickard at the Sanger Institute.

Accurate analysis of the data generated by the GoldenGate assay depends on DNA

from each sample being present in equal amounts, thus DNA quantitation is an impor-

tant step in the preparation of DNA for SNP typing. Quantitation was performed using

the Quant-iT PicoGreen dsDNA reagent (Invitrogen) which fluoresces when bound to

double stranded DNA (dsDNA) but not when bound to nucleotides, single stranded

DNA, RNA or contaminants. Quantitation was performed in black flat-bottomed 96-

well plates (the PicoGreen reagent is light sensitive). To the first two columns were

added 90μL of buffer (provided in the Quant-iT kit) and 10μL of DNA standards at

concentrations of 0, 5, 10, 20, 40, 60, 80 or 100 ng/μL (Invitrogen). One μL of sample

DNA and 99μL buffer was added to each of the remaining 80 wells. A 1:100 mix of

Quant-iT PicoGreen dsDNA reagent was mixed with buffer and 100μL added to each

well, to reach a total volume of 200μL per well. Plates were covered for three min-

utes, then the fluorescence read using a FluoSTAR (Omega) fluorescence microplate

reader and standard fluorescein wavelengths (excitation 480 nm, emission 520 nm). A

standard curve was calculated from fluorescence of the DNA standards and used to

determine the concentration of each sample (using Omega STAR software). DNA sam-

ples were arrayed in 96-well plates for genotyping, with each plate including one blank

well (water) and duplicate wells of at least one sequenced isolate as a control. DNA

concentrations were adjusted so that each well containined 30 μL of DNA solution at

a concentration of 10 ng/μL. DNA quantitation and preparation was performed by

myself (sequenced isolates, Pasteur isolates, Kathmandu isolates), Christiane Dolecek

(Mekong Delta isolates), Minh Duy Phan (IncHI1 plasmid control isolates) and Derek

Pickard (Kolkata and Kenya isolates).
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6.2.2 Illumina GoldenGate assay

The GoldenGate assay (Illumina) allows simultaneous genotyping of up to 1,536 loci

in a single DNA sample. For each SNP locus, three oligonucleotides are designed: a

locus-specific primer joined to an addressing sequence and a universal PCR primer se-

quence; and two allele-specific primers, each joined to a different universal PCR primer

sequence. Up to 1,536 of these oligonucleotide sets are combined to form an oligonu-

cleotide pool. The oligonucleotide pool is hybridised to the DNA sample, followed by

extension and ligation to generate a single allele-specific product for each SNP locus,

which incorporates both allele-specific and locus-specific sequences. These products

are amplified using universal PCR primers; those that bind the allele-specific PCR

primer sequences are Cy3- and Cy5-labelled. The resulting amplicons are bound to

their complement bead types via the locus-specific addressing sequences and the pres-

ence of specific alleles on each bead type is measured via detection of Cy3 or Cy5

fluorescent signal. All steps in the GoldenGate protocol were performed by members of

the dedicated genotyping lab at the Sanger Institute, under the guidance of Ranganath

Bangalore Venkatesh, Rhian Gwilliam and Panos Deloukas.

SNP alleles and 100 bp sequences flanking each SNP locus were submitted to Illu-

mina for design of oligonucleotides for use in the GoldenGate assay. The design process

takes into account interference between oligonucleotides targeted to different loci in the

same pool and the potential for non-specific binding in the genome. In particular, two

SNPs that are less than 60 bp apart can not be targeted in the same oligonucleotide

pool, as it is not possible to design non-overlapping oligonucleotides on either side of

both SNPs. In this study two oligonucleotide pools were used, each containing 1,536

SNPs, so SNPs less than 60 bp apart could be targeted by assigning each SNP to a

different pool. However if more than two SNPs were pesent within 60 bp, they could

not all be typed using just two GoldenGate arrays. Furthermore, if two SNPs occur

within 10 bp of each other, the variation can interfere with the binding of allele-specific

oligonucleotides and so such SNPs should not be typed using GoldenGate. During the

design of Typhi oligonucleotides, 1.8% of known SNP loci could not be targeted due to

these issues.
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6.2.3 Genotype calling from raw data

The raw data provided by the GoldenGate assay is, for each SNP in each sample, a

fluorescence signal corresponding to each allele-specific fluorescent-labelled probe. Raw

data was normalised using the proprietary Illumina BeadStudio software, but the mean

normalised signal intensities and signal:noise ratios vary among SNPs. Thus turning

allele-specific signals into genotype calls requires each SNP to be analysed individually,

across a range of samples. This process is known as genotype clustering, and is essen-

tially a two-dimensional clustering problem, where each allele-specific probe contributes

one dimension. The problem is best illustrated by two-dimensional cluster plots, like

those in Figure 6.2. DNA samples in which one allele is present will cluster at a point

along the axis corresponding to the fluorescent marker attached to amplicons contain-

ing that allele. For example in Figure 6.2 samples lying in the x-axis cluster contain

allele A, while samples lying in the y-axis cluster contain allele B. In a haploid bacte-

rial sample this would imply the x-axis cluster allele or haplotype is A, and the y-axis

cluster allele or haplotype is B (Figure 6.2a); in a diploid human sample this would

imply the x-axis cluster genotype is AA and the y-axis cluster genotype is BB (Figure

6.2b). Among diploid samples like human DNA, heterozygotes are common, whereby

both alleles are present in a single sample. For example in Figure 6.2b a number of

samples cluster around a third point which has positive signal for both alleles, this

cluster indicates the heterozygous genotype AB. In haploid bacterial samples we would

not expect to see heterozygous clusters, unless the SNP locus is present in multiple

copies within the bacterial genome.

In the present study care was taken not to include such SNP loci (see 2.3.1.5), so

heterozygous clusters are not expected. However several loci were included that are

expected to be absent from some samples, for example plasmid SNPs. These SNPs

should generate a cluster around the origin of the graph, as in Figure 6.2c-d, corre-

sponding to a lack of signal for either allele-specific probe at the SNP locus. The same

lack of signal would be observed if the allele-specific probes failed to bind for some

other reason, e.g. (a) a secondary SNP or indel mutation was present within one of the

primer-binding sites or (b) a third allele was present at the SNP locus which would fail

to bind to either of the two allele-specific primers. Thus while these ‘no signal’ clusters
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Figure 6.2: Example cluster plots for genotyping assays - Genotyping with the
Illumina GoldenGate and similar array-based assays generate allele-specific signals for each
SNP in each sample. By plotting these values for all samples at a given SNP, clusters can
be identified which represent different genotypes at that SNP locus. (a) Haploid clusters at
a SNP locus. (b) Diploid clusters at a SNP locus, with heterozygotes in blue. (c) Haploid
clusters at a SNP locus with some samples displaying no signal for either allele; e.g. for
plasmid SNPs, this would represent strains with either allele (A, B) or no plasmid present
(no signal). (d) Haploid clusters at a nonpolymorphic locus with some samples displaying
no signal; e.g. for a nonpolymorphic plasmid locus that is absent from some strains.
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most likely indicate absence of known plasmid or chromosomal deletion loci, more care

must be taken in the interpretation of ‘no signal’ clusters for chromosomal SNP loci.

6.2.3.1 Genotype calling with Illuminus-P

Since each SNP needs to be clustered individually, manual genotype clustering is ex-

tremely time consuming and can introduce bias into genotyping results. An automated

clustering algorithm is implemented in the Illumina software (BeadStudio), but has

been optimised for clustering genotypes in diploid samples, i.e. where three clusters

are expected for each locus, corresponding to two homozygous and one heterozygous

genotype (AA, BB or AB, as in Figure 6.2b). However for the present study involving

haploid bacterial genotyping, we expect no heterozygous genotype clusters but some

legitimate ‘no signal’ genotype clusters (Figure 6.2c-d). Illumina BeadStudio is propri-

etary software and unable to be modified, but third-party opensource genotype cluster-

ing algorithms are available. Among the best performing for the Illumina genotyping

platform is Illuminus (748). On request the software’s author, Yik Y Teo (Wellcome

Trust Centre for Human Genetics, University of Oxford, UK), modified Illuminus to

fit a third ‘no signal’ cluster centred at the origin rather than a heterozygous cluster.

This version, referred to hereafter as Illuminus-P, was applied to genotype clustering

of all GoldenGate data presented in this chapter.

6.2.3.2 Heuristic to identify ‘no signal’ cluster

Despite the modification, Illuminus-P occasionally failed to differentiate the cluster

around the origin from the other clusters. To remedy this, a heuristic was applied

following genotype clustering with Illuminus-P, such that for each SNP locus, samples

with both allele signals below 15% of the maximum observed signal at that locus were

assigned to the ‘no signal’ cluster. This heuristic improved genotype clustering accuracy

for plasmid but not chromosomal loci and was applied to all plasmid loci in the analysis

presented in this chapter.

6.2.3.3 Clustering across plates

Since clustering requires each SNP to be considered individually across a range of sam-

ples, the accuracy of genotype clustering depends on the number and uniformity of the
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samples. Theoretically, increasing the number of data points increases the accuracy of

cluster definition, so the more samples the better the performance. However clustering

can be affected by the presence of outlier samples or subsets of samples. DNA samples

are prepared for genotyping in 96-well plates, with all steps in the GoldenGate assay

(PCR, array hybridisation and scanning) performed in 96-well format. We therefore

expect to see little variation within 96-sample sets due to technical factors, but vari-

ation between 96-sample sets is sometimes observed. For example, one 96-sample set

may display lower mean signal intensity for some SNPs compared to other sample sets,

presumably due to run-specific technical factors such as reagent concentration or hy-

bridisation conditions. In such cases including the plate with lower mean signal will

diminish the clustering performance across all samples at loci that are most sensitive

to technical variation.

For consistency in the present study, all sample sets were clustered together except

where there was evidence of poor performance. Specifically, each 96-well plate was

clustered individually in addition to clustering across all available sample sets. Each

96-well plate contained at least one control sample (a Typhi isolate whose genome has

been sequenced and therefore all alleles were known), usually in duplicate. The ac-

curacy of genotype calling in these control samples using individual-plate clustering

was compared to that for all-plate clustering. Only four plates, all from the second

oligonucleotide pool, gave better results on individual clustering. Each of these four

plates displayed low mean signal intensity compared to the other plates and gave better

results when clustered together as a set (compared to individual clustering or clustering

with all other plates).

6.2.4 Phylogenetic analysis of genotyping data

Alleles determined by genotype clustering with Illuminus-P were analysed as follows.

A Perl script was written to extract allele data from subsets of high-quality SNPs (de-

termined by comparison with alleles for control isolates, see below 6.3.1.1) and samples

from the clustered data set, see Figure 6.3. For example, chromosomal SNP loci were

extracted for analysis separately from plasmid SNPs; samples from different data sets

were analysed separately (e.g. global collection, individual local studies, etc). The
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SNP S1 S2 S3 S4
Snp1 A A G A
Snp2 T C C C
Snp3 A A C A
Snp4 G C C G

S1
S2
S3

Snp1
Snp3
Snp4

SNP list Sample list

3 3
S1 AAG
S2 AAC
S3 GCCC

Perl
script

Phylip file

S1
S2
S3

Illuminus-P

RAxML (GTR model, fit with 
maximum likelihood)

Illumina GoldenGate
fluorescence signal data

Allele calls

Figure 6.3: Phylogenetic analysis workflow for SNP typing studies - Illuminus-P
was used to cluster fluorescence data across samples (including control and experimental
samples from multiple studies) and call SNP alleles. A Perl script was written to extract
allele data for subsets of SNPs (in this case Snp1, Snp3, Snp4) and subsets of samples
(in this case S1, S2, S3) and convert it into a form suitable for phylogenetic analysis by
RAxML.
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script outputs alignments of concatenated strings of SNP alleles in phylip format, suit-

able for analysis using a range of phylogenetics software. Chromosomal alleles from a

global collection of 180 isolates plus 19 sequenced isolates was analysed in ModelTest

(645) (implemented in FindModel (646)), which suggested a general time reversible

(GTR) model was most appropriate for analysis of this data. All phylogenetic analysis

presented in this chapter was performed using maximum likelihood approaches to fit a

GTR model, implemented in the software program RAxML (644). SNP typing with the

GoldenGate assay only provides genetic information at the specific assayed loci; in the

case of chromosomal SNPs, these are mostly loci determined by whole genome compar-

ison of 19 Typhi strains (Chapter 2). Thus the SNP typing analysis essentially places

each Typhi isolate at the appropriate position along branches defining the phylogenetic

tree of these 19 strains (Figure 2.6) and branch lengths reflect genetic divergence only

at the assayed loci. Short branches separating very closely related clusters (e.g. within

the H58 group) were verified by manually inspecting cluster plots for SNPs that dif-

ferentiated within those clusters. Similarly, plasmid SNPs were originally determined

from comparison of a few plasmid sequences (Chapter 5) and thus genotyping at these

loci essentially assigns each plasmid to a position in the phylogenetic tree defined by

these SNPs (Figure 5.6).

6.2.5 Visualisation of temporal and spatial data

Data analysis was performed using the open-source statistical programming package R

(749). For the Kathmandu data set, typhoid cases were so infrequent as to be easily

visualisable using monthly counts; for the Kenya dataset years but not precise dates of

isolation were available, so annual counts were used. For the Mekong Delta and Kolkata

data sets typhoid cases were more frequent, so a smoothing function was used to visu-

alise the incidence rate using the recorded day of isolation. Temporal distributions of

Typhi isolates were plotted using R’s density function for kernel density estimation,

using days since study began to indicate the time of each isolation and bandwidth of

10 days.

Spatial clustering within the Kolkata data set was performed using Openshaw’s Ge-

ographical Analysis Machine (GAM) (750), implemented in the R package DCluster

(751). Note this is intended to highlight clusters of unusually high density but does not
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provide a formal statistical test of spatial clustering, hence additional data and statis-

tics is provided for each cluster discussed in the text. The centre of each geographical

cluster (i.e. the clusters defined by the study team for distribution of vaccine) was

determined using a spatial grid in which the smallest unit corresponded to the size of

the smallest cluster (cluster 44). The observed and expected number of cases for each

cluster i were defined as follows:

observedi = ni, (6.1)

expectedi =
pi

P
∗ N, (6.2)

where ni = number of cases observed in cluster i, N =
∑k

i=1 ni, pi = population of

cluster i, P =
∑k

i=1 pi. The opgam method of DCluster (751) was used to assess

whether or not each point in the spatial grid represented a cluster of cases, based

on a random Poisson distribution of cases among the study population; statistically

significant clusters (p<0.005) were plotted.

6.2.6 Simpson’s diversity index

Simpson’s diversity index, 1-D was calculated as follows:

1 − D = 1 −
k∑

i=1

ni ∗ (ni − 1)
N ∗ (N − 1)

, (6.3)

where ni number of Typhi isolates of haplotype i, N = total number of Typhi isolates.

Diversity indices were compared for two sets of Typhi isolates using Student’s T-test,

as follows:

s2
x =

4
N

∗ (
kx∑
i=1

p3
i,x −

kx∑
i=1

p2
i,x)2, (6.4)

T =
D2 − D1√

s2
1 + s2

2

, (6.5)

df = k1 + k2 − 2, (6.6)

where pi,x = ni
N for sample x, kx = number of taxa in sample x.

For the Kolkata Typhi data, s2 prior to December 2004 was 0.0005, s2 from January

2005 was 0.0015, thus T = 82.85 with 14+10-2 = 22 degrees of freedom (df), which has

a p-value of <1x10−6.
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6.3 Results

6.3.1 Validation of GoldenGate assay for target loci in Typhi

The accuracy of the GoldenGate assay and genotype clustering for the two Typhi

oligonucleotide pools was assessed using data from the first ten 96-well plates run on the

arrays. These samples include all sequenced isolates, 180 isolates previously genotyped

at 88 loci (isolates from the Pasteur Institute, see Appendix E (2)) and several hundred

isolates from diverse regions across Asia and some from Africa (including Mekong Delta

and Kathmandu collections, part of Kenya collection). Each of the 19 sequenced isolates

was assigned alleles at each of these SNP loci based on sequencing data (Chapter 2).

Each plate contained at least one of the sequenced isolates, often in duplicate, and

comparison of the expected alleles with those assigned following genotype clustering

of GoldenGate data was used to assess the accuracy of the GoldenGate SNP typing

results.

6.3.1.1 Chromosomal loci

The GoldenGate assay utilises mega-plex PCR (up to 1,536 oligonucleotide nucleotides

per pool) followed by hybridisation to custom bead arrays (see 6.2.2). Due to the PCR

step, it is not possible to uniquely target two SNP loci separated by less than 60 bp in

a single oligonucleotide pool. It is also not possible to assay any SNP locus that lies

within 10 bp of another SNP, insertion or deletion, as these variants can interfere with

primer binding. For these reasons, 35 (1.8%) of the 1,964 SNPs identified in Chapter 2

were not suitable for SNP typing with GoldenGate. Oligonucleotides were designed to

target the remaining 1,929 SNPs, as well as 72 additional SNP loci (“BiPs”) identified

by Roumagnac et al (2). As explained above, the GoldenGate assay generates fluores-

cence signals for each SNP locus in each sample, which must be converted into genotype

calls using a two-dimensional clustering approach (see 6.2.2). Illuminus (748), originally

designed for clustering of diploid human genotypes, was used to assign alleles to the

Typhi data. This resulted in perfect allele calls in control samples for just 1,104 SNPs

(57%). A modified version of Illuminus, Illuminus-P (see 6.2.3.1) gave better results,

with perfect allele calls in control samples for 1,436 SNPs (74%). Thus Illuminus-P was

used for the remainder of this study.
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Analysis of GoldenGate data for sequenced isolates was used to determine whether

each SNP was (a) assayed successfully, (b) clustered accurately and (c) truly polymor-

phic as expected from the sequence data. Each SNP assay was considered successful

if it generated signals of reasonable strength that were able to be clustered. For 1,402

SNPs, alleles assigned by Illuminus-P clustering of GoldenGate data agreed with all

those expected from sequence data and these were considered high quality SNP as-

says for downstream analysis. For 19 SNPs (∼1%), GoldenGate analysis detected no

evidence of the derived allele (confirmed by manual inspection of the signal plots in ad-

dition to Illuminus-P clustering). These SNPs were originally detected in sequence data

from just one isolate each and are likely to be genuinely nonpolymorphic sites. These

SNPs were concentrated in isolates E01-6750 (5 SNPs), E03-9804 (3 SNPs), J185SM

(3 SNPs) and M223 (3 SNPs), and were not included in downstream analysis. Note

that none of these were nonsense SNPs, so would not affect analysis of pseudogenes or

selection in Chapter 2. For a further 12 SNPs, GoldenGate analysis found evidence of

the derived allele, but allele assignments did not match exactly those from sequence

data. Signal plots for these SNPs were manually inspected and assessed to be good

quality signals and accurately clustered. Therefore these loci are truly polymorphic,

but the earlier sequence-based allele assignments likely contained some errors which

can now be corrected by the GoldenGate analysis. These errors were concentrated

in J185SM (4 SNPs), M223 (3 SNPs) and E01-6750 (3 SNPs), and resolve two appar-

ent homoplasies (reported in Table 2.9) in genes STY0347 (tsaC ) and STY1689 (ydhD).

Thus 1,448 SNP loci (75% of those targeted) were considered successful GoldenGate

assays of polymorphic loci identified previously from sequence analysis. While the high

rate (25%) of failed assays means a reduction in resolution, the SNP loci concerned

were distributed evenly within the phylogenetic tree defined by the complete SNP set

(Figure 2.6). Figure 6.4 shows the length of each branch as defined by the complete

SNP set (x-axis) vs that defined by the successfully assayed SNPs (y-axis), demonstrat-

ing that these lengths are highly correlated (Pearson R2 = 0.994, p<2x10−16). Thus

the loss of resolution does not lead to significant change in relative branch lengths of

the resulting phylogenetic tree.
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Figure 6.4: Effect of assay failure on relative branch lengths for Typhi chro-
mosomal SNPs - Solid line indicates linear model fit (Pearson R2 = 0.994), dashed line
indicates y=x.
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Figure 6.5: Distribution of assayed SNPs in the Typhi CT18 chromosome -
Coordinates are bp in the Typhi CT18 genome. Genes annotated in the CT18 genome are
shown in the two outer rings: outer-most ring = forward strand, second outer-most ring =
reverse strand. Genes are coloured according to broad functional groups, note phage genes
are coloured pale pink. Red and black rings show the location of all SNPs detected so far in
the Typhi population (red) and those successfully assayed with GoldenGate (black). Inner-
most rings indicate GC deviation in the CT18 genome ((G-C)/(G+C), i.e. the difference
in G content between the forward and reverse strands).
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Signal plots were manually inspected to assess the GoldenGate assays of 72 SNPs

defined by Roumagnac et al (2), of which 60 (83%) were of high quality (signals of

reasonable strength, clustered accurately). Thus the phylogenetic analysis of experi-

mental Typhi isolates presented in this study is based on 1,508 chromosomal SNP loci.

These loci are distributed randomly in the Typhi chromosome (Figure 6.5), indicating

that failures in the design, signal generation or clustering do not bias the distribution

of SNPs that were assayed successfully with GoldenGate.

6.3.1.2 IncHI1 plasmid loci

A total of 345 SNPs were identified in the IncHI1 plasmid backbone in Chapter 5, 294

(85.2%) of these were included in the GoldenGate assay, and their genotypes called us-

ing Illuminus-P followed by the heuristic. IncHI1 plasmid SNPs were validated by com-

paring alleles from SNP typing and sequence data for the plasmids previously sequenced

in Typhi isolates CT18, E03-9804, ISP-03-07467 and ISP-04-06979, the Paratyphi A

plasmid pAKU 1 and the Typhimurium plasmid R27, as well as plasmids used to de-

velop the pMLST scheme (Chapter 5, (725)). Alleles from genotyping and sequencing

matched perfectly for 200 IncHI1 plasmid SNPs (68.0%) and these loci were used for

the remainder of the study. The distribution of these SNPs is shown in Figure 6.6.

Positive allele calls for IncHI1 plasmid SNPs (i.e. fluorescence signals clustered outside

the ‘no signal’ cluster) correlated strongly with presence of the plasmid. The four con-

trol isolates known to contain IncHI1 MDR plasmids each gave positive allele calls for

193-197 of the 200 IncHI1 plasmid SNP loci, whereas the IncHI1 plasmid-free control

isolates each gave positive signals for 0-5 plasmid SNPs. To assess whether excluding

the poorly-assayed SNPs would bias phylogenetic analysis of the IncHI1 plasmid, the

number of SNPs lying on each branch of the phylogenetic tree was compared for (a)

the complete set of 345 SNPs identified in Chapter 5 and (b) 200 SNPs with 100%

genotype calling accuracy. The branch lengths represented by the two SNP sets were

highly correlated (R2=0.964) (see Figure 6.7). This demonstrates that the exclusion

of low quality SNPs does not significantly alter the relative branch lengths of phyloge-

netic trees determined from analysis of the SNP typing data and therefore will not bias

estimates of relative genetic distance between samples. Note however that since 32% of

SNP loci are being excluded, genetic distance will be underestimated by phylogenetic

analysis of the SNP data.
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Figure 6.6: Distribution of assayed SNPs in the IncHI1 plasmid - Coordinates are
bp in the IncHI1 plasmid pAKU 1. Genes annotated in pAKU 1 are shown in the two outer
rings: outer-most ring = forward strand, second outer-most ring = reverse strand. Genes
are coloured to indicate the IncHI1 conserved background (blue) or insertion sequences
(red). Rings 3 and 4 show the location of all SNPs detected so far in the IncHI1 plasmid
population (red) and those successfully assayed with GoldenGate (black). Ring 5 shows
loci targeting resistance genes and deletions in the plasmid backbone (green). Innermost
rings indicate GC deviation in pAKU 1 ((G-C)/(G+C), i.e. the difference in G content
between the forward and reverse strands).
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Figure 6.7: Effect of assay failure on relative branch lengths for IncHI1 plasmid
SNPs - Solid line indicates linear model fit (Pearson R2 = 0.964), dashed line indicates
y=x.

A total of 218 SNPs designed to assess the presence or absence of resistance genes

and specific IncHI1 sequences were included on the arrays, and their genotypes called

using Illuminus-P and the heuristic. Here the ‘no signal’ cluster implies absence of the

target sequence, which may be due to absence of the entire plasmid (for IncHI1-specific

sequences, if no other IncHI1 targets are detected) or absence of the specific locus (if

most other IncHI1 targets are detected). Note that resistance genes may be present

on plasmids of a different type, or potentially integrated into the chromosome, and

so are not always associated with the presence of IncHI1 sequences. Perfect matches

were obtained between sequence and genotyping data for 119 of these loci (54.6%).

This provides reasonable coverage of resistance genes and insertion sequences, as well

as several deletions characterised earlier by comparative analysis of the three finished

plasmid sequences pHCM1, pAKU 1 and R27 (Chapter 5), shown in Table 6.2.
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Gene(s) Sequence type Number of targets

cat* Tn9 - chloramphenicol res 3
tetACDR* Tn10 - tetracycline res 3, 3, 2, 2
merAPRT* Tn20 - mercury res 2, 1, 2, 2

dfhR7* integron cassette - trimethoprim res 3
dhfR14* integron cassette - trimethoprim res 3
sul1* integron cassette - sulfonamide res 1

blaTEM−1* bla/sul/str - beta-lactam res 2
sul2* bla/sul/str - sulfonamide res 1

strAB* bla/sul/str - streptomycin res 2, 2
IntI1 integrase of class I integron 1
tnpAB Tn21 transposase 2, 2

IS10-L,-R Tn10 transposase 2, 2
IS26 transposase 2
IS30 transposase 2

IS6100 transposase 2
repC replication initiation gene 1
betU Tn6062 - betaine transporter 1

SPAP0105 Tn6062 - hypothetical protein 2
citAB citrate transporters 3, 2
nac transcriptional regulator 1

SPAP0281 hypothetical protein 3
R0140 backbone in/del 1

SPAP0266-9 backbone in/del 2, 3, 3, 2
SPAP0329 backbone in/del 2
HCM25-6 backbone in/del 1

HCM102-106 backbone in/del 3, 2, 3, 0, 1
HCM160 backbone in/del 2
HCM163 backbone in/del 2
HCM170 backbone in/del 2
HCM174 backbone in/del 3

HCM177-8 backbone in/del 1, 2
HCM189-193 backbone in/del 3, 3, 2, 1, 3
HCM195-199 backbone in/del 2, 3, 1, 0 1

HCM203 backbone in/del 2
HCM278 backbone in/del 1

Table 6.2: SNPs for detection of resistance genes and IncHI1 plasmid deletions
- *Antimicrobial resistance genes, res resistance, Tn transposon, IS insertion sequence.
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6.3.1.3 Other target loci

Two loci provided accurate detection of the cryptic plasmid pHCM2, which was suc-

cessfully detected in the two sequenced isolates CT18 and E02-2759. A further two

SNPs provided accurate detection of plasmid pBSSB1 which carries the z66 flagella

antigen, present in the two sequenced H59 isolates 404ty and E03-4983. Replication

(rep) genes from another 17 plasmids, detailed in (752), were also included on the ar-

ray. Control plasmids were not available to test these assays, but allele signals were

only detected in two isolates, both multidrug resistant Typhi containing plasmids of

different incompatibility groups (see below 6.3.2.2).

Two SNPs specific to Paratyphi A were included in the assay to facilitate detection

of erroneously serotyped isolates. The SNPs were validated by typing five Paratyphi A

control isolates, which gave distinct allele signals from the Typhi control isolates at the

two Paratyphi A-specific loci. Alleles were determined for 89% of Typhi chromosomal

SNPs in the Paratyphi A strains, resulting in these strains clustering at the root of the

Typhi phylogenetic tree (see Figure 6.8b).

6.3.2 Validation of GoldenGate SNP typing in a global collection of

Typhi isolates, previously typed at 88 loci

DNA from a global collection of 180 Typhi isolates was provided by Francois-Xavier

Weill of the Pasteur Insitute, Paris, France. The isolates, listed in Appendix E, were

collected between 1958 and 2004 from travellers returning to France with typhoid fever.

Their geographical origin is considered to be the country in which the patient initially

became ill, and includes Africa (89 isolates), Asia (77 isolates) and South America (10

isolates). This collection was previously used to identify SNPs in fragments of the

Typhi genome (2), generating the tree reproduced in Figure 6.8a.

6.3.2.1 Phylogenetic analysis of chromosomal SNPs

As expected, phylogenetic analysis of chromosomal SNPs in this collection placed each

isolate at different points on the phylogenetic tree defined by the 19 sequenced isolates

(Figure 6.8b). The location of each isolate according to GoldenGate SNP typing was

consistent with their previously defined haplotypes based on 88 SNPs (2) (Figure 6.8a),
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Figure 6.8: Phylogenetic trees for a global collection of 180 Typhi isolates
(1958-2005) - (a) Minimum spanning tree based on 88 SNPs, reproduced from (2). Each
circle (node) represents a distinct haplotype group. Haplotype groups from which isolates
were sequenced are shown in bold colours with black outline, haplotypes not represented
in sequencing are show in paler colours. Non-sequenced haplotypes are considered the
result of clonal expansion of the sequenced haplotypes, and are coloured in a paler shade
of the same colour as the haplotype from which they are assumed to have descended. (b)
Maximum likelihood tree based on 1,508 chromosomal SNPs typed with the GoldenGate
assay. Sequenced strains have black outlines; black circle is Paratyphi A strains, indicating
the position of the root of the Typhi tree. All genotyped isolates lay along branches defined
by the phylogenetic tree of sequenced strains. Colours indicate the previously determined
haplotype of each isolate as given in (a); the same colour scheme is used in Figure 6.9.
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demonstrating the ability of the Typhi GoldenGate assay to correctly cluster Typhi iso-

lates into known haplotype groups.

In addition, the assay was able to differentiate within some haplotypes, even when

only one member of the haplotype group had been included in SNP detection via se-

quencing. For example, E98-0664 was sequenced as a representative isolate of the H55

haplotype. As Figure 6.9 shows, the SNPs identified in this isolate were able to differen-

tiate the four SNP typed H55 strains (77-303, 77-302, 75-2507 and E98-0664, coloured

dark green) into three clusters lying along the branch that ends at E98-0664. Simi-

larly, SNPs identified in M223 (H8) differentiate all three SNP typed H8 isolates (M223,

E00-4626, E01-5612, coloured pale blue) and cluster H77 isolates into two groups (1458,

81424, 81918, pale blue). Differentiation between H50 isolates is also evident in Figure

6.9.
( )

1458 (H77)
6863 (H50)
6763 (H50)
3766 (H50)
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Figure 6.9: Discrimination within known Typhi haplotypes - Part of the phyloge-
netic tree based on chromosomal SNPs in the global collection of Typhi isolates. Isolates
are coloured according to haplotype groups to which they were previously assigned (2) as
shown in Figure 6.8a.
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6.3.2.2 IncHI1 plasmids and multidrug resistance

A total of 40 isolates were recorded in the Pasteur laboratory as being multidrug re-

sistant (defined as resistant to ampicillin, chloramphenicol and co-trimoxazole). The

distribution of the number of IncHI1 plasmid SNPs in these and drug sensitive isolates

is given in Figure 6.10. There was a clear distinction between isolates that gave positive

signals for IncHI1 loci (>180 out of 200 SNPs) and those that did not (≤20 out of 200

SNPs, see Figure 6.10).
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Figure 6.10: Distribution of IncHI1 plasmid SNPs detected in MDR and drug
sensitive isolates - ‘Strong fluorescence signal’ is defined as clustering within an allele
cluster as opposed to the ‘no signal’ cluster for a given SNP, this implies a fluorescence
signal >15% that of the maximum signal detected for either allele of that SNP across all
Typhi samples.

Thirty-eight of the isolates recorded as MDR had allele signals for >180 IncHI1 plasmid

SNPs, consistent with the presence of an IncHI1 MDR plasmid. The remaining two

MDR isolates had positive fluorescence signals for rep genes of other plasmid types. Iso-

late 76-1292 had positive signals for both IncI target loci, one of two IncK loci and one

of three IncC loci. Plasmid conjugation and incompatibility group typing experiments

performed by Francois-Xavier Weill (Pasteur Institute) confirmed that the isolate con-

tained a 100 kbp plasmid of the IncI1 type, which transferred multidrug resistance to E.

coli. Isolate 80-2002 had positive signals for two of three IncA/C target loci, one of two

IncN loci and one of four IncW loci. Experiments by Francois-Xavier Weill confirmed

that the isolate contained a 130 kbp plasmid of the IncA/C type, which transferred
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multidrug resistance to E. coli. No evidence of IncHI1 plasmids was found in DNA

from isolates recorded as drug sensitive. Phylogenetic analysis of the IncHI1 plasmid

SNPs clustered the isolates into eight groups, shown in Figure 6.11.

The majority of plasmids (23) clustered into a single group of the ST6 IncHI1 plasmid

type, defined by SNPs found in the sequenced Typhi H58 strains E98-0664, ISP-03-

07467 and ISP-04-06979. All of these plasmids were found in H58 or H58-derived

Typhi strains (see Figure 6.11), consistent with a single acquisition of the ST6 IncHI1

plasmid by a common ancestor of the H58 lineage. (Note that it was not possible to

confirm this for the ST6 control plasmid pSTY7, which was transferred into E. coli for

laboratory storage and experiments and the original host strain is not available.) Nearly

all resistance gene target loci gave the same signals for all ST6 plasmids, matching the

GoldenGate assay profile of pAKU 1. A notable exception was the isolate 38(98)S

which appeared to be missing the composite transposon insertion (lacking IS26, bla,

sul2, strAB (bla/sul/str); sul1, dhfR7, mer genes, tnpA (Tn21); and cat (Tn9); but

carrying tet genes (Tn10)). The isolate, from which DNA had been prepared for SNP

typing in July 2008, was re-tested in December 2008 by Francois-Xavier Weill at the

Pasteur Institute, who confirmed that it was sensitive to all drugs at that time, in-

cluding tetracycline. It is likely therefore that this isolate harboured the MDR IncHI1

plasmid when it was initially isolated in 1998, but the resistance genes have been lost

from the plasmid during its 10 years in the laboratory.

Three of the Typhi IncHI1 plasmids clustered with ST8, originally defined by SNPs

found in plasmid pAKU 1 sequenced from Paratyphi A (orange in Figure 6.11). The

Typhi plasmids differed from the ST8 Paratyphi A plasmids (isolated from Karachi in

2003-2004 (725)) at just one SNP locus and were all isolated in Peru in 1981. The Ty-

phi strains themselves were of haplotypes H77 (two isolates) and H50. This is the first

clear evidence that very closely related IncHI1 plasmids have successfully transferred

into both the Paratyphi A and Typhi populations. However, the resistance gene profiles

of these three Typhi plasmids differed from that of pAKU 1. They gave positive signals

for the cat, strAB, sul1 and tet genes, consistent with their resistance phenotypes (chlo-

ramphenicol, streptomycin, sulfonamide and tetracycline resistant). However there was

no evidence of bla, dhfR7, dhfR14, sul2 or IS26. The two H77 strains were found to
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Figure 6.11: Phylogenetic trees of Typhi chromosomes and IncHI1 plasmids in
a global collection of Typhi isolates - Maximum likelihood phylogenetic trees, scale
bar is in divergence per assayed SNP (1,508 SNPs for a, 200 SNPs for b). (a) Tree of Typhi
based on typing of chromosomal SNPs in a global collection of 180 isolates plus 19 control
isolates (labelled). Nodes including isolates containing IncHI1 plasmids are highlighted
with circles, coloured according to IncHI1 plasmid subgroup as shown in (b). (b) Tree
of IncHI1 plasmids based on typing of SNPs in the conserved IncHI1 plasmid backbone
in a global collection of 180 isolates, including 38 containing MDR IncHI1 plasmids, and
control plasmids. Nodes are labelled by the plasmid ST type (as defined by plasmid
MLST in (725)) and/or by the name of a representative plasmid. Each node including
an IncHI1 plasmid that has been found in Typhi is assigned a unique colour. Uncoloured
nodes represent plasmids that have so far only been found in other bacteria: pAKU 1 in
Paratyphi A, R27 in Typhimurium, pMAK1 in Choleraesuis, p0111 in enterohemorrhagic
E. coli. Bipartitions are labelled with bootstrap values from 1,000 bootstraps.
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be trimethoprim resistant, so likely carry a different trimethoprim resistance gene from

those sequenced to date from Typhi IncHI1 plasmids (dhfR7, dhfR14 ). The lack of resis-

tance to ampicillin is consistent with the lack of signal detected for the beta-lactamase

gene (bla). The SNP typing data for the Peruvian ST8 plasmids is consistent with

the presence of Tn9, Tn21, Tn10 and strAB insertions in the same plasmid backbone

as pAKU 1; the same elements are present in pAKU 1, with Tn21 inserted within Tn9.

To test whether the insertion sites were the same as in pAKU 1, PCR was performed

using the same primer sets used to assay IncHI1 plasmids in earlier studies (see 5.2.4

and Table 5.3). Primers were designed by myself and PCR performed by Minh Duy

Phan at the Sanger Institute. For all three plasmids, amplicons were generated across

the left and right boundaries of the insertion site of Tn10 into pAKU 1 (PCR loci O,

P in 5.2.4), and the insertion of the second copy of strAB into the pAKU 1 backbone

(PCR locus Q in 5.2.4). For one plasmid, no further PCR amplicons could be gener-

ated. For the other two plasmids, 81863 and 81424, amplicons were generated across

the insertion boundaries of Tn21 into Tn9 (PCR loci G, H in 5.2.4), and the insertion

site of Tn9 into the pAKU 1 backbone (PCR loci J, K in 5.2.4). No amplicons were

generated for the insertion sites of Tn9 or Tn10 observed in pHCM1 (PCR loci L,

M, N in 5.2.4), or the insertion of strAB into Tn21. These results suggest that the

Peruvian ST8 plasmids carry resistance insertions very similar to those in pAKU 1,

with the exception of the bla/sul/str element. The failure of PCR to confirm the ex-

pected insertion sites of Tn9 and Tn21 in isolate 81918 suggests there may have been

rearrangements within this particular plasmid, or even transposition of the Tn9-Tn21

composite transposon to a novel location. The Typhi strains carrying the ST8 plasmid

type were all isolated in Peru in 1981, yet fall into distinct haplotypes H77 (isolates

81424 and 81918) and H50 (isolate 81863), separated by 28 target SNPs (Figure 6.9).

This could be explained by a single acquisition of the plasmid by a common ancestor,

followed by diversification of the strain types. However given the short time frame and

genetic distance it is more likely that the ST8 plasmid was independently acquired by

multiple Typhi strains circulating in Peru in 1981.
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6.3.2.3 Distribution of other plasmids

Positive signals were detected in four experimental samples for a SNP in plasmid

pHCM2 (coordinate 38,509). The SNP was originally detected between copies of the

pHCM2 plasmid sequenced from genetically distant strains CT18 (H1) and E02-2759

(H58). The four novel strains harboured the E02-2759 allele at this SNP locus. Two of

the strains were closely related (haplotype H39), but the other strains were genetically

distant (H52 and H58-derived H34). To confirm the presence of pHCM2 in these four

strains, PCR was performed as described in 2.2.2 using primers previously described

in (278) (three targeting sites in pHCM2, one targeting chromosomal gene aroC ). All

three pHCM2 target amplicons, as well as the chromosomal target, were detected in

the four novel isolates. In each case, amplicon sizes matched those amplified from con-

trol isolates CT18 and E02-2759. Thus, although rare in the Typhi population (278),

pHCM2 can be found in distinct Typhi lineages, confirming multiple acquisition events

as opposed to clonal spread within a single a lineage. Furthermore, we can expect that

the array targets provide accurate detection of the pHCM2 plasmid.

The SNP typing assay included two targets for sequences within the linear plasmid

pBSSB1, harbouring the z66 flagella antigen and previously found to be present only

in H59 isolates (256). These targets gave positive signals for control isolates 404ty and

E03-4983 (both H59) but not for any other isolates of the global collection (which did

not include additional H59 isolates). This is consistent with PCR assays reported in

(2), which failed to detect z66 sequences among these isolates.

6.3.3 Endemic typhoid in the Mekong Delta, Vietnam

Typhoid fever is endemic to the Mekong River Delta region in the south of Vietnam,

shown in pink in Figure 6.12. With a mean of ∼80 cases per 100,000 people annually

(328, 349, 422), the region accounts for over 75% of typhoid in Vietnam (354). The first

MDR typhoid outbreak in Vietnam occurred in Kien Giang (Figure 6.12) in 1993 (380).

MDR typhoid has continued to be a problem in the region, with rates peaking at 100%

in 1996-1998 and declining to ∼50% in 2002-2004 (2, 16, 380). In Vietnam, MDR

typhoid is usually treated with fluoroquinolones, however most Typhi isolated from

the Mekong Delta (>95%) are now resistant to nalidixic acid (Nal) and show reduced
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Figure 6.12: Geographical sources of isolates from the Mekong Delta - (a) Map
of Vietnam, broken down into regions (shown in different colours) and provinces. Provinces
from which Typhi was isolates for this study are highlighted. (b) Distribution of Typhi
isolates from each province included in the study.

susceptibility to fluoroquinolones (2, 16). In order to compare alternative treatments

for MDR Nal-resistant typhoid, a treatment study was conducted in 2004-2005 in the

Mekong River Delta region, led by Christiane Dolecek at OUCRU, Ho Chi Minh City

(745). Typhoid patients (adults and children) were recruited into the study from three

hospitals: the Hospital for Tropical Diseases in Ho Chi Minh City, the Dong Thap

Provincial hospital in Cao Lanh, Dong Thap province and the An Giang Provincial

hospital in Long Xuyen, An Giang province (Figure 6.12). Patients were treated with

gatifloxacin (a second generation fluoroquinolone) or azithromycin (745). A total of 282

patients had typhoid fever confirmed by blood culture during the two-year study period

(745). The majority of these patients (82.2%) lived in An Giang province, with 10.1% of

patients from Dong Thap, 1.7% from Ho Chi Minh City and the rest from neighbouring

provinces (see Figure 6.12). In total, 96% of the Typhi isolates were Nal-resistant and

58% were MDR. Treatment failure with gatifloxacin or azithromycin occurred in 9% of

patients, all of whom made a full recovery after treatment with ceftriaxone (745). A

total of 264 of the 282 Typhi isolates were available for analysis and these were all SNP

typed with the GoldenGate assay. DNA was prepared and quantified by Christiane

Dolecek; data analysis was performed by myself as described above.
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6.3.3.1 Phylogenetic analysis

The 264 SNP typed Typhi isolates are listed in Appendix E. A total of 258 isolates

(97.7%) were of the H58 haplotype, the remaining isolates were of haplotypes H1 (N=3),

H45, H50 and H52, see Figure 6.13a. H58 isolates displayed variation at 10 SNP loci,

which differentiated seven distinct haplotypes, shown in Figure 6.13b. However 239

(92.6%) of these isolates belonged to just three closely related haplotypes, labelled C,

E1 and E2 in Figure 6.13b. The sequenced isolate AG3, isolated in An Giang province

during the study (March 2004), belongs to the H58-E2 haplotype. The SNPs separating

E1 and E2 from C were originally identified from the AG3 sequence, i.e. the ability to

differentiate within this cluster of 239 isolates is due to the inclusion of one of these

isolates in the initial SNP detection study. Four isolates clustered with H58 based on

chromosomal SNP alleles, but could not be fitted into the H58 phylogenetic tree due

to conflicting SNP alleles. These isolates displayed unusual heterozygous signals for

several chromosomal SNPs. They were also positive for IncHI1 plasmid loci previously

identified in enterohemorrhagic E. coli (see 5.3.2.1), qnr (quinolone-resistance) gene loci

which have not been reported in Typhi, and several additional plasmid rep genes. These

samples are therefore likely to be contaminated with other bacterial DNA, possibly E.

coli. There was no association between Typhi haplotype and patient age, fever clearance

time or relapse. Diarrhea was more common in patients infected with H58-C compared

to H58-E2 (74% vs 55%, p=0.006 with Pearson χ2 test; 64% among other haplotypes),

whereas constipation was more common in patients infected with H58-E2 (14% H58-E2,

6% H58-C, p=0.076 with Pearson χ2 test; 6% among other haplotypes). Headache was

also more common among patients infected with H58-C compared to H58-E2 (70% vs

55%, p=0.036 with Pearson χ2 test; 64% among other haplotypes) and was associated

with diarrhea (p<10 x 10−5, Pearson χ2 test). Only one instance of Typhi carriage was

observed during 3 month follow-up, this was an MDR H58-C isolate.
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Figure 6.13: Phylogenetic distribution of Typhi isolates from the Mekong Delta
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6.3.3.2 Plasmids and drug resistance

The presence of fluorescence signals for IncHI1 SNP loci indicated that a total of 137

samples contained IncHI1 plasmids. All plasmids were of the ST6 type, and all host

isolates were of the H58 haplotype. Of these isolates, 135 were classified as MDR

by resistance testing performed by Christiane Dolecek at OUCRU (defined as MIC

≥ 32 μg/mL for chloramphenicol and ampicillin, and MIC ≥ 8/152 μg/mL for co-

trimoxazole) (745). The other two isolates tested positive by GoldenGate SNP typing

for sul1, sul2, dfrA7, tetACDR, strAB, bla andcat, just like the MDR isolates, despite

very low recorded MICs for chloramphenicol, ampicillin and co-trimoxazole. An addi-

tional 18 isolates were recorded as MDR but did not test positive for IncHI1 plasmid

SNPs. One of these, BJ5, did give positive signals for resistance genes strA, bla, sul1,

sul2, dfrA7 ; the repC replication initiation gene of IncHI1; transposases and merAPTR

from Tn21 ; and IS26 and IS10 transposases. The MDR IncHI1 plasmid was much more

common among C and E1 isolates than E2 isolates (80% vs 15%, see Figure 6.14).
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Figure 6.14: Distribution of IncHI1 plasmids among Typhi isolates from the
Mekong Delta - B-F H58 haplotypes.

Nal resistance was tested by Christiane Dolecek at OUCRU. A total of 254 isolates

were Nal resistant, defined as MIC ≥ 32 μg/mL (745). All of these were H58 isolates

and all were susceptible to the fluoroquinolone drugs gatifloxacin, ciprofloxacin and

ofloxacin. The only Nal susceptible H58 isolates were the singleton H58-B isolate (see

Figure 6.13b), one H58-C isolate and the two isolates suspected of contamination.
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6.3.3.3 Spatial and temporal distribution

Figure 6.15 shows the distribution of Typhi haplotypes among Mekong Delta provinces.

All of the non-H58 isolates were from patients living outside An Giang province. Two

H1 isolates BJ63 and BJ64 were identical at all assayed SNP loci and were taken from

patients in Dong Thap on consecutive days. The third H1 isolate (BJ105 in Figure

6.13a) differed from these at 16 SNP loci and was collected in Dong Thap 14 months

after BJ63 and BJ64. The H45 isolate BJ264 originated in Can Tho province, the

H50 isolate BJ9 originated in Ho Chi Minh City and the H52 isolate BJ3 originated in

Dong Nai province. The H58 C/E1/E2 cluster was dominant among isolates from each

province (except Dong Nai from which just one isolate originated).

An Giang Dong  Thap Can Tho HCMC Kien Giang Dong Nai Long An

H58-B
H58-C
H58-E1
H58-E2
H58-F2
H58-F3
H58-D3
non-H58
unknown

Figure 6.15: Distribution of haplotypes among provinces in the Mekong Delta
- Pie charts are scaled to represent the total number of isolates from each province.

The distribution of Typhi haplotypes over time is shown in Figure 6.16a. The majority

of typhoid cases occurred in the wet season, between July and December each year. In

the season of 2004 H58-E2 and H58-C were both prevalent, whereas very few isolates

of H58-E2 Typhi were collected during the 2005 wet season. The decline of H58-E2

may be associated with the IncHI1 MDR plasmid (see Figure 6.14), which was much

more common in H58-C. As Figure 6.16b highlights, the majority of isolates collected

during the second season were MDR and carried the IncHI1 plasmid ST6.
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Figure 6.16: Distribution of typhoid fever cases over two years in the Mekong
Delta - (a) All typhoid fever cases in the study. (b) Typhoid fever cases split by haplotype.
Density distributions are shown for the three dominant H58 haplotypes C, E1 and E2.
Other haplotypes are shown as circles. All lines and circles are coloured by haplotype
according to the legend provided. (c) Typhoid fever cases split by presence of the MDR
IncHI1-ST6 plasmid.
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6.3.4 Pediatric typhoid in Kathmandu, Nepal

Although precise incidence data is not available, the prevalence of typhoid fever in

Kathmandu, the capital city of Nepal, has been observed to be very high (753). A ten-

year retrospective study of typhoid in 1993-2003 found the number of enteric fever cases

(including both Typhi and Paratyphi A) more than doubled in 2001-2003 compared

with the previous three years (336). MDR was not a significant problem during the

study period, although there were increasing levels of reduced susceptibility to fluoro-

quinolones (336). In 2005-2006, researchers from Oxford University and Patan Hospital

in Kathmandu conducted a study of the burden of disease caused by encapsulated bac-

teria among children in Patan, a central district of Kathmandu (746). Children under

13 years of age admitted to Patan Hospital with suspected bacteraemia, meningitis

or pneumonia were recruited into the study (N=2,039), and blood cultures performed

(N=141 positive cultures). Typhi (N=53 isolates) and Paratyphi A (N=6 isolates)

were responsible for 49% of all bacteraemias and were the most frequently cultured

pathogens in children older than 12 months. DNA samples from 46 of the 53 Typhi

isolates was provided by Andrew Pollard of the Department of Paediatrics, University

of Oxford, UK and were SNP typed at the Sanger Institute using the GoldenGate assay

(following DNA quantitation by myself).

6.3.4.1 Phylogenetic analysis

The SNP typed Typhi isolates are listed in Appendix E. The majority of isolates were

H58 (32, or 70%), with most of these belonging to the specific haplotype H58-G (30

isolates), see Figure 6.17. There was also a significant phylogenetic cluster of nine

isolates (20%) of a subgroup of H42 (H42-A, blue in Figure 6.17), demonstrating that

the dominance of H58 was not as complete in Kathmandu as it appeared to be in the

Mekong Delta. There was also a cluster of three H50 isolates and two isolates from

different subgroups of H42 (yellow and white in Figure 6.17). There was no association

between Typhi haplotype and patient age or sex, see Table 6.3. The slightly higher

mean age of children infected with Typhi of the H58-G haplotype (4.6 years vs 2.9 years

for other haplotypes) is most likely due to the higher frequency of H58-G, as infections

in older children were generally rarer and thus the chance to observe older children

infected with other haplotypes was reduced compared to the more common H58-G
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haplotype. In support of this, direct comparison of the age distributions of children

infected with H58-G versus other haplotypes (see Figure 6.18) showed no evidence that

the underlying age distributions differ between haplotypes (two-sample Kolmogorov-

Smirnov test, p=0.45).
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Figure 6.17: Phylogenetic distribution of Typhi isolates from Kathmandu -
Black nodes indicate control isolates, coloured nodes show the position of 46 isolates from
pediatric typhoid cases in Kathmandu. Most isolates were of H58 haplotypes, inset shows
phylogenetic structure within the H58 group.

Haplotype No. isolates Mean age Female Nal-R
H58-G 30 4.6 47% 28
H42-A 9 3.8 44% 0
Other 7 1.9 57% 1
All 46 4.0 48% 29

Table 6.3: Typhoid case parameters by Typhi haplotype in Kathmandu - Nal-R
indicates resistance to nalidixic acid.
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Figure 6.18: Distribution of patient ages for H58-G vs other haplotypes de-
tected in Kathmandu - Cases are split according to Typhi haplotype, coloured as shown.

6.3.4.2 Drug resistance

Typhi isolates were tested for resistance to ampicillin, chloramphenicol, co-trimoxazole,

gentamicin, ciprofloxacin, ceftriaxone and nalidixic acid (Nal). (Resistance testing was

performed by David Murdoch at the University of Otago, Christchurch, New Zealand.)

All isolates were susceptible to the former six drugs, while 29 isolates were resistant

to Nal. MDR Typhi has been reported previously in Nepal, usually associated with

the presence of plasmids (16, 598, 687, 754). However the GoldenGate assay detected

no signals for resistance genes, IncHI1 plasmid SNPs or other plasmid loci in these

isolates, consistent with the absence of resistance phenotypes. Nal resistance was re-

stricted to H58 isolates, with 28 of 30 H58-G isolates and the closely related isolate 872

exhibiting MICs greater than 256 μg/mL. Quinolones target bacterial topoisomerase

genes, in particular DNA gyrase (GyrA), and mutations at positions 83 and 87 of the

GyrA protein have been shown to confer Nal resistance in Typhi (396). These SNPs

could not be typed using the GoldenGate assay, which cannot target SNP loci that

lie within 10 bp of each other. Instead, all H58 isolates were tested by Yajun Song

at the Environmental Research Institute, Cork, Ireland for six known GyrA mutations

(Pro83, Phe83, Tyr83, Asn87, Tyr87 and Gly87 (2)) using a Luminex 200 assay (755).

All H58 isolates harboured the Phe83 mutation, with the exception of the H58-B isolate

959 which was Nal sensitive and carried wildtype alleles at GyrA positions 83 and 87.
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6.3.4.3 Temporal distribution of haplotypes

The distribution of typhoid cases across the course of the study is shown in Figure

6.19. Surprisingly, the incidence of pediatric typhoid cases requiring hospitalisation

was fairly constant throughout the study period (mean 2.5 cases per month), with no

increase associated with the wet season (see Figure 6.19). Patterns of infection differed

among Typhi haplotypes (Figure 6.19b-c). Hospitalisation of patients infected with

H58-G Typhi occurred at a constant rate during the course of the study (mean 1.4

cases per month, Figure 6.19b). However H42-A Typhi was not seen until the second

half of the study (Figure 6.19c, blue), after which point this haplotype was detected at

a mean rate of 0.8 cases per month. Hospitalisations due to infection with other Typhi

haplotypes occurred throughout the study, at a mean rate of 0.33 cases per month.
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Figure 6.19: Distribution of typhoid cases in Kathmandu by month - (a) All
cases. (b) Infections with haplotype H58-G, note all of these cases were nalidixic acid
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6.3.5 Endemic typhoid in an urban slum in Kolkata, India

The annual incidence of typhoid fever in India has been estimated at 662/100,000

among inhabitants and 42/100,000 among travellers, the highest rates in the world

(10, 11). In Kolkata in the east of India, typhoid is most common in urban slum areas

(“bustees”). The first MDR typhoid outbreak in Kolkata occurred in 1989-1990 (756)

and MDR typhoid has persisted, declining from 100% in 1991-1992 to below 15% in

2003-2004 (417, 418, 757). In 2004, the first fluoroquinolone-resistant Typhi isolates

were observed in Kolkata, with MICs >16 μg/mL to ciprofloxacin and ofloxacin (401).

In 2003, a four year study of typhoid fever was begun in an urban slum in East Kolkata

(Wards 29 and 30), led by researchers at NICED in Kolkata and IVI in Seoul, Korea.

The 1 km2 study site was home to nearly 60,000 people, who were encouraged to report

all episodes of fever lasting at least three days to study centers, where they were offered

free diagnosis and reimbursed transport costs as well as treatment costs for enteric fever

and malaria (343, 421, 747). Surveillance began on May 1 2003 and continued until 31

January 2007, during which time 378 cases of typhoid fever were confirmed by blood

culture (2.8% of fever cases reported; 50% of fever cases reported in children aged 5-15

(327)). During December 2004, residents were vaccinated with either a Vi conjugate

vaccine (designed to protect against Typhi), a Hepatitis A vaccine, or no vaccine (421).

Residents were assigned to one of 80 geographical clusters based on the location of their

dwelling, geographic clusters were assigned to either the Vi conjugate or Hepatitis A

vaccine (40 clusters each, see Figure 6.22 below), and 25-85% of individuals within each

cluster received vaccine. DNA was available for 188 (50%) of the 378 cases of typhoid

fever confirmed during the study (see Appendix E); these samples were SNP typed with

the GoldenGate assay. DNA was prepared in Kolkata by Shanta Dutta at NICED and

quantified by Derek Pickard at the Sanger Institute. Data analysis was performed by

myself.
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6.3.5.1 Phylogenetic analysis

The majority of isolates were H58 (139, or 74%), see Figure 6.20a. There was also a

significant phylogenetic cluster of 28 isolates (20%) of H42-A (blue in Figure 6.20a),

as well as nine H50 isolates and 12 other isolates scattered around the phylogenetic

tree (white in Figure 6.20a). Although the basic composition of the population was

similar to that observed among isolates from Kathmandu, Nepal (70% H58, 20% H42-

A) the H58 subgroups were different. Among the Kolkata H58 isolates, the majority

were of subgroups B or G (77 and 43 isolates respectively), which represent distinct

sublineages of H58 (see Figure 6.20b-c). There were also small clusters of subgroups A

and H64 (nine and eight isolates respectively), which are each separated from subgroup

B by a single target SNP (see Figure 6.20b-c). The remaining two H58 isolates were

of two different, more distantly related subgroups, separated from G by at least two

target SNPs (see Figure 6.20b). There was no association between Typhi haplotype

and patient age or sex, see Table 6.4. IncHI1 plasmids were detected in just six isolates,

all of them H58 (see Table 6.4).

Haplotype No. isolates Mean age Female IncHI1
H58-B 77 10 43% 0
H58-G 43 12 42% 4

Other H58 19 10 47% 2
H42-A 28 10 43% 0
Other 21 10 44% 0
All 188 10 45% 6

Table 6.4: Typhoid case parameters by Typhi haplotype in Kolkata - IncHI1
indicates the presence of the IncHI1 plasmid as detected by SNP typing with GoldenGate.
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6.3.5.2 Spatial and temporal distribution of haplotypes

Confirmed typhoid cases occurred at a rate of 0.16 per day (approximately one per

week) during the study period, both before and after the introduction of the vaccine

in December 2004. The distribution of typhoid cases across the course of the study

is shown in Figure 6.21a, which shows a number of peaks in typhoid incidence. The

distribution of haplotypes, ascertained for 188 (50%) of the Typhi isolates, is shown in

Figure 6.21b. From this plot it is clear that peaks in typhoid cases in 2004 resulted

from infections with a diverse range of Typhi haplotypes (Figure 6.21b, peaks 1 and

2). However later peaks in typhoid incidence were due almost entirely to infection with

Typhi haplotype H58-B (peaks 4 and 5) or H58-G (peak 6, see Figure 6.21b).

The spatial distribution of typhoid cases was non-random, with a higher incidence of

cases in certain geographical clusters including high population density clusters in the

south-west of Ward 29 (Figure 6.22). There were also spatial areas in which specific

haplotypes were overrepresented (see 6.2.5), shown in Figure 6.22. For example, 27

out of the 77 infections with H58-B occurred in a spatial area containing seven of the

geographical clusters (red in Figure 6.22), at a rate of 546/100,000 people compared

to 91/100,000 across the rest of the study site and making up 79% of isolates collected

in these clusters compared to 40% of all SNP typed isolates. Seventeen of these pa-

tients lived in just six dwellings in the same street, with 2-4 cases per household. In

geographical cluster 17 H58-G was overrepresented, with incidence 456/100,000 com-

pared to 66/100,000 in other clusters, and 50% of Typhi infections in this cluster due

to H58-G compared to 23% of all SNP typed Typhi isolates (blue in Figure 6.22). H42

isolates were overrepresented in geographical clusters 32 and 17 (incidence 230/100,000

vs 40/100,000; 50% in these clusters compared to 15% overall, green in Figure 6.22)

and H64 isolates were overrepresented in geographical cluster 3 (incidence 412/100,000

vs 8/100,000; 60% compared to 4% overall, pink in Figure 6.22). Two of the five ty-

phoid cases (40%) in neighbouring geographical clusters 9 and 10 were of haplotype

H50 (the two patients lived in the same street), compared to 5% of all cases (incidence

134/100,000 vs 12/100,000, pale blue in Figure 6.22). The haplotype-specific spatial

clusters did not show strong correlations with peaks in typhoid incidence highlighted

in Figure 6.21, however most peaks had identifiable spatial foci, shown in Figure 6.23.
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Figure 6.21: Distribution of typhoid cases during a four year study in Kolkata
- Black rectangle indicates December 2004, during which time vaccinations were given.
Outbreaks labelled 1-6 are highlighted with arrows. Arrows indicate outbreaks discussed
in the text. (a) All typhoid cases (N=378). (b) SNP typed typhoid cases (N=188) broken
down by Typhi haplotype, coloured as shown. (c) Monthly rainfall in the Howrah district
where the study site is located. Data was sourced from the India Meteorological Depart-
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Figure 6.22: Spatial clustering of typhoid cases in Kolkata - Geographic clusters 1-
80 are shown as orange and blue blocks. Countour plots (black lines) show the distribution
of typhoid fever cases during the study period. Geographic clusters with an overrepresen-
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Figure 6.23: Spatial clustering during typhoid peak-incidence periods in
Kolkata - Geographic clusters 1-80 are shown as orange and blue blocks. Geographic
clusters with an overrepresentation of typhoid cases during six periods of high incidence
(labelled 1-6 as in Figure 6.21) (using Openshaw’s Geographical Analysis Machine to test
for spatial clustering within each period) are coloured according to the legend.
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There was evidence of typhoid fever cases clustering within househoulds, with 88 (47%)

of the SNP-typed Typhi isolated from patients living in 34 (0.3%) of the 10,954 house-

holds in the study site (2-6 per household, median 2, see Figure 6.24a). Nineteen of

these households had cases of infection with multiple Typhi haplotypes, see Figure

6.24a. The median time between cases in the same household with the same haplo-

type was 93 days (3 months; range 1-722 days), while the median time between any

cases within a household was 154 days (5 months; range 1-1078 days). The downwards

skew of time between infections in the same household (see Figure 6.24b) suggests

these infections are not independent. Infections within a household may be caused

by transmission between individuals (i.e. same haplotype), or multiple people sharing

infections from a common external source (which could be of the same or different hap-

lotypes). The distribution of times between infections with the same haplotype was not

significantly different from those between infections with different haplotypes (p=0.3,

one-sided Kolmogorov-Smirnov test). The high number of households reporting in-

fections with multiple Typhi haplotypes (Figure 6.24) suggests that shared exposure

to external sources of contaminated food or water may make an equal if not greater

contribution to shared typhoid fever illness than direct transmission of Typhi between

household members, at least in high-risk endemic areas.
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Figure 6.24: Distribution of Typhi cases among households in Kolkata - (a)
Typhi diversity among households with multiple SNP-typed Typhi infections. Colours
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6.3.5.3 Association with the vaccination programme

The Vi conjugate vaccine was effective at reducing the incidence of typhoid fever among

vaccinees, with overall effectiveness reported at 61% (421). Among the post-January

2005 cases for which isolates were SNP typed, the odds ratio (OR) for typhoid among

Vi vaccinees compared to unvaccinated inhabitants of clusters assigned the Vi vaccine

was 0.55 (95% confidence interval 0.28-1.08, p=0.04 (758, 759)). This is equivalent

to vaccine effectiveness of (1-0.55) x 100% = 45%. The diversity of Typhi haplotypes

causing disease appeared to have been reduced after the introduction of the vaccine,

with a Simpson’s diversity index (1-D) of 0.81 prior to December 2004 and 0.68 after

January 2005 (p-value<1x10−6, see 6.2.6; see also Figures 6.21b and 6.25). The pro-

portion of Typhi isolates of the H58-B haplotype increased after the vaccinations, from

33% to 50%. In addition, the vaccine appeared to be ineffective against H58-B, with an

OR of 1.56 (95% CI 0.44-7.16, p=0.27) for H58-B infection among vaccinees compared

to unvaccinated inhabitants, in contrast to OR 0.33 (95% CI 0.14-0.77, p=0.005) for

infection with other Typhi haplotypes. All isolates expressed Vi (421) and all of the

H58-B isolates gave positive signals for all SNP loci targeted in SPI7, including seven

SNPs within the tviD and tviE genes involved in Vi biosynthesis. It is possible that the

H58-B isolates may have a modified Vi structure or a modified pattern of Vi expres-

sion which facilitates their escape from immunity conferred by the Vi vaccine, however

further experiments will be needed to test these hypotheses.
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6.3.6 The Typhi population in Nairobi, Kenya over a 21 year period

The incidence of typhoid fever in Kenya has not been studied, however the annual

incidence of typhoid fever in Eastern Africa has been estimated at 39/100,000, and

50/100,000 for Africa as a whole (10) (see Figure 6.1). Diagnostic tests and surveillance

systems for Salmonella are not as well developed in Kenya as they are in high-incidence

endemic areas in South Asia (760, 761, 762) and as a result there are few studies ad-

dressing the population structure or drug resistance of Typhi. However available studies

reveal a high rate of MDR typhoid, associated with the presence of a >100 kbp plasmid

(383, 763). A collection of 96 Typhi isolates was assembled by Sam Kariuki at KEMRI

from hospitals in Nairobi, Kenya (see Appendix E). The isolates were collected between

1988 and 2008 for a number of surveillance studies. The collection is biased towards

more recent isolates, with 73 isolates (76%) collected between 2001-2008. DNA was

provided by Sam Kariuki for SNP typing on the GoldenGate array. DNA quantitation

was performed by Derek Pickard at the Sanger Institute, analysis was performed by

myself.

Figure 6.26 shows the distribution of Typhi haplotypes over the 21 year period rep-

resented by the Nairobi collection. The majority of isolates (76%) were H58, with

the remaining isolates distributed among seven distinct haplotypes (see Figure 6.26a).

The H58 isolates increased in frequency over time, but at least one H58 strain was

isolated in every year represented, including the earliest year 1988. The distribution

of other haplotypes was more sporadic, with most detected in just one or two years

(see Figure 6.26b). The distribution of H58 subgroups is shown in Figure 6.26c-d. The

most common H58 subgroup was J1, represented by 47 isolates (64% of H58 isolates)

spread across the entire period (see Figure 6.26d). Two isolates of H58-J2, derived from

H58-J1 (see Figure 6.26c) were detected among those from 2001. H58-B was detected

among isolates between 2004-2008. The H58-B subgroup is from a different sublineage

to H58-J1 and H58-J2 (see Figure 6.26c), thus the appearance of H58-B in 2004 may

represent the introduction and spread of a novel clone in this region.
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Figure 6.26: Distribution of Typhi haplotypes in Nairobi, Kenya - (a) Phyloge-
netic tree of Typhi, the position of Kenyan isolates is shown with coloured nodes, labelled
by haplotype and the number of isolates (in brackets). The size of nodes are also scaled to
represent the number of isolates. (b) Distribution of haplotypes over time, colours indicate
haplotypes as shown in the legend and in (a). (c) Phylogenetic tree of Typhi H58, the
position of Kenyan isolates is shown with coloured nodes, labelled by H58 subgroup. (d)
Distribution of H58 subgroups over time, colours indicate subgroup and presence of the
ST6 IncHI1 plasmid, as shown in the legend and in (c).
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A total of 66 IncHI1 plasmids were detected, of which 65 were ST6 plasmids found

in H58 strains. The exception was a single plasmid, similar to the ST6 plasmids but

with different alleles at 18 SNP loci and no signal at 39 loci, found in an isolate of the

H73 haplotype collected in 2004 (pink in Figure 6.26a). Among the H58 isolates, ST6

plasmids were found in the majority of J1 and B isolates (96% and 91%, respectively)

and in both J2 isolates (see Figure 6.26d). The two H58-G isolates, collected in 2005

and 2006, were plasmid-free. The plasmid-free B and J1 isolates were observed in later

years (see Figure 6.26d), consistent with a gradual loss of the MDR plasmid over time.

6.3.7 Typhi H58 and the IncHI1 ST6 plasmid

Figure 6.27 shows the distribution of Typhi H58 subtypes among the regional datasets

analysed above. As those analyses showed, the distribution of H58 subtypes was dif-

ferent in the different regions studied. However Figure 6.27 highlights some broader

trends in the geographic distribution of H58. In particular node C and derived lineages

(D, E, F) was mainly restricted to Vietnam, while node G and derived lineages (I, J, K)

were common among isolates from India but not Vietnam. The Kenyan isolates were

mostly from the JI and B nodes, which were associated with Indian but not Vietnamese

isolates (B was common in Kolkata; the J nodes are derived from the G node which

was also common in Kolkata). This may reflect human patterns of travel and migration

between India and Kenya, which has had an Indian community since the early 20th

century, generating a constant flow of migrants and visitors between the two countries.

The isolates found in Kathmandu were from the G node, which was also common in

Kolkata, perhaps reflecting the close geographic proximity of India and Nepal.

The earliest H58 and derived haplotypes were first reported by Roumagnac et al. (2),

including a 1958 H61 isolate from Morocco, a 1966 H62 isolate from Morocco and a

1968 H60 isolate from the Cote d’Ivoire (see Figure 6.27). The 1964 H58 isolate 43-

64 from Chad was retyped in the present study and found to be H58-E2, indicating

that diversification of the H58 B lineage had already occurred by the early 1960s. The

earliest representative of the G lineage was among the earliest isolates from the Kenya

collection (1988). Thus the earliest record we have of H58, including diverse sublin-

eages, is from Africa. This is consistent with an African origin for H58, however there
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Figure 6.27: Distribution of H58 subtypes among Typhi isolates from four
regional collections - The phylogenetic tree of H58, dashed line represents the root of
this tree, i.e. where H58 joins the rest of the Typhi phylogeny. Nodes are labelled with
their name as assigned in this study (A-K) or previously assigned H-group, or with the
sequenced isolate which defines the node. Coloured bars indicate the number of isolates
at that node from each of the four regional collections. Nodes that are not represented
by isolates from these collections (i.e. defined by isolates from the Pasteur collection, (2)
or sequenced isolates) are coloured to indicate their origin from Vietnam, India, Nepal or
Kenya, or are labelled to indicate their origin elsewhere. Nodes are also labelled with the
earliest year of isolation (among the isolates typed in this study or in (2)).
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is not enough data available from early Asian isolates to confirm this. Only ten pre-

1995 Asian isolates have been tested (sourced from the Pasteur collection and tested

both here and in (2)), all of which were from Vietnam and belonged to the non-H58

associated haplotypes H1 (N=3), H50 (N=4), H87 (N=2) and H68 (N=1). The earliest

appearance of H58 among Vietnamese isolates in the Pasteur collection was 1995, with

an isolate from the H58 F lineage (reported in (2) and analysed in this study). The

earliest isolate of the H58 D lineage was from 1999 and the earliest H58 E lineage isolate

from Vietnam was from 2001. The earliest example of the J lineage was a 1988 isolate

from the Kenyan collection, and the earliest example of the I lineage was an Indian

1995 isolate from the Pasteur collection. The non-random distribution of H58 subtypes

shown in Figure 6.27 is in contrast to the global distribution of Typhi haplotypes first

noted in (2). This is likely a function of the different time scales and levels of resolution

involved - the diversification of H58 likely represents well under 100 years of evolution,

with much of this occurring during an expansion over the last 10-20 years; the broader

scale comparison of H-groups represents diversification over many thousands of years.

Thus while it is broadly true that Typhi has a global distribution, high-resolution SNP

typing highlights some geographic patterns. This suggests there are barriers to the

spread and maintenance of novel Typhi clones, even between high-incidence endemic

areas that are relatively close geographically.

In the data presented above, a clear trend emerged in which MDR IncHI1 plasmids de-

tected in the last ten years have been almost exclusively of the ST6 type (see summary

plot in Figure 6.28c) and have been found in H58 isolates. While the data is biased

towards the four locations studied intensively (Mekong Delta, Kathmandu, Kolkata

and Kenya), the Pasteur collection revealed Typhi H58/ST6 plasmid isolates originat-

ing from numerous locations in Asia, Africa and the Middle East (see Figure 6.28a),

suggesting that this MDR clone has global reach. Figure 6.30 shows the distribution

of IncHI1 plasmids within H58 subgroups, as well as the distribution of IS1. This IS

element is encoded in the IncHI1 plasmid (as part of Tn9, Tn6062 and singleton inser-

tions) and in the sequencing study presented in Chapter 2 was also found inserted in

the chromosomes of IncHI1 plasmid-containing isolates (see 2.3.3). The association be-

tween plasmid and IS1 is further supported by the GoldenGate data, with IS1 detected

far more frequently within haplotypes in which plasmids had also been detected. The
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Figure 6.28: Distribution of IncHI1 plasmids in time and space - Each colour
indicates a unique IncHI1 subtype, as labelled in (b). (a) Countries from which IncHI1
plasmids were analysed, coloured to indicate the IncHI1 subtype detected. (b) Phylogenetic
tree of IncHI1 plasmids detected in this study, scale bar indicates divergence among 200
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Figure 6.29: Distribution of IncHI1 plasmids and IS1 among Typhi haplotypes
- (a) Presence of IS1 and IncHI1 plasmid among Typhi haplotypes. All plasmid-containing
isolates also carried IS1. Note the y-axis is on the log scale. (b) Incidence rate of IS1 among
haplotypes in which the presence of IncHI1 plasmids was demonstrated. Data from H58
haplotypes are highlighted using a sunflower plot, in which each radial line represents a
different data point (i.e. haplotype) sharing the value represented by the central point.

IS1 probe gave positive signals for every isolate in which the IncHI1 plasmid was found

(230 isolates), demonstrating its reliability in detecting the presence of IS1. It was

detected in only 21 out of 61 haplotypes in which plasmids were not detected, which

could be the result of plasmid loss after transposition of IS1 into the chromosome.

Figure 6.29 shows the distribution of plasmids and IS1 elements in all haplotypes, as

detected by GoldenGate assay and Figure 6.30 shows the distribution within the H58

phylogenetic tree. As the latter shows, the ST6 IncHI1 plasmid was detected in all

lineages of the H58 phylogenetic tree, although many isolates did not have the plasmid.

However, apart from those in the ancestral node A, all H58 isolates gave positive sig-

nals for two IS1 loci targeted in the GoldenGate assay. This is consistent with a single

acquisition of the ST6 plasmid by the common ancestor of H58, perhaps belonging to

node A itself, followed by transposition of IS1 from the plasmid into the chromosome

and gradual loss of the plasmid from sublineages following the diversification of H58.

However, given that H60 and H61 were present as early as 1965 and 1958, respectively

(see Figure 6.27) this would imply that the ST6 plasmid had already been acquired

by this time, which seems unlikely. It is not impossible, given that chloramphenicol

resistant typhoid was described as early as 1950 (363), but would imply that further

resistance genes accumulated in ST6 while it was resident in H58 Typhi.
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Figure 6.30: Distribution of IncHI1 plasmids and IS1 among Typhi H58 sub-
types - The phylogenetic tree of H58, dashed line represents the root of this tree, i.e.
where H58 joins the rest of the Typhi phylogeny. Nodes are labelled with their name as
assigned in this study (A-K) or previously assigned H-group, or with the sequenced isolate
which defines the node. Coloured bars indicate the number of isolates at that node (from
the regional collections or the Pasteur collection) that contain IS1 and/or the IncHI1 plas-
mid ST6 as indicated in legend. Base nodes are labelled with the earliest year of isolation
(among the isolates typed in this study or in (2)).
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6.3.8 Typhi H58 and mutations in GyrA

A total of 246 isolates (from the Pasteur collection (2), the Kathmandu collection

above and the sequenced isolates) have been typed for SNPs in gyrA that are known

to be associated with fluoroquinolone resistance. Three isolates had a SNP at position

87: Asn87 in a H6 isolate from Morocco in 2005 (Pasteur collection), and Gly87 in

sequenced isolates E02-1180 (H45, from India, 2002) and 8(04)N (H58, from Vietnam,

2004). Of the remaining isolates, 97 were from the H58 cluster, of which 83 carried the

Phe83 SNP and five carried the Tyr83 SNP. The distribution of these SNPs among H58

subtypes is shown in Figure 6.31, and supports the notion that mutations arose at GyrA

position 83 not once but multiple times within the H58 cluster (2). The sequenced H50

isolate E98-3139 also carried the Phe83 SNP.

6.4 Discussion

6.4.1 Strengths and limitations of the study

The major strengths of the GoldenGate high throughput SNP typing assay for the

study of Typhi populations are (a) the reproducibility and phylogenetic informative-

ness of the sequence-based approach, (b) the increased resolution offered over other

sequence-based approaches that have been attempted previously (MLST (1, 725) and

SNP typing at <100 loci (2, 256)), (c) the ability to simultaneously target hundreds

of loci on both chromosome and plasmid, and (d) the ability to screen hundreds of

isolates in a single assay. The increased resolution, particularly within the H58 cluster,

has revealed dynamics of the Typhi population at a scale that was largely inaccessible

until now. For example, while it has been observed previously that H58 is common

in South Asia (2, 570) and Typhi lineages are globally distributed (2), high resolution

SNP typing in this study revealed fluctuations within the H58 populations of endemic

regions over time (see Figures 6.16, 6.19 and 6.21) as well as geographic differences in

population structure (see Figure 6.22). These observations were only possible using

high resolution analysis of large numbers of isolates and sequence-based technologies

that facilitated direct comparison between data sets. By linking Typhi strain types

with IncHI1 plasmid types for the first time, this study provided direct evidence of

multiple independent acquisitions of distinct IncHI1 plasmids by distinct strain types,
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spread of IncHI1 plasmids within specific Typhi strain types, and the presence of very

closely related IncHI1 plasmids in Typhi and Paratyphi A (see Figure 6.28). It also

highlighted the close association between H58 Typhi and ST6 plasmids in recent years

(see Figures 6.11 and 6.30) and provided evidence for multiple independent occurrences

of the same fluoroquinolone-resistance mutations within closely related H58 strains (see

Figure 6.31).

The GoldenGate assay has some major limitations, including the inability to accurately

type a quarter of known SNP loci, and in particular the inability to target SNPs that

are close to other mutations, including the known fluoroquinolone resistance-associated

SNPs in gyrA and other topoisomerase target genes. Thus to study the acquisition of

Nal resistance within the Typhi population would require additional assays to screen

for mutations in these genes, such as the Luminex assay used to type gyrA SNPs within

the Nal-resistant isolates from Kathmandu (6.3.4.2) or the Sequenom SNP typing as-

say (not yet demonstrated for Nal-resistance Typhi SNPs). However, all SNP typing

approaches suffer the much more general problem of being limited to known SNP loci.

This limitation is acceptable for many purposes, for example the present study as well

as other SNP-typing studies (2, 256) have yielded novel insights into the evolution and

population structure of Typhi. However SNP typing by its nature cannot discover

novel mutations, thus there will always be a limitation to the resolution possible with

this technique. Since H58 was known to be the most prevalent haplotype (2), care

was taken in this study to screen for SNPs that would discriminate within the H58

cluster (seven out of nineteen sequenced isolates were chosen from within this cluster,

Chapter 2) and indeed 45 SNPs were successfully typed. Yet it is almost certain that

there is much more variation within the larger nodes of the H58 tree than we were

able to detect. This is most clearly illustrated in Figure 6.27, which shows that the

vast majority of H58 isolates tested fell into internal nodes (B, C, G). In contrast the

leaf nodes were rarely found, except for E2 which contained nearly half of the isolates

from the Mekong Delta study and was defined by SNPs detected in an isolate taken

directly from the study population for sequencing (AG3 from An Giang, 2004). On the

other hand, within the rest of the Typhi phylogeny there was a lot of redundancy, since

the Typhi isolates tested clustered to some extent into clonal groups as opposed to a

continuum of haplotypes (see Figures 6.8 and 6.9). Although this may be unsurprising,
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it could not have been known conclusively before the present study, and even now it

is not entirely clear which SNPs along the longer internal branches of the phylogenetic

tree would be the most informative for a lower-resolution set of target loci. Finally, it

is difficult to interpret a lack of signal from the GoldenGate assay. For plasmid and

resistance gene loci, a lack of signal was interpreted in this study as absence of the

plasmid or target sequence from the isolate. This is reasonable as lack of signal at

IncHI1 loci was strongly correlated between IncHI1 loci and with lack of MDR pheno-

type (see 6.10). However it is difficult to interpret lack of signal at chromosomal loci,

which may be due to deletion of chromosomal sequence or simply mutations within

oligonucleotide binding sites. This should not affect phylogenetic inference though, as

a lack of signal was represented in the allele alignments as the gap character ‘-’, which

does not contribute to phylogenetic inference using maximum likelihood methods.

The collections of Typhi isolates that were SNP typed in this study have been col-

lected by different research groups over different time periods, for different purposes

and using different sampling approaches (see Table 6.1 and the introduction to this

chapter 6.1). As such the Typhi populations under study are not directly comparable,

although each of the regional collections gives a snapshot of the Typhi population in a

defined time and place. In order to directly compare Typhi populations across time and

space, a more consistent sampling approach would need to be used, and ideally would

include a strategy to collect isolates from asymptomatic carriers as well as typhoid fever

patients. The availability of spatial data associated with the Kolkata study provided

the opportunity to examine spatial clustering of typhoid cases and Typhi haplotypes.

The detection of haplotype-specific spatial clusters in this study suggests that spatial

data will be useful in future studies of Typhi populations and potentially genomic epi-

demiology of typhoid; ideally high-resolution data would be collected using geographical

positioning systems (GPS) which are increasingly cheap and easy to implement. The

population-based sampling approach implemented in the Kolkata study should provide

a fairly complete view of typhoid fever within the study site, although there still may

be issues with residents reluctant to report illness to the health services involved in the

study. In particular, clustering within households may be confounded by household

preferences to report or not report febrile episodes. The analysis of Typhi haplotypes
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presented above from the Kolkata study is currently underpowered, as only half of avail-

able isolates were typed. This was due to problems with obtaining adequate yields from

DNA extractions at the NICED laboratories in Kolkata, but repeat extractions will be

performed to allow all isolates to be SNP typed and provide a complete set of SNP

data for this collection. This will provide additional power to detect haplotype-specific

differences and may clarify the apparent difference in vaccine efficacy on the Typhi

H58-B haplotype. The Nepal study is much smaller and more specific than the Mekong

Delta and Kolkata studies, focussing only on pediatric cases of typhoid fever requiring

hospitalisation at Patan Hospital. This should be considered the ‘tip of the iceberg’

of typhoid fever in Kathmandu, as the majority of enteric fever patients presenting

at the hospital are treated as out-patients (279) and pediatric enteric fever is rarely

reported in Kathmandu (279, 764). The studies of local populations presented here

provide proof-of-principle that high-resolution SNP typing, including maximum reso-

lution in H58 and inclusion of IncHI1 plasmid SNPs, is informative for studying Typhi

populations, which have been relatively impenetrable to low-resolution typing methods

that have achieved success in studying other more diverse bacterial populations. These

studies also demonstrate that there is substructure within the H58 population, which

can be used to distinguish clones with distinct spatio-temporal distributions.

6.4.2 Typhi populations in endemic areas

This study provides high-resolution data on the structures of Typhi populations within

high- and medium-incidence endemic areas. The only such study published to date

used the Sequenom platform to target 88 SNPs within 140 Typhi isolates from Jakarta,

Indonesia, which is also a high-incidence typhoid endemic area (256) (note I was in-

volved in the analysis and am a co-author on this study). This revealed the presence of

nine distinct Typhi haplotypes co-circulating within Jakarta, and geo-positioning data

for 54 (39%) of the isolates revealed some spatial clustering within the city. However in

Indonesia, typhoid fever follows quite different patterns to those observed in mainland

Asia, including a lack of drug resistance (16, 327, 765, 766), prevalence of z66 antigen

and haplotype H59 (2, 248, 251, 252, 253, 256, 767) and lack of prevalence of H58

(2, 256).
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The present study focused on three high-incidence typhoid endemic regions in Asia

and one medium-incidence endemic region in Africa (see Figure 6.1). Although the

isolate collections from each region span different time periods and were collected via

different sampling methods (Table 6.1), some clear similarities emerge from the SNP

typing data. In each region multiple Typhi haplotypes were co-circulating, with H58

by far the most common group in each case (70-98%), see Table 6.5. Some of the

haplotypes were shared between regions, while others appeared to be geographically

restricted. The clusters of H42 isolates making up the second most frequent groups

in Kolkata, Kathmandu and Kenya (labelled H42-A) were identical at all target loci.

While H58 was dominant in each study site, the structure of the H58 populations var-

ied and provided the strongest examples of geographical restriction (see Figure 6.27).

There was usually a single dominant subtype of H58, which differed in each region (see

Table 6.5), with the exception of the Mekong Delta isolates which were fairly evenly

split between the closely related subtypes C and E2. However there was clearly varia-

tion from year to year, with different haplotypes appearing and disappearing over the

course of the studies. This was particularly evident among isolates from Nairobi, which

cover the longest time period (21 years). In the late 1980s to early 1990s, H58 made

up less than 50% of isolates, although sample sizes were low (see Figure 6.26b). There

is a gap in the sampling, but isolate numbers increased from 2001 and from this point

H58 was clearly dominant (Figure 6.26b). In Nairobi H58-J1 was the only H58 subtype

detected between 1988 and 1998 and the J1-derived J2 node was detected only in 2001

(see Figure 6.26d). These were the only H58 subtypes detected until the appearance

of H58-B in 2004, which co-circulated with J1 for a few more years and had all but

replaced it by 2008 (see Figure 6.26d).

Patterns of drug resistance varied markedly between the regions studied (see Table

6.5). In Kenya and Vietnam, there were high rates of MDR, associated with IncHI1

ST6 plasmids in H58, and the presence of the plasmids appeared to contribute to the

success of the dominant Typhi haplotypes. In Vietnam the H58-E2 subtype, which

was generally plasmid free, was replaced in 2005 by the H58-C subtype which had a

high rate of the MDR plasmid (see Figures 6.14 and 6.16b-c). In Kenya nearly all

H58 isolates carried the MDR plasmid and only two cases of the (plasmid-free) H58-G

subtype were detected, possibly due to lack of the plasmid. In Nepal and Kolkata,
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Mekong Delta Kathmandu Kolkata Nairobi
H58 98% 70% 74% 76%
Dominant H58 C (45%) G (94%) B (55%) J1 (64%)

subtype(s) E2 (41%) - G (31%) B (30%)
MDR (overall) 58% 0 3% 69%
MDR (H58) 59% 0 4% 89%
Nal-R (overall) 96% 63% nd nd
Nal-R (H58) 98% 91% nd nd

Table 6.5: Summary of Typhi populations from endemic areas - MDR = multidrug
resistant, Nal-R = nalidixic acid resistant.

however, MDR was very rare (0% - 3%, see Table 6.5). Nalidixic acid resistance was

studied only in the collections from Nepal and Vietnam, and high rates were found

in both locations. In Nepal, 91% of H58 isolates were Nal resistant and 97% carried

the Phe83 mutation in gyrA. The dominant H58-G isolates, all of which carried this

mutation, occurred at twice the rate of other, Nal-sensitive haplotypes. In Vietnam,

Nal resistance was only observed among H58 isolates, at a rate of 98%.

The peaks observed in these studies are considered to be random (or seasonal) fluc-

tuations in an endemic area, as opposed to outbreak events. In the Mekong Delta,

Kathmandu and Kolkata studies, typhoid fever cases showed varying degrees of season-

ality (see Figures 6.16, 6.19 and 6.21). In areas that experience a wet season, peaks in

typhoid fever and other water-borne bacterial disease is usually associated with onset

of the wet season (343, 354, 768, 769, 770). It has been suggested that such peaks

tend to occur just before the beginning of the wet season, when water scarcity leads

to difficulties in sourcing drinking water and compromised hygiene practices (354).

Flooding, too, may be associated with water-borne disease as it becomes hard to keep

drinking water and sewerage systems separate (343, 771). In countries with a dry cli-

mate, seasonal peaks in typhoid incidence are usually associated with high-temperature

(772, 773). The seasonality of typhoid fever and other enteric bacterial disease in the

Mekong Delta has been studied over much longer time scales, which revealed weak cor-

relations between high rainfall and periods of high-incidence of typhoid fever, peaking

between April and July (354). This is broadly consistent with the present study, in

which typhoid fever peaked between March-July in 2004 and May-June in 2005 (see
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Figure 6.16). Rainfall data was not available, but this timing corresponds to the usual

onset of the wet season (April-November).

In the Kolkata study, similar seasonal patterns were visible, although less pronounced.

The first major peak (1 in Figure 6.21) corresponded with the onset of the wet season,

a pattern which was also evident in 2006 (5, 6 in Figure 6.21). However other peaks

occurred at the beginning of the dry season, or during the wet season (2-4 in Figure

6.21), consistent with previous reports of a lack of seasonality to typhoid outbreaks in

India (774). It is interesting to note that greater seasonality was observed in the rural

setting of the Mekong Delta than the urban slum setting of Kolkata. This may be due

to climatic differences between the two regions, but could also be associated with the

different pressures on the water supply. In the Mekong Delta, water scarcity at the end

of the dry season is a very real problem, as nearly half the population relies on rivers,

streams and ponds for their drinking water and over two-thirds of the population have

their toilet facilities directly over water (349). In the Kolkata slums drinking water

is taken from public taps, but water pipes and sewerage pipes lie close together, so

although contamination is more likely to occur as a result of flooding during the wet

season, it is a risk all year round (343).

No seasonality was observed in the Kathmandu study (see Figure 6.19), although

this may be due to the low number of cases included in the study, which were lim-

ited to children under 12 hospitalised at Patan Hospital with blood-culture confirmed

typhoid fever. The majority of enteric fever patients presenting at Patan Hospital

are treated as out-patients (279), and pediatric enteric fever is rarely reported in Kath-

mandu (279, 764) so the present study is unlikely to detect seasonal patterns in typhoid

incidence that may exist in Kathmandu.

6.4.3 The evolution of drug resistance in Typhi

This study is the first to link IncHI1 plasmid variation with Typhi strain variation in a

phylogenetically informative way. Most studies have been unable to detect differences

between plasmids in distinct strain backgrounds (277, 735) or have addressed only plas-

mid differences (275) or strain differences (276) but not both. One study reported two

distinct PFGE patterns for 200 kbp plasmids from strains that had closely related but
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distinct chromosomal PFGE patterns, and a third PFGE pattern for a 200 kbp plasmid

in an unrelated strain type (736). This is consistent with either co-diversification of

plasmid and strain type or independent acquisition of distinct plasmid types by distinct

strain types, but these scenarios could not be differentiated due to the lack of phyloge-

netic informativeness of PFGE. By simultaneously targeting chromosomal and IncHI1

plasmid SNP loci, the GoldenGate assay enabled each IncHI1 and host strain to be

positioned on phylogenetic trees, providing direct evidence of independent plasmid ac-

quisition events (Figure 6.11). The plasmid-strain associations revealed instances of the

same plasmid being present within distantly related strains (e.g. ST2, ST8, see Figure

6.11) which confirms multiple acquisition of highly similar plasmids by distinct Typhi

lineages. In some cases these coincided in time and space, for example ST8 plasmids

were found in distinct Typhi strains isolated from Peru in 1981, which although cir-

cumstantial does suggest direct transfer between Typhi cells or at least transfer from a

single third-party bacteria into multiple Typhi cells at around the same time and place.

The most striking plasmid-strain association identified in this study was that between

the ST6 IncHI1 plasmid and H58 Typhi. Although there were hundreds of examples of

H58 isolates without plasmids, in particular in Nepal (100% plasmid-free) and Kolkata

(96% plasmid-free), the presence of IS1 in all but the most ancestral node of the H58

phylogeny (see Figure 6.30) suggests that the plasmid was acquired early in the life

of H58 and subsequently lost. The loss of the plasmid is presumably associated with

reduced selective pressure following the switch to fluoroquinolones for the treatment

of enteric fever. However the maintenance of the plasmid in the Mekong Delta (59%

of H58 isolates) suggests it may still provide some selective advantage, at least in this

region. The dominance of the plasmid-containing H58-C isolates in the second year of

the study (see Figure 6.16) may be associated with such an advantage. Although inap-

propriate antibiotic prescribing and dispensing practices are common in Vietnam (775)

and high rates of drug resistance have been reported among bacterial contaminants in

the human food chain (776, 777), water systems in the Mekong Delta do not contain

unusually high levels of antibiotics (778) and a survey of Salmonella isolates originat-

ing from food, animals and human diarrhea patients in the Mekong Delta found less

than 10% of isolates were resistant to any of the drugs tested (including chlorampheni-

col, streptomycin, ampicillin and nalidixic acid among others) (779). The ST6 IncHI1
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plasmid may provide some selective advantage unrelated to drug resistance, perhaps

associated with osmoprotectant properties of betU encoded on Tn6062 (721) or mer-

cury resistance encoded on Tn21 (although this was present in most IncHI1 plasmid

types). BetU may be associated with urinary carriage (721). Successful culturing of

Typhi from urine has been reported from typhoid fever patients and asymptomatic

carriers, albeit at much lower rates than isolation from stool (295, 780, 781, 782), and

urinary shedding has been linked to disease transmission (780).

Unfortunately, SNPs known to confer nalidixic adid resistance were unsuitable tar-

gets for the GoldenGate assay (see 6.2.2), and thus the present study offers few novel

insights into the evolution of fluoroquinolone resistance in Typhi. This could be reme-

died in future studies by additional typing of Nal resistance loci using another method

such as Luminex SNP typing (as was done for the Kathmandu study), Sequenom SNP

typing or targeted resequencing. However, the study did provide increased resolution

within the H58 cluster for isolates that had previously been typed at Nal resistance

SNP loci in GyrA (the Pasteur collection), or sequenced (see Figure 6.31). The results

add further support to earlier assertions that the prevalence of resistance-associated

GyrA SNPs among H58 isolates is due to multiple independent mutations arising in

different H58 subtypes and not the expansion of a single clone following acquisition of

resistance mutations (2).
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Chapter 7

Final discussion

In this thesis Typhi and Paratyphi A, the chief agents of enteric fever, were investigated

at the population genomic level using novel technologies for sequencing and genotyping.

Before the study began, there were two Typhi genome sequences and one Paratyphi A

genome available (46, 47, 49). These finished, annotated sequences provided a wealth

of information about the genomes of these organisms, facilitating the identification of

novel pathogenicity islands (in particular Typhi’s SPI7 (46, 92)), prophage insertions

(47, 224) and patterns of gene inactivation (46, 49). Comparative analyses of the Ty-

phi and Paratyphi A genomes revealed patterns of similarities, yet they were not the

sorts of similarities one might have expected. The genomes shared several genes that

were rare among Salmonella, yet there were no obvious “smoking guns” with regards

to their shared ability to cause systemic infection in humans (49). They each contained

over 200 pseudogenes, yet most of the inactivated genes were different (46, 47, 49).

Evidence of large-scale recombination was detected, yet the timing and mechanism was

unclear (56). The genome sequences, along with that of Typhimurium (50), allowed the

development of oligonucleotide arrays, leading to the first attempts to compare gene

content between different strains of Typhi or Paratyphi A (49, 511). These array stud-

ies, along with comparison of the two Typhi genomes, confirmed what had long been

suspected: the Typhi and Paratyphi A populations were both remarkably monomor-

phic, displaying very few substitution, deletion or insertion mutations that could give

clues as to the evolution or population dynamics of these pathogens, or be targeted in

genomic epidemiology studies. While the introduction of MLST led to rapid progress in

population genetics studies for many bacterial pathogens (460), the analysis of Typhi,
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Paratyphi A and other monomorphic pathogen populations lagged behind (1, 471). It

became clear that to pursue population-level studies in these bacteria would require the

interrogation of vast amounts of sequence. In 2006, a landmark study addressing the

global population structure of Typhi was completed by Roumagnac et al. (2), using

a technique analagous to MLST but involving more than 25 times the number of loci

normally targeted in MLST schemes. The study revealed several important aspects of

the Typhi population - it was clonal in structure, with no evidence of recombination

between lineages; clones were globally distributed, persisting side-by-side over decades

on every continent; and a single clone, H58, had recently come to dominate the South

East Asian population (2). The <100 SNPs identified in the study were hard-won,

with two-thirds of the examined loci yielding no variation at all (2). Fortunately, it

was at this point that two novel sequencing technologies came on the scene, bringing

with them the possibility of examining entire populations at the whole-genome level.

This is where the present study began, with the aim of exploiting the new genomics

technologies to study the Typhi and Paratyphi A populations at high resolution.

For Typhi, the 2006 study (2) provided an unbiased framework for selecting isolates

for whole-genome comparison. Seventeen novel isolates were chosen for sequencing,

to complement the CT18 and Ty2 genomes that were already finished (Chapter 2).

The ∼2,000 SNPs identified among these genomes described a single phylogenetic tree,

strengthening the suspicion that the Typhi population is essentially clonal and uncom-

plicated by recombination between lineages. The whole-genome comparisons identified

novel prophage over and above those discovered in Typhi CT18 and Ty2 (47, 224),

but found no other insertions - just a host of deletions. This is reminiscent of the M.

tuberculosis population, in which insertions even of prophage or plasmids are virtually

unheard of (783, 784) but deletions are quite common (512). In M. tuberculosis this

genetic isolation is easy to explain, as the bacterium can be isolated for decades in-

side encapsulated lung granulomas during asymptomatic infection of human hosts. In

Typhi, it points towards a similar explanation, suggesting that long-term carriage in

the gall bladder is the niche that really matters for the long-term survival of Typhi.

This niche is less isolated than the granulomas inhabited by M. tuberculosis, which may

account for the mid-level frequency of genetic exchange in Typhi: higher than that of

M. tuberculosis, in the form of phage and plasmids, but lower than that of other S.
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enterica serovars which show signs of recombination and more extensive plasmid and

phage variation (178, 245). The deletions identified in the M. tuberculosis genome are

conserved within lineages and have proved useful targets for typing (493). A similar

scheme is currently in development for Typhi using some of the deletions identified in

Chapter 2, which may provide a low-tech way of discriminating between Typhi lineages.

The novel prophage identified among the Typhi genomes also provide an opportunity

for further research. These regions are currently divided into many contigs but with

a little additional sequencing could be improved to the point where cargo genes could

be identified, which may prove an interesting source of genetic variation in the Typhi

population. The Typhi genome comparisons were not particularly fruitful in terms

of identifying genes under selection. However a relatively high level of variation was

detected in the genes yehT (four SNPs, all nonsynonymous) and yehU (nine SNPs, all

nonsynonymous) which together encode a two-component regulatory system. In the

study by Roumagnac et al. (2), 13 SNPs were identified among 105 strains in the 500

bp fragment analysed from the sensor kinase gene yehU, compared to 0-5 in other gene

fragments of the same size. The function of this regulatory system is currently being

investigated using a combination of mouse models (with Typhimurium), phenotypic

screening and gene expression analysis.

Typing of the Typhi SNPs identified by comparative genome analysis was applied in

Chapter 6 to the analysis of Typhi populations in localised endemic areas. This was the

highest resolution sequence-based interrogation of Typhi ever performed, and offered

novel insights into the structure and dynamics of the Typhi populations in each area,

which could be directly compared. These studies confirmed that multiple lineages of

Typhi co-circulate in very narrow windows of time and space, but also revealed fluc-

tuations in the composition of the population over time. The former is attributable

to the central role of asymptomatic carriers, each of whom provides an independent

and persistent source of infection with their own particular Typhi strain. The lat-

ter demonstrates the importance of other factors for short-term changes in the Typhi

population, likely including things like climate, human behaviour and immunity in the

human population, as well as random chance. Geographically, there was evidence of

global dissemination of Typhi haplotypes over the long term, but also rather localised

expansions of H58 sublineages in the short term (evident in the localised studies in
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Vietnam (sublineage C) and in Nepal and India (sublineage B) spanning the last five

years). There was also evidence of long term trends in the Typhi population, with SNP

typing in both the global and Kenyan collections showing H58 becoming more and

more dominant over time. However, the resolution offered by the current set of SNPs

is inadequate to study the expansion of H58 in really fine detail. For example, isolates

assigned to node H58-B undoubtedly harbour additional variation that happened not

to be present among the seven sequenced isolates. Thus by SNP typing, we are blinded

to this variation and may be tempted to assume that the H58-B isolates identified as

potentially escaping the effects of the Vi conjugate vaccine in India represent a single

clone, which is very closely related to that recently arrived in Kenya. However this may

well be wrong, and can only be resolved by additional sequencing. Until it becomes

feasible to engage in whole-genome sequencing of entire collections of Typhi isolates

(which may not be too distant a prospect, discussed below) a multi-step approach may

be best, where isolates are typed first using a subset of phylogenetically informative

SNPs to discriminate major clusters, followed by additional sequencing to identify ad-

ditional SNPs able to discriminate within those clusters. For example, based on the

Typhi populations studied here, a sensible approach may be to (i) type a few SNPs

that can discriminate between H58, H42 and other lineages plus all SNPs known to dis-

criminate within H58, then (ii) select a manageable subset of isolates within the H58

(and potentially H42) clusters (maximising variability by pre-screening with PFGE)

and sequence them, perhaps using a pooled approach to limit costs, followed by (iii)

additional typing within clusters at SNP loci identified in step ii. This approach is

currently being trialled in a large study of Typhi isolates from Kathmandu, using Se-

quenom for SNP typing (which allows rapid design and execution of SNP typing assays

in under two weeks) and Solexa sequencing for SNP detection.

One outstanding issue with respect to the expansion of Typhi H58 is the role of the ST6

IncHI1 plasmid. The association between strain and plasmid is remarkable, with every

single ST6 plasmid identified in this study (N=235) found within H58 host strains.

However at this point it is not clear whether the apparent success of the ST6 plasmid

subtype is simply hitchhiking on the expansion of H58, or whether it played a role in

the success of the clone. The evidence from IS1 insertions suggests that the common

ancestor of extant H58 lineages carried the plasmid (6.3.7), so the latter is at least
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possible. One potential mechanism for selection of ST6-containing strains, apart from

drug resistance which is essentially identical to that conferred by plasmids of other

IncHI1 subtypes, is the betU -carrying transposon Tn6062. The osmoprotectant BetU

may help host cells to survive in the environment or within the urinary tract of human

hosts, facilitating long-term carriage and transmission. Competition experiments in

a variety of different media may help to detect phenotypic differences between ST6-

containing and ST1-containing Typhi strains, although care must be taken to control

for Typhi strain background.

Prior to this study, there was barely any phylogenetic information available for Paraty-

phi A. Comparison of gene content using microarrays had detected five chromosomal

deletions including three prophage deletions, but no SNPs were known. A second

Paratyphi A genome sequence was finished at the Sanger Institute, providing the first

opportunity for comparison at the nucleotide level. However by this time, 454 and

Solexa sequencing was also available, thus the first comparative analysis of Paratyphi

A genomes included not two but seven isolates (Chapter 3). Selection of these isolates

was random and we still do not know how representative they really are, but it seems

they do capture a lot of the structure present in the larger global sample of isolates

sequenced in pools (3.4.1). The level of variation detected among these genomes was

markedly less than that observed between Typhi genomes (4.3.1), supporting previous

suggestions that the Paratyphi A population harbours even less genetic variability than

Typhi (479). The pooling strategy was designed to maximise genome-wide variation

detection in the absence of any guiding phylogenetic framework like that available for

Typhi. This was essentially a compromise between individual interrogation of a smaller

number of isolates, which provides not only variation detection but also haplotypes ap-

propriate for phylogenetic analysis, and maximal sensitivity to detect variation around

the entire chromosome, which was expected to be very low. Haplotypes and phyloge-

netic structure could then be resolved using high throughput SNP typing. This last

step was not pursued during the course of this study, partly due to time constraints

and partly due to rapid changes in the relative cost-effectiveness of sequencing and

SNP typing. As of mid-2009, it is increasingly feasible to sequence tens to hundreds of

individual bacterial genomes of 4-5 Mbp in a single Solexa run using indexed libraries

(785). As throughput continues to increase, thanks to improvements in sequencing
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chemistry that allow ever-longer paired-end reads (recent runs at the Sanger Institute

exceed 30 Gb), it is likely that sequencing of even more genomes will be feasible very

soon. Given that sequencing combines detection of known and novel variants, the cost

of high throughput SNP typing will need to be significantly lower than that of se-

quencing in order to be of any benefit. The further pursuit of population structure in

Paratyphi A currently involves SNP typing of ∼100 of the SNPs identified in Chapter

3, and will soon move to individual sequencing of the isolates so far sequenced only in

pools.
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Appendix A

Inactivating mutations in Typhi

Nonsense SNPs are labelled numerically, mutation column gives with the amino acid

residue which is mutated. Deletions are numbered alphabetically corresponding to de-

tails in Table 2.11; *=deletion is not consistent with single event on phylogenetic tree.

Expression gives maximal percentile rank of gene expression level in microarray exper-

iments in the GEO database.

Strain key is:

A - E00-7866 K = 150(98)S
B - E01-6750 L = 8(04)N
C = E02-1180 M = CT18
D = E98-0664 N = E02-2759
E = E98-2068 O = E03-4983
F = J185SM P = E03-9804
G = M223 Q = ISP-03-07467
H = 404ty R = ISP-04-06979
I = AG3 S = Ty2
J = E98-3139
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ID Gene ID Name Product Mutation
A STY0068 citD2 citrate lyase acyl carrier protein C-term del
A STY0069 citE2 citrate lyase beta chain N-term del
1 STY0089 yaaU putative metabolite transport protein 387
2 STY0212 sfsA sugar fermentation stimulation protein 132
3 STY0336 safC outer-membrane fimbrial usher protein (SPI6) 347
4 STY0349 tinR transcriptional regulator (SPI6) 141
5 STY0371 stbC outer membrane fimbrial usher protein 155
6 STY0428 araJ transport protein, potentially sugar efflux protein 202
7 STY0519 acrB acriflavin resistance protein B 769
8 STY0519 acrB acriflavin resistance protein B
9 STY0590 fimI fimbrin-like protein 47
10 STY0682 sec-independent protein translocase protein 68
11 STY0971 sopD2 secreted effector protein sopD homolog 144
12 STY0992 ycbC putative membrane protein 174
B STY1131 hpaB 4-hydroxyphenylacetate 3-monooxygenase N-term del
13 STY1167 hypothetical protein 63
14 STY1204 putative membrane transporter 188
15 STY1260 putative ROK-family protein 113
16 STY1304 oppA periplasmic oligopeptide-binding protein 559
17 STY1326 trpC indole-3-glycerol phosphate synthase 15
18 STY1410 dbpA ATP-dependent RNA helicase 30
19 STY1457 putative lipoprotein 185
20 STY1476 putative NADP-dependent oxidoreductase 168
C STY1485 narV respiratory nitrate reductase 2 gamma chain N-term del
C STY1486 narW respiratory nitrate reductase 2 delta chain C-term del
21 STY1488 narZ respiratory nitrate reductase 2 alpha chain 870
D STY1503 glgX putative hydrolase deleted
22 STY1507 putative aminotransferase 251
E STY1507 putative aminotransferase N-term del
E STY1508 putative transport protein deleted
E STY1509 hypothetical protein N-term del
G STY1536 putative aldehyde-dehydrogenase C-term del
23 STY1553 putative D-mannonate oxidoreductase 182
H STY1568 dmsC putative dimethyl sulphoxide reductase subunit deleted
H STY1569 hypothetical protein deleted
H STY1570 putative ABC transporter membrane protein deleted
H STY1571 putative ABC transporter periplasmic binding protein deleted
H STY1572 putative ABC transporter membrane protein deleted
H STY1573 putative ABC transporter ATP/GTP-binding protein deleted
H STY1574 putative voltage gated chloride channel protein deleted
H STY1575 putative dethiobiotin synthetase N-term del
24 STY1587 putative membrane protein 304
I STY1648 hypothetical protein N-term del
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ID Gene ID Strain(s) with the mutation Expression
A STY0068 O 98
A STY0069 O 97
1 STY0089 M no data
2 STY0212 D 94
3 STY0336 C 98
4 STY0349 F, H, O 100
5 STY0371 S 98
6 STY0428 J, G, D, M, E, F, H, O, S, B, H58/H63 94
7 STY0519 G 94
8 STY0519 I 94
9 STY0590 M 100
10 STY0682 C, A 98
11 STY0971 H 94
12 STY0992 J 90
B STY1131 M, E, F, H, O, S, B, H58/H63 no data
13 STY1167 J 95
14 STY1204 *B, E 95
15 STY1260 E 98
16 STY1304 J 68
17 STY1326 H, O 89
18 STY1410 H58/H63 98
19 STY1457 H58/H63 97
20 STY1476 A 81
C STY1485 S, B, H58/H63 94
C STY1486 S, B, H58/H63 94
21 STY1488 E 100
D STY1503 C 92
22 STY1507 H, O 98
E STY1507 H58/H63 98
E STY1508 H58/H63 no data
E STY1509 H58/H63 no data
G STY1536 *M, F no data
23 STY1553 S, B, H58/H63 94
H STY1568 L no data
H STY1569 L 90
H STY1570 L 92
H STY1571 L 89
H STY1572 L 89
H STY1573 L 92
H STY1574 L 92
H STY1575 L 98
24 STY1587 P 95
I STY1648 *B, A, C 98
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ID Gene ID Name Product Mutation
I STY1649 outer membrane protein deleted
I STY1650 hypothetical protein N-term del
25 STY1683 putative oxidoreductase 3
26 STY1693 ydhB putative transcriptional regulator 2
27 STY1738 ttrA tetrathionate reductase subunit A (SPI2) 622
28 STY1924 treA periplasmic trehalase 92
29 STY1977 proP proP effector 203
30 STY2005 conserved hypothetical protein 179
K STY2238 cbiC precorrin-8X methylmutase N-term del
31 STY2398 pbpG penicillin-binding protein 5
32 STY2501 putative transmembrane transport protein 85
33 STY2506 nrdA ribonucleoside-diphosphate reductase 1 alpha chain 762
34 STY2526 ais Ais protein 34
L STY2717 aegA putative oxidoreductase (internal deletion)
M STY2791 putative RNA methyltransferase (internal deletion)
35 STY2838 yfiK putative membrane protein 85
36 STY2877 putative type I secretion protein (SPI9) 719
37 STY2913 gabP GabA permease (4-amino butyrate transport carrier) 244
38 STY3001 stpA tyrosine phosphatase (translational regulation) (SPI1) 322
39 STY3001 stpA tyrosine phosphatase (translational regulation) (SPI1) 185
40 STY3034 hypothetical protein 74
41 STY3049 rpoS RNA polymerase sigma subunit RpoS (sigma-38) 52
42 STY3049 rpoS RNA polymerase sigma subunit RpoS (sigma-38) 43
43 STY3138 ppdA prepilin peptidase dependent protein A precursor 141
44 STY3352 possible AraC-family transcriptional regulator 119
45 STY3428 tdcA TDC operon transcriptional activator 277
46 STY3508 hypothetical protein 228
N STY3617 hypothetical protein N-term del
N STY3618 putative membrane protein deleted
47 STY4008 putative inner membrane transport protein 326
IS STY4123 yiaO putative periplasmic protein IS1 insertion
48 STY4134 malS alpha-amylase 376
49 STY4162 yhjW putative membrane protein 488
O STY4162 yhjW putative membrane protein
50 STY4329 yhfK hypothetical protein 685
R STY4575 hypothetical protein (SPI7) deleted
R STY4576 hypothetical protein (SPI7) deleted
R STY4577 hypothetical protein (SPI7) deleted
R STY4578 putative membrane protein (SPI7) deleted
R STY4579 putative membrane protein (SPI7) deleted
S STY4580 putative membrane protein (SPI7) deleted
S STY4582 possible exported protein (SPI7) deleted
51 STY4728 yjfJ hypothetical protein 184
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ID Gene ID Strain(s) with the mutation Expression
I STY1649 *B, A, C 100
I STY1650 *B, A, C 87
25 STY1683 B 87
26 STY1693 E 90
27 STY1738 B 92
28 STY1924 J, G, D, M, E, F, H, O, S, B, H58/H63 98
29 STY1977 O 97
30 STY2005 J 98
K STY2238 J, G, D, M, E, F, H, O, S, B, H58/H63 no data
31 STY2398 J, G, D, M, E, F, H, O, S, B, H58/H63 97
32 STY2501 J, G, D, M, E, F, H, O, S, B, H58/H63 97
33 STY2506 A 90
34 STY2526 C 90
L STY2717 J, G, D, M, E, F, H, O, S, B, H58/H63 95
M STY2791 A 98
35 STY2838 C 98
36 STY2877 D, M, E, F, H, O, S, B, H58/H63 94
37 STY2913 S, B, H58/H63 95
38 STY3001 J 100
39 STY3001 H58/H63 100
40 STY3034 H, O no data
41 STY3049 L 98
42 STY3049 K 98
43 STY3138 C 89
44 STY3352 A 92
45 STY3428 C 94
46 STY3508 C 95
N STY3617 N, P 92
N STY3618 N, P 97
47 STY4008 G 94
IS STY4123 M 95
48 STY4134 F, H, O 94
49 STY4162 C 95
O STY4162 J, G, D, M, E, F, H, O, S, B, H58/H63 95
50 STY4329 C 90
R STY4575 A 95**
R STY4576 A 95**
R STY4577 A 98**
R STY4578 A 94**
R STY4579 A 94**
S STY4580 S, B 98**
S STY4582 S, B 95**
51 STY4728 C, A 95
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ID Gene ID Name Product Mutation
P STY4728 yjfJ hypothetical protein deleted
P STY4728a hypothetical protein deleted
P STY4729 yjfK hypothetical protein N-term del
Q STY4786 hypothetical protein C-term del
Q STY4787 putative BglB-family transcriptional antiterminator N-term del
52 STY4811 putative exported protein 36
53 STY4849 helicase related protein (SPI10) 635
54 STY4849 helicase related protein (SPI10) 381
55 STY4853 hypothetical protein 180

ID Gene ID Strain(s) with the mutation Expression
P STY4728 J 95
P STY4728a J no data
P STY4729 J 98
Q STY4786 A 73*
Q STY4787 A 90
52 STY4811 G 97
53 STY4849 J 89
54 STY4849 C, A 89
55 STY4853 A 95
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Appendix B

Paratyphi A isolates sequenced in

pools

* = Isolate also sequenced individually. Kolkata isolates were provided by Shanta Dutta,

National Institute of Cholera and Enteric Diseases, Kolkata; Delhi isolates by Rajni Gaind,

Safdarjung Hospital, Delhi; and Karachi isolates by Rumina Hasan, Aga Khan University Hos-

pital, Karachi. Isolates in pools MA1-18 are part of the Salmonella collection at the Pasteur

Institute, Paris and DNA was provided by Francois-Xavier Weill.

Pool Strains Year Country Region

JW1 B1357 2004/5 India Kolkata
D2383 2004/5 India Kolkata
D1985 2004/5 India Kolkata
B943 2004/5 India Kolkata
C4672 2004/5 India Kolkata

JW2 A1338 2004/5 India Kolkata
AKU 12601* 2002 India Kolkata
B4173 2004/5 India Kolkata
B418 2004/5 India Kolkata
B964 2004/5 India Kolkata
D441 2004/5 India Kolkata
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Pool Strains Year Country Region

JW3 A1345 2004/5 India Kolkata
A2248 2004/5 India Kolkata
B4986 2004/5 India Kolkata
C806 2004/5 India Kolkata
D4075 2004/5 India Kolkata
F846 2004/5 India Kolkata

JW4 2129 2004/5 Kuwait -
BL8758* 2004/5 Pakistan Karachi
BL4595 2004/5 Pakistan Karachi
BL14275 2004/5 Pakistan Karachi
58/38 2004/5 India Delhi
138/69 2004/5 India Delhi

JW5 2664 2004/5 India -
BL1344 2004/5 Pakistan Karachi
BL4579 2004/5 Pakistan Karachi
B7697 2004/5 UK -
6911* 2007 Kenya -
6912* 2007 Kenya -

JW6 181 2005 India Delhi
11 2005 India Delhi
1 2005 India Delhi
331-32 2005 India Delhi
5 2005 India Delhi
40 2005 India Delhi

JW7 4 2007 India Delhi
83 2007 India Delhi
56 2007 India Delhi
105 2007 India Delhi
123 2007 India Delhi
31 2007 India Delhi
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Pool Strains Year Country Region

JW8 38/1/06 2006 India Delhi
181/8/06 2006 India Delhi
56/8/05 2005 India Delhi
68/1/04 2004 India Delhi
92/5/03 2002/3 India Delhi

JW9 BL28008 2002/3 Pakistan Karachi
BL27136 2002/3 Pakistan Karachi
BL23318 2002/3 Pakistan Karachi
BL1893 2002/3 Pakistan Karachi
2460 2005/6 Kuwait -
1540 2005/6 Kuwait -

MA1 A68-37 1968 Cambodia -
Banker Type 1 1943 India -
99 3482 1999 India -
9910258 1999 Indonesia -
99 7863 1999 Sri Lanka -
00 6053 2000 India -

MA2 99 5900 1999 Cambodia -
WS0783 1925 Palestine -
02 1960 2002 Cambodia -
05 3784 2005 Cambodia -
8-58 1958 Cambodia -
06-610 2006 Cambodia -

MA3 Banker Type 3 1954 India -
01 5766 2001 India -
04 2589 2004 India -
04 6500 2004 India -
05 5304 2005 India -
05 0208 2005 India -
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Pool Strains Year Country Region

MA4 A65-4 1965 Cambodia -
Banker Type 4 1954 Egypt -
98 9652 1998 Morocco -
99 0915 1999 Nepal -
A52-409 1952 Turkey -
9-65 1965 Turkey -

MA5 99 7158 1999 Thailand -
04 9176 2004 Indonesia -
01 7057 2001 Indonesia -
03 9604 2003 Burma -
05 6721 2005 Burma -
Banker Type 5 1955-1962 Indonesia -

MA6 A63-3 ( Banker Type 6) 1963 Vietnam -
WS0179 1946 Vietnam -
9-63 1963 Vietnam -
05 0473 2005 Vietnam -
06 7153 2006 India -
06-4418 2006 India -

MA7 00 3513 2000 Cambodia -
00 6735 2000 Chad -
97 1822 1997 India -
97 7358 1997 India -
98 2812 1998 Pakistan -
03 7001 2003 Pakistan -

MA8 97 0613 1997 Pakistan -
9710913 1997 Pakistan -
99 7252 1999 Turkey -
01 8877 2001 Pakistan -
05 6792 2005 Pakistan -
04 0406 2004 Turkey -
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Pool Strains Year Country Region

MA9 A62-5 1962 Algeria -
A61-79 (7-58) 1958 France -
A61-149 (A50-4) 1950 France -
A61-81 (9-58) 1958 France -
A61-145 (4-51) 1951 Vietnam -
WS0784 1967 France -

MA10 A63-72 1963 Cambodia -
A 63-73 1963 France -
WS0785 1917 Albania -
WS0065 1971 US -
02 1383 2002 Guinea -
02 8292 2002 Guinea -

MA11 J307 1949 Algeria -
J852 1949 Algeria -
6-60 1960 Brasil -
4-56 1956 Ethiopia -
A52-428 1952 Turkey -
A61-125 (3-52) 1952 Turkey -

MA12 A103 1945 France -
A506 1949 France -
Reil 18 1949 France -
Reil 90 1949 France -
Brun12 1949 France -
Balt8 1949 Iran -

MA13 1-57 1957 Morocco -
A61-139 (20-52) 1952 Senegal -
7-54 1954 Tunisia -
00 2046 2000 Guinea -
00 6712 2000 Morocco -
00 5851 2000 Nepal -
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Pool Strains Year Country Region

MA14 A80-82 1980 Brasil -
A80-2 1980 Togo -
A73-2 1973 Morocco -
A77-46 1977 Mali -
02 4282 2002 Mali -
06 6491 2006 Mali -

MA15 06-1246 2006 India -
06-5568 2006 India -
5-66 1966 Senegal -
01 4749 2001 Nepal -
01 8552 2001 Peru -

MA16 05 6761 2005 Bengladesh -
01 6979 2001 China -
04 3588 2004 Nepal -
05 7465 2005 Nepal -
WS0063, WS 0178 1899 US -
17-66 1966 Morocco -

MA17 06-6204 2006 Turkey -
06-2861 2006 Pakistan -
06-2633 2006 Senegal -
01 1852 2001 Senegal -
04 6031 2004 Senegal -
06 0906 2006 Senegal -

MA18 A80-26 1980 Congo -
02 7555 2002 Benin -
WS0782 1934 Jordania -
WS0064 pre 1963 - -
SARB42/ATCC9150* pre 1993 - -
02 2076 2002 Indonesia -
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Appendix C

Genes with >2 SNPs more than

expected among Paratyphi A

pools

Gene IDs correspond to AKU 12601 annotation. Gene symbol is given where possible.

Gene ID Symbol Product
SSPA0020 Fimbrial chaperone
SSPA0061 citG CitG protein
SSPA0101 araB L-ribulokinase
SSPA0103 DedA family integral membrane protein
SSPA0107 Putative ABC transporter periplasmic solute binding protein
SSPA0157 Putative exported protein
SSPA0163 Putative transcriptional regulator
SSPA0193 fhuC Ferrichrome transport ATP-binding protein FhuC
SSPA0196 stfA Putative fimbrial subunit
SSPA0277 Putative oxidoreductase
SSPA0316 Putative lipoprotein
SSPA0319 Putative anaerobic reductase component
SSPA0331 Putative exported protein
SSPA0348 Putative arsenate reductase
SSPA0361 Succinyl-diaminopimelate desuccinylase
SSPA0457 Div protein
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Gene ID Symbol Product
SSPA0477 Histidine transport ATP-binding protein
SSPA0483 Putative transcriptional regulator
SSPA0489 Putative membrane protein
SSPA0511 NADH dehydrogenase I chain M
SSPA0555 Hypothetical protein
SSPA0559 Regulator of capsule synthesis B component
SSPA0583 Putative sulphatase
SSPA0613 Colicin I receptor
SSPA0643 D-lactate dehydrogenase
SSPA0661 Putative outer membrane usher protein
SSPA0670 Fructose-bisphosphate aldolase class I
SSPA0696 mdtC Putative RND-family transporter protein
SSPA0698 Putative uncharacterized protein
SSPA0719 Phosphomannomutase
SSPA0720 Putative transmembrane transport protein
SSPA0728 Glucose-1-phosphate cytidylyltransferase
SSPA0733 rfbX Putative O-antigen transporter
SSPA0735 Putative glycosyltransferase
SSPA0739 Undecaprenyl-phosphate galactosephosphotransferase
SSPA0764 pduT Putative propanediol utilization protein PduT
SSPA0791 Synthesis of vitamin B12 adenosyl cobalamide precursor
SSPA0827 Colanic acid capsullar biosynthesis activation protein A
SSPA0850 fliC Flagellin
SSPA0856 Putative ABC transport ATP-binding protein
SSPA0860 Invasion response-regulator
SSPA0910 High-affinity zinc uptake system membrane protein
SSPA0931 Hypothetical protein
SSPA0953 Hypothetical protein
SSPA0956 Putative membrane protein
SSPA0957a proQ ProP effector
SSPA1014 nifE Hydrogenase-1 large chain (NifE hydrogenase)
SSPA1032 narL Nitrate/nitrite response regulator protein NarL
SSPA1072 Anthranilate phosphoribosyltransferase
SSPA1083 Aconitate hydratase 1 (Citrate hydro-lyase 1)
SSPA1095 Enoyl-[acyl-carrier-protein] reductase (NADH)
SSPA1120 mppA Periplasmic murein peptide-binding protein MppA
SSPA1125a Hypothetical protein
SSPA1136 Fumarate and nitrate reduction regulatory protein
SSPA1149 Putative periplasmic protein
SSPA1166 Hypothetical protein
SSPA1188 Putative regulatory protein
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Gene ID Symbol Product
SSPA1196 Putative uncharacterized protein
SSPA1198 Respiratory nitrate reductase 2 beta chain
SSPA1201 Nitrite extrusion protein
SSPA1220 Putative aminotransferase
SSPA1271 Putative regulatory protein
SSPA1328 mdtK Hypothetical integral membrane protein
SSPA1386 Phosphoenolpyruvate synthase
SSPA1434 Putative MutT-family protein
SSPA1445 Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase A
SSPA1451 Diguanylate cyclase/phosphodiesterase domain 1
SSPA1490 Putative toxin-like protein
SSPA1505 phoQ Sensor protein PhoQ, regulator of virulence determinants
SSPA1519 trcF Transcription-repair coupling factor (TrcF)
SSPA1531a fhuE FhuE receptor precursor
SSPA1533 Putative uncharacterized protein
SSPA1574 Putative cytochrome
SSPA1576 Hypothetical protein
SSPA1584 Putative uncharacterized protein
SSPA1594 Putative uncharacterized protein
SSPA1605 Proline dehydrogenase (Proline oxidase)
SSPA1613a scsB Membrane protein, suppressor for copper-sensitivity B precursor
SSPA1724 clpA ATP-dependent Clp protease ATP-binding subunit ClpA
SSPA1731 Putative periplasmic protein
SSPA1742 Arginine-binding periplasmic protein 1
SSPA1754 potG Putrescine transport ATP-binding protein PotG
SSPA1777 Hypothetical ABC transporter ATP-binding protein
SSPA1809 Hypothetical protein
SSPA1820a slrP Leucine-rich repeat protein SlrP
SSPA1838 Molybdate-binding periplasmic protein
SSPA1844 Galactose-1-phosphate uridylyltransferase
SSPA1899 kdpD Sensor protein KdpD
SSPA1900 KDP operon transcriptional regulatory protein
SSPA1902 Putrescine-ornithine antiporter
SSPA1915 Putative outer membrane protein
SSPA1928a gltJ Glutamate/aspartate transport system permease protein GltJ
SSPA1968 Ribonuclease I
SSPA1984 Carbon starvation protein A
SSPA1993 fepG Ferric enterobactin transport protein FepG
SSPA1999 Ferrienterobactin receptor
SSPA2034 lpxH Putative uncharacterized protein
SSPA2045a ybbW Putative allantoin permease
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Gene ID Symbol Product
SSPA2074 Inosine-guanosine kinase
SSPA2167 Branched chain amino acid transport system II carrier protein
SSPA2171 sbcC Exonuclease SbcC
SSPA2191 Hypothetical protein
SSPA2212 Possible transcriptionl regulator
SSPA2221 Putative fimbrial protein
SSPA2277 Aminoacyl-histidine dipeptidase
SSPA2292 Outermembrane fimbrial usher protein
SSPA2318 Hypothetical protein
SSPA2460 Putative nickel transporter
SSPA2509 Glucitol operon repressor
SSPA2563 Surface presentation of antigens protein
SSPA2592 rpoS RNA polymerase sigma subunit RpoS (Sigma-38)
SSPA2598 ispD 2-C-methyl-D-erythritol 4-phosphate cytidylyltransferase
SSPA2613a Similar to putative metal-dependent hydrolases of the

beta-lactamase superfamily II
SSPA2617 pyrG CTP synthetase
SSPA2620 Outer membrane usher protein
SSPA2639 Putative serine transporter
SSPA2644 Fuculose-1-phosphate aldolase
SSPA2663 Protease III (Pitrilysin)
SSPA2664 Exonuclease V subunit
SSPA2745 Possible ABC-transport protein, ATP-binding component
SSPA2775 Nucleoside permease
SSPA2794 Putative oxidoreductase
SSPA2805 Glutathionylspermidine synthetase/amidase
SSPA2807 Hypothetical protein
SSPA2848 Putative uncharacterized protein
SSPA2862 Putative membrane protein
SSPA2873 gcp Possible glycoprotease
SSPA2908 TDC operon transcriptional activator
SSPA2916 PTS system, sugar phosphotransferase enzyme IIBC component
SSPA3036 prmA Ribosomal protein L11 methyltransferase
SSPA3043 RND family, multidrug transport protein,acriflavin resistance protein F
SSPA3087 Type III leader peptidase
SSPA3110 Cyclic AMP receptor protein,catabolite gene activator
SSPA3120 Putative nitrite transporter
SSPA3122 Tryptophanyl-tRNA synthetase
SSPA3133 Penicillin-binding protein 1A
SSPA3153 4-alpha-glucanotransferase
SSPA3155 malT MalT regulatory protein
SSPA3162 glgC Glucose-1-phosphate adenylyltransferase
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Gene ID Symbol Product
SSPA3163 glgX Glycogen operon protein
SSPA3164 1,4-alpha-glucan branching enzyme
SSPA3202 Putative lipoprotein
SSPA3209 Hypothetical ABC transporter ATP-binding protein
SSPA3215 Hypothetical protein
SSPA3234 Hypothetical luxR-family transcriptional regulator
SSPA3240 dctA C4-dicarboxylate transport protein
SSPA3295 Putative transcriptional regulator
SSPA3307 L-lactate permease
SSPA3308 Putative L-lactate dehydrogenase operon regulator
SSPA3336 Lipopolysaccharide core biosynthesis protein
SSPA3354 ligB Putative DNA ligase
SSPA3369 Hypothetical protein
SSPA3432 Two-component sensor protein histidine protein kinase
SSPA3448 Putative hydrolase
SSPA3475 rbsD High affinity ribose transport protein RbsD
SSPA3480 Hypothetical 20.8 kDa protein in rbsr-rrsc intergenic region
SSPA3484 Putative magnesium chelatase, subunit ChlI
SSPA3499 gppA Guanosine-5’-triphosphate,3’-diphosphate pyrophosphatase
SSPA3511 wecF/rffT Putative uncharacterized protein
SSPA3531 Magnesium and cobalt transport protein
SSPA3555 Putative deoxyribonuclease
SSPA3629 Two-component sensor kinase protein
SSPA3646 Putative ABC transporter permease protein
SSPA3655 Putative glycerol metabolic protein
SSPA3725 Two-component system sensor protein
SSPA3824 Melibiose carrier protein
SSPA3864 Fumarate reductase, flavoprotein subunit
SSPA3866 Putative amino acid permease
SSPA3893 aidB Probable acyl Co-A dehydrogenase
SSPA3921 2’,3’-cyclic-nucleotide 2’-phosphodiesterase
SSPA3963 Carbamate kinase
SSPA4071 lplA Lipoate-protein ligase A
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Appendix D

Variable pseudogenes in the

Paratyphi A population

N = number of nonsense SNPs, Freq = SNP frequency or ‘d’ for deletion.

Gene ID N Freq Symbol Product
SSPA0005a - d Fimbrial chaperone
SSPA0020 1 1 Fimbrial chaperone
SSPA0021 1 15 Fimbrial usher
SSPA0068 1 2 caiC Probable crotonobetaine/carnitine-CoA ligase
SSPA0078 1 2 Probable secreted protein
SSPA0103 1 5 DedA family integral membrane protein
SSPA0107 1 2 Putative ABC transporter periplasmic solute binding protein
SSPA0209 1 1 Hypothetical protein
SSPA0223 1 3 yaeT Outer membrane protein
SSPA0304 1 1 iscR Putative uncharacterized protein
SSPA0330 1 1 Putative exported protein
SSPA0337 1 1 Putative outer membrane lipoprotein
SSPA0367 1 1 Putative exported protein
SSPA0376 1 2 Putative phosphate acyltransferase
SSPA0381 1 2 Putative alchohol dehydrogenase
SSPA0387 1 1 eutK Ethanolamine utilization protein EutK
SSPA0401 1 2 Putative exported protein
SSPA0422 1 1 Putative decarboxylase
SSPA0470 1 24 Hypothetical protein
SSPA0477 1 1 Histidine transport ATP-binding protein
SSPA0526 1 2 Melittin resistance protein PqaB
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Gene ID N Freq Symbol Product
SSPA0546 1 1 Glycerol-3-phosphate transporter
SSPA0558 1 2 rscC Sensor protein RcsC
SSPA0560 1 2 Putative two-component system sensor kinase
SSPA0579a - d ccmH Cytochrome c-type biogenesis protein H1
SSPA0604 1 1 Putative membrane protein
SSPA0615a 1 1 sdaC Putative L-serine dehydratase
SSPA0620 2 1,3 Mgl repressor and galactose ultrainduction factor
SSPA0621 1 7 D-galactose-binding periplasmic protein precursor
SSPA0638 1 5 Putative lipoprotein
SSPA0662 1 2 Putative exported protein
SSPA0670 1 1 Fructose-bisphosphate aldolase class I
SSPA0689 1 2 Putative exported protein
SSPA0708 - d wcaA Hypothetical protein
SSPA0719a 1 14 wcaJ Putative extracellular polysaccharide biosynthesis protein
SSPA0720 - d Membrane transport protein
SSPA0728 1 3 Glucose-1-phosphate cytidylyltransferase
SSPA0735 1 30 Putative glycosyltransferase
SSPA0738 1 6 Phosphomannomutase
SSPA0768 1 15 Putative uncharacterized protein
SSPA0775 1 16 pduG Propanediol dehydratase reactivation protein
SSPA0780a - d pduF Propanediol diffusion facilitator
SSPA0790 1 1 Synthesis of vitamin B12 adenosyl cobalamide
SSPA0791 1 1 Synthesis of vitamin B12 adenosyl cobalamide precursor
SSPA0795 1 4 cbiQ Putative cobalt transport protein CbiQ
SSPA0802a - d yeeO Putative inner membrane protein
SSPA0816a 1 1 Putative membrane protein
SSPA0938 1 2 Putative hydrolase
SSPA0951 1 1 Serine/threonine protein phosphatase 1
SSPA0957a 2 1,1 proQ ProP effector
SSPA0978 1 1 nudL Putative uncharacterized protein
SSPA1000 1 1 Alanine racemase
SSPA1002 1 2 Hypothetical protein
SSPA1072 2 3,5 Anthranilate phosphoribosyltransferase
SSPA1083 1 1 Aconitate hydratase 1 (Citrate hydro-lyase 1)
SSPA1180 1 57 Putative inner membrane protein
SSPA1197a - d narW Respiratory nitrate reductase 2 delta chain
SSPA1204a - d nmpC Outer membrane porin
SSPA1217 1 4 Putative hydrolase
SSPA1227 1 1 hyaE2 Hydrogenase-1 operon protein HyaE2
SSPA1249 1 1 Putative oxidoreductase
SSPA1267 1 1 Putative ABC transporter membrane protein
SSPA1285 1 4 Two component sensor kinase
SSPA1311 1 10 Putative HlyD-family protein
SSPA1391 2 1,1 Hypothetical protein
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Gene ID N Freq Symbol Product
SSPA1447 1 128 Putative oxidoreductase
SSPA1449a - d yeaG Putative uncharacterized protein
SSPA1578 1 1 mdtG Putative membrane transport protein
SSPA1590 1 2 Putative regulatory protein
SSPA1706 1 1 Anaerobic dimethyl sulfoxide reductase chain A
SSPA1724 1 1 clpA ATP-dependent Clp protease ATP-binding subunit ClpA
SSPA1773 1 3 Putative uncharacterized protein
SSPA1786 1 2 Putative exported protein
SSPA1797 1 2 Hypothetical Zinc-finger containing protein
SSPA1798 1 1 Hypothetical protein
SSPA1829a 1 1 hutU Urocanate hydratase
SSPA1832 1 5 hutI Imidazolonepropionase
SSPA1902 1 1 Putrescine-ornithine antiporter
SSPA1906 1 1 ybfF Putative esterase/lipase YbfF
SSPA1915 1 2 Putative outer membrane protein
SSPA1921a - d asnB Asparagine synthetase B
SSPA1928a 3 1,1,8 gltJ Glutamate/aspartate transport system permease protein GltJ
SSPA2005 1 1 Oxygen-insensitive NAD(P)H nitroreductase
SSPA2007 1 3 Putative membrane protein
SSPA2017a 3 4,5,5 Putative membrane protein
SSPA2090 1 3 acrB Acriflavin resistance protein B
SSPA2100 - d tesB Acyl-CoA thioesterase II
SSPA2118 1 2 bolA Transcriptional regulator
SSPA2182 1 1 psiF Phosphate starvation-inducible protein PsiF
SSPA2185a 2 2,2 ddlA D-alanine:D-alanine ligase A
SSPA2334 1 2 Hypothetical protein
SSPA2338 1 4 Putative uncharacterized protein
SSPA2375 1 4 Putative type I secretion protein, ATP-binding protein
SSPA2376 1 1 Putative type I secretion protein
SSPA2592 3 2,2,2 rpoS RNA polymerase sigma subunit RpoS (Sigma-38)
SSPA2598 1 1 ispD 2-C-methyl-D-erythritol 4-phosphate cytidylyltransferase
SSPA2606 1 2 Hypothetical protein
SSPA2630 1 2 Sensor protein
SSPA2643 - d Lactaldehyde reductase
SSPA2663 1 1 Protease III (Pitrilysin)
SSPA2760 1 1 Probable global regulatory protein homolog
SSPA2775 1 1 Nucleoside permease
SSPA2807a 1 1 Possible ABC-transport protein, periplasmic-binding component
SSPA2848 1 1 Putative uncharacterized protein
SSPA2877 1 14 G/U mismatch-specific DNA glycosylase
SSPA2900a 1 19 Hypothetical transport protein
SSPA2907 1 1 Catabolic threonine dehydratase
SSPA2916 1 2 PTS system, sugar phosphotransferase enzyme IIBC component
SSPA2939 1 1 Putative uncharacterized protein
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Gene ID N Freq Symbol Product
SSPA2987 1 1 Hypothetical protein
SSPA3040 1 1 Diguanylate cyclase/phosphodiesterase domain 2
SSPA3087 1 2 Type III leader peptidase
SSPA3117 1 1 tsgA Putative membrane protein
SSPA3146 1 1 Ferrous iron transport protein B
SSPA3155 1 1 malT MalT regulatory protein
SSPA3202 - d Putative lipoprotein
SSPA3209 1 15 Hypothetical ABC transporter ATP-binding protein
SSPA3240 1 1 dctA C4-dicarboxylate transport protein
SSPA3259a 1 18 yhjW Putative membrane protein
SSPA3281 1 3 Putative exported amidase
SSPA3307 1 2 L-lactate permease
SSPA3308 1 1 Putative L-lactate dehydrogenase operon regulator
SSPA3329 1 1 waaK Lipopolysaccharide 1,2-N-acetylglucosaminetransferase
SSPA3370 1 2 Putative autotransported protein
SSPA3432 1 1 Two-component sensor protein histidine protein kinase
SSPA3446 1 1 Hypothetical protein
SSPA3448 1 1 Putative hydrolase
SSPA3475 1 9 rbsD High affinity ribose transport protein RbsD
SSPA3476a - d rbsC High affinity ribose transport protein RbsC
SSPA3478a - d rbsR Ribose operon repressor
SSPA3484 1 2 chlI Putative magnesium chelatase, subunit ChlI
SSPA3485 1 1 Acetolactate synthase large
SSPA3499 1 1 gppA Guanosine-5’-triphosphate,3’-diphosphate pyrophosphatase
SSPA3499a - d rhlB ATP-dependent RNA helicase
SSPA3565 1 2 Molybdopterin-guanine dinucleotide biosynthesis protein B
SSPA3578 1 2 Glutamine synthetase
SSPA3581 1 93 Hypothetical protein
SSPA3616 1 3 rhaD Rhamnulose-1-phosphate aldolase
SSPA3629 1 1 Two-component sensor kinase protein
SSPA3676 1 4 Putative GntR-family regulatory protein
SSPA3720 1 3 nfi Putative endonuclease
SSPA3784 1 15 Putative type-I secretion protein
SSPA3871 1 2 artJ Probable arginine-binding periplasmic protein
SSPA3893 - d aidB Probable acyl Co-A dehydrogenase
SSPA3921 1 3 2’,3’-cyclic-nucleotide 2’-phosphodiesterase
SSPA3950 1 1 Anaerobic ribonucleoside-triphosphate reductase
SSPA3979 1 2 GntP family, L-idonate transport protein
SSPA4005 1 1 Putative uncharacterized protein
SSPA4022 1 1 Probable transcriptional activator
SSPA4028 1 1 Putative membrane protein
SSPA4030 1 3 Putative uncharacterized protein
SSPA4071 - d Lipoate-protein ligase A
SSPA4083 1 12 Putative two-component response regulator
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Appendix E

Typhi isolates used for SNP

typing

Typhi isolates were sourced from the following collections:

S - Sequenced isolates - DNA from Sanger Institute;

A - Pasteur Institute (isolates from travellers returning to France with typhoid fever)

- Francois-Xavier Weill, Pasteur Institute, Paris, France;

B - Mekong Delta - Christiane Dolecek, Oxford University Clinical Research Unit, Hos-

pital for Tropical Diseases, Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam;

C - Kathmandu - Andrew Pollard, Department of Pediatrics, Oxford University, Ox-

ford, UK;

D - Kolkata - Shanta Dutta, National Institute for Cholera and Enteric Diseases,

Kolkata, India

E - Kenya - Sam Kariuki, Kenya Medical Research Institute, Nairobi, Kenya.
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Isolate Year Country Haplotype IncHI1 Study
B01787 2004 India H16 - D
A02292 2005 India H16 - D
D02273 2004 India H42 - D
D02104 2004 India H42 - D
C07620 2006 India H42 - D
C05146 2005 India H42 - D
C05029 2005 India H42 - D
C04892 2005 India H42 - D
C04881 2005 India H42 - D
C04809 2005 India H42 - D
C04190 2005 India H42 - D
C02132 2004 India H42 - D
C01667 2004 India H42 - D
C01071 2004 India H42 - D
C00951 2003 India H42 - D
B07476 2006 India H42 - D
B07459 2006 India H42 - D
B07437 2006 India H42 - D
B05142 2005 India H42 - D
B03080 2004 India H42 - D
B02933 2004 India H42 - D
B02555 2004 India H42 - D
B01794 2004 India H42 - D
B01741 2004 India H42 - D
B01714 2004 India H42 - D
B01664 2004 India H42 - D
A02904 2006 India H42 - D
A01481 2004 India H42 - D
A00929 2004 India H42 - D
D02422 2004 India H42/H85 - D
C01057 2004 India H42/H85 - D
C07566 2006 India H42 - D
C07548 2006 India H42 - D
B03159 2004 India H42 - D
D02348 2004 India H50 - D
D00763 2003 India H50 - D
D00205 2003 India H50 - D
C05572 2005 India H50 - D
C01662 2004 India H50 - D
C01606 2004 India H50 - D
B00679 2003 India H50 - D
B00181 2003 India H50 - D
A01910 2005 India H50 - D
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D01946 2004 India H52 - D
D03021 2004 India H58-A - D
D02274 2004 India H58-A - D
D02190 2004 India H58-A - D
D01988 2004 India H58-A - D
D00405 2003 India H58-A - D
C05685 2005 India H58-A ST6 D
C02633 2004 India H58-A ST6 D
C02066 2004 India H58-A - D
C01802 2004 India H58-A - D
D00193 2003 India H58-B - D
C07539 2006 India H58-B - D
C07343 2006 India H58-B - D
C07121 2006 India H58-B - D
C06953 2006 India H58-B - D
C06502 2006 India H58-B - D
C06427 2006 India H58-B - D
C05732 2005 India H58-B - D
C05573 2005 India H58-B - D
C05557 2005 India H58-B - D
C05518 2005 India H58-B - D
C05475 2005 India H58-B - D
C05446 2005 India H58-B - D
C05443 2005 India H58-B - D
C05440 2005 India H58-B - D
C05423 2005 India H58-B - D
C05279 2005 India H58-B - D
C04862 2005 India H58-B - D
C04529 2005 India H58-B - D
C04404 2005 India H58-B - D
C04401 2005 India H58-B - D
C02780 2004 India H58-B - D
C02670 2004 India H58-B - D
C01038 2004 India H58-B - D
C00145 2003 India H58-B - D
B07521 2006 India H58-B - D
B06864 2006 India H58-B - D
B06399 2006 India H58-B - D
B06375 2006 India H58-B - D
B06297 2006 India H58-B - D
B06295 2006 India H58-B - D
B06266 2006 India H58-B - D
B06198 2006 India H58-B - D
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B06078 2006 India H58-B - D
B05961 2006 India H58-B - D
B05787 2006 India H58-B - D
B05658 2005 India H58-B - D
B05600 2005 India H58-B - D
B05563 2005 India H58-B - D
B05561 2005 India H58-B - D
B05517 2005 India H58-B - D
B05505 2005 India H58-B - D
B05476 2005 India H58-B - D
B05467 2005 India H58-B - D
B04751 2005 India H58-B - D
B04716 2005 India H58-B - D
B04487 2005 India H58-B - D
B04421 2005 India H58-B - D
B03274 2004 India H58-B - D
B03166 2004 India H58-B - D
B02181 2004 India H58-B - D
B02150 2004 India H58-B - D
B02034 2004 India H58-B - D
B02026 2004 India H58-B - D
B01961 2004 India H58-B - D
B01911 2004 India H58-B - D
B01861 2004 India H58-B - D
B01813 2004 India H58-B - D
B01667 2004 India H58-B - D
B01661 2004 India H58-B - D
B01535 2004 India H58-B - D
B01342 2004 India H58-B - D
B01240 2004 India H58-B - D
B01074 2004 India H58-B - D
B01037 2004 India H58-B - D
B01021 2004 India H58-B - D
B00965 2003 India H58-B - D
B00756 2003 India H58-B - D
B00279 2003 India H58-B - D
B00116 2003 India H58-B - D
B00045 2003 India H58-B - D
A02964 2006 India H58-B - D
A02783 2005 India H58-B - D
A00981 2004 India H58-B - D
A00118 2003 India H58-B - D
D02950 2004 India H58-G - D
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D01545 2004 India H58-G - D
D00964 2003 India H58-G - D
D00043 2003 India H58-G - D
D00030 2003 India H58-G - D
C07610 2006 India H58-G - D
C07179 2006 India H58-G - D
C07087 2006 India H58-G - D
C07079 2006 India H58-G - D
C07052 2006 India H58-G - D
C06932 2006 India H58-G - D
C06876 2006 India H58-G - D
C06875 2006 India H58-G - D
C06855 2006 India H58-G - D
C06806 2006 India H58-G - D
C06567 2006 India H58-G - D
C05501 2005 India H58-G - D
C04932 2005 India H58-G ST6 D
C04903 2005 India H58-G ST6 D
C04365 2005 India H58-G - D
C04334 2005 India H58-G - D
C04062 2005 India H58-G - D
C03891 2005 India H58-G ST6 D
C03112 2004 India H58-G - D
C01818 2004 India H58-G - D
C01777 2004 India H58-G - D
C00777 2003 India H58-G - D
B06681 2006 India H58-G - D
B06390 2006 India H58-G - D
B05529 2005 India H58-G - D
B03103 2004 India H58-G - D
B03000 2004 India H58-G - D
B02377 2004 India H58-G - D
B02176 2004 India H58-G - D
B02095 2004 India H58-G - D
B02071 2004 India H58-G - D
B02020 2004 India H58-G - D
B01501 2004 India H58-G - D
B00031 2003 India H58-G ST6 D
B00025 2003 India H58-G - D
A03175 2006 India H58-G - D
A00832 2004 India H58-G - D
A00763 2004 India H58-G - D
D01604 2004 India H64 - D
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C05035 2005 India H64 - D
C03495 2005 India H64 - D
A02467 2005 India H64 - D
A01014 2004 India H64 - D
A00102 2003 India H64 - D
B02997 2004 India H58-K - D
B01772 2004 India H8 - D
C03646 2005 India pre-H58 - D
B03046 2004 India pre-H58 - D
C03656 2005 India H45 - D

NPL1871 2006 Nepal H42 - C
NPL882 2005 Nepal H42 - C
NPL726 2005 Nepal H42 - C
NPL1922 2006 Nepal H42 - C
NPL1708 2006 Nepal H42 - C
NPL1591 2006 Nepal H42 - C
NPL1421 2006 Nepal H42 - C
NPL1402 2006 Nepal H42 - C
NPL1121 2006 Nepal H42 - C
NPL1077 2006 Nepal H42 - C
NPL1265 2006 Nepal H42 - C
NPL728 2005 Nepal H50 - C
NPL1382 2006 Nepal H50 - C
NPL107 2005 Nepal H50 - C
NPL959 2006 Nepal H58-B - C
NPL239 2005 Nepal H58-G - C
NPL1493 2006 Nepal H58-G - C
NPL972 2006 Nepal H58-G - C
NPL95 2005 Nepal H58-G - C
NPL830 2005 Nepal H58-G - C
NPL809 2005 Nepal H58-G - C
NPL764 2005 Nepal H58-G - C
NPL73 2005 Nepal H58-G - C
NPL716 2005 Nepal H58-G - C
NPL699 2005 Nepal H58-G - C
NPL64 2005 Nepal H58-G - C
NPL587 2005 Nepal H58-G - C
NPL537 2005 Nepal H58-G - C
NPL528 2005 Nepal H58-G - C
NPL527 2005 Nepal H58-G - C
NPL462 2005 Nepal H58-G - C
NPL453 2005 Nepal H58-G - C
NPL1921 2006 Nepal H58-G - C
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NPL1838 2006 Nepal H58-G - C
NPL17 2005 Nepal H58-G - C

NPL1505 2006 Nepal H58-G - C
NPL1487 2006 Nepal H58-G - C
NPL1354 2006 Nepal H58-G - C
NPL1305 2006 Nepal H58-G - C
NPL1287 2006 Nepal H58-G - C
NPL1255 2006 Nepal H58-G - C
NPL1238 2006 Nepal H58-G - C
NPL117 2005 Nepal H58-G - C
NPL1143 2006 Nepal H58-G - C
NPL1048 2006 Nepal H58-G - C
NPL872 2005 Nepal H58 - C
FEB6075 2004 Kenya H73 ST6-like E
FEB7273 2008 Kenya H42 - E

Sam6 1998 Kenya H52 - E
LIV915 1989 Kenya H7 - E
LIV901 1989 Kenya H7 - E
LIV822 1989 Kenya H7 - E
LIV586 1988 Kenya H7 - E
LIV5223 1992 Kenya H7 - E
LIV516 1988 Kenya H7 - E
LIV279 1988 Kenya H7 - E

FEB6319 2005 Kenya H7 - E
Sam8 1998 Kenya H55 - E
Sam11 2001 Kenya H55 - E

FEB7271 2008 Kenya H58-B ST6 E
FEB7263 2008 Kenya H58-B ST6 E
FEB7231 2008 Kenya H58-B ST6 E
FEB7223 2008 Kenya H58-B - E
FEB7212 2008 Kenya H58-B - E
FEB7195 2008 Kenya H58-B ST6 E
FEB6747 2006 Kenya H58-B ST6 E
FEB6465 2006 Kenya H58-B ST6 E
FEB6384 2005 Kenya H58-B ST6 E
FEB6329 2005 Kenya H58-B ST6 E
FEB6323 2005 Kenya H58-B ST6 E
FEB6318 2005 Kenya H58-B ST6 E
FEB6157 2005 Kenya H58-B ST6 E
FEB6154 2005 Kenya H58-B ST6 E
FEB6124 2005 Kenya H58-B ST6 E
FEB6123 2005 Kenya H58-B ST6 E
FEB6094 2004 Kenya H58-B ST6 E
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FEB6079 2004 Kenya H58-B ST6 E
FEB6078 2004 Kenya H58-B ST6 E
FEB6077 2004 Kenya H58-B ST6 E
FEB6489 2006 Kenya H58-G - E

Sam9 2001 Kenya H58-J1 - E
Sam7 1998 Kenya H58-J1 ST6 E
Sam5 1994 Kenya H58-J1 ST6 E
Sam4 1995 Kenya H58-J1 ST6 E
Sam3 1994 Kenya H58-J1 ST6 E
Sam2 2005 Kenya H58-J1 ST6 E
Sam10 2001 Kenya H58-J1 ST6 E
Sam1 2003 Kenya H58-J1 ST6 E

KEN980 1992 Kenya H58-J1 ST6 E
KEN738 1991 Kenya H58-J1 ST6 E
KEN678 1991 Kenya H58-J1 ST6 E
KEN417 1990 Kenya H58-J1 ST6 E
KEN297 1989 Kenya H58-J1 ST6 E
KEN294 1989 Kenya H58-J1 ST6 E
KEN239 1988 Kenya H58-J1 ST6 E
FEB7108 2008 Kenya H58-J1 - E
FEB6466 2006 Kenya H58-J1 ST6 E
FEB6156 2005 Kenya H58-J1 ST6 E
FEB6125 2005 Kenya H58-J1 ST6 E
FEB6074 2004 Kenya H58-J1 ST6 E
FEB4106 2003 Kenya H58-J1 ST6 E
FEB1441 2001 Kenya H58-J1 ST6 E
FEB1408 2001 Kenya H58-J1 ST6 E
FEB1361 2001 Kenya H58-J1 ST6 E
FEB1303 2001 Kenya H58-J1 ST6 E
FEB1300 2001 Kenya H58-J1 ST6 E
FEB1294 2001 Kenya H58-J1 ST6 E
FEB1227 2001 Kenya H58-J2 ST6 E
FEB1226 2001 Kenya H58-J2 ST6 E
LIV846 1989 Kenya H16 - E
KEN858 1991 Kenya H16 - E
KEN741 1991 Kenya H16 - E
FEB6653 2006 Kenya H16 - E
FEB6645 2006 Kenya H16 - E
FEB6784 2006 Kenya H45 - E
FEB6126 2005 Kenya H45 - E
FEB6472 2006 Kenya H14 - E
FEB6377 2005 Kenya H14 - E
FEB6118 2005 Kenya H14 - E
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BJ365 2004 Vietnam contam contam B
BJ382 2004 Vietnam contam contam B
BJ64 2004 Vietnam H1 - B
BJ63 2004 Vietnam H1 - B
BJ105 2004 Vietnam H1 - B
BJ264 2004 Vietnam H45 - B
BJ9 2004 Vietnam H50 - B
BJ3 2004 Vietnam H52 - B

BJ359 2004 Vietnam H58-B ST6 B
BJ99 2005 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ95 2005 Vietnam H58-C - B
BJ94 2005 Vietnam H58-C - B
BJ91 2005 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ89 2005 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ83 2004 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ76 2004 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ75 2004 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ71 2004 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ70 2004 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ69 2004 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ67 2004 Vietnam H58-C - B
BJ66 2004 Vietnam H58-C - B
BJ60 2004 Vietnam H58-C - B
BJ6 2004 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ57 2004 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ525 2005 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ524 2005 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ521 2005 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ520 2005 Vietnam H58-C - B
BJ52 2005 Vietnam H58-C - B
BJ518 2005 Vietnam H58-C - B
BJ517 2005 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ515 2005 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ514 2005 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ512 2005 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ511 2005 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ510 2005 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ507 2005 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ506 2005 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ505 2005 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ504 2005 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ503 2005 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ5 2004 Vietnam H58-C - B
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BJ402 2005 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ401 2005 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ400 2005 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ398 2005 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ397 2005 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ396 2005 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ395 2005 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ394 2005 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ393 2005 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ392 2005 Vietnam H58-C - B
BJ391 2005 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ388 2005 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ387 2005 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ386 2005 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ384 2005 Vietnam H58-C - B
BJ380 2005 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ379 2005 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ378 2005 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ377 2005 Vietnam H58-C - B
BJ375 2005 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ373 2005 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ372 2005 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ370 2005 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ367 2005 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ366 2005 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ364 2005 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ362 2005 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ361 2005 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ360 2004 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ358 2005 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ356 2005 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ353 2005 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ351 2004 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ345 2004 Vietnam H58-C - B
BJ336 2004 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ324 2004 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ322 2004 Vietnam H58-C - B
BJ321 2004 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ318 2004 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ315 2004 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ311 2004 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ297 2004 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ296 2004 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
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BJ290 2004 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ288 2004 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ287 2004 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ286 2004 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ283 2004 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ279 2004 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ275 2004 Vietnam H58-C - B
BJ271 2004 Vietnam H58-C - B
BJ260 2004 Vietnam H58-C - B
BJ26 2004 Vietnam H58-C - B
BJ258 2004 Vietnam H58-C - B
BJ256 2004 Vietnam H58-C - B
BJ251 2004 Vietnam H58-C - B
BJ249 2004 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ248 2004 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ240 2004 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ230 2004 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ223 2004 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ220 2004 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ217 2004 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ2 2004 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B

BJ196 2004 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ193 2004 Vietnam H58-C - B
BJ192 2004 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ190 2004 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ187 2004 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ185 2004 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ174 2004 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ168 2004 Vietnam H58-C - B
BJ164 2004 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ163 2004 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ162 2004 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ161 2004 Vietnam H58-C - B
BJ160 2004 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ159 2004 Vietnam H58-C - B
BJ154 2004 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ151 2005 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ104 2005 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ1 2004 Vietnam H58-C ST6 B
BJ7 2004 Vietnam H58-C - B
BJ88 2005 Vietnam H58-D3 ST6 B
BJ516 2005 Vietnam H58-D3 ST6 B
BJ502 2005 Vietnam H58-D3 - B
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BJ228 2004 Vietnam H58-D3 ST6 B
BJ59 2004 Vietnam H58-E1 ST6 B
BJ509 2005 Vietnam H58-E1 ST6 B
BJ508 2005 Vietnam H58-E1 ST6 B
BJ4 2004 Vietnam H58-E1 - B

BJ399 2005 Vietnam H58-E1 ST6 B
BJ383 2005 Vietnam H58-E1 ST6 B
BJ376 2005 Vietnam H58-E1 ST6 B
BJ374 2005 Vietnam H58-E1 ST6 B
BJ368 2005 Vietnam H58-E1 ST6 B
BJ298 2004 Vietnam H58-E1 ST6 B
BJ201 2004 Vietnam H58-E1 ST6 B
BJ191 2004 Vietnam H58-E1 ST6 B
BJ188 2004 Vietnam H58-E1 ST6 B
BJ165 2004 Vietnam H58-E1 ST6 B
BJ102 2005 Vietnam H58-E1 ST6 B
BJ90 2005 Vietnam H58-E2 ST6 B
BJ8 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B

BJ519 2005 Vietnam H58-E2 ST6 B
BJ357 2005 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ355 2005 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ352 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ350 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ349 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ348 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ347 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ346 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ344 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ343 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ340 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ339 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ338 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ334 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ333 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ332 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ331 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ330 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ329 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ328 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ327 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ326 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ325 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ323 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 ST6 B
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BJ320 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ319 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ314 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ313 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ310 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ309 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ308 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ307 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ305 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ304 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ302 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ301 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ299 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ295 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ294 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ293 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ292 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 ST6 B
BJ289 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 ST6 B
BJ285 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ284 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ282 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ281 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ280 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ278 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ276 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ274 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ273 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ269 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ267 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ266 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ265 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ263 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ262 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ261 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ259 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ257 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ255 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ254 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ252 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ247 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ245 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ244 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ243 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
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BJ239 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ238 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ234 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ233 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 ST6 B
BJ216 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ215 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ212 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 ST6 B
BJ206 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ205 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 ST6 B
BJ200 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ198 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ197 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ195 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ194 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 ST6 B
BJ189 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ186 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ184 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 ST6 B
BJ183 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 ST6 B
BJ182 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ180 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ179 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 ST6 B
BJ178 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ177 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ176 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ175 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ173 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ172 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ171 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 ST6 B
BJ170 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ169 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ166 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 ST6 B
BJ158 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ157 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ156 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 ST6 B
BJ155 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ153 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 - B
BJ152 2004 Vietnam H58-E2 ST6 B
BJ523 2005 Vietnam H58-F2 ST6 B
BJ389 2005 Vietnam H58-F2 ST6 B
BJ385 2005 Vietnam H58-F2 ST6 B
BJ381 2005 Vietnam H58-F2 ST6 B
BJ218 2004 Vietnam H58-F2 - B
BJ87 2005 Vietnam H58-F3 ST6 B
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BJ522 2005 Vietnam H58-F3 ST6 B
BJ312 2004 Vietnam H58-F3 ST6 B
BJ246 2004 Vietnam H58-F3 ST6 B
BJ335 2004 Vietnam H58 - B
BJ291 2004 Vietnam H58 ST6 B
BJ167 2004 Vietnam H58 ST6 B
1(04)C 2004 Vietnam H1 - A
69-67 1967 Vietnam H1 - A
67-67 1967 Vietnam H1 - A
66-67 1967 Vietnam H1 - A

72-1258 1972 Mexico H11 ST3 A
49-65 1965 Madagascar H15 - A
48-65 1965 Madagascar H15 - A
12-66 1966 Madagascar H15 - A

E97-3246 1997 Madagascar H17 - A
E97-9141 1997 Turkey H18 - A
E98-2107 1998 Senegal H19 - A
E98-6926 1998 Mauritania H21 - A
E98-8119 1998 Peru H22 - A
E98-8120 1998 Cameroon H23 - A
E99-1028 1999 Senegal H24 - A
E99-4879 1999 Morocco H25 - A
E99-5920 1999 Tunisia H26 - A
E99-6359 1999 Mali H27 - A
E99-6478 1999 Guinea H28 - A
E02-5919 2002 China H28 - A
E99-6646 1999 Algeria H29 - A
E99-6785 1999 Morocco H30 - A
E99-7012 1999 Morocco H31 - A
E99-8013 1999 Morocco H32 - A
E99-8095 1999 Algeria H33 - A
E99-9794 1999 Comoros H35 - A
E00-6924 2000 Algeria H36 - A

31-66 1966 Algeria H36 - A
E00-2756 2000 India H37 - A
E00-3201 2000 Mali H38 - A
E01-7923 2001 Ivory Coast H39 - A
E01-7101 2001 Togo H39 - A
134-67 1967 Senegal H39 - A
131-67 1967 Ivory Coast H39 - A
106-67 1967 Ivory Coast H39 - A
102-66 1966 Senegal H39 - A
39-67 1967 Ivory Coast H39 - A
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E02-0530 2002 Nigeria H4 - A
E00-5869 2000 Bangladesh H40 - A
E00-6599 2000 CapeVerde H41 - A
76-1406 1976 Indonesia H42 ST2 A
04 6845 2004 Benin H42 ST2 A
03-4747 2003 Togo H42 ST2 A
75-67 1967 Morocco H42 - A
50-67 1967 Congo H42 - A
31-67 1967 Congo H42 - A
13-62 1962 Senegal H42 - A

E00-6999 2000 Peru H43 - A
E00-7463 2000 Morocco H44 - A
E03-0658 2003 Philippines H45 - A
E00-9821 2000 Congo H46 - A
133-67 1967 Congo H46 - A
129-66 1966 Congo H46 - A
12-58 1958 Cameroon H46 - A

E01-1747 2001 Cameroon H47 - A
E99-8067 1999 Algeria H48 - A
E01-1811 2001 Mali H49 - A
E98-4364 1998 Mexico H50 - A
E03-6643 2003 India H50 - A
80-2002 1980 Madagascar H50 - A
76-1261 1976 Zaire H50 - A
81-863 1981 Peru H50 ST8 A
73-114 1973 Vietnam H50 - A
162-66 1966 Algeria H50 - A
104-67 1967 Ivory Coast H50 - A
76-54 1976 Chile H50 central A
73-99 1973 Vietnam H50 - A
68-63 1963 Chad H50 - A
67-63 1963 Chad H50 - A
66-61 1961 Tunisia H50 - A
49-67 1967 Vietnam H50 - A
49-66 1966 Algeria H50 - A
40-67 1967 Madagascar H50 - A
37-66 1966 Cameroon H50 - A
32-66 1966 Cameroon H50 - A
28-62 1962 Chad H50 - A
06-62 1962 Senegal H50 - A
05-59 1959 Vietnam H50 - A

CIS9661/06 unk unk H50 - A
E01-7006 2001 Lebanon H51 - A
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E00-6172 2000 Indonesia H52 - A
171-66 1966 Morocco H52 - A
84-66 1966 Tunisia H52 - A
73-43 1973 France H52 - A
68-61 1961 Tunisia H52 - A
64-63 1963 Chad H52 - A
63-63 1963 Chad H52 - A
41-63 1963 Chad H52 - A
29-66 1966 Algeria H52 - A
27-67 1967 Senegal H52 - A
27-64 1964 Chad H52 - A
19-66 1966 Congo H52 - A
12-62 1962 Senegal H52 - A
10-64 1964 Chad H52 - A
08-64 1964 Chad H52 - A
07-62 1962 Senegal H52 - A
06-64 1964 Chad H52 - A
05-67 1967 Congo H52 - A

CIS9662/06 unk unk H52 - A
E01-8716 2001 Srilanka H53 - A
E02-0232 2002 French Guiana H54 - A
75-2507 1975 India H55 ST2 A
77-303 1977 India H55 ST2 A
77-302 1977 India H55 ST2 A
69-61 1961 Tunisia H56 - A

E99-8635 1999 Nepal H58-A - A
E03-6418 2003 Bangladesh H58-A - A
19(02)S 2002 Vietnam H58-B ST6 A
14/96 1996 Vietnam H58-C ST6 A
4(02)N 2002 Vietnam H58-C ST6 A

318(98)N 1998 Vietnam H58-C - A
209(97)S 1997 Vietnam H58-C ST6 A
43(97)S 1997 Vietnam H58-C ST6 A

E03-5712 2003 Cambodia H58-C ST6 A
8(04)S 2004 Vietnam H58-C - A
8(02)S 2002 Vietnam H58-C - A
8(02)C 2002 Vietnam H58-C ST6 A
7(02)N 2002 Vietnam H58-C - A
49(98)S 1998 Vietnam H58-C ST6 A
43(98)S 1998 Vietnam H58-C ST6 A
4(04)C 2004 Vietnam H58-C - A
4(02)S 2002 Vietnam H58-C - A
4(02)C 2002 Vietnam H58-C ST6 A
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39(98)S 1998 Vietnam H58-C - A
38(98)S 1998 Vietnam H58-C ST6 A
30(98)S 1998 Vietnam H58-C - A
3(04)C 2004 Vietnam H58-C ST6 A
3(02)C 2002 Vietnam H58-C - A

219(99)S 1999 Vietnam H58-C ST6 A
21(04)S 2004 Vietnam H58-C - A
205(97)S 1997 Vietnam H58-C ST6 A
2(02)S 2002 Vietnam H58-C - A
2(02)N 2002 Vietnam H58-C ST6 A
20(02)N 2002 Vietnam H58-C - A
17(02)S 2002 Vietnam H58-C ST6 A
16(04)S 2004 Vietnam H58-C ST6 A
12(02)S 2002 Vietnam H58-C - A
11(02)S 2002 Vietnam H58-C ST6 A
1(02)C 2002 Vietnam H58-C - A
358/98 1998 Vietnam H58-C ST6 A
339/98 1998 Vietnam H58-C ST6 A

192(99)S 1999 Vietnam H58-D2 - A
2(04)S 2004 Vietnam H58-D3 - A

197(99)S 1999 Vietnam H58-D3 - A
43-64 1964 Chad H58-E2 - A

E00-9345 2000 India H58-G - A
E02-2159 2002 Srilanka H58-G ST6 A
14(02)S 2002 Vietnam H60 - A
226(97)S 1997 Vietnam H61 ST6 A
04-2176 2004 India H58-I1 - A

E00-6111 2000 India H58-I2 - A
E02-1963 2002 Laos H58 - A
31(98)S 1998 Vietnam H58 ST6 A
76-1292 1976 Zaire H6 - A
05-3275 2005 Morocco H6 - A

E01-5741 2001 Angola H6 - A
SonLa-1 2002 Vietnam H68 - A
72-1907 1972 Vietnam H68 ST2 A
27-58 1958 Morocco H69 - A

162/95 1995 Vietnam H75 - A
81-918 1981 Peru H77 ST8 A
81-424 1981 Peru H77 ST8 A
14-58 1958 Cameroon H77 - A

E02-1687 2002 Thailand H79 - A
E01-5612 2001 Indonesia H8 - A
E00-4624 2000 China H8 - A
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